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A-S.3.1 THE SCHEDULE OF THE 1ST-BASED COURSE 
Week Day SESSION Duration 
TERM 2 
eilrl 1: ISIl 
2 2 Pre-task discussion 1 hour 
3 2 1ST 1 session 3 hours 
3 5 Post-task interview 1 30 minutes 
4 2 Post-task discussion 1 1 hour, 10 minutes 
4 2 Post-task interview 2 30 minutes 
4 5 Post-task discussion 2 30 minutes 
eilrl 2: IST2 
8 2 Pre-task discussion 30 minutes 
9 2 1ST 2 session 3 hours 
9 5 Post-task interview 1 30 minutes 
10 2 Post-task discussion 1 1 hour, 10 minutes 
10 2 Post-task interview 2 30 minutes 
10 5 Post-task discussion 2 30 minutes 
TERM 3 
eilrl 3: ISD 
3 2 Pre-task discussion 30 minutes 
4 2 1ST 3 session 3 hours 
4 S Post-task interview 1 30 minutes 
S 2 Post-task discussion 1 1 hour, 10 minutes 
5 2 Post-task interview 2 30 minutes 
5 5 Post-task discussion 2 30 minutes 
em~: IST4 
8 2 Pre-task discussion 30 minutes 
9 2 1ST 4 session 3 hours 
9 S Post-task interview 1 30 minutes 
10 2 Post-task discussion 1 1 hour, 10 minutes 
10 2 Post-task interview 2 30 minutes 
10 5 Post-task discussion 2 30 minutes 
£iln S: ISIS 
10 4 Pre-task discussion 30 minutes 
11 1 1ST 5 session 3 hours 
11 4 Post-task interview 30 minutes 
A-S.3.1 
ii 
A-S.4.1I THE STUDENT HANDOUT FOR TilE PRE-TASK SESSION 
THE TASK PROCEDURE 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. The main one is a 
written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it and arc described below under 
'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own words. The time is limited and therefore you should 
allow yourself enough time for thinking, plaMing, reading and writing. Copying is not permitted. 
You may use English-English dictionaries. 
INSTRUCTION: Use the video documentary. and the te"t • to • 
PROCEDURE: 
Use one or more diagrams to illustrate your answer. 
You may also use your own knowledge and e"perience. 
I. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
2. Now think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a video documentary called 
. Watch it carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. Try to remember it. 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. 
(You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 
S. You are now going to have a te"t to read with the title 
Find the information you need to help you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with your notes at the end of the session.) 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. 
7. Write the first draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan or the draft at the end of the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. 












INTRODUCTION TO TilE FIVE INTEGRATED-SKILLS TASKS 
This appendix presents the details for all five tasks in tum. For each task there are five sections. 
a) The student handout for 1ST 
b} A summary of the content of the task instruction, the documentary, the text and the information inputs in 
relation to the task instruction 
c) An analysis of the documentary 
d} The text 
e) An analysis of the text 




THE STUDENT HANDOUT FOR ISTl 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. The main one is a 
written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it and are described below under 
'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own words. The time is limited and therefore you should 
allow yourself enough time for thinking, planning, reading and writing. Copying is not pennitted. 
You may use English-English dictionaries. 
INSTRUCTION: Use the video documentary 'Energy transfer devices' and the te"t 'The answer is 
blowing in the wind' to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using the wind 
turbine as a means of supplying energy. Compare it with other means of supplying 
energy. 
PROCEDURE: 
Use one or more diagrams to illustrate your answer. 
You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
1. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
2. Now think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these in at the end a/the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a video documentary called 
'Energy Transfer Devices'. Watch it carefully and find the infonnation 
which will help you with the task. Try to remember it. 
I 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. 
(You must hand these in at the end a/the session.) 
S. You are now going to have a text to read with the title 
"The answer is blowing in the wind'. 
Find the infonnation you need to help you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with)'our notes at the end a/the session.) 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. 
7. Write the first draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan or the draft at the end a/the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. 







Ihr 30 mins 
A-S.4.1 ii·1 a) 
A-S.4.lii-lb) 
SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT FOR 1ST! 
[STI instruction 
Use the video documentary 'Energy transfer devices' and the text 'The answer is blowing in the 
wind' to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using the wind turbine as a means of 
supplying energy. Compare it with other means of supplying energy. 
ISTi instruction strongly suggests that the essay should have two main parts, both focusing on the wind 
turbine as a means of supplying energy: one part on the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbine 
and the other on how the wind turbine compares with other means of supplying energy. 
ISTI documentary 
The documentary, 'Energy transfer devices', examines a range of energy sources for generating electricity, 
first finite sources and then solar power. They are presented in varying amounts of detail, some of which is 
not relevant. This first part is general. Then possibilities of using wave energy are examined in some 
technical detail (4 mins). Then follows the final section, which is on wind energy. Wind turbines are 
described and discussed in detail (6 mins). While, much about wave energy can be ignored, the part on wind 
energy is very useful but also the most demanding because it is the final section and needs to be evaluated for 
what is and is not important. Throughout, the commentary is clear. The speed and density of presentation is 
varied. Main points are repeated but detailed information is not. Further details are given in Appendix A-
5.5.1 iii2. 
ISTI text 
The text, 'The answer is blowing in the wind', discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using wind 
turbines with particular reference to the UK context. It describes developments to date and discusses the 
future potential of using wind turbines for energy. It is clearly organised in sections, is straightforward and 
includes useful diagrams of wind turbines. Some information is the same as in the documentary. Some of the 
information is irrelevant. Further details are given in Appendix A-S.S.I iii3. 
ISTIlnformatlon inputs in relation to the task ins/rue/Ion 
Both the documentary and text contain information that is highly relevant to the task instruction. The order in 
which the information is presented in the documentary is the reverse of the order of the plan suggested by the 
task instruction. Therefore, the students' expectations of the information to be presented may not be 
immediately met. The text addresses the advantages and disadvantages of using the wind turbine, which is 
the first part of the instruction, thus reinforcing the infonnation given at the end of the documentary. But it 




DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST1 DOCUMENTARY 
BBC Science Topics - Energy Transfer Devices 
Overall length: 20 minutes 
t Content: 
Brief summary: The documentary is about energy sources. It discusses the need to start utilising renewable 
sources since finite sources are being used up and cause pollution. The importance of steam in powering, 
locomotives is described. Then, briefly, some methods and advantages, of generating electricity are 
mentioned. Then the sun as a source of energy as the best possibility for the future is presented. Four types of 
energy are mentioned: solar, biomass, wave and wind. Developments in wave energy arc presented in detail. 
Wind energy is shown to be at a more advanced stage. Different types of already functioning wind turbines 
are described and wind as a major source of future energy is considered. 
A fuller summary of the content is given below. Sub-headings and timings indicate how'it is organised. 
Actual expressions used by the narrator are presented in inverted commas. 
Time 
4mins 
Summary ofthe Content 
I} Introduction 
A train carrying 450 tons is able to travel at 200km per hour. It requires much energy. 
2) Producing power 
A steam locomotive is powered by steam 'pushing pistons along cylinders'. The steam gets its 
energy from heating water by burning coal. Coal has energy. 
Another train uses diesel oil, which is burnt in engines and makes the train move. 
The high speed train also uses diesel oil ~turns~~~~~ w~~~~J~roduce~~!~tri£!ty_~~ich, ___ _ 
----------in-tum,-driven-motor cotuiected to-the wlieels. , . 
2mins 
4mins 
Another locomotive is powered by fuel, which is being burnt inside a power station. There, 
burning fuel produces steam to muve turbines to drive huge electricity generators, 'which is 
carried away by the national grid'. Hence, electricity is very versatile, always available, very 
clean and efficient. 'But a power station can only transfer about a third of the energy of fuel'. 
because of 'a fundamental law of nature'. The temperature of the steam ultimately determines 
the power of the energy. 
3}NeedJor new forms of energy 
Energy is running out. Cheap energy is no longer available. Coal can last for another 200 years 
but it has become valuable. Nuclear power was once thought to be 'cheap, abundant, clean and 
safe' but no longer. There is a need to look at other alternatives. Many new ideas have been 
considered e.g. rollers on motorways. But energy is never free. Coal, gas and oil are rich stores 
of energy but they 'took millions of years to form' and are being used up too quickly. They 
cannot be renewed. 
4) The sun as a source oj energy 
The sun is a vast source of renewable energy ifnew technology is available. 
Solar panels (solar thennal) and reflectors can concentrate heat onto a power station boiler to 
tum steam turbines. 
Solar cells 'produce electricity directly from sunlight'. 
Plants can be harvested and processed into fuel (biomass). 
The sun can split water to make hydrogen which can be burnt as fuel (photo-chemical water-
splitting). 
The sun 'produces clouds and rain'. The energy from rain water running down from high 
ground can drive turbines (hydro-electric). 





It also produces winds and 'when winds blow over the sea powerful waves are produced'. 
5) Wave energy 
Using the energy of waves is possible in Britain. The first wave power station is under 
consideration in Glasgow. Waves move only vertically. Using this motion their energy can be 
converted into another form. By half immersing an open tin can with a small hole in the top in 
water and making waves in the water outside the can, the water in the can will move. 'The 
moving water produces moving air.' If this air is passed across a turbine. a power stroke can be 
produced, one by a rising wave and another by a falling wave. To capture the energy of a real 
wave the turbine has to be very strong. Experiments have been tried in shallow sea water where 
the turbine structure is fixed to the sea bed. 
Wave energy technology is underdeveloped. At Edinburgh university 'the duck' h'as been .. 
invented to simulate complex patterns of waves in a tank that imitate waves .far out at sea 
including very unusual freak waves. The duck has a cylindrical back, which contains a piece of . 
very complicated technology. an electrical generator that rotates vigorously producing d9uble 
the power. A similar device in deep sea water needs to withstand very bad weather and needs to, 
be cost effective. . 
6) Using wind energy 
Windmills have been used for 'hundreds of years' very efficiently. After being replaced by 
steam engines. they are being rediscovered. A modem windmill is called a wind turbine or aero-
generator. It generates electricity and can be very taU so that it can capture fast winds. 
Large wind turbines are in use in some countries e.g. an American design has a rotor diameter 
of 100 metres and even larger ones are being built. However, size is not the only consideration. 
Small wind turbines are being used in large group~ on wind farms. There are now' two main 
types: one with a horizontal axis and one with a vertical axis. All windmills 'tum.a moving 
body of air into moving machinery'. Modem wind turbines are like aircraft blades. There must 
be 'a best position' for 'turning moment' when a force known as 'lift' develops and causes the 
machine to tum. On an aeroplane the wing creates the best conditions. The horizontal axis 
__________ turbin~calLOnly..workJf..it.is~correctlyJined..up-with thc-wind'..-For-small turbines,.. the fan tail--
design works well because it starts to rotate whenever therc is wind. For a largc turbine. 
'sensors which detcct wind directions are better'. Wind turbines need to control thc arilount of 
power. This is done by using thc blade tips to control the speed of the rotor 'until it is exactly 
right for synchronising the generator with the electricity grid'. Britain has a large resource of 
wind energy. But wind turbines are still too costly. To generate 20% electricity, 'thousands of 
large wind turbines across the countrysidc' are needed which may not 'be acceptable on the 
landscape'. 
2 Presentation of Information. the main features 
The documentary covers a lot of ground by closely synchronising and linking the spoken commentary. The 
two modes complement each other and are essentially interdependent. Without either one, the information in 
the documentary would be much more difficult to understand fully. It might even be inaccessible. 
2.1 Visual presentation 
The visual presentation is polychromatic. Three modes are used: 
i) Short film extracts and shots (approx. 10 mins): to illustrate what is being discussed about the use of 
energy in action 
ii) Film extracts (approx. 8 mins): each focusing on one of 4 experts (1 on electricity, 2 on wave energy, I on 
wind turbines), who provide explanations and opinions sometimes demonstrating with technical equipment. 
iii) Symbolic information (approx. 2 mins): very brief but clear diagrams and pictures supplement the 
narrative, showing 
• how steam is connected to a turbine 
• a verbal caption to protest against nuclear power 
• a cartoon about having rollers on motorways with captions 
• several small pictures showing the use of the sun's energy (with the following labels· not spoken. solar 
A·S.4.1 ii·1 c) 
., 
VIII 
thermal, biomass, photo-chemical water-splitting, hydro-electric) 
'the duck' used in shallow sea water 
the complex technology inside 'the duck' 
• devices modelled on 'the duck' envisaged for use in deep sea water 
2.2 Audio presentation 
The audio presentation uses music and commentary: 
~ (approx. S mins): 
The same basic theme music is used with variation as a background to: 
train speed due to energy at the beginning (fast, busy, cheerful sensation which fades away) 
the power of the sun (exciting, cheerful, rhythmic sensation which becomes slower and calmer) 
the beginning of the section on wind energy (light, optimistic, rhythmic, stately pace to a fast background 
which fades away) . 
Spoken (approx. 18 mins): 
i) Main commentary (approx. 12 mins): 1 male voice (unseen) providing a general description throughout. 
ii) Expert information and opinion (approx. 6 mins): 4 male experts who elaborate on the main commentary 
at specific, separate points. The electricity expert appears several times to comment on forms of energy and 
speculate about their future use: coal, nuclear power, wave energy and wind energy. The other three experts 
each discuss one form of energy in some technical detail. The information given about 'the duck' principles 
is particularly complex. 
Standard English used by all except the expert on wave energy who has a slight Scottish accent. 
All five speakers have: 
- clear speech 
- a slow but natural pace with frequent pausing. 
- a fairly formal register throughout using well-constructed sentences of limited complexity. 
Some repetition of information when the commentator summarises the detailed information given by the 
experts and when the experts elaborate on information introduced by the commentator. In parts the 
commentary is interwoven with the expert's comments. 
References throughout by all five speakers to the visual information e.g. 'here'. 'this'. inside this', 'this 
train·, 'in this position'. 
The discourse: 
a) describes processes using active and passive verbs in the present tense 
b) describes the past and present situations using mainly simple past, present perfect. present tenses; frequent 
use ofthe verbs 'to be' and 'to have'. 
c) speculates about the future using 'will be' 
Some semi-technical terms such as: rotor, blade. pistons, cylinders·, locomotive, 'the duck', aero-generator, 
horizontal axis, vertical axis, 'turning moment', 'lift', fan tail design, sensors, blade tips, generator, 
electricity grid. 
d) has frequent usage of 'we' to include the audience. 
A-S.4.l ii·1 c) 
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IX' 
A - S""·ct-.I \i - I cA) 
........................... ... .......... .. ..... ........... ....... .............................. -- ............. .................. -.. -
rhe ansYler is bloVtling 
n the ·: wind 
. ~ .->. ',' .... I 
. : ~., ~~ ~:"" .~~ .. 1 "\ 
Iritain is a pretty ,windy 
lace. In the ·past;'~'··· . 
lindmil is were,'used to ': 
apture energy fr'orrdtie ' 
lind; today, wind turbines 
re an increasingly ,,'---: .. 
- : .. ,... ~.'" i"'" -
nportant sourc~}?f ~~~:::~ i:, , . 
. ":- "~~;'l.,1': :-,;: ·r'!'). "'; ower. ,,~,,;-; .. ; ...... ~ .. ~. ,'. 
'.": ,~~ ~ ; ~\;: ~:"::.; 
.!." 
.. 
. . '0 . ~ ',. :""'~~;. ~·I" • 1~,j{:'i;Mft.~i\J~f~&::'Nll.\fir 
'-. ";-lr:" ;..~:fF;-" ;;;:.J:F'·' "r:' 
N INDMlLLS for grln~ corn : into flour began.J.o appearJn". 
. . England towards the end ' of .' 
~ 12th cen~ry, mainly in places \ 
lich were unsUt~ble for,watennUls.;:' 
recently :AS 1919 "tbere , ~~re more 
tIl 300 working windmills In Bri\aln . . 
clay there are fewer than 20;' ~r, ' ' •• 
EarUer this century, wlnd"powe~ 
t r pumps were used on many 
'ms. They are much 
l,ay"p,ut some ' $.tIll-be::seErn~' 
Using wmd blli)).Jn,~~~II:!ID!e~t~J 
ctrlclty 'is' not ' 
:Idle years of this century, machines 
:h as the Lucas "Freel1te" were used 
provide electric UghUng in remote 
c s before mains electricity became 
tUable. But it was the aU crises of 
! arly 1970s which led to the 
( lopment of bigger and more 
cl nt wind turbines. The number of 
s turbines is gradually. J.pcreasing 
j they can now be seen in 'many 
'IS of Britain. " ,', ' ,,~'. "1 ~: j , 
I ' .. "_: j •.•• :\,: 
le present g.~, .... ~r~tion 
)ST modern wind turbines have a rotor 
ich rotates arqund a horizontal axis. The 
or normally has two or ' three blades, 
ch mes with· a Sm to 15m diameter rotor are 
ng used successfully by a few small 
:messes such as fanus; they can produce 25 
125 kW of electrical energy, or enough for 25 
120 homes. The fa,rms are also connected to 
national power grid which suppUes mains 
:ttlcity. , 
On windy days the farm sells any surplus 
:triclty to the electricity board by feeding It 
o the grid. When less' 'Wind" any extra 
:tricity the farm needs is taken from the grid. 
Machines with rotors 20m to 35m in 
meter, which are capable of producing 200 to 
kW of electricity, have also been operated 
:cessfully for a number of years.' The 
ctricity these turbines produce i~ fed 
ectly Into the grid and sold to customers. 
hough there are only four or five of these In 
tain, there are many more in other parts of 
world - for example, in Denmark and 
iforn ia. <, : :~, _ " 
Now even larger wind tw"bines, with rotors 
1 in diameter, are being developed and 
ed. They are capable of producing 3000kW 
W) of electricity. One of these turbines is In 
ration in Orkney. 
~-' • , .. ·t· 't Windpower 2000 ' ~ ,'''; _. 
• 4. '!, . :' ~ t • . , 0" .f' • "\ ..... ...,. • 
SO fAR, the 'contrlbution made by wind turbines 
to Britaili's"clectrlcity supply bas ,becn v tit 
small iOdeed. ThIs will still be the case'oven if th 
numb r of small bus inesses installing wln<1 
turbines continues to grow. _ . 
Unt.ll recently, It med likely th t the 19905 
would see the construction of many wind 
turbines to produce electricity for sale. Plans for 
three wind farms, each with 25 wind turbines, 
were announced by the C ntral Electricity 
Generatlng1~Board in March ' 1988. ,The 
privatisation of the electricity lndustry,-wh1ch 
allows private companies to produce and sell 
electricity, and a government guar nt e of a 
higher price for electricity not generated from ' 
fossil fuels - co3.J. and gas - w re expected to 
encourag many privat wind en rgy projects. 
At present, however, th situ tion Is very 
uncertain. The special prlc for electricity m 
renewable energy sourc s - such as wind and 
waves ~ and nuclear power tations .is to apply 
only for the period betw n 1 and 1 . 
This, may. not b long enough te?, persuade 
people to ,risk their money oIl 'wlnd turb n s 
,which, though they are cheap to ' run, are 
expensive to set "up in th fIrSt place. Peapl willi 
money to invest may pr f r to buy exis t ing 
power stations, especially if they are ffi red at a 
low enough price. 
Q 
The wJnds of change 
• I , _ • ~ • 
Augu t 23 ,1990::;T\.1e V A,.W,T ~Q~,9Jl_ ',D 'UW ' 
largest wind turbines in Europej \WSS-o~~ 
Cannarthen Bay,ln south Wales. It IS 3Om '~"\ 
with 42m diameter rotors and can generate 
electricity for 500 homes. Industrialists and 
scle.n t~sts from the British Wind Energy 
Association and the Wind Energy Group 
w lcomed the new turbine, but criticised the 
Government for "the slow progress being made, 
to harness wind energy resources in the .UlQI. . ' 
A ~u{\!eYAo.u~~ ~~8( Peo.Pl~tli - .' . . 
IIrtllljs dl, sltes..!~ot~nd !drbln!ls 'lll~A~ I I 
l'Iorth'\Jevon anti wuth Wales, 76 per cent foan :' 
them conspicuous, but only 19 per cent found 
them unattractive. 
S ptember 28 1990: Britain's most powerful 
privately owned wind turbine began generating 
lectriclty at an animal shelter tn 
Godmanchester, Cambridgeshire. The owners 
of the shelter had bought the turbine for their 
own use, but decided to sell surplus energy to 
East rn Electricity. 
pt mber 29 1990: Supporters of renewable 
n rgy criticised the rules being lmposed by the 
overnment on power generation in the run-up 
to prlvatlsation of the electricity industry. They 
aid that the first Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation 
will result in Britain squandering Europe's best 
source of potential wind power. 
The Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation is set by the 
o partment of Energy, and is the amount of 
nergy that the new electricity distribution 
co mpanies In England and Wales must take 
from renewable sources. The first NFFO 
Included just six new wind projects, which 
would contribute less than 30MW to the 
N tional Grid in England and Wales . The 
British Wind Energy Association described It 
as • mbarrasslngly small" compared with 
countries such as Denmark, where there are 
now more than 3,!XXl turbines, the Netherlands 
and Spain . The campaigniRg organisation 
Friends of the Earth said that "this pathetically 
low and unambitious targ'et sums uP . the 
Government's attitude to the future of 
r newables." 
ctober 8 1990: A plan for a wind farm in Powys 
In Wales, which could supply electriCity to 6,500 
homes, was opposed by countryside groups. The 
farm would cover nearly three hectares of land. 
Each wind turbine would be 25m ItIgh and 32m in 
diameter, and would produce 7.2 MW of 
electricity. The Countryside Commission and 
the Council for the Protection of Rural Wales 
said that the 24 proposed wind turbines would 
spoil views across Snowdonia National Park. 
Main picture (on opposit8 
page): the MS-3 wind 
turbine at Carmarthen Ba' 
.In Wales is 25m high wit~ 
33m diameter rotors . It is 
;capable of generating 
·300kW. '.'-
• ~Left::A vision of the tutur& 
The Altamont P s wind 
, .... turbine tarn'lln Llvermor " , 
Callfomla. ex 
'1kW. l000 w Its 
lMW. 1000kW 
1 Magaw tt can provide 
.. enough ol9CIrlclty to swltd 
'f on 10,000 100w It light 
~, butbs._ 
·.t • 
,per, 6/ 11 /90) 
rib show rit. in, bl! au ' C It hil ' a 
)ccomin important now. 
and issues inv Iv -d. It 'onsidcrs 
ports of Bril in in rei lion 10 th ' 
! live ohe iv' markers and the 
t nses, pron un , comporuli v's, 
only ... but al ,whil , I I Iher 
'sent, then th . use f wind 
S whi h have I be c n ider 'd, 
ger. Wind-p wered wol r pumps 
c g ined popularily 10 lenerale 
·f the even tics led 10 in reosin) 
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Key discourse features . 
The text is mainly about events leading to the present, using a descriptive narrative genre. It uses mainly past 
and present simple tenses, in active and passive fonn 
Emphasis of meaning occurs twice: first byusing the negative 'not a new idea', then by using the impersonal 
subject to create embedding 'It was the oil crisis ... which led to .. ' 
2.2 The present generation 
No. of paragraphs: 3 
No. of words: 208 
Content summary 
Most modem wind turbines used on fanns are constructed with a rotor and blades in different sizes and cim ' 
produce as much as 125 kW of C1ectricity. Surplus energy can be fed into the mains electricity grid while 
lack of energy can be taken from the grid. Powerful turbines producing up to 500kW supply the.' mains 
electricity. There are only 4 in Britain. Turbines producing up to 3000kW are being developed and tested. 
Key discourse features 
The text describes the present situation and gives factual infonnation. , 
The present tense is used throughout in active and passive fonns with many uses of the verb 'to be'. 
Existence is indicated using 'There are .. '. 
Some semi-technical words are used but well-contextualised so that their meanings are not difficult to guess 
e.g. 'horizontal axis', 'rotor', 'blades', 'grid'. Abbreviations 'for measurement are used: 'm' (metres) and 
'kW' (kilowatts). . 
2.3 Wind power 2000 
No. of paragraphs: 4 
No. of words: 211 
Content summary , 
It is difficult to know whether the number of wind turbines in Britain will increase significantly in the 1990's. 
On the one hand. with the privatisation of electricity, there has been encouragement by the government to 
develop wind fanns and for small businesses to produce and sell electricity from renewable energy sources. 
However, this is for a limited period so there are risks involved for investors. Setting up wind turbines is 
expensive but they are cheap to run. Investors may prefer to buy existing power stations cheaply. 
Key discourse features 
Here an issue is discussed in the light of factual infonnation. The language reflects both meanings. Abstract 
language is used to: 
speculate about the future 
• using COMectors e.g. 'even ir, 'especially ir, 
• modal verbs e.g. 'may not be' and present tense with infinitive e.g. 'is to apply', 
interpret the past· using verbs e.g. 'it seemed', 'were expected' 
assess situations e.g. 'This will still be the case'. 'the situation is very uncertain'. 
2.4 Do we want them? 
No. of paragraphs: 6 
No. of words: 383 
Content sUmmary 
Both the cost and the effect of wind turbines on the environment have to be considered. The cost must 
include maintenance and life-span. Over 25 years, the cost of producing electricity by a wind turbine could 
be the same as that using fossil fuels in Britain. Wind turbines do not pollute as fossil fuels do but have to be 
placed on windy sites i.e. on western coasts and on high ground. The alternative is to build them at sea but 
that would raise the cost of electricity considerably. Building wind turbines on land does not affect the use of 
the land around. They are not very noisy and do not interfere with TV reception. 
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Key discourse features 
Further, more practical, issues are put forward for consideration, in the light of factual information, some of 
which is quite detailed. This is reflected by the use of complex sentences e.g. 'The decision .... the 
environment.' (par. I), 'Wind turbines .... produced.' and 'The cost •... replaced.'(par. 2) 
Estimates are discussed (using e.g. 'about', 'must be taken into account') and assumptions are made (using 
e.g. 'do not appear to be in danger', 'do not seem to be disturbed') in order to make predictions about the 
future (using modal concepts e.g. 'would mean', 'would be required', they may not', 'could cost', 'is 
unlikely to affect'). . 
2.5 The winds of change 
No. of paragraphs: 6 
No. of words: 375 
Content summaI)' 
Events which occurred in 1990: . 
August 23rd • One of the largest turbines in Europe was opened and welcomed by industrialists who 
expressed impatience with the slow progress being made. One survey showed that 75% of the people living 
near to wind turbines were in favour of them. 
September 28th· The owners of the most powerful wind turbine decided to sell energy surplus to the 
requirements of their animal shelter to Eastern Electricity. 
September 29th· Supporters of renewable energy criticised the government for its . lack of encouragement 
and sponsoring too limited a number ofprojects to promote more use of renewable energy in the future. 
October 8th· Countryside groups opposed one large project in Wales to supply 6,500 homes with electricity 
. because it would spoil the natural beauty. 
Key discourse features 
. This section consists of a series of specific actions expressed as factual statements, each with some 
elaboration. Only a descriptive genre is used. 
The actions are characterised by the use of dynamic verbs, in active and passive forms, and in past and 
present tenses e.g. 'was opened', 'found', 'began generating., 'was opposed'. 
Elaboration uses dynamic verbs in: 
commentaries on actions and situations (e.g. 'welcomed', criticised', 'found'); explanations for actions (e.g. 
'had bought ... but decided'. 
Elaboration uses stative as well as dynamic verbs to explain comments (e.g. stative - 'is set', 'would be': 
dynamic" 'would cover', would spoil') 
Several names are mentioned: i) organisations e.g. British Wind Energy Association, Non-Fossil Fuel 
Obligation (NFFO) ii) one turbine: VA WT 850. 
3 Pictures and diagram 
All are clearly labelled with detailed explanations. 
Main picture. occupying the upper middle part of one page (about 25% of the page) showing one horizontal 
axis wind turbine installed in Carmarthen Bay with a label describing its size and capability 
Second picture· occupying the top part of page 2 and the right-hand comer of page I (about 25% of one 
page) showing a wind turbine farm in California. 
The remaining 4 pictures and the diagram • smaller and of similar size, in total occupying 66% of two 
columns on page 2. The diagram is positioned in the middle of the 4 pictures. Each has a title in capitals: 
WIND PUMPS· a picture showing a wind-driven water pump in the more remote parts of the world. 
WINDMILLS - a picture showing one windmill as a traditional and an attractive building. 
HORIZONTAL AXIS TURBINES· a diagram showing three turbines (with two-blade and three-blade 
rotors) of different sizes and capability and how they compare with the size of a house .. 
VERTICAL AXIS TURBINES • a picture showing the turbine installed on 23rd August (ref. 2e) and 
describing its advantages. 
MARLEC RUTLAND WINDCHARGER • a picture showing an electricity generator and a description of 
what it can do and how it can be used in remote parts of the world. 




THE STUDENT HANDOUT FORISTl 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. The main one is a 
written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it and are described below under 
'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own words. The time is limited and therefore you should 
allow yourself enough time for thinking, planning. reading and writing. Copying is not permitted. 
You may use English-English dictionaries. 
INSTRUCTION: With reference to the video documentary 'Chemists at Work' and the text 'Water', 
describe the causes and effects of water pollution. Discuss how the chemist can help to 
improve the situation. 
Use one or more diagrams to illustrate your answer. 
You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
PROCEDURE: 
1. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
you have to do. 
2. Now think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these in at the end o/the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a video documentary called 
'Chemists at Work'. Watch it carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. Try to remember it. 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. 
(You must hand these in at the end o/the session.) 
S. You are now going to have a text to read with the title 'Water'. 
Find the information you need to help you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with your notes at the end o/the session.) 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. 
7. Write the first draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan or the draft at the end o/the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. 











SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT OF ISTl 
IST2 instruction 
With reference to the video documentary 'Chemists at Work' and the text 'Water', describe the 
causes and effects of water pollution. Discuss how the chemist can help to improve the' situation. 
IST2 instruction strongly suggests that the essay should have two main parts: one describing the causes and 
effects of water pollution; the other discussing how the chemist can'help to improve the situation. ' 
IST2 documentary 
The documentary, 'Chemists at Work', is about the importance of controlling the quality of domestic and 
river water in Britain to comply with water safety standards. It describes when, how and why scientists are 
recruited to sample and analyse water for pollutants. Routine checks, emergencies and water treatment are 
described, both in and outside the laboratory. The processes of analysis are clearly presented in several 
modes: through general description, examples and symbolic information. The speed of verbal delivery, 
including that of relevant information, is fairly fast. Some parts contain many technical details but there is 
considerable repetition of the main points. Some information is relevant to both parts of the instruction and 
some is redundant. During the last four minutes there is a useful example of how water pollution is treated. 
Further details are given in Appendix A-S.S.1 iii4. 
IST2text 
The text, 'Water', is long, covering two A3 pages. Sometimes it is quite detailed and quite technical. It 
consists of two parts and is set in the British context. The first part gives the historical background to 
developing water supply and drainage systems. It describes the serious health problems of the last century 
leading to increasing the water supply followed by the establishment of public health standards. The second 
part describes the present problems of dealing with water quality control due to the privatisation of the water 
companies, the need to comply with ECU regulations and the influence of environmental pressure groups. A 
large, detailed diagram shows in detail the system for treating and supplying water. Further details are given 
in Appendix A-S.S.1 iiiS. 
IST2 information inputs in relation to the task Instruction 
Both inputs present a considerable amount of information, some of which is relevant and some not relevant 
to the instruction. The information addressing the causes and effects of water pollution is more implied than 
explicitly presented in both inputs. The first part of the text contains substantial information that is useful but 
it also contains much redundant information. The information addressing the chemist's contribution occupies 
most of the documentary. But, this is passing information, which cannot be recorded easily, and the text does 
not clearly compensate for any information missed in the documentary. None of the second part of the text is 




A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF Isn DOCUMENTARY 
BBC Science Topics - The Chemist's Work 
Overall length: 20 minutes 
1 Content: 
Brief summary: The documentary is about the importance of controlling the quality of water. It emphasises " 
the essential contribution of the scientist's expertise to the water authority. Because water is in such great 
demand for many different uses, scientists are needed to check for water pollution. The ways in which quality 
control is carried out on a routine basis and in emergencies and the ways in which it is analysed in the 
laboratory are explained. 
A fuller summary of the content is given 'below. Sub-headings and timings indicate how it is organised. 






Summruy of the Content 
J) Introduction 
During the 18th century, hot springs were rediscovered at Dath. Underneath, archeologists 
found baths built 2000 years ago by the Romans who first discovered the hot springs. Bath 
became very important as a health resort. Extensive settlements developed around the springs. 
2) Water treatment 
Today, the need for water is very different. It is in great demand. There are two main sources, 
'surface derived', such as spring waters, and 'deep-seated derived waters'. They require 
different fonns of treatment depending on their 'raw water quality'. Water flows into 'a surface 
reservoir', then into 'a distribution system' before it comes out of the tap in the home. 
Legislation requires 'routine monitoring'. '70 detenninants' have to be regularly checked in 
drinking water to detect levels oftoxic metals, pesticides and herbicides. 
3) Water safety standards 
The scientist has a very important role to play in public health safety. The water is safe to use 
only because it is monitored all the time through regular sampling and chemical analysis. Set 
criteria stipulate 'the maximum concentration' of a substance in drinking water. In the 
laboratory, the samples are logged into the computer, which is programmed to advise on 'which 
tests need to be done on which samples'. '90% of sampling is routine checking' of water: 
drinking water, rivers and streams. 'Industrial discharges and sewage discharges' into rivers and 
the sea are checked. All must meet certain standards. 
4) Sampling and analysis 
For particular samples, the old-fashioned way is to use a bottle, tubes and coloured indicators. 
But now tests are done automatically using 'a reaction tube'. Emergency samples can be 
analysed in 5 minutes. The machine is controlled by computer and can analyse 90 di fferent 
types of samples in about 10 minutes. The sampler transfers samples from 'the sample wheel' 
to 'the test wheel' where 'reagents' are added. The mixture is transferred to a 'colormetric cell' 
to measure the colour. It changes colour if a reaction has taken place. The colour change is 
measured by shining a light into the reaction tube to see how much light passes through. It 
measures two types of samples, dirty and clean. 
The results are needed for la whole range of applications', the most important aspect being the 
quality of water in people's houses. The water authority deals with specific complaints and 




common complaints are that the water looks dirty or has a strange chemical taste. A specialist is 
needed to find out what is causing the problem. The substances in the sample have to be 
separated and each part identified using 'a Gas Chromatograph. Mass Sp~ctrometer', The 
information is stored on disk. Inside the Gas Chromatograph is a tube containing 'a thick oil 
with a stream of gas running through it'. The substances are carried by the gas at different 
speeds and come out of the tube one at a time. In the Mass Spectrometer, 'the beam of 
substances passes through the poles of a very strong magnet', which cause it to bend. Each bit 
of the beam is broken down separately and bends at different angles. The amount of bend is 
measured by putting 'a detector' at the end of the beams to produce a graphic representation on 
a screen. The pattern can be compared with known patterns stored in the computer's memory. 
In this way, 'the causative agents' of pollution can be detected. 
5) Sewage 
Another main problem is 'waste water· sewage'. Samples arc taken from the waste water , 
system daily and sent for analysis. Strict regulations govern 'the discharge of effluent' into the 
water. 'All industrial effiuent'and domestic waste goes into the sewage works', Here the water 
is treated by 'natural biologica1 processes· microbes', The metal levels are measured by 
'atomic absorption'. The samples arc prepared for analysis 'by acidification and warming' into 
a solution before entering the machine. 'Metal ions 'are converted into atoms'. The machine 
investigates one metal at a time. It can calculate the amount of that metal present in the water. 
The results are used to estimate the quality ofthe water in the environment. 
6) Rivers 
The water authority is also responsible for the quality of rivers. It regularly monitors them and 
deals with emergencies. From the control room, it can monitor the water system so that the flow 
, of pure and waste water is regulated if necessary. It deals with large variety of incidents. For 
example, a tanker full of beer had crashed near a river. The beer was leaking and slowly 
soaking away in the ditch. Some of it was entering the water course. The water authority had to 
ascertain if there was any danger to the river. Beer is poisonous in a stream because it 'provides 
food for bacteria' and the many 'micro-organisms' that live there. They thrive on oxygen. If 
there is 'a total depletion of oxygen', fish may suffocate. Therefore readings of the levels of 
oxygen in the water need to be taken. In this case. there was no immediate danger. Temporary 
dams were put across the ditch to prevent the beer from entering the stream. The rest of the beer 
inside the tanker was pumped out onto the land to render it hannless before it entered the river. 
2 Presentation of information· the main features 
The visual and audio presentations are closely matched and complementary. They are essentially 
interdependent so that together they provide a complete account. Since a variety of sampling and analysing 
procedures are described, some general information is repeated a few times. 
2.1 Visual presentation 
The visual presentation is all polychromatic. Two modes are used: 
i) Film extracts (approx. 18 mins): showing scenes where water is important, of experts in situations to do 
with water quality control and of scientists in the laboratory explaining sampling and analysis. Occasionally 
there arc close-ups of the experts talking. 
ii) Symbolic and verbal information (approx. 2 mins): 4 diagrams showing 
L a computer reconstruction of a settlement around the springs (static) 
L how a sample is analysed using a reaction tube (dynamic) 
L how the gas chromatograph· mass spectrometer works (dynamic) 
L how the quantities of chemicals in an substance arc measured (dynamic) 
The three dynamic diagrams each show how a process works step by step, They arc clearly labelled with 
semi-technical expressions e.g. gas chromatograph, reaction tube. The process is first described by the 
narrative and then immediately demonstrated diagrammatically. 
A-S.4.1 ii-2c) 
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2.2 Audio presentation 
The audio presentation uses a little music and mainly commentary: 
Music (approx. 1 min): 
18th century classical music provides the background to the introduction. 
Spoken (approx. 18 mins): 
i) Main commentary (approx, 8 mins): I male voice (unseen) providing the main narrative. 
ii) Expert information and opinion (approx. 12. mins): 7 experts (6 male, 1 female) contribute to the main 
content and elaborate at specific, separate points. The water authority representative (male) appears several 
times talking generally and contributing anecdotes to illustrate the importance of water control. The others 
are all scientists who appear to explain a specific procedure. One (male) appears in cOMection with a specific 
emergency and demonstrates how it is dealt with. The other S are seen working in laboratories. They explain 
in some technical detail how samples are analysed. ' 
Speech: , 
All speakers use fairly standard English and a reasonably formal register, some with slight local ,accents 
which do not interfere with comprehension. The commentator speaks at a fairly slow pace. The experts' 
speech pace fluctuates. The most difficult to understand are: 
the emergency expert - rather quick and casual and sometimes informal speech. 
the female expert - slightly thick texture and rather fast speecl~. 
There is a considerable amount of general information repeated and supplemented throughout the 
documentary by the commentator and the experts in tum. Technical details are not and arc sometimes 
difficult to understand. 
The 5 laboratory scientists explain with reference to the equipment they are using, 
The discourse: 
a) describes processes using active and passive verbs in the present tense. 
b) describes narratives using active verbs in the present tense. 
c) explains why something is so frequently using stative verbs e.g. 'to be',;'to have', 'to consist or. 
d) describes mainly present situations using mainly simple present tenses. 
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A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST2 TEXT. 
Water 
(from the Education section of the Guardian newspaper) 
The text is in two parts, each on a separate A3 page with its own sub-title and illustrations. 
Page 1 comprises: 
1) A written text entitled Flushed out by the ancients 
2) Illustrations: 3 diagrams under one title Pollution problems and 2 pictures 
Page 2 comprises: 
1) A written text entitled A very costly clean-up 
2) Illustrations: 1 diagram and 1 picture . 
Content and presentation 
Page 1: Written text - Flushed out by the ancients 
IntroductOJY sentence (Jarge prinO: 
No. of words: 16 
men~ioning a large gap in time between the .~oman developm.ents and modem developments. 
Main text: 
No. of columns: 3 
No. of paragraphs: 15 
No. of words: 884 
Summary 
Fresh and safe water has always been a concern. With the expansion of the population it is difficult to match 
demand with supply. Ancient peoples discovered methods of storing and transporting water and of making it 
safe to drink. They built reservoirs, canals and aqueduct systems and boiled and filtered the water • 
. Another problem is keeping water supply and drainage systems separate. After the collapse·of the Roman 
empire, they fell into disuse. During the 17th and 18th centuries, new water systems were developed in Paris 
and London. But by early 19th century, diseases including cholera ·and typhoid from water contaminated by 
the presence of bacteria was a very serious problem. 
Campaigns to improve sanitary conditions led to the Public Health Actof 1875. Standards of water supply 
and drainage were checked, waste and fresh water was properly separated and new reservoirs were built to 
increase the water supply. Chlorine was used to disinfect water. 
During the 20th century the number of water authorities greatly increased and were amalgamated into 
companies. In 1989, water authorities were privatised and now the quality of drinking water and waste water 
are regulated. Two key influences on further raising standards are environmental pressure groups and the EC 
directives. 
Key discourse features 
The text mainly uses a narrative genre providing a historical account of developments from ancient times up 
to the present concerning the problems of water. It is presented within the framework of the present. The 
dominant tense is the past. Other tenses are used only the introduction and ending. Actions taken are 




A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST2 TEXT 
Water 
(from the Education section of the Guardian newspaper) 
The text is in two parts, each on a separate A3 page with its own sub-title and illustrations. 
Page 1 comprises: 
I) A written text entitled 'Flushed out by the ancients' 
2) Illustrations: 3 diagrams under one title 'Pollution problems' and 2 pictures 
Page 2 comprises: 
1) A written text entitled 'A very costly clean-up' 
2) llIustrations: 1 diagram and 1 picture 
Content and presentation 
Page 1: Written text - Flushed out by the ancients 
Introductory sentence (large printl: 
No. of words: 16 
mentioning a large gap in time between the Roman developments an.d modem ~evelopments. 
Main text: 
No. of columns: 3 
No. of paragraphs: 15 
No. of words: 884 
Summary 
Fresh and safe water has always been a concern. With the expansion of the population it is difficult to match 
demand with supply. Ancient peoples discovered methods of storing and transporting water and of making it 
safe to drink. They built reservoirs, canals and aqueduct systems and boiled and filtered the water. 
Another problem is keeping water supply and drainage systems separate. After the collapse of the Roman 
empire. they fell into disuse. During the 17th and 18th centuries, new water systems were developed in Paris 
and London. But by early 19th century, diseases including cholera and typhoid from water contaminated by 
the presence of bacteria was a very serious problem. 
Campaigns to improve sanitary conditions led to the Public Health Act of 1875. Standards of water supply 
and drainage were checked. waste and fresh water was properly separated and new reservoirs were built to 
increase the water supply. Chlorine was used to disinfect water. 
During the 20th century the number of water authorities greatly increased and were amalgamated into 
companies. In 1989, water authorities were privati sed and now the quality of drinking water and waste water 
are regulated. Two key influences on further raising standards are environmental pressure groups and the EC' 
directives. 
Key discourse features 
The text mainly uses a narrative genre providing a historical account of developments from ancient times up 
to the present concerning the problems of water. It is presented within the framework of the present. The 
dominant tense is the past. Other tenses are used only the introduction and ending. Actions taken are 
A-5.4.1 ii-2e) 
described using dynamic verbs in active and passive fonns. Situations at different stages in the past are 
described using stative verbs. 
Coherence in the narrative is achieved through the use of: 
a) language - cataphoric adverbial phrases and anaphoric references in the fonn of linking ideas, pronouns 
and determiners. 
b) organisation of content - general points are expanded using detailed descriptions. 
The lexis not difficult for understanding the general gist. Some semi-technical words and phrases linked to' 
science should be fairly familiar e.g. reservoirs for storage, clay pipes, powered by water-wheels, water 
filtering, sewers, drainage, discharge. But some less common expressions are used for describing detail e.g. 
city-dwellers, aqueducts, privy vaults, cesspools, rife. 
Page 1: Illustrations 
a) Diagrams: 'Pollution Problems 
3 diagrams: similar size, occupying a full column, i.e. 114 page, each with a subheading. 
i 'The state of our rivers': a map of Britain with captions naming the main regions and briefly 
describing the quality of the river water. 
ii 'The state of our beaches': two buckets with pie charts on top, one under the other, a spade and a 
starfish. The pie charts show 15% and 30% respectively. Two captions explain that, in 1993, 15% of all 
beaches in Britain failed the EC limit, 30% being beaches at resorts promoted by the English Tourist Board. 
iii 'The water companies': another map of Britain divided into the water company regions, each labelled. 
bl Pictures 
i A large picture occupying 1/3 of the remainder of the page, positioned at the bottom and covering 3 
columns. It depicts the problem of sewage underground in London and how it was addressed. An inset shows 
the head of Sir Edwin Chadwick, who campaigned for better sanitation. The caption underneath explains all 
. this. 
ii . A small picture occupying 114 of the 2nd column, in the middle of the written text, subheaded 
'Camel ford' , the name of a town. A caption explains in 59 words the causes and effects of Britain's worst 
case of domestic water contamination. The illustration of Camel ford is very small, taking up only ] /3 of the 
area. 
Page 2: Written telt - A very costly dean-up 
Introductory sentence nn large print): 
No. of words: 18 
stating that Britain has to adhere to strict EC standards. 
Main text: 
No. Of columns: 2 
No. of paragraphs: 12 
No. of words: 644 
Summary 
A 1991 report published by the National Rivers Authority (NRA) demonstrated the negative rather than 
positive effect of privatisation on standards. The report was disputed by the Water Services Association 
(WSA) and the NRA states that water quality is beginning to improve due to better sewage treatment. 
EC standards are high and costly for the government. Many sewage works require modernisation. Of most 
concern is the discharges from the works into the sea. This is to be banned but is leading to a large increase in 
cost for every individual consumer. 
Environmental groups accuse the government of exploiting the EC directive and water companies of making 




encourage users to become more conscious of the need io conserve water and a fairer distribution of water 
across the country. 
Water privatisation in Scotland is being discussed and is likely to be very unpopular because water in 
Scotland is cheap. 
The great increase in the cost of water to the individual is becoming a political issue. 
Key discourse featUres 
This text is a descriptive account about standards, measures taken and differing opinions by organisations 
about policies to do with water control. It is set mainly in the present. The attitude of consumers towards 
payment is considered. In some parts the text is quite dense because several organisations are introduced only 
briefly but referred to at different points in the text. The overall organisation of the content is not easily 
penetrable. 
Some opinions, varying in genre, are quoted. Expressions to do with predictions and statistical and economic 
factors are used which could cause problems e.g. an upward trend, over the inflation rate, bills being doubled, 
huge profits, maximising revenue, become more conscious of. 
Predictions are expressed using modal verbs e.g. would lead to. 
Past experience is set off against the future so that a variety of main and perfect tenses are used. Though the 
style is not complex. 
Page 1: Illustrations: 
alPiagram 
One large diagram with the heading 'Water Treatment' occupies a .112 page. It shows in detail how water is 
taken from the river into the storage reservoir, the sewage works, the service reservoir and finally into the 
home. Five captions describe the process in detail. Specific parts and processes mentioned in the captions are 
separately labelled. A final caption mentions that samples are regularly taken to check the water quality. 
Key discourse features • . 
The actions are very informative, concise an~ clear. Some technical expressions are introduced but well 
contextualised. 
b) Picture 
A surfer is shown standing in the sea near the shore holding a surfboard, completely covered in protective 
clothing including an oxygen mask. The caption describes a campaign by 'Surfers Against Sewage' to end 
the disposal ofraw sewage off the coast. 
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THE STUDENT HANDOUT FOR IST3 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. The main one is a 
written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it and are described below under 
'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own words. The time is limited and therefore you should 
allow yourself enough time for thinking, planning, reading and writing. Copying is not permitted. 
You may use English-English dictionaries. 
INSTRUCTION: Concerning the use of satellites in space, why is the concept of thrust important to 
mankind? Discuss this with reference to the progress made between 1980 and 1991 
using the video documentary 'Newton and the Shuttle' (1983) and the text 'Eye in the 
Sky' (1991). 
Use one or more diagrams to illustrate your answer. 
You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
PROCEDURE: 
I. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
you have to do. 
2. Now think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these in at the end of the 'session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a video documentary called 
'Newton and the Shuttle'. Watch it carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. Try to remember it. 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. 
(You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 
S. You are now going to have a text to read with the title 'Eye in the Sky', 
Find the information you need to help you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with your noles althe end of the session.) 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. 
7. Write the first draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan or the draft at the end of the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. 







Ihr 30 mins 
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SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT OF IST3 
1ST) instruction 
Concerning the use of satellites in space, why is the concept of thrust important to mankind? 
Discuss this with reference to the progress made between 1980 and 1991 using the video 
documentary 'Newton and the Shuttle' (1983) and the text 'Eye in the Sky' (1991). 
The task instruction has two main parts. The first part consists of three sub-themes: the use of satellites in 
space; the concept of 'thrust'; its importance to mankind. The second part is about the progress made 
between 1980 and 1991. They link as follows: The concept of thrust explains how movement can be 
controlled. This explains how a rocket can be launched into space, how spacecraft can travel in space and 
how astronauts are enabled to carry out specific missions such as repairs in space. Space travel allows 
mankind to gain a deeper understanding of life on earth and to make scientific and technological progress. 
The word 'thrust' is in bold. 
1ST) documentary 
The documentary, 'Newton and the Shuttle', describes a successful NASA mission to repair a satellite in 
space. from beginning to end: the preparation phase. the movement of the shuttle at lift-off, moving into orbit 
and returning to earth. It also describes how one astronaut moves in space to repair the satellite. The narrative 
is interspersed with verbal explanations supported by clear diagrams of how the movements of the shuttle 
and the astronaut are controlled by using devices based on the concept of 'thrust', according to'Newton's 
theory of force. The commentary is clear but the word 'thrust' is not prominent. The technical information is 
rather difficult to understand but there is some repetition. Further details are given in Appendix A-S.S.l iii6. 
1ST) text 
The text, 'Eye in the Sky', consists of three separate sections. ·The first describes plans to launch a satellite 
which will observe and predict the earth's climate. The second describes how useful satellites in space can be 
for weather forecasting. predicting global change and for global communication. The third part describes 
future plans to replace satellites by a network of orbiting platforms set up in space. Further details are given 
in Appendix A-S.S.liii7. 
ISTJ information inputs in relation to the task Instruction 
The information in the inputs cannot be easily matched against the organisation that is suggested by the 
instruction. The documentary and the text complement each other but do not overlap. They both address the 
second part of the instruction about developments in space exploration. in 1980 and in 1991 respectively. The 
meaning of 'thrust' has to be deduced, mainly from the documentary, much of which addresses the first part 
about using the concept of 'thrust' in space travel. The second section of the text addresses the importance of 
'thrust' to mankind and is straightforward. This part can be easily skim read and the relevant information 
summarised. The other two sections address progress but the information is rather detailed and technical for 
the purposes of the task. 
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A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST3 DOCUMENTARY 
BBC Science Topics - Newton and the Shuttle 
Overall length: 20 minutes 
Year of production: 1983 
1 'Content: 
Brief summary: The documentary describes a successful mission by NASA in 1980 to repair a satellite in 
space using a special shuttle. The introduction sets the scene and the documentary ends with the return of the 
shuttle to earth after the mission has been completed. The principles of , thrust' are described at various points 
to show how it is used to create and direct movement at different stages of the mission. The underlying idea 
is to demonstrate how space technology has reached the stage where it is possible for satellites to be repaired 
in situ thus saving the considerable expense and inconvenience of bringing a faulty satellite back to earth for 
repair. 
A fuller summary of the content is given below. Sub-headings and timings indicate how it was organised. 





Summw of the Content 
I) Introduction: 
The sun's powerful influence on the earth's climate and the importance of observing 'solar 
happenings'. A satellite, built by NASA, has been observing 'several different features of the 
sun'. It has developed a fault, causing it to spin instead of point towards the sun. 
2) Preparingfor the solar maximum repair mission: 
An 18 month training period of the space crew. 
A 'rocket propelled back-pack', called the MMU (man manoeuvring unit), is to be used by the 
astronauts for moving around space and 'Iock-on' to the satellite. ' 
To give the crew some idea of the weightless feeling in space a 'huge water tank containing a 
full-sized mock-up of the shuttle' is used. Each astronaut is given weights 'to counteract up-
thrust' and to feel as if'in orbit'. They practice moving and controlling the equipment. 
3) The principles of space travel, based on the Newton's theory of gravity andforce: 
Ii is speculated that Newton would have explained the shuttle's lift-off from the launch pad with 
the principle of thrust as demonstrated by what happens when a gun is fired. 
When a shell is fired, the explosion causes the gun to move backwards 'in the opposite 
direction'. 'It recoils' and the same thing happens when there is no shell. Similarly, when a 
rocket is fired, a 'downwards' thrust is needed for the rocket 'to recoil upwards'. The 'force is 
needed to balance the; weight of the shuttle' and once lift-off has taken place, the 'motor' begins 
to speed up 'because the mass decreases'. It accelerates quickly and when the 'boosters are used 
up' they 'fall away'. As more 'burning fuel' is used up much less 'thrust is needed to keep it 
accelerating'. 'At the top of its path the engines are turned off.' The shuttle begins to fall but the 
earth's surface is curved so 'as it falls towards surface the surface falls away from it.' - 'free 
fall'. The shuttle 'follows a gently curving path' because 'the earth's pull, gravity, keeps pulling 
it round.' 
4) Free{all: 
The astronauts' new experiences of feeling weightless in orbit arc illustrated with scenes of 
trying to eat and move around inside the shuttle. Launching a satellite from 'a free-falling 
vehicle' is described as easy. 'The manipulator ann can be used to lift the satellite out of the 




shuttle.' The damaged satellite was in a much higher orbit. A small engine was used to speed up 
the shuttle which made it 'spiral outwards into a higher orbit.' Then 'small thrusters', i.e. 
devices which cause movement using the principles of force, were used to move it alongside the 
satellite. ' 
S) How the thrusters work: 
'A fired shuttle moves off in the opposite direction until an opposite thruster is fired' causing it 
to halt. 'To move back, that thruster has to be fired again.' 'The same technique is used for 
moving in other directions.' Careful manoeuvring 'can move the shuttle within a hundred 
metres of the satellite.' 
6) Attempting the repair: 
The astronaut walked in space using a small, rectangular-shaped MMU (man's manoeuvring 
unit) which has four 'tiny thrusters', one in each comer. He had to use the thrusters to move the 
right amount of distance in the right direction. Since the satellite was rotating he 'had to move 
over and stop it rotating' by matching 'the spin of the satellite.' 'Because his mass was low and 
the much more massive satellite was turning much more quickly, he was knocked away'. 'He 
managed to slow the spin but couldn't stop it' and returned to the shuttle. 
7) Stopping the spin: , 
The mission controllers managed to stop the spin using the satellite's own 'thrusters. 'The crew 
used the manipulator arm to grab the satellite and to bring it on board.' 
8) Completing the repair: 
The crew began the repair work but had to be 'fastened onto the end of the arm' by their feet to 
avoid turning around when using tools e.g. a drill. They completed the repair and checked 
everything. They put the satellite 'over the side again' and then ,'let go'. The satellite was put 
back 'into orbit' by mission control. ' 
9) Returning to earth: 
A rocket was fired to slow the shuttle down. It 'left the upper level of the atmosphere'. 'Friction 
between the fast-moving shuttle and the air heated up the outer skin' of the shuttle' and the 
shuttle slowed down. The force of the air pushing the tail meant that the pilot could control the 
landing. 
2 Presentation oflnformation - main features 
The content seems clearly and logically organised throughout. However, the amount of information covered 
within a certain amount of time fluctuates. For example, the first two parts setting the general scene take 7 
minutes. The third part takes only 2 minutes but the information is much more detailed and technical. It is 
much more cognitively demanding to understand. The spoken commentary is essential for fully 
understanding the documentary. The visual presentation illustrates the commentary throughout. Music is 
used to provide certain sensations at specific points. 
2.1 Visual presentation 
Two modes: 
i Film extracts (polychromatic - approx.lS mins): events as they took place. 
The scenes which portray rocket lift-off, and the actual movements of the shuttle and the astronauts in space 
are reinforced with explanations using symbolic information .. 
ii Symbolic information (diachromatic .• approx. 5 mins): the principles of thrust. 
• Clear diagrams and one clear graph demonstrating: 
• the explosion of gun-fire 
• the rocket during lift-off 
• the shuttle moving in space (the graph), into and out of orbit, 
• the shuttle approaching the damaged satellite using small thrusters 
• the movement of the MMU using very small thrusters. 
2.2 Audio presentation 





Music (approx. 4 mins): 
- The 'Science Topics' theme music before and after the documentary. 
- Background music for mood-setting: 
• cheerful beginning for the importance of the sun; 
• electronic, strongly rhythmic and exciting during the astronauts' training; 
• slow, contemplative while the astronaut is trying to repair the shuttle in space; 
• cheerful and stately at the end signalling a successful mission. 
Spoken commentaQ' (approx. 12 mins): 
Given by one unseen female speaker in clear, standard English at a reasonably slow but natural pace. 
Slightly preceding the visual presentation with frequent pausing allowing the visual information to be 
assimilated. 
Formal register throughout using well-constructed sentences oflimited complexity. 
No exact repetition of information but the information about movement overlaps when new information is 
added. 
Information is possibly comprehensible without the visual support. 
Two main functions: 
i describing events as they took place (simple past tense), 
ii explaining the general principles of movement (simple present tense). 
Semi-technical phrases describe: 
- the mission (e.g. mission control, shuttle, solar maximum satellite, rocket-propelled back-back, lift-off, 
launch pad; boosters, manipulator arm, cargo bay) 
- the principles of thrust (e.g. shell, recoils, thrusters, up-thrust, force, mass, friction). . 
The principles of 'thrust' are explained in connection with lift-off, the movement of the shuttle in space and 
the MMU. But the phrase 'the concept of thrust' is never used. The word 'thrust' is used once. 'Thrusters' and 
'up-thrust' are used occasionally. 
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NEXT MONTH.lf all goes to plan, Europe ! will launch into space one of the most ' sophisticated satellites ever buill Known 
as ERS-1, it is the first in a series which will 
observe the earth in incredible detail. During 
the 19905, a new generation of satellites will 
return important infonnation about the earth's 
climate and the way in which people are 
changing their environmenl . 
ERS·1 will be launched aboard an Artane 
rocket from a site in French Guiana, South 
America. The European Space Agency has had 
a launch site in French Guiana since the mid-
19705. It will be the 44th time an Arlane rocket 
has been launched. 
The satellite will be launched into an orbit 
around the earth which takes it over the North 
and South Poles. It will orbit at a height of 
780km. Satellites that travel above the earth's 
Poles are able to build up a picture of the entire '\ 
planet beneath them. Every four days ERS-l 
will have surveyed the whole of the earth's \ 
surface. 
The satellite will be carried in a nose cone 
at the top of the Arlane. At a height of about 
4Okm, the nose cone will open up and ERS-l 
will separate from the rockel The Arlane will 
also be carrying four micro-satellites, each 
about the size of a football. The order in which 
they are released has been carefully planned to 
ensure that each micro-satellite does not hit 
the others. 
Like most satellites. ERS-l uses advanced 
solar·powered batteries, But the batteries can 
only store enough energy for one orbit. which 
takes about 100 minutes to complete. So the 
first. and most critical. task for the satellite 
controllers will be to open its solar panels. To 
fit inside the Ariane nose cone, ERS-l will be 
launched with its solar panels and instruments 
, folded up. The satellite controllers will instruct 
the panels to unfold and open up 
automatically. Once they are open. ERS-l will 
have enough power to operate in orbiL It is 
expected to function for at least two years. 
1 SolII' Array 
Solar panels generale 
power for the satellite 
ERS·1: the European Remote 
2 Precise Range Iftd 
Ranlle-Rate ElIulpmellt 
A laser beam determines 
its exact position in orbit 
:I Payload Ellctrvnlcs 
Moduli 
Contains alilhe electronic 
equipment 
4 Microwave Souader 
Measures temperatures 01 
sea using Infraofed sensors 
5 Along Traclt Sunning 
antenna 
Also musures su 
temperatures 
6 !bdar A1Ume11f 
antlnu 
Musures changes in the 
sea's sur1ace 
7 SyntIleUc AplrtUr1l 
!blbr Inllnu 
Uses radar 10 study the 
urth's surface 
8 Wind Scattllrometer 
Intenna 
Uses radar to measure 
sur1ace winds 
Sensing satellite 
- , .... 
(.1- ~ . '4- . I ii - '"l . 
'!A S K '3 
The final fror1 
SoUr g,neralOO 
COOl" In 10 US( o SAR nltnna ~ 
worII 
ScaIIeromete! I 
Cfarts to wor1o. 
new generation of satellites 
Oatasupplied by the ERS-1 
satellite will allow 
scientists to monitor with 
accuracy global change to 
the weather, land and sea. 
S INeE October 1957, when the Soviet Union launched Sputnik 1 - the first artificial satellite -
more than 4,000 satellites have been 
>ent into space. 
Today we depend on them, S<lme-
times without even knowing it. Con· 
rider, for example, what happens when. 
you telephone someone in Australia: 
~e call is sent via satellite. The tele-
;>hone signal is transmitted up to a 
:.ommunications satellite by a large 
-adio dish at a place known as a ground 
;tation. Tbe signal is relayed to the 
>ther side of the world via a satellite. 
\nother ground station receives the 
;ign.al which it then passes along. 
Satellites are also important in 
orecasting the weather. The data the}' 
;ather allows farmers to plan their bar· 
'ests and ensures that ships can avoid 
torms at sea. The Meteorological 
)fBce bas calculated that accurate 
veather forecasts save the United King. 
tom £SO million per year. 
Nearly all communications sate)· 
Ites use a special orbit around the 
artb. This means they always appear 
bove the same part of the earth. Such 
rhUs are called geosynchronous and 
, y have many uses, not just for com· 
lunications. Many weather satellites 
Lso use geosynchronous orbits. By 
lternational agreement, there is a 
etwork of satellites positioned over 
ifferent parts of the Equator. The 
uropean Meteosat satellite is based 
ver West Africa; there are also 
'eather satellites which orbit over the 
orth and South Poles, such as the 
.merican NOAA series which pass 
ver Britain every three days. 
Another series of satellites, lnclud· 
tg the United States LANDSAT and 
rcnch SPOT models, is devoted to 
~ote-sensing - the science of observ· 
.g the earth from space. By means of 
radiometers, instruments which 
measure radiation, they return to the 
earth a multicoloured image of the 
planet's surface: rocks, soil and veg tao 
lion each have their own "signature" 
which is easily Identified. These images 
are used both to assess the health of 
plants and to forecast the effects of 
drought in remote areas. 
Until now, however, satellites have 
looked only at the land, the sea or the 
weather. A new generation of satellites, 
starting with ERS-l, will look at them 
all together. 
To understand the ways in wlrlch 
the climate affects various parts of the 
earth, the planet could be thought of as 
a complicated jigsaw puzzle. But, un· 
like normal jigsaws, pieces go missing 
because the earth Is always changing. 
The greenhouse effect and the 
depletion of the ozone layer, for 
instance, may already be aJIect:i.ng th 
climate. Such changes, known as global ' 
change, can only be observed by 
satellite. 
Most .measurements of the earth 
from space until now have con n· 
trated on the land mass. But th oceans 
and the ice sheets have a fundam nW 
impact on the planet's climate. Some 
scientific forecasts suggest that over 
the next 30 years the averae 
temperature at the earth's surface m y 
rise by 2C to 3C. If so, th Ice at the 
North and South Poles will start to 
melt, causing the sea level to rise. At 
the moment, however, scientists cannot 
predict what the exact changes will be. 
More information is needed. 
Seventy per cent of the earth's sur-
face is covered by ocean.. This vast ex· I 
panse of water has a fundam ntal trcct 
on our lives. As global chang a.fIi 
the sea, for instance, the price of oil 
could rise and the numbers or fish 
could decline. Fish depend on nutrl n18 
which are brought up from the bottom 
of the seas and any change could cau 
their numbers to fall. Oil tankers may 
have to use more tu 1 or less m ent I 
routes if sea currents become strong r. 
arth science in space 
Five instruments on board 
the European satellite will 
return detailed information 
about ou r planet so that we , 
can understand it better. I 
! 
THE satellite due to be launched I soon, EM-I, is one of the largest I ever built It bas a mass of 
2.380kg and is 1l.8m long. There are : 
five scientific instruments on board 
which will return the most detailed in· 
formation ever obtained about the 
whole of the earth's surface. 
ERS stands for European Remote 
Sensing. But unlike most remote· 
sensing satellites, ERS-l does not ob-
serve the earth in light humans can 
see. It uses radar and tnfhl·red detec· 
tors which can work at night and dw" 
log the day no matter how cloudy the 
earth's surface is. Its instruments will 
return data about the whole planet the 
land, the seas and the ice shoots. 
ERS-lis only the first 10 a series of 
satellites planned for the 1990s. In 1994, 
a second ERS will be launched to ' 
replace the first. It will carry improved 
versions of the instruments on ERS-l as 
well as an instrument that will monitor 
the amount of ozone in the earth's at· 
mosphere. A United States satellite 
called the Upper Atmosphere Research 
Satellite (OARS), due for launch early 
next year, will also monitor ozone. 
Three other space missions will 
look at further aspects of earth science. 
In 1994, a joint FrencbjUS satellite 
called Tope.xfPoseidon will look at 
ocean circulation. Later in the decade, 
a US/Japanese satellite will observe the 
climate in the rain forests in a mission 
known as the Tropical Rainfall Measur· 
ing Mission. A Canadian satellite, 
called RADARSAT, will look at the 
Arctic polar ice in 1995. 
By the end of the 19905, these satel· 
lites will be replaced by what are 
known as Polar Platforms. They will be 
much larger, weighing up to 3 tonnes 
and carrying dozens of instruments. 
They will form part of a network of 
orbiting platforms, provided by NASA. 
the European Space Agency and Japan. 
A global perspective 
A-S.4.1i1-3e) 
A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST3 TEXT 
Eye in the Sky 
There are three sections, one per page, each with its own title giving some indication of what the text is 
about: 
Page I - Eye in the Sky 
Page 2 - New generation of satellites 
Page 3 - Earth science in space 
Content and Presentation 
Page 1 Eye in the Sky 
The diagrams duplicate almost all of the written text information. 'Thrust' is not mentioned. 
Content summary: 
A description of plans to launch the ERS·t (European Remote Sensing) satellite, which is designed to 
observe and predict the earth's climate. it will be launched aboard an Ariane rocket and survey the whole 
earth once in four days. The Ariane will carry the satellite in 'a nose cone' and will also transport four micro-
satellites. The ERS will initially gain its energy from solar-powered batteries and then will rely on solar 




No. of words: 336 
No. of paragraphs: S 
No. of columns: 2 
Key discourse features 
A general introductory paragraph sets the scene. Then the launch is described. 
The future tense, factual and descriptive, formal register. reasonably simple style. 
Some semi-technical phrases for labelling components (e.g. 'a nose cone'. 'micro-satellites'. 'solar-powered 
batteries'), otherwise in general English. . 
Helpful cohesive devices - particularly appropriate adverbial connectors (e.g. 'During the 1990s" 'Like most 
satellites" 'Once they are open'). 
Djagrams 
2 diagrams with headings in bold, large print: 
I) 'ERS·I: the European Remote Sensing satellite'. The components of the ERS·l satellite - detailed labelling 
consisting of the name of the part and a short description of its function. 
2) 'The final frontier'. A step-by-step S-stage demonstration of how the rocket Ariane, carrying the ERS·I. is 
launched and falls back to earth with detailed labelling to describe what happens at each stage and an inset 
showing how ERS-I is carried inside Ariane. 
Pa2e 2 New generation of satellites 
It begins with a brief introductory statement of 2 J words in a larger print indicating what the text is about. 
The picture is an illustration of one part of the text. 
Content summary 
A description of how and to what extent man has come to rely on using satellites for global communication, 





Different satellites have different functions. Networks of communication and weather satellites are positioned 
over different parts of the earth. Another series of satellites is used for remote-sensing in order to provide 
information about the earth's surface, the state of its rocks, soil and vegetation which in turn provide 
forecasts of their effects on the climate. The ERS-l combines the different functions in order to observe 
global change. Up until now, only the earth's landmass has been observed. More information is needed about 
the ocean, which occupies 70% of the earth's surface and is constantly in a state of flux. The ERS· J is 
needed to monitor the greenhouse effect since global change can affect the movements of water. which in 
turn can affect the survival of fish, oil prices and the climate. All this can have a significant impact on our 
lives. Therefore, constantly monitoring the movement of ice and water is very important. 
Written text 
No. of words: 834 
No. of paragraphs: 12 
No. of columns: 3 
Key discoursefeatures 
Descriptive account in a narrative style. Points are elaborated with supporting detail. 
Frequent use of helpful cohesive devices in the form of adverbials with a formal register, though slightly less 
formal than in the first section. 
Apart from a few acronyms, the language is general. 
Sentences are fairly short and not too complex. 
The simple present tense dominates. 
~ 
One picture showing the drought conditions of land in a remote part of the world with a caption pointing out 
the ERS·l will help scientists to gather detailed information from such areas. 
Page 3 Earth sc:ience 'In space 
It begins with a brief introductory statement of21 words in a large print indicating what the text Is about. The 
written text and the diagram complement one another well. 
Content summruy 
A description of the ERS-l satellite: it's size, what it can do and, briefly, how it operates. Plans are 
described: 
a) for other satellites to be launched and investigate the ozone, including a second ERS in 1994. 
b) for missions to investigate specific aspects of earth science. 
c) to replace these satellites by the end of the 1990's with a network of orbiting platforms called Polar 
Platforms by NASA, the European Space Agency and Japan. 
Written text 
No. of words: 322 
No. of paragraphs: S 
No. of columns: 2 
Key discourse jeatures 
A mainly factual account of future plans using the future tense. 
Some sentences are fairly short and simple. Others are quite long and complex. 
Occasional useful cohesive devices, particularly anaphoric references are used. 
Some semi-technical phrases are used to label certain components. Some acronyms are used. Otherwise the 
language is general. 
Diagrams 
One diagram captioned in bold, large print: 'A global perspective' giving technical information about the 
network whereby ERS·I transmits data to bases on Earth. Detailed labels identify and describe the functions 
of the key elements. 
A-S.4.1 ii-3e) 
A-S.4.lU-4a) 
THE STUDENT HANDOUT FOR IST4 
You have ten minutes to read through this page: 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. The main one is a 
written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it and are described below under 
'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own words. The time is limited and therefore you should 
allow yourself enough time for thinking, planning, reading and writing. Copying is not permitted. 
You may use English-English dictionaries. 
[NSTRUCTION: Describe Darwin's theory of evolution. Discuss how has contributed to further 
knowledge and change. 
Use one or more diagrams to illustrate your answer. 
, You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
PROCEDURE: 
I. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
you have to do. 
2. Now think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these iii at the end of the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a video documentary called 
'Darwin and Evolution'. Watch it carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. Try to remember it. 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary • 
. (You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 
S. You are now going to have a text to read with the title 
'Back to our Origins'. 
Find the information you need to help you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with your notes at the end of the session.) 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. 
7. Write the first draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan or the draft at the end of the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. 








lhr 30 mins 
A-SA.1 jj-4a) 
A-S.4.lii-4b) 
SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT OF IST4 
IST4 instruction 
Describe Darwin's theory of evolution. Discuss how it has contributed to further knowledge and 
change. 
The task instruction has two parts: a description of Darwin's theory of evolution, and its contribution to 
further knowledge and change. The second part may be sub-divided by distinguishing between knowledge 
and change. Nevertheless, the close Jinks between all parts of the instruction should be evident. It suggests a 
clear plan. By describing the theory first, it is possible to discuss its influence on knowledge and change. 
1ST4 documentary 
The documentary, 'Darwin and Evolution', describes how Darwin arrived at the theory of evolution through 
the idea of natural selection, the implications of the theory' and how it has affected our understanding of the 
natural world. It describes how natural selection has led to the idea of artificial selection as a means of 
improving life in the present and in the future. Many examples with explanations given by experts arc used to 
illustrate the theory. A cle'ar commentary follows the visual presentation very closely. 
The information is quite detailed and is presented quite quickly. There is a constant sense of 
development through close linking of the main points, showing how they lead from one to another. Further 
details are given in Appendix A-S.S.liiiS. 
IST4text 
The text, 'Back to our origins', is quite long. It consists of seven short sections with illustrations. It begins 
with a brief comment on Darwin's theory and describes how it has led to a classification system of species 
which enables us to make sense of the large variety of living things all over the world. The system Is 
described using two main examples: the vampire bat and the gull. The text is not difficult to understand but is 
in rather small print with detailed infonnation in parts. Many technical terms arc used but clearly introduced. 
It is difficult to skim read because the different parts arc presented as self-contained components, which vary 
greatly in the amount of detail. There is little development or discussion. Further details arc given ill 
Appendix A-s.s.1 iii9. 
IST4 Information Inputs In relation to the task Instruction 
Both the documentary and text cover both parts of the instruction. The documentary does so 
comprehensively, following the same order as the instruction. The text presents examples that arc useful for 
the second part but much of it is non-essential information. 
The information in the documentary would suffice to address the instruction whereas the information 
in the text would not. The content could be summarised to produce a satisfactory essay. However, this is 
difficult because, as passing information, it cannot be recorded easily. First, the essence of the theory has to 
be understood so as to be able to process the relevant infonnation. The text highlights, though sometimes 
rather densely, interesting implications of the theory, which could be used as additional information. In other 





A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST4 DOCUMENTARY 
BBC Science Topics - Darwin and Evolution 
Overall length: 17 minutes 
1 Content: 
Brief summary: The documentary describes Darwin's evolutionary theory of natural selection,' that the' 
species most likely to survive over time are those that fit best into their natural surroundings. It describes the 
impact the theory has had on our understanding of the natural world, past and present, and on how the ' ' 
principles can be applied to artificial selection to improve society. 
A fuller summary of the content is given below. Sub-headings and timings indicate how it is organised. 





Summary of the Content 
J) Introduction 
The world of the 1850's was very different from that of today. Most children didn't go to 
school but went out to work in factories or down mines. It was the begiMing of a great increase 
in industrial activity, which promoted an interest in science. Darwin published 'The Origin of 
Species' in which he introduced the idea of natural selection. The book was based on his 
voyage around the world during which he kept detailed journal recording descriptions of 
animals and plants hitherto unknown to Europeans. 
2) Livings in their natural surroundings 
The interesting question is why he discovered so many different kinds. The evidence is all 
around us. For example, animals move in different ways. Moles need to move through the soil 
underground and so they are very muscular legs. Deer have long legs which enable them to trot 
and run. Animals'move in different ways because they live in different surroundings. In the air, 
birds 'swoop and soar'. Underwater, fish 'glide'. 
3) Evolution 
All living things seem to fit in with their surroundings. Scientists believe this is not just a 
coincidence. There is evidence that 'live started in bubbling rock pools' and it is known that life 
existed on earth about 3.5 billion years ago. In the University of Maryland scientists have tried 
to simulate the conditions on earth 4 billion years ago to investigate how life first appeared on 
earth. They used an electrical discharge apparatus to simulate lightning in a flask containing 
methane, ammonia and water. After a few days, a mixture of nucleic acids and. proteins 
appeared: 'the basic chemicals of life itselr. They were able to conclude that 'life may have 
inevitably resulted from' 'an accumulation of a mixture of organic molecules'. Therefore, extra 
terrestrial life could become a reality. It is suggested that a whole range of microscopic 
creatures existed and in time more complex living things appeared. The fossil evidence suggests 
that living things developed over 3 thousand million years and that it was another 350 million 
years before the first mammal appeared. This is called 'evolution'. 
4) Natural selection: survivaloftheftttest 
Darwin showed how evolution occurred through 'natural selection'. For example, the rabbit is 
the fanners' main enemy in Britain because it does a lot of damage to crops. Through tracking 
rabbits, farmers have discovered that most arc very young. This is because they are low on the 
food chain and prone to die young due to predators, diseases, parasites and harsh winter 





survive one season to breed the next. Animals which fit in with their surroundings have the best 
chance to survive. This is natural selection. Species slowly change. 
5) Artificial selection 
Darwin worked on his theory to examine artificial selection· breeding. For example, guide 
dogs have a very useful function to perfonn but don't do it naturally. They have to be taught. 
'We need to breed guide dogs that are easy to train to do a special job' e.g. for the blind. But 
they have to have special characteristics: be responsive to a voice, willing to endure the 
demanding work and sense danger. Suitable puppies are selected to start a breeding scheme so 
that their special characteristics are passed on to their offspring. 'Over 9 in 10 are successful in 
training'. Certain families of dogs, called blood lines, have certain characteristics. Labradors are 
enthusiastic and bumptious whereas golden retrievers seem to be more gentle. Dy finding lines 
that excel in certain qualities it is possible to reach a good combination through crossing dogs to 
get the best characteristics of both. This is called cross-breeding. 
6) Accidental breeding 
Cross-breeding brings about changes in a few years. Darwin believed that accidental breeding 
could have had the same effect over hundreds of years. For example, the white peppered moth 
survived in large numbers on trees with light-coloured barks because it was camouflaged. But 
when industrial smoke changed the colour of the bark their chances of survival greatly 
decreased whereas those of black peppered moths greatly increased. In 1953, rabbit populations 
were attacked by mixematosis, a natural virus disease, which reduced the population to 1 %. But 
some rabbits were resistant and survived. By the mid 1970srabbits showed a genetic capacity 
to survive the disease. 
7) Implications of Darwin's theory 
Change will continue. Research into fossils has led to new theories. The traditional theory is 
that selection is a gradual process, that change is slow in organisms. Three specimens of sea 
urchin fossils taken from different periods show that they gradually evolved to be taller. 
'However, two other fossils of the same species indicate that a very small form evolved from a 
much larger form although no intermediate forms appear to exist. This suggests that the larger 
fonn became extinct, suddenly, not gradually. Evolution is the only satisfactory explanation for 
the natural world we see. How it takes place, how quickly and what path it takes are constantly 
being explored. 
2 Presentation oflnformation • the main features 
The visual and audio presentations arc closely aligned throughout. The two modes complement each other in 
that the visual essentially presents clear illustrations of what is spoken. The spoken could be understood 
independently of the visual but not vice versa. The visual is a considerable asset in enhancing understanding. 
2.1 Visual presentation 
Three modes are used: 
i) Film extracts (polychromatic): to illustrate the commentary (approx. 7 mins) and focusing on four experts, 
sometimes with close-ups, and their comments in tum (two researchers, a minister of agriculture and a guide 
dog breeder· approx. 8 mins). Their names and professional positions also appear on the screen. 
ii Still pictures (polychromatic and diachromatic in black and white • approx. 1 min.) showing past 
events and places, and some artefacts of Darwin e.g. book pages displaying the title 'The Origin of Species' 
and 'Natural Selection" and sketches of living things. 
iii) Symbolic information (approx. I min.): diagrams and drawings of a variety of species, skeletons and 
fossils. 
2.2 Audio presentation 
The audio presentation uses music and commentary: 
Mmi£ (approx. 5 mins): 
A-S.4.1 ii-4c) 
The usual Science Topics theme music comes before an~ after th~ documentary. 
Background music is used emotively in the following ways: 
• Section (I): 19th century slow, romantic and calm piano music throughout the introduction. 
• Section (2): lively and cheerful pop music throughout, which starts quietly, increases in volume, 
reflecting the growing excitement of discovery, and then becomes quiet again. 
• Section (3): cheerful, non-European music with an ethnic spirit to accompany illustrations of new living 
things discovered by Darwin. 
Spoken (17 mins): 
i) Main commentary (approx. 9 miris): 1 male voice, unseen, providing the general description. 
ii) Expert information and opinion (approx. 8 mins): 4 male experts individually providing details which 
elaborate on the main commentary. 
(a) a scientist at the university of Maryland (approx. 2 mins)· slight Asian I American accent 
(b) the minister of agriculture, who appears several times (approx. 2.S mins) 
(c) the guide dog breeder· approx. 2 mins) - slight British northern accent 
(d) an expert on fossils (approx. 1.S mins)· slight speech defect with Ir' sound 
The speech of all five approximates Standard English sufficiently for easy understanding. There are 
variations in speed and register by the four experts, particularly (b) and (c), but only in describing details, 
which are to specific for the purposes of the task. ' 
The main commentary is fairly slow with frequent pausing and very clear. A fairly formal register is used 
with well-constructed sentences of limited complexity. ' 
The language of the four experts is much more varied in c'omplexity. Key ideas are clearly stressed but, in the 
cases of (b) and (c), a mixture of formal and informal language is used. 
The discourse: 
a) narrative, describing past events processes using active verbs in the past tense 
,b) descriptions of processes, past and pr~sent, usinS simple past and present tenses 
c) descriptions of consequences of processes using all the main tenses and the present perfect 
The key vocabulary seems accessible. Although semi-technical terms are occasionally used, they are not 
significant. Expressions such as levolution'. survival'. 'fittest', Inatural'. I arti ficial'. Iselection .. breeding' 
are clearly articulated several times. 
A-S.4.1 JJ-4c) 
XL. 
'1I\0ned to em~rge as Neo-DarwInllm 
(11«1 meaning new), etween 10 and 100 
lillion speCies are 
lought to have evolved 
• yet only 1.5 million 
ave been discovered. 
But what Is a speclos? It 11 • popula· 
tIon c1lndlvlduals, with dist1nct1ve com· 
IIIOD features. that could breed with 
each other to produce ferWe ot[. 
'Pring. if given the opportu· 
when walking through the woods? And 
wbat was tbe story about Little MI.s 
Muffet and the Arantus dlatkmatus? In 
plain En&J.I.sh. the words mean a dog, a 
brown bear and a garden spider. But 
• 11!!,! .... Oc bere we see the dUference be-
tween tbe everyday name 
and the scient1& name c1 
a living thlni. People 
N CHARLES DarwIn', famous book, 
On the Origin of Species (published 
In 1859), the author put forward what 
.. tben I controvenlal Idea: that i~ were capable of changing, or 
L Into new species. . 
IUs theory or natural selectlciil was 
lUaht by lome to challenBe Ihe ~ted VIew that all types of anlrn ..... 
I planta had been created by God, 
that no new species had appeared 
c., Creation. . 
Darwin hlmeel! (pictured right) re-~ed • believer In God. But hLa theo-
et With conllderlble oppelltlon 
Ice eVolution contrad Icted the ~pt810n of the origin of life set out :1 Ible', Book of~nesls. 
t lIIost all scientists today agree 
r:vo!Utlon does happen. although 
In , orlilin .. theory hal been 
-
• nity. In other words, thee-
· tabs found In Africa and 
south·west Asia can still 
. be from the same spe-
cies, even though it .... 
· nnllkely that they 
would meet to breed 
together. It is allo 
worth notinll that the 
offspring themselves 
must be able to breed 
with other Individuals 
- that Is, they must be 
fertile. It .. sometimes 
possible to get individuals of 
closely related species to breed 
together, but the olrsprlng are not '. 
fertile . A horae crossed with an ... 
would produce a mule. but mulos can· 
not reproduce. 
Naming a species 
HAVE you lot a Can/s/omUIarls? What 
would you do If you saw an V'nus ardln 
Tracking down a vampire 
The vampl", bat Is classified as follows: 
kingdom; Anlm.II, (this Is simply the latin word for animals.) -
Phylum: Charrl.,. (a group which Includes all the vertebrates - creatures 
with a backbone - and a few olher types 01 animal. Chorda Is latin 
for string, tendon.) 
Clan: M'/IIm.lI. (latin for mammals. The mamma Is the mllk·produclng 
orlJan that distinguishes mammals trom other animals.) 
Order. Chlropff,. (Bals. From the Greek for hand - because the wings 01 
bats are enormous hands with skin between the fingers .) 
FamIly: Ollmodontldlf (a family includino all the diNe rent types of vampl", 
bill; trom the Greek. d6smos. bond.) 
G,nll1: O'tmDdu. 
SPl tlt1: O'tmodul rotundul (The vampire bat. Rolundus tells you what 
shape the bat Is; rotund or well-rounded on alilhat blood It drinks.) 
speaklne durerent Ian· 
euaIIes will each bave 
tbelr own word for, 
say. a bone or a type 
of tree. But however 
many dtrrerent com· 
mon names there are 
for tbe same speeles, 
there will always be 
one .clentlnc name 
desIgned to be used by 
scientists the world over. 
. In the 18th century, a 
Swedish botanist caUed .Carl 
von Llnn6 (also known as 
Llnnaeus) set up a Iy.tem for namlnll 
species - called the Linnnean Syslem 
_ which .urvlvoa to thl. day. He docld· 
ed that all species should be named In 
two hatves. The nnt name refers to the 
lIenw to which the species belonas. A 
lIenus Is a group of closely related 
species. This II called the Benerlc 
name. It .... followed by a second word 
_ the apeclnc name - which Identtnes 
the individual species to which the ani· 
mal or plant belongs. • 
Both names are In Latin - al· 
though the Latin Is onen derived tram 
Greek. The names are always printed 
In Italics and the generic name has a 
capital letter, although the specific 
name does not. Llnnaeu8 named 5.900 
plant species using this binomial ("two-
named") system. Today, well over 
200.000 plant species have been Identi· 
ned and named in this way. 
If two scient isis working separately 
discover the same plant or animal 
species In dUTerent places. and IIlve It 
two dllI'erent names. the name used is 
the one nrst published In II sclentillc 
work. In fact, the full scientific name 
carries the name (in brackets) of the sci· 
entist who first Identlned It . 
So. whether It ts found on a rocky . 
shore In Wales. or the side of a harbour 
wall In Denmark. an acorn barnacle I.s 
called Stmlba/onus bo/ano/du 
(L/nTllUus). 
Vampire bats 
HARMLESS though It Is, the very name 
of the vampire bat conJures up all sorts 
of nightmare Images. Like Count 
Dracula and the mosquito. they survive 
on a diet of blood. although the mosquito 
'does the most damage. In fllct. the Latin 
name of the vampire bal, Desmodus 
rolundus. sounds a greal <leal less le8s 
threatening. 
8y looklnll at the full clos.~lncntlon 
and tho Crook and latin \\ ord~ It u~cs. 
we can nnd out many things alloul the 
bat. Scientists hive a ledes of cste· 
lIories Into which they Broup living 
organisms starting with Idngdoms -
animal or' plant - and (ndlng with 
species. Over a million and a half 
epecles have been named 
Kingdoms are divided Into phyla 
(the plural of phylum). Eath phylum Is 
made up of different c1Jsses. each of 
whIch Is dlvided Into a range of orders. 
An order Is further sub·divided into 
famUles. which are made I!P of a range 
of genera (plural of genus). 
Each lIenus Is then ~rouped inlo a 
number of species. So the sequence Is: 
kingdom; phylum; class; o~'der; family; 
genus; species. 
Universal larlguage 
LATIN was once the adminIstrative 
language of the Roman Empire. which 
stretched across almost all of Europe. 
and much of the MIddle Ea:lt and North 
Africa . Government official. used 
Latin to communlcale with Rome. and 
with otnclals In other provinces. 
About thle time. the Christian 
Church became based In Rome and 
Latin became the universal language of 
Europe. All Important books from this 
period onwards were wrllten In Latin. 
In the 18th century. Linnaeus devel· 
oped his binomial system. and decided 
that Latin was still the best language 
for the job. Since most edur.:ated people 
would have studied Latin. Iclentlfie 
reports written In one COlintry could be 
read by all learned Euro~eJ\ns . The sci· 
moe of the cllwlncatlon of 
lIvlna thlrtgs Ii caUed tax· 
onomy. and taxonom Ists 
stW we latin. A technical 
langualle, known IS 
Botanical . Latin, has 
evolved !torn the lanllWllII! 
used by Ltnnaeus. 
Article 37 ot the 
International Code of 
Botanical Nomenclature. 
1959. states that "to be valld· 
Iy published, the name of a 
new taxon (classlllcatlon) of 
plants publlshed In or after 
1935 must be accompanied 
by a . .. statement In latin 
of Its chllracterlstlcs." 
Definitions 
ONE of the most common 
sea birds to Britain Is the 
lesser black·backed gull 
(see map, above). It Is also 
found In Scandinavia. In 
Finland, the lull mixes 
with the Siberian lesser 
Predict a species in a million years' time 
• • • 
IN DARW1N'S book. On the O,lgln 01 
SPKI .. , the author delCrtbel lhe dH· 
, • ..."t lpeelel 01 linch he lound on 
.aCh ollhe aaJapagoa lalllnde. The .. 
a,. a group of volOllnlc 1.land. over 
eookm oN the Coalt of South America. 
In the Plclilc Oceln. 
each lellnd h .. h' own type of 
linch. adapted 'or the condition. on 
the 1.land. But lhey .,. probably all 
related to a common ance,tral flnch 
lpeelel which colonlllHl the newly 
formed volcanic: lellndl bttween fl .... 
and 10 million yee,. ago. 
Different lalond. oftenKj dtllerent 
envlronmentl. and the 
flnch populi tiona began to 
develop Into IMlparat. 
apec," al they Id.pted. 
When the IIlrdl became 
more genetically dlilimlla" 
two Indlvldull. from differ· 
ent lilandl would no 
longe' be able to lnter-
breed to prod~ t.ftlle oft· 
aprlng. At !hI, I)()/nt, a new 
lpeele. (or a number 01 new IPK,") 
could be .. Id to ha .... de .... loped. 
Butterfly mystery 
NOW Imagine th.t • group 01 butter-
III .. 01 tho aame .peele, became 110-
lated Irom their parent population. The 
butt"rfll., had been adlpted for condi-
tion. In thel, anvlronment. They had a 
Ihort probolCI., or tongue, to eJ!1ract 
n"clar from a parllcular .pecl". 01 
flower which lived In marahland. They ' 
had a flecked wlng-pattam which eam· 
ouflage<t tham agalnat predation by 
bird • . 
A number 01 egg. Ittached to the : 
teet 01 lei-bird I 'ound thalr waV on to 
an 1,land oN.hor. 'rom the buttaritle.· 
ulull habitat. The condltlonl on Ihl. 
: Illand We ... dIN,,.nt to tho .. the but· 
I.rillel were ullHl to. Ther'e were no 
ma .. h planla, but thlre we,. other 
aourea. 01 nectar. V,t the Melarle. 
we,. much d_par within the tloware 
and at the eastern edge or so geologists have to use a d11ferent def· 
Russia across ftom Alaska Inltlon of such 8 species. 
(part of the US) we nnd the A paleontologist (fossil scientist) 
Vega herring Bull. and will place two IndiViduals In the Bame 
then the American her· epecles If they are sufficiently similar 
ring lIull. This Is found In fonn. 
across the northern parts Other problems occur with the use of 
of the US and Canada. and . the breeding dennttlon when we talk 
across the Atlantic Into about orpnlsms which do not reprodu 
the British Isles. where it " sexually. These Include plants that use 
Is known a$ the herring other methods to reproduce, such lIS run· 
1l'Ull. neis or rhizomes. 
than In the ma,..h plant. Condition • 
-,. drier, and background ooIour-
aUon w ...... grMn and more ~ 
o..crlbe what the buttlrlly pop 
tlon might .vantually look like, pro,," 
Ing that the orlgln.1 Immigrant. 
Ihowed .nough glneUc ",rlltlon t e 
.ble 10 Idlpt to lhe new condition • . 
c.ct ... finch: perf~ ~II 
Again, slmUarltl~ In 
both shape and 
strucluro will I.'I ' ·'~~<~?'~:;}-,;.:j 
have to be used 




Each of the neighbour· A spider plant (see .... ~~,;".:::: .... j\iJ~ 
Ing gull· types can Inter- .' left) will creete new r ..... " .. 'I't.'l>n 
breed with Its neighbours, individuals by produc· 
black· backed gull. They 1.-_____ -'-_-' 
are capable of breeding to . 
produoe fertile otrsprl.ng and are consld· . 
ercd to be lub-specles by some sctentlsts. 
produclnll . fertile off· ' . inll smaU venlons of Itsel! 
spring. They are therefore on .the end of lonll runners. On 
They have a number of dltrerences 
In appearanctl. which malte them l'I!COII' 
niMble as dllrerent types of BUll. Bul 
since they can and do successfully 
Interbreed they cannot be classed as dif· 
ferent species. . 
Several other lub-tpecles or gull are 
found In a region which follow. the . 
Arctic Clrcle. In northern Russta. the 
area lrihablted by the Siberian lesser 
black·backed gull borders on a region 
where Hengun', lIull Is common. 
Again. Interbreeding occurs. 
As we go eut. we flnd BiruIa's 1l'Ull. 
members of Ihe same apecles. In the contact with the sou. the runner 
strtct sense of the term. wlthon. leaving a new 
However, wh'en the herring gulls rooted in the sou. If a 
meet the lesser black· backed gulls In only reproduces I 
Brlta.ln (Ie the beginning and end of the " _ thlt way, It Is 
chain) no mating tak.:s placll . imPoSSible to . 
Populatlone of the two types of gull use the 
nest together but exut as separate pop. .. breeding 
u1atlon •. This shows up ono problem d e fin· 
with the dellnttlon of species. " . . It 1'0 n . 
Other problems arise whi!n we look 
at fossU species. How can It be possible • 
to tell If two fossU anIma .... could have _ 
bred together to produce fertile off· 
spring? ' , 
Obvtously this Is not po!slble. and 
H."lnV vult: doea not b .... ed with th. I •••• ' bl. , 
backed gull, .Ithough both ........... tln-g .re •• 
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A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST4 TEXT 
Back to our origins 
(from the Education section ofthe Guardian newspaper) 
Content and presentation 
The text fills one A3 size page and comprises: two written texts, a main text and a supporting text, with 
illustrations 
1 The main written text and illustrations comprises: 
1.1 An introductory sentence 
1.2 Main written text: 5 sections. 
1.3 Illustrations: 3 pictures, 1 map, 1 table and 1 drawing 
2 The supporting written text and illustrations comprises: 
2.1 Text: 2 sections. 
2.2 Illustrations: 2 pictures. 
1 The main written text and illustrations 
Brief overall content summary 
'Back to our origins' is about how Darwin's theory of natural selection has led to the development of a 
system which allows us to make sense the enonnous variety of living things in the world. The classification 
system, how it was arrived at and the way it works are described using examples of various living things, 
most notably the vampire bat and the gull. 
Overview of key discourse features . 
The text is clearly organised, mostly using a descriptive genre and fairly fonnal register. It contains 
occasional uses of 'you'. to address the audience, and 'we', to mean writer and reader. Past events and 
present facts are described and explained in some detail using examples. On the whole, structures are not 
complex and coherence throughout is well achieved through the use of cohesive devices. Technical words are 
introduced and explained. 
1.1 Introductory sentence 
no. of words: 18 
The sentence, in large print, mention that .only a very small percentage of the enonnous number of species 
thought to have existed, have been discovered. 
1.2 Main written text: 
In small but readable print. 
1.2.1 Introduction 
and four sections with the following headings: 
1.2.2 Naming a species 
1.2.3 Vampire bats 
1.2.4 Universal language 
1.2.5 Definitions 
1.2.1 Introduction 
No. of paragraphs: 5 




The passage first describes how Darwin's theory was a controversial challenge to accepted religious beliefs 
but how scientists have used it to develop further theories of evolution. Then, in one paragraph, a definition 
of a species is given i.e. that it must be fertile. 
Key discourse features 
The controversy surrounding Darwin's theory is presented in a fairly dense, description using complex 
sentences, formal register and non-technical vocabulary. A species is discussed in a much clearer, descriptive 
and factual genre using simple structures and a less formal register. 
1.2.2 Naming a species 
No. of paragraphs: 5 
No. Of words: 366 
Content summary 
A species has two names,' an everyday name and a scientific name for inte,"?ational use. ~e scientific name 
uses a binomial system introduced by Linnaeus in the 18th century. It consIsts of two LatJn names, the first 
generic and the second specific. New species are officially named after the first publication which introduces 
them regardless of where they are found. 
Key djscourse features 
It begins with three direct questions to the reader then continues in established genre: clear, descriptive and 
factual, using the present tense, simple structures although detailed information is given. A few lines in the 
middle use the past tense to narrate past events. Latin terms are used as examples and explained. 
1.2.3 Vampire bats 
No. of paragraphs: 4 .. 
No. of words: 178 
Content summaI)' 
The species of vampire bats is used to illustrate how it is possible to learn about the characteristics of a 
species by examining the Latin name. The system is based on a scientific series of categories within 
categories for grouping living things. Seven categories are described: the largest being kingdoms and the 
smallest being species. 
Key discourse features 
Apart from the speCUlative mood of the opening words, the established genre in the present tense is used. The 
standard technical terms used for each category are clearly explained. 
1.2.4 Universal language 
No. of paragraphs: 4 
No. of words: 184 
Content symmaty 
From Rom.an times, Latin grew to be the universal language in Europe. From this, due to Linnaeus' binomial 
taxonomy In 18th century has evolved Botanical Latin, a technical language which must be used by law. 
Key discourse features 
The vocabulary is mainly general. Some proper names are used. The word 'taxonomy' is clearly explained. 
The essence of the law about using Botanical Latin is partially quoted. 
1.2.5 Definitions 
No. of paragraphs: 11 
No. of words: 334 
Content summary 




types, at the beginning and the end of the chain do not mate although they nest together. So they exist as 
separate populations. Secondly, since the breeding habits of fossils are not available, fossil scientists agree 
that similarity of form and structure must decide whether or not two individuals belong to the same species. 
The same decision has been made in cases where non-sexual reproduction takes place, as in spider plants. 
Key discourse features 
Factual descriptions followed by explanations are given throughout. Apart from a few complex and long 
noun phrases (e.g. 'the area inhabited by the Siberian lesser black-backed gull'), fairly simple structures are 
used in the present tense. Proper names for different parts of the world, semi-technical vocabulary describing 
species' and, types ofspecies' characteristics is used. 
1.3 Illustrations 
1.3.1 3 pictures, 
1.3.2 I map, 
1.3.3 1 table, 
1.3.4 I drawing 
1.3.1 Pictures 
i One picture, occupying about 10% of the page, 25% of one column length and three column widths, 
shows a gull in flight over the sea. The title of the text is written in white over it on one side. 
ii Another picture is a round, almost circular insertion in the first two parts of the main written text. It 
shows Darwin's head, which is referred to in the introduction (1.2.1). 
Iii Another picture shows a herring gull in flight and is inserted into the text 'Definitions',which refers to 
it (1.2.5), at the right hand lower comer of the page. The caption underneath repeats the information given in 
the text about two types of gull not breeding although nesting together. 
1.3.2 Map 
The map referred to in 'Definitions' (1.2.5) is entitled 'On the wing' and occupies about 12.S% ofthe page. It 
shows a part of the northern hemisphere. It illustrates the regions where certain gulls are to be found, as 
stated in the caption below the title. 
1.3.3 Table 
The table occupies about 8% of the page and covers the lower left-hand comer. It expands on the information 
given in 'Vampire bats' (1.2.3) and is entitled 'Tracking down a vampire'. Each of the seven classifications 
is given its Latin name, which is explained. The table is headed with a drawing of several vampire bats in 
flight, one much larger and more detailed than the others. 
1.3.4 Drawing 
The drawing is a small, but clear, long and rectangular insertion into the text, positioned to the right of the 
title 'Definitions' and is referred to in that section (1.2.S) as a spider plant. 
2 Supporting written text and illustrations 
Title: 'Predict a species in a million years' time ... ' 
This is presented as a completely separate section in the upper right-hand comer of the page. It uses about 
20% of the space. 
2.1 Written text 
This has two sections. Smaller print than for the main text is used. 
Brief oyerall content summary 
Darwin's theory is further discussed using an example based on the islands where he carried out is study. The 
point at which one species separates into several species is considered. Then an example of the implications 
of one species adapting to a new environment is considered. 
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Overview of key discourse features 
As for the main written text. 
2.1.1 Section 1 
No. of paragraphs: 4 
No. of words: 144 
Content summary 
The islands are described. The different environments on the different islands encouraged the finch as one 
species to develop into genetically dissimilar individuals that were unable to produce fertile off-spring. In 
other words they were developing into several new species. 
Key discourse features 
Both past events and present facts are described. 
2.1.2 Section 2 
Title: 'Butterfly mystery' 
No. ofparagraphs: 3 
No. of words: lSI 
Content summary 
An imaginary situation is presented whereby a population of butterflies, whose characteristics are described 
in detail, become isolated from their parents. Their eggs are carried to another island with completely 
different surroundings, which are described in detail. The reader is asked to predict the characteristics of 
future butterflies on the island assuming they adapt to their new surroundings. 
Key discourse features 
The reader is directly addressed using the imperative verb form and the present conditional tense. The 
background of the butterflies is described using the past tense. 
2.2 Illustrations 
Two pictures, neither very clear. 
a) One picture occupying the whole upper half of the section shows the Galapagos islands. The caption 
describes them as an 'evolutionary paradise' and mentions the unique species that are found there, including 
the giant turtle. 
b) A small picture in the lower left-hand comer of the same section depicts a close-up of the cactus finch, 
demonstrating how its survival is achieved through camouflage. 
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TilE STUDENT HANDOUT FOR 1ST 5 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. The main one is a 
written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it and are described below under 
'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own words. The time is limited and therefore you should 
allow yourself enough time for thinking, planning, reading and writing. Copying is not permitted. 
You may use English-English dictionaries. 
INSTRUCTION: Show how the discovery of the gene has led to important developments in science. 
PROCEDURE: 
Use one or more diagrams to illustrate your answer. 
You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
I. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
you have to do. 
2. Now think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a video documentary called 'Genetics and 
Genetic Engineering'. Watch it carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. Try to remember it. 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. 
(You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 
5. You are now going to have a text to' read with the title 
'Breakthrough in gene warfare'. 
Find the information you need to help you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with your notes atlhe end oflhe sessjon.) 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. 
7. Write the first draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan or the draft at the end of the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. 












SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT OF IST5 
ISTS instruction 
Show how the discovery of the gene has led to important developments in science. 
ISTS instruction is short and concise. It suggests that the developments are concerned with genetic 
engineering and that it would be useful first to define the gene and describe genetics, then to describe genetic 
engineering and finally ,to consider important developments in genetics and genetic engineering and their 
significance. 
ISTS documentary , , 
The documentary, 'Genetics and Genetic Engineering', describes the basic principles of genetics, starting 
with the gene, and their importance in medical advance and food quality. Then it discusses the main 
principles of genetic engineering and its applications in medical science. Some implications of using genetic 
engineering are mentioned. Throughout the presentation is reasonably clear. Explicit diagrammatic 
information is used to reinforce explanations. 
The information is very clearly presented. Key points are well-sequenced, reinforced and developed. 
Many overlaps of the main points occur with clear diagrammatic illustrations and detailed examples. If the 
gene's basic characteristics are understood, the important information should not be difficult to grasp. Some 
examples may present comprehension problems. Further details are given in Appendix A-S.S.I iii I O. 
ISTS text 
The text, 'Breakthrough in gene warfare', describes the main principles and uses of genetics. It then discusses 
how genetic engineering can apply this inf,?rmation to combat genetically inherited diseases. It also explains 
the restrictions under which doctors in Britain are allowed to use genetic engineering techniques to cure 
diseases. One disease, ADA deficiency, is used as an example. The economic advantages of the techniques 
are mentioned. The text is generally straightforward though in parts it is rather detailed. The principles of 
genetic engineering are explained diagrammatically in some technical detail. The information is presented in 
separate sections which can be easily extracted. Further details are given in Appendix A-S.S.I iii II. 
ISTS information inputs in relation to the task instruction 
The order in which the information is presented in the documentary is exactly the same as that implied by the 
task instruction. The text presents information relevant to important developments in science. lienee the 
instruction could be addressed by summarising the main points of the documentary and using the text to 
supplement the information for the developments. The documentary gives a broad and general overview thus 
providing a sound basis for processing the more detailed text information. There is some overlapping of the 
general principles. Apart from one small part of the text, all the information input is relevant. 
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A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF ISTS DOCUMENTARY 
BBC Science Topics· Genetics and Genetic Engineering 
Overall length: 20 minutes 
1 Content: 
Brief summary: The documentary describes the basic principles of genetics and how these can be usefully 
applied to health, economic and medical advantage using examples. Then genetic engineering is introduced. 
The main principles are explained and its applications in medical science are discussed. Further implications 
of using genetic engineering are mentioned. 
A fuller summary of the content is given below. Sub-headings and timings indicate how it is organised. 






Summary of the Content 
J) Introduction 
Each one of us is uniquely different but members of the same family can have the same 
features. Children often resemble their parents. Other animals share similar characteristics due 
to inheritance. Genetics is the study of how these similarities occur. 
2) Genes 
At a plant research institute in Norwich the genetics of pea plants are ,being studied. The 
differences in pea varieties are enormous. The characteristics are passed on from generation to 
generation by genes. Genes control individual characteristics. For example, one gene controls 
colour. Plant and animal cells contain 'thread-like structures' called chromosomes, which each 
'carry a set of plans which tell the cell how to develop'. Chromosomes arc made up of genes 
and exist in pairs. Both the female and male sex cells contain only one set of chromosomes. 
When fertilisation happens each parent passes on a single chromosome to fonn new pairs in the 
offspring. 
3) Studying genetics 
Research into the study of differences in flower colour in peas is very simple. It is possible to 
cross a red flower pea with a white flower pea. Each flower has male and female parts. For 
example, the white plant may be prepared as the female. The male part contains yellow pollen 
sacks, which are removed so that the plant cannot 'refertilise itselr. From the male pollen sacks 
of a red flower some pollen is taken to 'place on the stigma of the white flower'. Fertilisation 
takes place. Crossing red and white flower peas will produce flowers which look exactly like 
the red flower parent. But, genetically this is not so because there are two genes, one red and 
one white. Red is the dominant gene. The white has no effect and is the recessive gene. When 
the first generation of peas self-pollinates the genes separate and the second generation has a 
mixture of red and white flower peas. For every one white there are three red. This is because 
each parent may pass on one dominant gene or one recessive gene. If the red form pairs with 
another red flower, a pure red flower is produced. But if both parents pass on the white fonn, a 
pure white flower is produced. This infonnation can be used to improve the pea to produce a 
high protein crop. In this country there is a real shortage of vegetable protein so this is 
important. 
4) Using genetics to advantage 




of cattle for producing beef and is quick to mature. It shows particular characteristics: 'a white 
face, a rich red body and big bone legs', all of which are inherited by the calves. Another herd 
called Fresian is the best for producing milk. The main characteristics are 'four white feet. a 
black and white body, a white tip on the tail and usually a black face with a white diamond on 
the forehead'. By mating Fresian cows with a Hereford bull, the offspring are Hereford-Fresian 
cows. They produce good milk and good beef. The white faced gene is dominant and the black 
face is recessive. 'Knowing which genes are dominant and which are recessive can help farmers 
breed and buy the best calves.' 
5) Medical advantages 
At the University College Hospital in London, researchers are studying thalasemia in children. 
This is an inherited disease whereby children cannot make their own blood. They appear to be 
normal for the first nine months but then quickly become very anaemic. Their parents may 
seem completely healthy and unaware that they are carrying the diseased gene in a recessive 
way. In these cases there is a 2S% chance of their offspring being completely healthy, a SO% 
chance of them being healthy but carriers of the disease, and a 2S% chance of them inheriti ng 
the disease. Couples wishing to have children can have tests to find out if they could be carriers. 
During early pregnancy tests are also possible using ultrasound picture teChniques. 
Bloodmaking genes can be examined for thalasemia. Anyone can be a carrier however healthy 
they feel. 
6) The technique of genetic engineering 
The technique of altering genes is called genetic engineering and was developed in the 
University of California Medical School. It is the ability to take pieces of genetic material from 
different organisms and recombine them in new ways. The key substance is a very complicated 
chemical known as DNA. Certain enzymes can cut the DNA molecule into bits. Bits from 
different living things can then be joined together. The technique could have many useful 
applications. 
This can have important uses in medicine. The defective gene can be taken out and replaced by 
a recombitant gene. Haemophilia is a disease where the blood refuses to clot because a certain 
protein called Factor 8 is absent. By putting the factor 8 gene into bacteria, haemophiliacs can 
be cured. Genetic engineering has been greeted as a mixed blessing because of its potential to 
do irrevocable harm as well as a great deal of good. Scientists are very excited at the prospect of 
using it to alter genes so that diseased embryos can become normal human beings. 
2 Presentation of information - the main features 
The visual and audio presentations are closely aligned throughout. The two modes complement each other in 
that the visual essentially presents clear illustrations of what is spoken. The spoken depends on the visual to a 
limited degree when verbal references are directly made to the visual. 
2.1 Visual presentation 
Two polychromatic modes are used: 
i) Film extracts: to illustrate the commentary (approx. 10 mins) and focusing on four experts separately (a 
plant breeder, a farmer, two medical experts - approx. 9 mins), and on one set of parents (approx. 2 mins), 
sometimes with close-ups. The names and professional positions of the experts appear on the screen. 
ii) Symbolic information (approx. S mins.): S diagrams using movement, all similar in presentation, are used 
to explain: 
• how characteristics are inherited 
• how genes are passed on to the next generation. first part 
• how genes are passed on to the next generation· second part 
• how diseases might be passed on to the next generation 
• the basic principles of genetic engineering. 
2.2 Audio presentation 
Apart from the usual Science Topics theme music before and after the documentary, the audio presentation is 
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entirely verbal. A commentator describes the main principles and issues throughout. Expert infonnation and 
opinion is presented by seen specialists. The key infonnation is always reinforced and elaborated upon by 
both the commentator and the specialists: 
i) Main commentary (approx. 9 mins): 1 female voice, unseen. 
ii) Expert information and opinion (approx. 11 mins) by 3 males, I female and I couple. 
(a) a male plant breeder at the Norwich institute explains about heredity and genetics in pea plants 
(approx. 4 mins) 
(b) a male Hereford farmer explains about the advantages of mixed cattle breeding (approx. I.S mins) 
(c) a female medical doctor explains about thaI asemia (approx. 2 mins) , 
(d) a couple who are parents and carriers ofa disease explain their experiences during pregnancy 
(approx. 2 mins) 
(e) a male scientist at California explains the principles of genetic engineering (approx. I.S mins) 
Speech: , 
The commentator uses very clear standard English,' a fairly slow pace and frequent pausing when technical 
information is being explained, particularly with diagrams. 
Apart from the speech of the female parent, who has an Asian accent, the speech of the experts is also clear 
and approximates Standard English and is fairly easy to understand. The register is always formal. However, 
there are variations in speed and volume. (a), (c) and (e) tend to speak rather quickly but articulate clearly. 
(b) has a rather quiet voice, which is audible. 
The discourse: 
Explanations given in the present tense dominate the discourse: 
a) descriptions of processes and procedures. 
b) opinions and advice. 
Much technical key vocabulary is used, e.g. chromosomes, DNA, but is always preceded by a definition. 
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A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF IST5 TEXT 
Breakthrough in gene warfare 
(from the Education section of the Guardian newspaper) 
Content and presentation 
The text fills one A3 size page and comprises one written text and two illustrations. 
1 The written text 
The written text comprises 5 sections: 
1) Introduction 
and 4 sections with sub-titles: 
2) Inheriting disease 
3) Genetic engineering 
4) Life saver 
5) The next step 
Briefoverall content summary 
The text describes how doctors in Britain are now allowed to use genetic engineering techniques to cure 
inherited diseases. The main principles of genetics and genetically inherited diseases are described and then 
how genetic engineering can use this infonnation to combat such diseases. One disease. ADA deficiency is 
used as an example. The restrictions which doctors must adhere to are also described. 
Overview of key discourse features 
A mainly descriptive. factual genre is used in the present tense and a standard fonnal register. Structures arc 
sometimes fairly complex. On the whole. the delivery is straightforward with effective cohesive devices and 
the content clearly organised. The division into subsections with individual headings is helpful. 
1.1 Introduction 
No. of paragraphs: 5 
No. of words: 213 
Content summary 
Gene therapy is beginning to be used by doctors in this country to counteract genetically-inherited diseases. [t 
may have significant implications for health care in the future. This technique actually changes the genes in 
the patient's own cells. It seems that many diseases may be linked to a person's genetic code. 
Key discourse features 
The past, present and future tenses are used. Several technical expressions are introduced using clear 
definitions. The names of several disease are mentioned. 
1.2 Inheriting disease 
No. of paragraphs: S 
No. of words: 230 
Content summary 
We inherit many characteristics and the ability to produce enzymes which control the body's chemical 
reactions. The characteristics depend on our chromosomes. which are made of molecules called DNA. This 
gene carries a very precise code. It causes individual protein molecules to be made. If a change occurs in the 




Key discourse features 
A step-by-step explanation is given using the present tense and conditional clauses to describe possible 
effects of certain cases. There is a clear attempt to simplify a complex explanation by using the analogy of a 
sentence for the code and using a less fonnal register with the first and second persons. 
1.3 Genetic engineering 
No. of paragraphs: 4 
No. of words: 169 
Content summary 
Scientists know that humans have very many genes. They know how to locate them and how they are 
controlled. Genes can change a cell's function. A gene sequence can be cut out of one cell and placed into 
another so that the protein coded for by that gene will be produced. So defective cells can be corrected. These 
genetic engineering techniques can also be applied to other animals and plants in order to bring about 
improvements. 
Key discourse features 
The emphasis is on describing first capability and then effect. The auxiliary 'can' is frequently used along 
with the present tense. Technical vocabulary is used but always explained. 
1.4 Life saver 
No. of paragraphs: 9 
No. of words: 370 
Content summary 
ADA deficiency means a lack of lymphocytes, which fight infections. It is caused by damage to only one 
gene and therefore is the most suitable for trialling genetic engineering. The DNA containing an ADA gene 
is taken from a healthy cell and copied thousands of times. This can be done using retroviruses to inject the 
gene into the chromosomes of lymphocyte cells. The retroviruses place the DNA into the same cells and then 
possibly multiply an~ spread throughout the body. The treatment may last a lifetime but cannot be passed 
onto future generations. 
Key discourse features 
A descriptive genre is used to explain facts and processes. To simplify the infonnation the first and second 
persons are used in one paragraph and an analogy using 'Il city street system' for a chemical pathway is used 
in another. Future predictions are expressed using modal 'can' and the future tense. 
1.5 The next step 
No. of paragraphs: 2 
No. of words: 105 
Content summary 
Ethical guidelines for using genetic engineering are being drawn up. They stipulate that patients must be 
made aware of any side effects of any treatment, that single gene disorders only should be treated and that no 
treatment which might affect future generations should be given. Governmental regulations are about to be 
put into operation. 
Key discourse features 
A description of a past event and its outcomes is given using the past tense and the modal 'should'. Semi-
technical phrases are used though they should not be unfamiliar. 
2 llIustrations 





The picture occupies 16.5% of the page. It is positioned at the top almost centrally and covers two columns. 
It shows a close-up photograph of a scientist working with a special microscope. The caption explains that 
she is performing 'DNA micro-injection'. 
2.2 Diagram 
The diagram is entitled: 'How genes are engineered'. It presents in more detail the procedure of treating 
ADA deficiency than described in section 1.4 where reference is made to the diagram. 
The main part occupies 20% of the page and is positioned in the lower left-hand comer across two columns. 
It shows how genes are engineered over five stages. Each stage has its own diagram and caption. The 
diagrams are all simple and a number of captions describe each process and each state in detail: 
Stage 1: a hand holding an injection. A sample of bone-marrow cells is to be taken from the patient. 
Stage 2: a special plastic flask containing liquid with monoclonal antibodies. Bone-marrow cells are put 
into the flask. An inset is attached to the flask to show how lymphocyte binds to the antibody and 
the special plastic sticks to one end of the monoclonal antibody. 
Stage 3: the flask with the lymphocytes attached to it after the liquid has been thrown away. 
Stage 4: the flask filled with a chemical to wash the lymphocytes out of it in order to isolate them and 
incubate them with the retroviruses. A second part of the diagram is attached to this: 
It occupies 12% of the page and is positioned immediately to the right of the main diagram across 
two more columns. A series of five small diagrams, gradually increasing in size and complexity, 
are positioned spirally and connected with arrows. Captions describe in detail the sequential 
process of: 
A placing a normal gene sequence into the DNA of a retrovirus 
B the modified retrovirus being multiplied by incubation to produce new viruses containing the 
healthy ADA gene 
C injecting the gene into the chromosomes of the isolated lymphocyte cells, which can then 
manufacture ADA 
Stage S: a hand holding an injection as in Stage 1 to show that the lymphocyte cells are injected into the . 
patient's bone marrow. 
A·S.4.1 ii·Se) 
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An example of the Aide Memoire used to guide Post-task Interview 1 and the procedure used as 
a guide for Post-task Interview 2 
1 . ror Post-task Interview 1 following ISTl Session 
Questions about the process: 
I. What did you think of the task? (easy or difficult to understand, to do? interesting? reasons?) 
2. How did you approach it? ( first reaction to the task instruction? ideas about how to address it? 
Taking notes of the documentary and the text? problems with the language?) 
3. Which aspect of doing the task was the most difficult and why? (understanding and using the input, 
the task instruction, the timing, planning your essay or writing it?) 
4. Were you satisfied with your essay, given the time available? (How much time would you have 
liked?) 
S. What did you learn about yourself? (What were you goodlbad at doing?) 
Questions about the content: 
1. Which sources of energy were mentioned in the video? (In what context were they mentioned?) 
2. Which do think will be most useful in the future? (Why?) 
3. What do you know about the wind turbine? (Can you describe what it does, what it looks like?) 
4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbine as means of producing energy?) 
Ii The Procedure for Post-task Interview 1 following Group Discussion 1 for ISTl 
(The questions were formulated to meet the language of the students and what they had written in their 
essays.) 
1. The student's marked essay according to the guidelines provided by the Assessment Criteria was 
returned to them so that it could be discussed. 
2. The following items were raised in a certain order and with a certain emphasis to benefit each student 
the most: 
- the marked essay in the light of the assessment criteria as separate items highlighting points of 
interest, which might contribute to the students' making progress over time, 
- the students' reactions to their performance in the light of their marks and the issues that had 
emerged during Group Discussion 1 
- the students' opinions about the task in the light of Group Discussion 1 
• the process of the students' performance with reference to their micro-task notes, concerning any 
queries about them and their effectiveness 
- what the students had learnt about their own performance to help them with future ISTs 
A-S.4.2 
TilE APPENDICES FOR CHAPTER 6 
A-6.1 
The Band Descriptors for the Assessment Criteria 
The assessment criteria are designed to assess the performance of overseas science students as a prediction of 
their success in pursuing an undergraduate degree course at an English-medium university. They describe the 
students' competence in language use and not in science. 
It was felt that a minimum of five bands would be necessary to indicate levels of performance in the 
study: 5 = excellent, 4 = good, 3 = fair, 2 = poor, 1 = very poor. In order to predict that language use would 
be sufficiently helpful to academic success a band of at least 4 would be necessary. The ,rationale for not 
selecting more than five bands was that the holistic nature of the assessment could become unnecessarily 
complex if a larger number of bands was used, particularly in terms of reliability. It was felt that the 
assessors would be more likely to reach a consensus with a small number of bands and that interpreting the 
level of performance would be kept simple. 
The descriptor for each of the four criteria in each band is intended to provide a general indication 
only, and in accordance with the criteria. Detail is avoided because of the unpredictable nature of language 
use. No absolute values are suggested. For example, Band 5 does not indicate perfect performance but highly 
acceptable performance and the band for one criterion represents a combination of the levels of the 
subcategories of that criterion. The band descriptors are given below. 
BAND S (excellent) Language use will greatly facilitate academic success at undergraduate level. 
Overall impression Excellent writer; fully addresses and satisfies the demands of the task instruction; easy 
for the reader to understand 
Content Excellent coverage; evidence of fully understanding the task instruction and the main 
information input; all relevant; both information inputs well exploited; possibly 
appropriate use of knowledge and experience; main points highlighted, well-developed 
and supported by details possibly with clearly labelled diagrams 
Organisation Clear, well-balanced overall structure with appropriate paragraph distribution and an 
appropriate introduction and conclusion; clear references to any diagrams; points 
appropriately ordered and linked 
Language Intelligible in all respects; appropriate discourse patterns used; fluent throughout; wide 
range of accurately used lexical and grammatical patterns 
BAND 4 (good) Language use will facilitate academic success at undergraduate level. 
Overall impression Competent writer; mostly addresses and satisfies the demands of the task instruction; 
mostly easy for the reader to understand 
Content Quite comprehensive; evidence of understanding the task instruction and the most 
important information input: nearly all relevant; information inputs fairly well 
exploited; possibly some use of relevant knowledge and experience; some main points 
highlighted with some supporting details possibly including diagrams 
Organisation Quite well-structured with paragraphs fairly clearly defined; fairly appropriate 
introduction and conclusion; points sometimes appropriately ordered and linked 
Language Generally intelligible; appropriate discourse patterns often used; fairly fluent; fairly wide 
range and sufficient accuracy of lexical and grammatical patterns to convey the intended 
meaning 
BAND 3 (fair) Language use may facilitate academic success at undergraduate level. 
Overall impression Moderate writer; some evidence of partially addressing the task instruction; only 
sometimes easy for the reader to understand; possibly incomplete 
Content Lacking in substance; evidence of partially understanding the task instruction and some 
of the information input; partially relevant; limited use of the information inputs; 
possibly some use of knowledge and experience; some general points made but not 
well-supported by details 
Organisation Structure only partially appropriate to the task; some weaknesses in paragraph 
distribution; inappropriate introduction andlor conclusion; weaknesses in the ordering 
A-6.1 
and linking of points 
Language Occasionally intelligible; discourse patterns sometimes inappropriate: limited fluency; 
some inaccuracies interfering with the meaning 
BAND 2 (poor) Language use will hinder academic success at undergraduate level. 
Overall impression Limited writer; limited evidence of addressing the task instruction: rather difficult for 
the reader to follow; probably incomplete 
Content Insubstantial; little evidence of understanding the task instruction and the information 
input; very limited use of the information inputs; possibly some limited use of 
knowledge and experience; very little relevant; weak in the selection of main points; 
very little detail 
Organisation Unclear or inappropriate structure; unclear paragraph distribution; unsatisfactory 
beginning and/or ending; poor ordering and linking of points 
Language Frequent problems with intelligibility: discourse patterns often inappropriate: very 
limited fluency; many inaccuracies frequently interfering with the meaning 
BAND l(very poor) Language use will greatly hinder academic success at undergraduate level. 
Overall impression Very limited writer; no evidence of addressing the task isntruction; very difficult for the . 
reader to follow 
Content Very thin coverage; no evidence of understanding the task instruction and the 
information input: unsatisfactory use of the information inputs and of knowledge and 
experience;mostly irrelevant; only general, vague points made 
Organisation Complete lack of structure; unclear paragraph distribution; no clear beginning and/or 
ending; inappropriate ordering and linking of points 
Language Very frequent problems with intelligibility; discourse patterns often inappropriate; 





In traditional grammar a group of words that takes the position of a noun is described in tenns of its 
structure. For example, Leach and Svartik (1994:315-6) define a noun phrase as something that has at its 
head a word that 'is typically a noun'. It can begin with a detenninant followed by one or more 
premodifiers and can end with a postmodifier, as in the following example: 
The 
determinant remodifier 
They also define a nominal clause as a kind of noun phrase which has five types of structures: that 
clauses, interrogative subclauses, nominal relative clauses, nominal to-infinitive clauses and nominal 
-ing clauses (p.311). 
In functional grammar, a noun phrase, tenned a nominal group by Halliday, has a semantic value 
deriving from its relationship to other textual elements both within and beyond the level of clause. One 
important type of nominal group, recognised by Halliday (1994) and other systemic functional 
linguistics, is nominalisation. Halliday defines nominalisations as nominal groups where processes and 
properties are expressed as things, a 'thing' being an entity that can function as 'a single element in the 
clause structure': e.g. subject or object. For example, the sentence: 'Genes are inherited from parents.' 
can become nominalised into 'Genetic inheritance' or 'The inheritance of genes' since 'inherit' (process) 
can be transformed into 'inheritance' (thing). The information is presented non-finitely at the lower rank 
oflexico-grammar than at the rank of clause. In other words, the infonnation is presented as the nominal 
component of a clause. When this happens, the meaning is no longer negotiable. The idea that genes are 
inherited from parents is accepted as a fact. Thus, nominalisations can encapsulate process as given 
infonnation and, as Thompson (1966) explains, can function well as Theme in the clause (in this 
analysis, the T-unit) because they present the information as a basis for moving on to the next step in 
the argument rather than as new infonnation. 
Halliday describes nominalisation as a kind of grammatical metaphor: 'the process whereby 
meanings are multiply-coded at the level of grammar'. Thus a great deal of infonnation can be 
compacted because meanings are presented at a higher level of abstraction. It is this quality that makes 
nominalisation a key characteristic of scientific writing (e.g. Halliday 1994, Halliday and Martin 1993, 
Martin 1991). 
Structurally, nominalisation can be the result oftransfonnations from verbs, adjectives, adverbs or 
conjunctions into head nouns or modifiers. I1alliday (Halliday and Martin 1993) gives a good example 
to illustrate this complexity: 'the orbital motion of an electron' as a nominalisation of 'an electron 
moves in an orbit'. Here he explains: 
... the process "move" has become a noun (Thing), the actor in that Process "electron" has 
become its possessor (Qualifier), and the circumstance "along an orbit" has become the 
property of the noun (Classifier) (pI29). 
Functionally, nominalisation is interesting for its appropriateness in written scientific discourse not only 
because processes are presented as things but also because of its cohesive properties. 
To explore how nominalisation is coded further, it is useful to consider the underlined nominal 
groups in the following example taken from the same text: 
(lIThe relationship between the cene's code and the protein it makes is very precise. If a 
change occurs in this message ... the sequence no longer reads correctly. The cell cannot 
then produce that protein. (2)Tbis inabi1ity can cause very specific diseases. 
In this extract the nominal group (1) is not a nominalisation because it is used to present a state of 
affairs rather than the result of a process. However, (2) is clearly a nominalisation because it refers to a 
process that is explained in advance and moves on to introduce new information in the Rheme. It 
functions to refer anaphorically, through the pronoun 'this' and the substitute noun 'ability', to the 
information given in the previous sentence indicating a process through the verb: 'cannot produce'. 
Hence, nominalisations are identified if, in the students' writing, the text makes it clear that they 
refer to processes rather than states. For example, 'the production of energy' mayor may not be realised 
as a nominalisation. In 'The production of energy is an essential part of modem life.' it is not a 
nominalisation because it is used to describe a state of affairs whereas in 'The production of energy led 
to more prosperity.' it is a nominalisation because it expresses an action that results in an effect. 
A-6.2.2 
Further Details about using tbe Framework for tbe Text Analysis 
The selection of each T-unit is based on the message conveyed. Punctuation marks are ignored in case 
they have been used erroneously and possibly misleadingly. If diagramatic infonnation is clearly referred 
to as an integral part of the text, even ifin brackets, it is considered to be either the whole or part of a 
T-unit. 
The analysis is organised in two parts: first a detailed analysis of each T-unit in turn, then the 
different features of the analysis are presented according to: Thematic Organisation; Textual Cohesion; 
Lexico-grammar. 
DetaUed analysjs or each T-unit 
The two main elements, Theme (T) and Rheme (R) arc separated. Both of these are described in terms of 
whether they contain given, new or given and new infonnation. 
• Given information is represented by a reference to the Theme or Rheme where it has most recently 
occurred. 
• If the occurrence is in the previous T-unit, the thematic link is clear. 
• Ifit occurs before that, the Theme or Rheme of the T-unit where it last occurs is presented in the 
analysis with the information identified alongside on the right-hand side. It is then termed 'a 
recurring thematic element'. 
• New information contained in the Theme or Rheme is signified by NI. The first Theme, rt, is not 
analysed in this respect because of its initial position in the essay. 
The empty Theme and empty Rheme are denoted by E. 
Textual cohesion is indicated by the uses of 
• circumstantial adjuncts as Theme (CA), 
• conjunctives, conjunctive adjuncts or modal adjuncts that introduce the Theme (C), 
• anaphoric references (AR). 
The two lexico-grammatical features are also indicated: simple and complex nominalisations and passive 
verb forms. 
• ,. simple nominalisations (SNom), i.e. involving only one process, and thus clearly defined, 
• complex nominalisations (CNom), i.e. involving more than one process and thus not clearly 
defined since they cover all possible degrees of complexity, 
• the three passive verb fonns: finite, non-finite, elliptic (PV). 
The following five symbols indicating the semantic and conceptual relationships outlined above are 
used: 
- to introduce the analytical description of what is contained in the Theme or Rheme e.g. T4- ru, 
+ to mean that an item is identified by two or more other features. For example, NI + R 1 represents 
new information and given information continued from the Rheme in T-unit 1. 
( ) to provide more information about the Theme or Rheme: e.g. AR(T12) means that the anaphoric 
reference (AR) refers to the whole or part ofTl2, and R3(AR) means that the third Rheme(R3) is refcrcd 
to by anaphoric reference(AR); 
{ } to mean that one feature contains within it one or more other features: e.g. NI{SNom}. 
• to indicate when a feature is unacceptable in terms of comprehensibility at the level of discourse. 
Features of the analysis 
Thematic Organisation 
lIypertheme (II) and thematic elements - two tables 
Thematic progression (sl prog, c prog, 0 prog, all prog, s prog, no prog) - diagram and table 
Distribution of information in the T-unit (NI-Th, NI-Rh, E) - one table 
Textual Cohesion 
Circumstantial adjuncts (CA), conjunctives and other adjuncts (C), anaphoric references (AR) - one 
table 
Lexico-grammar 
Simple nominalisations (SNom), complex nominalisations (CNom), passive verbs (PV) - one table 
Additional points to note are: 
• Recurring thematic elements are identified on the right-hand side, alongside the Theme or Rheme 
where they occur with a reference to the location of their previous occurrence. 
• The Theme is always underlined .. 
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• The CA and C are always given in italics. 
• Every nominalisation is bracketed using [ ]. 
EXAMPLE 
The following short extract from the second part of ISTJ text provides a useful example to illustrate 
how the system of analysis operates. The Theme, the Rheme and the T-unit are indicated by (T), (R) and 
I respectively. 
{Tl)Seventy per cent of the earth's surface {Rl)is covered by ocean.1 {T2)This vast expanse 
of water {R2)has a fundamental effect on our lives. I (T3)As global change affects the sea, 
for instance, {R3)the price of oil could rise and the numbers of fish could decline.1 
(T4)Fish (R4)depend on nutrients which are brought up from the bottom of the seasl 
{TS)and any change {RS)could cause their numbers to fall.1 (T6)Oil tankers {R6)may have 
to use more fuel or less efficient routes if sea currents become stronger.1 
Each T-unit is analysed according to the system described with an explanation given underneath. 
(I) Seventy per cent of the earth's surface is covered by ocean. 
Tl 
Rl= NI{PV} 
In (I) the Theme,Tl, is the subject of the T-unit. The Rheme, RI, is new information and includes a 
passive verb form. 
(2) This vast expanse Qfwater has [a fundamental effect] on our lives. 
T2= Rl{AR} 
R2= NI{SNom} 
In (2), T2 is again the subject and includes an anaphoric reference to 'ocean' in Rl. R2 is new 
information that. includes a simple. nominalisation, 'fundamental effect' derived from 'affects 
fundamentally' • 




In (3), T3 is a circumstantial adjunct followed by a conjunctive. Most of the information is new 
including a nominalisation, 'global change', which anaphorically refers to the previous nominalisation 
in R2. This reference is a substitution for 'ocean' in Rl and 'vast expanse of water' in n. R3 is new 
information. 
(4) fi.s.h depend on nutrients which are brought up from the bottom of the seas. 
T4=- R3 
R4= NI{PV}+T3 
In (4), T4 is given information first presented in RJ. R4 is new information, that includes a passive 
verb form and includes given information from T3, 'the sea'. 
(S) and [any chan~e] could cause their numbers to fall. 
TS= C+T3 {SNom} T3: global change 
RS= NI{RJ {AR(T4)} RJ: numbers of fish 
In (S), TS begins with a conjunction and then has a subject Theme that contains given information, 
'change', refering to 'global change' in T3. This is expressed as action leading to a cause-etTect situation 
and therefore it is again a simple nominalisation. RS is new information that includes an anaphoric 
reference to T4 but also repeats 'numbers offish' from R3. 
(6) Oil tankers may have to use more fuel or less efficient routes if sea currents become stronger. 
16= NI+RJ R3: oil 
R6= NI+TS 
In (6), T6 has new information and given information, 'oil', refering to RJ. R6 has new information 
and given information with a reference to 'change' in TS. 
A-6.2.2 
Thematic Organisation 
Hyperthemes and recu"ing thematic elements 
Number R ertheme T-units 
the effect of the ocean on our lives' 2-6 
T bl A 622" R a e - . . u: h f I t ecumnR t ema Ie e ernen s 
Thematic element No. of Recun Location 
Global chan~e 2 T3 TS 
Numbers offish 2 R2RS 
Oil 2 R3 T6 
Tables 6.2.2i shows that one hypertheme is identifiable: 'the effect of the ocean on our lives' in T -unit 2. 
It is expanded over the remaining T-units 3-6, thus linking most of the text. Table 6.2.2ii shows that 
there are three recurring thematic elements. All three occur twice within the hypertheme 'Global change' 
and are closely linked to it. The reason for the recurrence of'global change' is that the hypertheme is in 
split progression as will be shown below in Diagram D-6.2.2. 
Thematic progression 
Thematic progression is shown in Diagram D-6.2.2 and a summary is presented in Table 6.2.2iii. Split 
progression (sp) is indicated by black lines and arrows where it occurs. The other three types of 
progression are indicated by arrows and tabulated in three separate columns by I to the right of where 
each occurs: simple linear progression (sIp) by straight red arrows, constant progression (cp) by straight 
green arrows, and progression passing into the Rbeme (op) by dotted line blue arrows. 
Diagram 6.2.2iii: Thematic progression 




Th3 + Rh3 ---, 





"., .~ ... " 
I 
I 
T bl A 622'" S a e 
-
III: fh 'on ummarv 0 t ernatlc Dro~eSSI 
Item Number Location 
sl prog 2 }-2,3-4 
c prog 1 2-3 
o prog 3 3-4,4-5,5-6 
.• !'P.!_~.P..:f:.~.P. ... P..r.~g ..... --..... ~-... -.... ...1:2. __ ........ _ ... _ .
s prog 1 3(4/5-6) 






As Table A-6.2.2iii and Diagram A-6.2.2iii show, each T -unit is linked in some way by one or more of 
the three types of progression. T -units 3-6 are linked by split progression, which describes the 
hypertheme 'global change'. There are two occurrences of simple linear, one of constant progression, 
and three of other progression taken up in the Rheme. s 
Distribution 0/ in/ormation In the T-unit 
Table A-6 2 2iv' Distribution of information in the T-unit .. 
Item Number Location 
NI-Th 2 3,6 





Table A-6.2.2iv shows that new information in the Theme occurs three out of six times, one of which is 
within a circumstantial adjunct (T3). New information occurs in the Rheme every time. which shows 
how the text progresses. There is no empty Theme or Rheme. 
Textual Cohesion 
Table A-6 2 2v· Textual Cohesion .. 
Item Number Location 
CA I 3 
C 2 3,5 
AR 3 T2,T3,R5 
Table A-6.2.2v shows that circumstantial adjuncts comprise the Theme in three cases thus adding 
variety to the textual quality. Conjunctives and other adjuncts contribute to cohesion in two T-units. 
Only three anaphoric references are used in the whole text. 
Lexico-lP'ammatjcal features 
T bl A 622 . L . f I Ii a e 
-
. VI: eXlco-gramma Ica eatures 
Item Number Location 
SNom 3 R2,T3,TS 
CNom 0 
-
PV 2 Rl,R4 
Table A-6.2.2vi shows that there are three simple nominalisations, no complex nominalisations and two 






The Check for Consistency In the Three Analytical Frameworks 
Introduction 
Three separate checking procedures for reliability were carried out. One was for the marking of the 
students' essays using the Assessment Criteria. The second was for the text analysis of the students' 
essays. The third was for the analysis of the approaches adopted by the students to address the ISTs. 
1 The procedure used for marking the essays 
The following procedure was used to check the marking of the essays. 
1) 18, SOP and MC, were briefed by CJ on how to implement the assessment criteria and the band 
descriptors. 
2) For the first round of marking, a sample of six essays was selected: K·ISTl, K·IST5, M·ISTl, M· 
ISTS, T·ISTl, T·ISTS. They were each marked by m, SOP and CJ independently, according to the 
band descriptors for the four assesment criteria. 
3) m, SOP and CJ met to compare their marks, giving comments to explain how they had arrived at 
each mark (Stage I). . 
4) MC marked all the essays independently and sent in her comments to explain how she had arrived 
at each mark. 
S) m, SOP and CJ discussed MCs marks for the six sample essays to decide on the final marks for 
them (Stage II). 
6) SOP and CJ marked the remaining nine essays independently. 
7) Then SOP and CJ again met to compare their marks. In cases of disagreement JB was asked to 
mark those essays independently as moderator.lIer marks were discussed with SOP and CJ. 
8) The marks sent in by MC for the remaining nine essays were compared with the marks arrived at by 
SOP, CJ and 18. The final marks were discussed and agreed by SOP, m and CJ (Stage III). 
The differences in the marks were classified in terms of three levels of(dis)agreement: 
• A (agreement) - where the difference was either 0 or 0.25 of a band even if the different marks were 
not in the same band. For example, the marks 2.75 and 3.00 were regarded as being close enough 
not to be identified as a disagreement but as an agreement. 
• 0 (disagreement) -where the difference was a mimium of 0.50 and a maximum of 0.75 ofa band. 
• SO (serious disagreement) - where the difference was at least one whole band or more. 
Type 0 were found to be easier and quicker to resolve than Type SO. 
Table A·6.S.1a shows the degree of agreement in the marks for the six sample essays: A- agreement, 
D= disagreement, SO= serious disagreement for each criterion (OI-Overal1 Impression, C·Content, Q. 
Organisation, L-Language). 
Column 1= the results of the marking by m, SOP and CJ (Stage I). 
Column 11= the level of agreement with the marks sent in by MC (Stage II). 










I II I II I II I 
A A 0 NO A 0 A 
A A A A A A A 
A D A SO A 0 A 
A A A A A A A 
DAD D D NO D 
A SO A SO A DlSP A 
83 67 67 33 83 33 83 









• the percentage of agreement among lB, SOP and CJ was much higher than with MC in all four 
criteria. 
• there were fewer disagreements in Overall Impression, Organisation and Language than in Content. 





At Stage I the percentage of agreement among JB, sap and CJ was high at 83% in OI,O,L and 67% in 
C. There was agreement (A) in all but five cases, where there were disagreements (D) but no serious 
disagreements (SD). One case was the content criterion for K·ISTl where CJ gave 3.00 and sap and JB 
gave 3.50. CJ was persuaded to agree to the higher mark of3.50 on the grounds that most of the content 
was relevant to the task instruction even though coverage was not comprehensive. The other four cases 
were the four criteria for T-IST1. This time, CJ intially gave 1.50 for all four criteria while m gave 1.50 
for OI,C,L and 1.00 for 0, and sap gave 1.00 for OI,O,L and 2.00 for C. These disagreements raised 
the problem of identifying specific features of the C,O,L criteria separately, particularly in a low level 
essay. Since these were not serious disagreements we agreed that the essay merited no higher than a 
Band I and therefore to give a half-way mark of 1.25 for OJ and L, and to concur with the majority 
decision of 1.50 for C and I for 0. These would be checked against the marks given by MC. 
At Stage II, MC's marks were discussed by JB, sap and CJ. There were two cases of AID, 
where MC's mark agreed with one of the initial marks given by JB, SOP or CJ, and two cases of O/SD 
to show that the serious disagreement did not apply to all the initial marks given. In all, there were nine 
cases of 0, including the two AID, and five cases of SO, including the two O/SD. This was a high level 
of disagreement. The nine disagreements: for K-ISTI in C,O,L; K-ISTS in L; for M-ISTl in OI,O,L; 
and for T-ISTl in C,O; were not serious because they were close enough to one or other of the marks 
given initially by either m. SGP or CJ. The five serious disagreements were for M-ISTl in C, and for 
T·ISTS in all four criteria. In all cases of 0 and SD, apart from for K-ISTl in C, MC's marks were 
lower than the marks agreed by m, sap and CJ. We agreed that some adjustment to MC's marks could 
be made to agree the final mark. All cases of 0 and SO could be resolved in this way. 
The remaining nine essays were then marked by SOP, CJ and MC. The degree of agreement is 
shown in Table A-6.S.lb. For each criterion, OI,C,O,L, 
Column I = the level of agreement between sap and CJ (Stage I). 
Column II = the level of agreement among sap, CJ and MC (Stage II). 
Column III = how final agreement was reached and when it was necessruy to use moderation using the 
symbol M->A (Stage 1II). 













I II III I II III I II III I 
A A A A A A A A A SD 
o O/SD A D O/SD A D D/SD A D 
A A A A A A A A A A 
A A A A 0 A A D A 0 
A SO A 0 SO A 0 SO A 0 
o AID A 0 O/SO A A 0 A A 
A A A 0 O/SO A A AID A 0 
SO AlSO M->A A SO M->A SO AlSO M->A SO 
A A A D Am A A A A A 
67 56 100 44 22 100 67 22 100 33 












• The level of agreement at Stage I between sap and CJ was not as high as for the pilot essays, 
being in Language as low as 33% and in Content fairly low at 44%. 
• The level of disagreement at Stage II with the marking of MC was also high, particularly on the 
Content and Organisation criteria. 
• The level of agreement at both stages was higher in Overall Impression than in the other three 
criteria. 
The level of agreement across the criteria varied with different essays: 
• For K-IST4 there were no disagreements. 
• For K-IST2 and T-IST4 there were disagreements only in one criterion. 
• For M·IST2 none of the disagreements were serious. 
• St·IST3 caused more disagreement than the other essays. There were disagreements in both Stages I 
and II in all four criteria for K-IST3 and T-ISI3, and almost as much for M·IST3. Moderation for 
the whole ofI-IST3 was necessary. 
The following numbers of disagreements in the criteria occurred between SOP and CJ at Stage I and 




01: I) 3/9 cases, II) 4/9 cases 
C: I) 5/9 cases, II) 7/9 cases 
0: I) 3/9 cases, II) 6/9 cases 
L: I) 6/9 cases, II) 5/9 cases 
The causes of disagreement were the same as those found with the pilot group. 
• MC's marks tended to be lower than those of SGP and/or CJ, particularly in K-IST2, K-IST3 and 
M-IST3 
• There was a difficulty with establishing how the C,O,L criteria related to one another in tenns of 
allocating marks. 
• The lower level essays were more difficult to agree than the other essays. 
Once these causes had been identified it was possible to resolve all disagreements. 
2 The Checking Procedure for the Text Analysis of the Essays 
Analysis: Coding, First Check and Changes to the Analysis 
Using the analytic framework, I, CJ, analysed all six essays chosen for the checking procedure. JB 
checked one of my six analyses, i.e. K-ISTl, and set out her agreements and disagreements. This was 
discussed in considerable detail to ensure that JB was using the scheme correctly, since she is not a 
trained linguist. In other words, we checked through each item in the Theme and Rheme of every T-unit 
in the essay text together to check that we were using the system in the same way and to establish rules 
of consistency whenever necessary. We noted JB's agreements and disagreements with my coding. We 
discussed the disagreements, as a result of which we arrived at further agreements and made changes to 
the coding accordingly. The final agreements, disagreements and modifications of this first check were 
noted. There were also some changes also to the analytic framework. 
Further Checking Of Coding 
As a result CJ re-analysed the remaining five essays and m did the checking of these. m and Cl met to 
discuss the codings for these five essays, scrutinizing m's agreements and disagreements with CJ's 
coding. The unresolved disagreements of this check were noted. 
After the analysis and checks on the analysis, a revised set of codings was drawn up by ID and 
Cl and the analytic framework was again clarified, as with the very first check. 
Independently, CL went through CJ's analysis with the revised codings. However, he decided 
that before arriving at his own agreements and disagreements there was still one issue of definition in 
the analytic framework: that of nominalisations, and the time was spent mainly on discussing how 
nominalisations should be defined. Once the framework was clarified, 10 and Cl revised all their 
codings. 
Later JB, CL and Cl worked together on the reliability of CJ's analyses. This took about 4hrs: 
the length of two tutorials. The agreements and disagreements of III and CL of Cl's coding with their 
interpretation were discussed amongst the three of us to make the coding as clear as possible for each 
and every item as well as the nature of the disagreements. Usually, a disagreement that could not be 
resolved was mainly because the item was interpreted differently by each one of us. We acknowledged 
that an interpretation could not be forced and agreed that the item should be coded as unacceptable (.). 
The main issues that emerged during the discussions were to do with: thematic organisation, 
anaphoric referencing, nominalisation, and acceptability. 
a) Thematic organisation 
Concerning thematic organisation, two problems were raised: identifying thematic links and evaluating 
thematic infonnation. 
Identifyin~ thematic links 
The infonnation in the Theme and Rheme of all the T-units needed to be identified as given or new. If it 
was identified as new information it could be coded as NI. If it was identified as given infonnation, a 
further decision had to be made about the source of the given information. 
• Ifit was linked to the previous T-unit, it would indicate thematic progression: either taken up in the 
Theme as simple linear or constant progression (sIp or cp), or taken up in the Rheme as other 
progression (op), and could be coded to identify that location. 
• Ifit was not linked to the previous T-unit, a further decision had to be made, which was to identify 
the Theme or Rheme of the T-unit where that information had last been mentioned as a thematic 
element. 
These points gave rise to some disagreements but discussion helped to decide to which T-unit each item 
of given infonnation was linked. 
A·6.S 
X 
Eyaluatjng thematic infQonatjon 
The thematic value of the infoonation needed to be assessed so that it could be coded: 
• The given information needed to be judged in teons of its acceptability. If it linked clearly to the 
previous infoonation it was judged to be acceptable. If the link was unclear for any reason. e.g. 
ambiguity of meaning or incoherence, it was judged unacceptable and coded·. 
• If the information was not given, it needed to be judged in terms of whether or not it was 
substantial enough to be interpreted as new information. If so it would be coded NI and if not it 
would be coded as empty (E). This too gave rise to some disagreements as to what constituted (E) 
but again discussion helped to resolve them. 
b) Anapboric Reference 
Three types of problems emerged with anaphoric referencing: form. excessive coding and acceptability: 
fQrm 
There were two forms of anaphoric references: substitution and pronouns, personal and demonstrative. 
Both forms needed to be identified and coded to show which item they referred to earlier in the text, 
whether that was within the same T-unit, the previous T-unit or an earlier T-unit. 
Excessiye coding 
Another problem that emerged was how much to code: 
• whether or not to code all the anaphoric references within il T-unit if they referred to the same thing. 
We decided that this was necessary. 
• whether or not to double code an anaphoric reference when it consists of a pronoun and a noun 
acting as substitution. For example, in T-ISTS, 'this study' (T7) refers to 'Male and female gene 
... caracteristics' (R6). Both 'This' and 'study' refer to R6. Because it is a reference to one item, we 
decided not to double code. In other words an anaphoric reference might consist of both a pronoun 
and substitution. 
AcceJ?tability 
Some items were coded as unacceptable (.) for the following reasons: 
• unclear anaphoric references: i.e. where the thematic link was unclear, 
• 'it' when it was not clearly identifiable as an anaphoric reference or an empty subject. 
• inappropriate exophoric referencing. 
Uncertainty about an anaphoric reference gave rise to disagreements in coding particularly due to the 
difficulty that the students themselves had in using anaphoric references. However, careful reading of the 
student's text and discussion usually allowed an agreement to be reached. 
c) Nomioalisatioo 
The problems that arose were to do with agreeing on a definition of nomina lis at ion. We decided that: 
• if the process suggested by the nominal group reflected a dynamic process it was a nominalisation: 
e.g. 'The speed of that car resulted in a serious accident.' 
• if it reflected a state of affairs, it was not a nominalisation: e.g. 'The speed of that car is 
impressive. ' 
• a gerundive group in place of a head noun was an act-type of nominalisation: e.g. 'Durnin!: fuels 
causes air pollution.1 
• a nominal group containing a dependent adjectival clause was not sufficient for that group to be a 
nominalisation: e.g. 'the electricity which is produced by a wind turbine is the same as .•• ' 
While these were the definitions arrived at for nominalisation in the linguistic framework. using them 
initially presented some cases of uncertainty and thus disagreement. Ilowever, each disagreement gave 
the checkers greater clarity on how to use the definition later and so resolve their differences. 
d) Acceptability 
Acceptability was examined in teons of intelligibility, accuracy and appropriacy. In each case, if the 
checkers could not resolve a disagreement about the acceptability of an item, it was coded as 
unacceptable. We decided on the following conditions: 
• Grammatical inaccuracy alone was not necessarily unacceptable. If the item was inaccurate but 
intelligible and appropriate it was acceptable. 
• Intelligibility was a necessary condition for acceptability. Vague meaning was acceptable but 
ambiguity was unacceptable. 
• Inappropriacy alone was not a necessary condition for unacceptability. If the item was inaccurate as 




e) Degree of agreement and disagreement 
Clearly within each Theme and Rheme there were several items that could be discussed and this would 
be variable for the Theme and Rheme in each T-unit. If each and every item within the Theme and 
Rheme in each and every T-unit were counted this would give a huge number ofitems. The rule adopted 
to assist with the analysis was that if there was any disagreement on one or more points within the 
Theme or Rheme, we noted simply that the Theme or Rheme had been problematic and it was 
discussed. For the sake of clarity the Theme or Rheme is referred to in this section as an element. 
T~bles A-6.4.2a and A-6.4.2b below show how far there was agreement and disagreement about 
the Theme and Rheme in every T-unit in each one of the six essay texts that was checked and how fur 
the disagreements were resolved. Table A-6.4.2a records the degree of agreement and disagreement 
between m and CJ. Table A-6.4.2b records the degree of agreement and disagreement between m and 
CL, in consultation with CJ. The following abbreviations arc used to indicate agreements and 
disagreements: 
Al = intial agreements between m and Cl 
D 1 = initial disagreements between m and Cl 
A2 = agreements between m and CJ after CJ had revised the coding. 
D2 = disagreements between m and CJ after CJ had revised the coding. 
A3 = agreements between CL and ISICJ after 10 and CJ had further revised the coding following 
discussions with CL. 
D3 = disagreements between CL and ID/CJ after m and CJ had further revised the coding following 
. discussions with CL. 
Table A-6.5.2a below shows the results of the first checking, when each item was discussed by 10. and 
myself, CJ. 
Column l(St.IST): the student's essay text. 
Column 2 (AI): the numbers and % of agreements by Cl and 10 for each essay text. 
Column 3 (01): the numbers and % of disagreements by CJ and m for each essay text. 
Columns 4 and 8 (No ofT+R): the number of elements, the Theme and Rheme count of every T-unit, 
given by doubling the number ofT-units in each essay text. 
Column' 5 (D 1 resolved): the numbers and % of the disagreements by Cl and 10 that 
were resolved. 
Column 6 (Al): 
Column 7 (02): 
the numbers and % of agreement by CJ and m after discussion. 
the numbers and % of disagreement by CJ and JD after the codings 
were revised. 
Table A-6.5.2a: The first check on the analytical framework 
1 2 3 4' 5 678 
St-IST At Dl Total T+R Dl resolved Al D1 Total T+R 
KIST 1 54 8 62 0 54 8 62 
KIST 5 42 14 56 3 45 11 56 
MIST 1 34 6 40 0 34 6 40 
MIST 5 24 4 28 0 24 4 28 
T 1ST 1 58 14 72 3 61 11 72 
T 1ST 5 37 7 44 1 38 6 44 
Total 249 S3 302 7 256 46 302 
% 82.45 17.55 100.00 2.81 84.77 IS.23 100.00 
Following the total numbers and percentages in Table A-6.S.2a, there was a high percentage of 
agreement (AI) by JB and CJ (83% in all) and a disagreement (01) of 17% needing to be resolved. 
Only 13% of the disagreements were resolved (01 resolved - or just under 3% of the total) leaving 14% 
of the total number of elements unresolved (D2). 
As Table A-6.S.2a shows, m and CJ were left with 46/302 disagreements. Many of these were 
to do with the definition of nomina lis at ion: 3 in K-ISTl, 9 in K-IST5, 6 in M·IST1, 3 in M-ISTS, 4 in 
T·ISTl, S in T-ISTS. Similar points about nominalisation were found later with the second checker CL. 
Table A-6.5.2b below shows the second checking, when CL checked the codings of JO/CS 
against his own checkings of the revised framework. 
Column 1= St-ISTs 
Column 2= total number ofT+R 
Column 3= A2->D3: the number of agreements between JD and CJ (A2) that become disagreements by 
CL. 
Column 4= A3 the number of agreements by CL 





Column 6= D2->A3: the number ofD2 that are agreed by CL 
Column 7= D3: the total number of disagreements by CL. 


































































• CL disagreed with a total of 15 of the 46 disagreements by JD and CJ. leaving a total of 24 
disagreements where all the checkers agreed there were problems. 
Table A-6.5.2c gives a summary of the final agreements and disagreements by the three checkers. 
Column 1= St-ISTs 
Column 2= Total number ofT+R 
Column 3= A3. the total number and percentage of final agreements 
Column 4= D2->A3. the total number and percentage of disagreements that became agreements 
Column 5= D3. the final number and percentage of disagreements 
Column 6- A3+D2->A3+D3. the total number of final agreements. disagreements that became 
agreements and final disagreements 
Table A-6.5.2c: Summary of the final agreements and disagreements by the three checkers. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 





T 1ST I 
IISIS 
Total 
T+R No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No. 
62 49 (79.03) S (8.07) 8 (12.90) 62 
56 44 (78.57) 8 (14.29) 4 (7.14) S6 
40 34 (85.00) 3 (7.50) 3 (7.50) 40 
28 22 (78.57) 3 (10.71) 3 (10.71) 28 
72 60 (83.33) 8 (11.11) 4 (5.56) 72 
44 38 (86.36) 4 (9,09) 2 (4.5S) 44 
302 247 (81.79) 31 (to.27) 24 (7,94) 302 
There was a fairly high percentage of overall agreement (82%) which in terms of the reliability of the 
coding was at an acceptable level. The agreed disagreements were of the order of just over 10% and new 
disagreements (either with agreements or disagreements) amounted to almost 8%. 
Details of the items that needed to be discussed are presented in Table A-6.5.2d below. 
Column 1: The location of the item with reference to the essay and the numbered Theme (T) or 
Rheme (R) within the T-unit. 
Column 2: The initial coding by CJ 








reached. Queries to be further discussed as denoted by '7' 
The discussion by Cl. JD and CL of all items discussed in Column 2. 
Initial agreements (denoted 'I') by CJ and JD before their discussion. 
Initial disagreements (denoted 'I') by Cl and JB 
Agreements (denoted '/') by CJ and JB after their discussion. 
Disagreements (denoted 'I') by Cl and 18 after their discussion. 
Final agreements (denoted 'I') by Cl. JB and CL after their discussion. 




bl A 65 2d Th Ta e 
-
.. f h k' th't d' eresutso c ec In e 1 ems requmng lSCUSSlon 
1 1 3 4 
Location CJ's codin2 JB/CJ CJIB/CL 
K-IST1:RlS CNom CNom SNom 
K-IST1:RI6 SNom SNom Not Nom 
K-IST1:R23 SNom SNom SNom· 
K-ISTl:R28 AR ? AR 
K·ISTl:R30 R27 R271T1? Tl 
K·ISTl:R31 SNom· SNom· Not Nom 
K-IST1:R4 CNom CIS Nom SNom 
K·ISTl:R6 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
K·ISTl:TlS SNom SNom Not Nom 
K·ISTl:T20 NIlE ? E 
K·ISTl:T28 SNom Not Nom? SNom 
K·ISTl:T29 R28 ? R28· 
K·IST1:T9 T8(cp)1R4 T81R4? T8(cp) 
K·ISTS:RI2 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
K·ISTS:RI3 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
K·ISTS:RI4 AR AR· AR· 
K·ISTS:RtS CNom Not Nom Not Nom 
K·ISTS:Rt7 CNom SNom? SNom 
K·ISTS:RI9 AR ... AR AR ... ? AR ... AR 
K-ISTS:R21 Not Nom Not Nom SNom· 
K-ISTS:R23 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
K-ISTS:R2S CNom SNom? SNom 
K·ISTS:Tl9 AR ... AR AR ... ? AR ... AR 
K·ISTS:T2 SNom Not Nom? SNom 
K·ISTS:T20 CNom SNom? SNom 
K-ISTS:T24 R231R20? R23· R23· 
K·ISTS:T3 CNom· Not Nom Not Nom 
K·ISTS:T6 CNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
M·ISTI:TI SNom Not Nom? SNom 
M·ISTI:T3 SNom· Not Nom? Not Nom 
M·ISTl:T4 SNom· Not Nom? Not Nom 
M-ISTI:T7 SNom· Not Nom? Not Nom 
M-ISTI:T8 CNom SNom CNom 
M-ISTI:T9 SNom· Not Nom? Not Nom 
MISTS:RI2 AR(Rl1) Rt l(AR+AR)? ARtCRt 1) 
M·ISTS:RS CNom CNom SNom 
M·ISTS:R6 CNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
M·ISTS:R8 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
M-ISTS:R9 CNom CNom Not Nom 
M-ISTS:T7 CNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
T·IST1:R13 NIlE NI NI 
T·ISTI:RlS R14:a huge civilisation ? R14 
T·IST1:RI6 NIlE NI R15 
T·ISTI:R18 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom 
T·IST1:R21 CNom· SNom? SNom 
T·ISTl:R26 None? NI? NI 
T·ISTI:R33 NI* NI? NI 
T·ISTl:RS SNom Not Nom Not Nom 
T-ISTI:R9 CNom* Not Nom? Not Nom 
T-IST1:Tll RIO(AR·) ? RIO(AR·) 
T·ISTI:T16 AR(TlS) ? NI+Tl5 
T·ISTI:T18 AR· ? NI· 
T·IST1:T24 SNom Not Nom? SNom 
5 6 7 






















































































































































T-ISTl:T33 ARt AR? AR I I I 
T-IST5:R12 SNom Not Nom Not Nom I I I 
T-IST5:R13 CNom SNom? SNom I I I 
T-IST5:R15 SNom Not Nom? Not Nom I I I 
T-ISTS:R18 SNom Not Nom? SNomt I I I 
T-ISTS:R20 SNom Not Nom? SNom I I I 
T-ISTS:R21 CNom SNom? SNom I I I 
T-IST5:R3 NIlE ? NI· I I I 
3 Cbecking tbe consistency of coding tbe post-task interview data 
Checking the coding for the six interviews was carried out according to the following procedure: 
1) CJ coded the transcripted interviews according to the three main approaches: deep, strategic and 
surface. More detailed comments were added for each item, both to expand on the coding and to 
identify in more detail the type of approach. 
2) m checked the coding, item by item, stating whether she agreed or disagreed with the coding and 
adding her own comments. 
3) CJ revised her coding in the light of JO's checking. 
4) Disagreements and issues that arose were discussed by m and CJ so that CJ could proceed to code 
the transcripts relating to the remaining four ISTs for the three students. 
The check by JB revealed two methodological problems due to the students communicating in spoken 
English when it was not their first language. Firstly I their responses were not always clear which meant 
that there was a certain amount of subjectivity on the part of the researcher (CJ) in interpreting their 
comments, both during the interview and in coding the data. Secondly, CJ, who was the interviewer, 
found that, during the interviews, the students sometimes hesitated because they had difficulty 
.understanding her comments. In her attempt to help the interviewee respond her comments tended to be 
suggestive which may have ellicited a response from the interviewee. 
Table A-6.S.3 shows, for each post-1ST interview, the level of agreement between CJ and 18 after 
18 had checked the coding. 
Table A-6.S.3: The percentage of agreement about the approaches used by the three students according to 
the coding of the post-interview transcripts referring to _ST1. 
Interview % 81!reement 
.. ~::! ............. " ..... .................... 2Q ............... _ .. 
K-2 80 
............ _ ...................... _ ... _ ............. _ .... . 
.. M.=.~ .... _ ............. .. _ ............... !~ ................... . 
M-2 83 
........... _ ................. _ ........................................ . 
.. !:.! ............ _ ........................... ?Q_ .... " ......... . 
T-2 100 
Total 81 
Table A-6.S.3 shows that the percentage of agreement was high at 81 %. Through discussion it became 




Features signifying differences between Eastern and Western Cultures relevant to tbis study with 
particular reference to tbe Japanese 
The features discussed here are intended to provide a general guide towards an understanding of 
underlying differences that bear upon students coming to study as undergraduates in the UK. They focus 
on differences between Eastern and Western cultures with reference to culture, education, language use in 
written and spoken forms, and with articular reference to Japanese students. 
Fonnsl learning in Japanese educatioD 
The Japanese education system is quite different from the British system. Despite modernization and , 
present changes, it is still heavily influenced by the teachings of Confucius which the Japanese readily 
adapted in the fifteenth century to their own needs due to their admiration for Chinese culture. Teaching 
methods are ideally formal and there is a strong adherence to hierarchy in terms of age, experience and 
status. The teacher is assumed to know everything and is always right: the pupil nothing. Rote learning 
and memory training still dominate; classes are still large, averaging 40 pupils; formal school education 
is the essence of human development but enjoyment is not meant to be a part of the experience. 
According to Nishio (1987), in formalleaming, the teacher is assumed to know everything and is 
always right; the pupil has and is nothing. Rote learning and memory training tend to dominate. In 
reading and writing, students are encouraged to memorize vocabulary and are well-trained in sentence 
analysis. The sentence is the main unit of study: in essay writing, overall organisation into an 
introduction, main body and conclusion is emphasized and narrative description through personal 
impressions are much practised. Otherwise, little attention is given to the features of connected 
discourse. Midorikawa (1987) makes three observations in the teaching of writing in English, which she 
perceives as potentially problematic: firstly it is based on sentence writing to reinforce grammar and 
vocabulary. Secondly, free writing is mostly judged according to students' knowledge of the mechanics 
of writing, not by content. Thirdly, writing tends to be taught in isolation as a supplement to reading, 
which is considered as 'the major emphasis in classroom instruction.' 
Differences between Japanese and Enclish discourse. 
The Japanese organization of discourse at the textual level in all forms of writing is in four parts, known 
as Kl-SHOO-TEN-KETSU (O'Brien and Tadaki 1998, Connor 1998). Briefly, the first two parts ore 
scene-setting and concerned with the topic at general and specific levels. The main point of the text is 
delayed until the third part TEN. Final discussion takes part in the fourth part. This means that the 
three-part English framework: introduction - main body - conclusion is not an easy concept to grasp. 
Traditionally, the main consideration in Japanese writing is that a direct appeal should be made 
to the reader to empathize with the writer's view and this still persists. The concrete is avoided and 
grammatical considerations do not dominate. The meaning depends mainly on the prominent 
positioning of key vocabulary. Sentences may be written without spaces between the various units 
because the notion of a sentence as a type of unit is unclear (Paradis et al 1985). Punctuation is not a 
feature of Japanese, though a full stop can be used if desired. Table A-6.6.1 a highlights the main 
differences in conveying meaning through writing. 
Table A-6.6.la: Relevant differences between Japanese and English discourse (SOV-subject-object-verb, 
SVO=subiect-verb-ob' ectl 
Features Japanese Enellsh 
information intrasentential intersentential 
function informative grammatical 
sentence focus topic-comment & subject-predicate subject-predicate 
pronoun use participant often omitted participant cannot be omitted 
noun number no difference singular and plural 
articles none articles are identifiers 
verbal patterns polyverbal few rules monoverbal 
word order determined by emphasis, SOY structurally determined, SVO 
script four one 
The distinction between topic (which is discourse functional) and subject (which is structural) is helpful 
in understanding the difficulties encountered by the students writing English: problems with structure 
and an unnecessarily heavy style (Giv6n 1983 and Hinds 1978). As Table A-6.6.1a shows, Japanese 
favours a topic-comment organization rather than subject and predicate as in English. Units of 
information within a sentence are organised sequentially in order of importance. Connections with other 
A-6.6.1 
Xv; 
sentences are automatically made apparent from the topic. This could have a bearing on the selection of 
the theme as well as on the structure used. In English an adverbial group can present the topic at the 
beginning. Also the unmarked theme is often likely to contain given infonnation whereas in Japanese it 
could be new infonnation. Thus a transference of Japanese discourse conventions into English may 
distort the emphasis of meaning that is to be conveyed. A common OCCUITence is an attempt to include 
the topic in the subject noun phrase somehow causing overload. The problem may be exacerbated by the 
increasing tendency in English academic discourse towards nominalization for linguistic efficiency 
(Hinds 1986). 
Many syntactic features necessary to English discourse are redundant in Japanese because they are 
clear from the context (Maynard 1985) and the word order. For example, pronouns arc often omitted and 
therefore are a common source of problems in speaking and writing in English. 
Communication tb[Qu~b Japanese Culture and Education 
Successful communication in Japanese depends upon a high degree of sensitivity towards interpersonal 
relationships and situational contexts since Japanese people function in groups and not as individuals 
(Nishio 1987). Group cohesion is the most important goal and is constantly pursued. which is a time-
consuming process. Equality amongst the members of a group is assumed as a matter of course and 
nothing is allowed to threaten it. Nishio, discussing Japanese/American differences, describes the 
dominating factors governing behaviour and language use in Japan: 
In almost all cases in Japan, the interests of the group as a whole is of primary importance 
and individual interests are willingly submitted to the group cause. This cultural tradition 
is so strong that it may also occur in one-ta-one relationships, where the junior speaking in 
tenns of age and/or position is likely to act in such a way as not to offend the other and 
senior party. To put it another way, everything in the Japanese cultural, and linguistic 
cultural tradition, is aimed at avoiding confrontation. By confrontation I mean to imply an 
unambiguous statement of opinion or intent that is not open to compromise. This attitude 
is reflected, if we review some major precepts governing behaviour and language in Japan. 
Wa 0 motte, totoshi to nasui 
Harmony is to be regarded as of supreme importance (Translation) 
Deru kui wa utareru 
The nail that sticks up will be hammered down (Translation) 
i.e.Nonconformity is anathema. 
Chi ni hatarakeba kado ga tatsuii 
An excess of logic results in difficulties (Translation) 
These precepts are representative of the general approach to interpersonal relationships as 
practised in Japan. This approach discourages confrontation and disputes, encourages 
hannony and compromise, placing the group before the individual. Traditionally. 
unsolvable disagreement within a group was seen as ineffectual leadership on the part of 
the leader. Overt disagreement was therefore discouraged, and as a result an indirect manner 
of representing dissention in speech evolved. 
Drawing on the works of Bamhund (l97S), Cortazzi (1990), Loveday (1982), Maynard (1985) and 
Takemoto (1982). comparisons and contrasts can be suggested between Japan on the one hand and the 
English-speaking world on the other as summarized in Table A·6.6.1 b below. 
iThe most important - introduced through Buddhism in the sixth century. 
iiOriginating from the end of the nineteenth century, during the Meiji period, when the Japanese 
industrial revolution had taken root. 
A-6.6.1 
Table A-6.6.1 b: A polarized representation of contrasts between Japan and the English-speaking world 












consensus, collectivism, solidarity 
group dependence, repression of ego 
disciplined learning3 
respect for authority 
crucial importance of exams 
fear of failure 
concentration on group consensus 
development of humility 










developing a critical sense 







TilE STUDENT PROFILES FOR NATORl, SATOMI AND JUNSEI 
Introduction 
Each student's profile is presented separately. First the profile of the student's five essays is given and 
then follows a short synthesis. Each student's essay is presented as follows: 
• The transcript of the essay 
(For reference, three abbreviations are used: p ... paragraph, S'" Section, L- Line) 
• A summary of performance according to the four marks given for the essay for each Assessment 
Criterion 
• The organisation of the essay by paragraph or section 
• The analysis of the essay to explain the marks 
The synthesis begins with an overview of the marks for the five essays with a brief commentary on the 




Transcript of N-ISTI 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbine as a means of supplying energy in the 
future. Compare it with other means of supplvinJ! enerJ!V. 
PI In these days a huge amount of energy is required for our everyday life. Although there are many 
resources of energy, electricity may be the best among them. Using electricity won't cause pollution 
as other fuels do. Moreover, electricity can be generated and used in diITerent places, which makes 
electricity usefuL 
P2 However, generating electricity is not as easy as using it. In general, electricity is generated by 
L6 rotating a turbine which is connected to a coil in magnetic field. Usually, turbines are moved by 
steam. Therefore, a large amount of heat is needed. Power stations with fire, nucleus, heat energy 
from the ground use their heat to vaporize water while hydro power stations use the potential energy 
of water to rotate turbines. For producing heat, some kind of fuels are needed. However, fossil fuels 
LIO such as coal, gas, oil are limited, and nuclear is not not popular with its danger. It is impossible to 
generate whole required electricity only in hydro power stations. Therefore new resouces of energy is 
required. However, no efficient appratuses of using solar energy have been invented, and there are still 
many probrem in using wave energy. As a result, people started to use wind energy again. 
P3 Wind energy has been used for a long time. Sometimes people used windmills for grinding corns, 
LIS and wind pumps for irrigation. In windy countries, such as England, using wind energy is quite 
eITective. Wind itself can be used to rotate turbines instead of steam for generating electricity. 
Nowadays, turbine with a rotor rotating around a horizontal axis are common. A turbin with a large 
rotor generates large amount of energy. However, horizontal axis turbines have to be pointed into the 
wind for their uses. Therefore, vertical axis turbines, which don't need to be ponited to the wind, are 
L20 used as welL 
(diagrams (Fig.l) (Fig.2» 
P4 To generate a certain electricity, to operate the turbins is important. For controlling the turbine, 
blade tips on the edge of the rotors can be turned. Now, 20% of electricity required in Britain can be 
generated by using wind energy. Wind energy won't causes pollution. If the stations are placed 
L2S carefully, the noise won't aITect to the people, and there are no obstructions to television and radio. 
Also, as they are on the ground, it is much easier to operate and maintain than wave power station 
PS which are planned to be built in the sea. 
There are not only advantages in using wind energy. At first, it costs quite expensive to build 
wind power stations. Because they are not so effective as others, they need many large turbins to 
L30 generate electricity. This problem also causes a problem of the land. Also, there are no guarantee of 
constant blowing of the wind. Wind energy can't be used everywhere. However, wind energy is 
indeed remarkable for the future takin~ everything into consideration. 
Summary of Performance 
01 3.50 Fairly_ wen-organised and coherent partly discursive; fairly comprehensive. 
C 2.50 Informative; interesting~ some descriptive elaboration' thin in parts; patchy in relevance. 
0 3.00 fairly clear overall plan' well-connected points· abrupt ending. 
L 3.75 good cohesion; good range of lexis; some inappropriacies; coherent complex sentences; 
slight fluctuations in re~ister. 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has S paragraphs and 474 words. 
PI: usefulness of electricity as a source of energy. 
P2: need for new sources of clean energy which use electricity. 
P3 and P4: details about types of wind turbines and advantages for producing energy 
PS: disadvantages of wind turbines, supporting wind energy for future 
Analysis of the essay 
The essay is fairly clearly organized. Each paragraph begins with a hypertheme which is then developed. 
The essay is fairly clearly organized. P I and P2 argue a strong case for new sources of clean energy 




advantages, making much use of the information input. Their disadvantages are me~tioned in PS. The 
concluding sentence rather abruptly favours wind energy. Thus, the advantages and disadvantages are 
separately presented and not discussed. Some details are included e.g. 'Power ... turbines.' (L6-7) and 
'To generate ... turned.' (L19). 
In parts the essay is very, well-written. Each paragraph begins with a topic sentence which is then 
developed. Complex sentence structures make effective use of adverbial phrases beginning with helpful 
cohesive devices: 'Although' (Ll), 'As a result' (LII) and 'Decause' (L2S). Well-constructed 
nominalisations are frequent: 'fossil fuels 00' oil' (L8), 'Vertical axis turbines ... wind' (L17-18) and the 
nominalized 'to operate the turbins (meaning 'turbines')' (L19). Strong textual cohesion is achieved 
throughout due to the thematic organisation of each sentence, effective use of cohesive devices. 
particularly sign-posting and good use of hedging e.g. 'electricity may be' (L2). 
Successful risk-taking with idiomatic expressions is evident as in 'taking ... consideration' (L2S). 
However, problems with coherence occur through using slightly misleading cohesive devices as in 'not 
only advantages' (L24) and 'they' (L2S). and when the information is too compressed as in the 
nominalized 'whole required electricity' (L9) and the nominal groups 'a problem of the land' and 
'constant ... wind' (L26). Problems with lexical cohesion occur due to mismatching as in 'costs quite 
expensive' (L24) and 'remarkable' (L27) and where proper nouns are repeated instead of referenced: 
'electricity' in PI and 'wind energy' in PS. 
Passive verb forms are frequently and appropriately used. Slight lapses into a less formal register 
occur but do not affect coherence: 'a huge amount' (L 1). 'people ... again' (L II). Some grammatical 
problems persist. mainly in subject I verb agreement and noun countability. 
Overall, the essay is informative. presents some relevant detail and is quite clearly organised. 
There is evidence of attempts to link ideas coherently which are generally successful. 
A-7.1 
III 
Transcript of N-IST2 
With reference to the video documentary 'Chemists at Work' and the text 'Water', describe the causes 
and effects oiwater Dollution. Discuss how the chemist can helD to improve the situation. 
WATER POLLUTION 
P I Water is quite important for all living things on the earth. No animals I plants can live without 
water. Human beings are not exceptions, neither. 
P2 Since people need water to drink, it is important whether it is pure enough to drink. Although the 
water we get from water tabs has been cleaned, it is necessary to check what the water from the 
L5 sources consists of. 
P3 One way used by scientists to check contents of water is using a mass spectrometer. Ifa sample of 
water is vaporized and let to go through electric field, all different particles of contents curves at 
different amount (Fig.1). And by using computers, a graph of percentage against relative atomic mass 
can be obtained (Fig.2) Therefore, by investigating the graph, it can be checked that what is in the 
LIO sample of the water. Recently, water got from several sources have contained some chemical 
including poisonous things, which is known as "water pollution". 
(diagram: FigJ) (diagram: Fig.2) 
P4 There are many causes of water pollution, however, the two most common factors are sewage and 
water used for industries. Sewage from houses consists of quite many things which are used in 
everyday life. These waste cause great increase of bacteria, which blur the water. Desides, some waste 
LIS that can't be decomposed easily by bacteria remains for many years. Also, many living things in the 
water are killed by poisonous chemicals flowded from factories and because of lack of oxygen which 
is due to the great increase of bacteria. It is obvious that few pcople want to get water from such 
sources. 
PS In order to solve the problem, scientist do many things. Some of them reaserch the water from 
L20 factories and wam companies which factories of flowing too much waste belong to. Some of them are 
trying to develop the sewerage with new machines and chemicals, and some of them are investigating 
new washing powders which affects less to the environment than previous one. 
Summary of Performance 
01 3.50 addresses task instruction' problems with organisation' mostly intelligible 
C 3.50 all relevant· Quite compJehensive' interesting; patchy in amount andtype of detail 
0 3.25 ill-balanced overall structure and ordering of Tloints' clear introduction' no conclusion 
L 3.50 mostly coherent; strong sense of complex structures; successful risk-taking; problems 
with cohesive devices; many inaccuracies 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has a title, 5 paragraphs and 326 words. 
PI: importance of water. 
P2 importance of checking the purity of water 
P3: how water is checked for pollution by 'scientists'. 
P4 causes and effects of water pollution. 
PS scientists' work. 
Analysis of the essay 
The essay addresses the whole task instruction but there are problems with coherence. The links between 
the work scientists do and the causes and effects of water pollution are not clearly made. The essay has a 
title, which is problematic because it highlights the topic but not the instruction, and is defined rather 
late (LIO), and unclearly. Both features may typify Japanese written discourse, as may the delayed 
summary that does address the instruction in P4. 
The essay is tightly packed with relevant information in P2 and P3. Some commendable risk-
taking is evident, particularly in the attempt to describe in detail the scientists' work (L5-9). Certain 
idiomatic expressions are used fairly successfully perhaps for deliberate effect: 'Human ... neither' (L2), 
for emphasis, and 'It ... sources.' (L 16), as a short-cut strategy. 
The essay contains several interesting features: the anticipatory subject 'it', which is effective in: 
'it is important .. .' (L3) and 'It is obvious .. .' (L 16), but produces an unnecessarily heavy style and 
structural problems in 'it can ... water' (LS). The subject post posed as a nominal group is sometimes 
quite complex, as in: 'what ... of (L4) and 'that ... sources' (LI6). Many nominal groups are used 
effectively, some as nominalizations e.g. for emphasizing the theme in 'One ... water' (LS); for action in 
A-7.1 
'using .. spectrometer' (L5); and for technical description in 'a graph •• mass' (L 7). Some are particularly 
complex: 'some waste ... bacteria' (Ll3·14) and 'poisonous ••• factories' (l4·15). Adverbial phrases are 
often used effectively: 'Since •.. drink' (L3) and as a cohesive device: 'In •.. problem' (L 17). 
Sometimes cohesion is a problem when the infonnation is too compressed as in 'which ••. 
pollution'" (L9·10). in 'Also ... bacteria.' (LI4-15) where two complex adverbial phrases are conjoined 
and in the nominal group 'factories ... waste' (LIS). Unclear referencing occurs in: 'the sources' (L4) and 
'than previous one' (L20). Weak lexical choices occur as in: 'blur' (LI3). 'develop the sewerage' (L19) 
and the imbalanced 'sewage and water' (Lll). Basic grammatical inaccuracies occur. e.g. missing articles 
for countable nouns, noun number, verb fonns and some careless spelling but do not seriously affect 
coherence. 
Overall, the essay contains many examples of risk·taking at the clause level which are to be 
commended. 
A·7.1 
Transcript of N-IST3 
Concerning the use of satellites in space, why is the concept of thrust important to mankind? Discuss 
this with reference to the progress made between J 980 and J 99 J using the video documentary 'Newton 
and the Shuttle' (/983) and the text 'Eye in the Skv' (/ 99 /). 
PI Nowadays, it is not only the moon which goes around the earth, but also many sorts of artificial 
satellites do so. They are used in quite many ways; observation of the earth (weather, environment), 
broadcasting, telecommunications, military ... etc. Today, they have become necessary for our 
everyday life. Thanks to them, we can send great deal of informations immediately to a distance. Yet, 
LS it requires large quantity of energy to take them to the space. And in doing it, we use "rocket". 
P2 When a body exerts force on the other one, it will be exerted force of the same magnitude, but in 
the opposite direction (Fig I). (diagram Fig.l) Rockets can move by means of this sort of force. A 
rocket pushes molecules ofits fuel, and the molecules push the rocket (Fig.2). (diagram Fig.2) 
P3 This is the reason why we can't use propelling air craft in the upper atmosphere and the space. 
LIO They push air molecules by rotating propella.llowever, there is no air in the space, and not enough 
air in the upper atmosphere. 
P4 As a rocket burns its fuel, it becomes less massive. Therefore, the acceleration becomes larger and 
larger (Newton's 2nd law. Force - mass x acceleration). Then, at last, it gets enough speed to come 
out from the atomosphere. At this time, a rocket can be regarded to have some velocity which is 
LIS vertical to the line that connects the centre of the earth and the rocket. When a moving body is 
exerted a constant force which always act vertically to its motion, it starts to rotate (Fig.3) (diagram 
Fig.3). Once the satellite comes out from the rocket, it starts to rotate around the earth since the 
gravity pulls it continuously toward the centre of the earth. As there is no air resistance, the thruster 
of the satellite should be used only for adjustment I changing the orbit (Fig 4)(diagram Fig.4) If the 
L20 satellite rotate at the same ratio as the earth does, it seems to stay at one place. The orbit is what we 
call "fixed orbit" (Fig.S). (diagram Fig.S) 
PS Though the satellite can get energy from the sun by using solar panels, the energy can be used 
only in sending I receiving signals, and not in moving. Decause of this reason and manitenance, 
astronauts go there by using space shuttle, a space vehicle using most advanced technics including 
thrusters. 
Summary of Performance 
01 2.25 only partially and indirectly addressing the instruction; mainly descriptive; problems with 
organisation; partly_ intelligible 
C 2.00 sometimes relevant; much elaboration using technical details but sometimes discursive; little 
on 'thrust" nothin~ on progress 
0 2.50 ill-balanced overall plan; points linked indirectly; good introduction' no conclusion 
L 3.S0 some interference with meaning; many well-structured sentences; some inappropriacies and 
inaccuracies 
Organisation of tbe essay 
This essay has S paragraphs and 393 words. 
PI: uses of satellites and how they are put in space. 
P2: force and rocket movement. 
P3: lack of air in space for movement of aircraft 
P4: principles offorce with spacecraft movement 
PS: need for using a space shuttle with thrusters. 
Analysis of tbe essay 
Much of the content is taken from the documentary but the detail reveals some technical knowledge and 
understanding of the physics involved. Five small, but underused, diagrams reinforce the written 
explanation. 
The content does not relate clearly to the task instruction. Only two indirect references to thrust 
are made (LIS & 23). The introduction covers most aspects briefly. P2, P3 and P4 are strongly 
characterised by descriptive technical detail. A distinctive technical genre is sometimes used e.g. 'When 
... rocket' (L6-S) and 'When ... motion' (LIS-16). Newton's second law is inserted (LI3). 
Sometimes, coherence is well-achieved as in the effective emphasis of the opening sentence: 'it is 
not only ... but also' (LI-2); through effective adverbials: 'As a rocket ... fuel.' (LI2) and 'Though the 
satellite ... panels.' (L21); through hypotaxis: 'The orbit ... orbit",' (L20) and the use of some modal 
A-7.1 
V, 
verbs: 'should' (LIS) and 'seems' (LI9). The anticipatory 'it' is successful in: 'It requires ... energy.' (lA-
S) but not with the passive in 'it ... magnitude' (L6). Sometimes, coherence is affected by too 
compressed information as in the last sentence; mistakenly using the passive with an NO: 'a moving 
body is exerted a constant force ... motion' (LIS), unclear cohesive devices e.g. 'in doing it' (LS) and 
'there' (L22), and poor lexical cohesion e.g. 'to a distance' (IA) and 'of its fuel' (LS), 'acceleration 
becomes larger' (LI2) and when an entity is introduced without any elaboration: "'rocket'" (LS) and 
'atmosphere' (LII). 
Less serious are a few shifts in register e.g. 'Thanks to them' (IA) and 'comes out of (LI6) and 
confusion between countable and uncountable nouns. The switching from technical to non-technical 
genre is well-handled. 
Again the essay contains several examples of successful risk-taking. Another recurrent feature is 
the use of a specific genre to prese~t technical information. 
A-7.1 
V it' 
Transcript of N-IST4 
Describe Darwin's theory of evolution. Discuss how it has contributed to further knowledge and 
chanrle. 
PI Darwin's theory of evolution. which is named after Charles Darwin (1809-82). is a theory 
suggesting that species can change into the other species by the process of ''natural selection". 
"Natural selection" means that species having characteristics adapted to the environment will survive 
and reproduce, while species having inferior characteristics can not survive and then decrease. L4 
P2 
LIO 
New distinctive characteristics are thought to arise mostly arise as a result of genetic mutations, as 
small uncontrolled variations. Some of them may be due to accidental breeding. Therefore. though it 
is impossible to make mutation to occur, it is possible to breed artificially in order to make sperior 
offspring, and even new species. For example, cross breeding is used for horses for racing, guide 
dogs for blind. not only for animal but also for fruits and vegetables to make then more sperior. 
However. not all the time cross breeding leads to success. Sometimes offspring become even more 
inferior or not fertile such as mules. Also. it is obvious that cross breeding is impossible with two 
completely different species. 
P3 
LIS 
Although it has been thought that evolution takes place in a quite long period of time, nowadays. 
there are some evidences which show that the concept might be wrong. For example. in one polluted 
area, there Used to be a kind of insect with camouflage. Ilowcver. due to the air pollution. surface of 
trees have turned black and the camouflage became no longer useful. TIlen after a few years there 
appear some of the 
Summary of Performance 
01 3.25 instruction partially addressed' substantial but incomplete' mostly intelligible 
C 3.25 mostly relevant; fairly detailed description; discussion too little developed; some 
misinformation 
0 2.75 overall structure promising but incomplete' good introduction; ideas fairlywelllinked 
L 3.75 much successful risk-taking with structure to achieve emphasis; patchy in coherence; some 
information too compressed' a few minor mistakes 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 3 paragraphs and 249 words. 
PI: essence of Darwin's theory. 
P2 experiments with breeding. 
P3 incomplete discussion about the validity of the theory. 
Analysis of the essay 
PI and P2 are clear and well-focused but the essay breaks abruptly in mid-sentence in P3. The essay 
contains several effective uses of different structures, especially in adverbial phrases and nominal groups. 
The first sentence uses two phrases and nominal groups. hypotactically: 'Darwin's ... (1809-82)', and 
'species... selection'''. In the next sentence a balance between two similarly structured, complex 
nominalisation is effected using the link 'while': "'Natural selection" ... decrease.' (L2-4). Other phrases 
and nominal groups are well-structured: 'cross ... species.' (Lll) though the information is only just 
relevant. The structure 'though ... artificially' (L6-7) is well-balanced through the effective use of the 
anticipatory 'it' in two clauses conjoined by 'though' and emphasis in 'Although it has been ... wrong.' 
(L12-I3). In 'However ... success (L9-IO) the emphasis is well-marked despite no inversion. In 'New ... 
variations.' (LS-6) the added adverbial is effective. 
Sometimes the information is too compressed as in 'used for horses for racing' (L8) and in 'a kind 
ofinsect with camouflage.' (LI3), which displays an imaginative use ofthe documentary information. 
Less serious are some inappropriate lexical and prepositional choices: 'decrease' (L4), 'in a quite 
long period' (LI2) and 'became ... useful' (LIS), confusion of tenses: 'surface ... useful' (LI4-IS) and the 
repetition of 'arise' (LS). Confusions of countable with uncountable and plural with singular nouns and 
spelling mistakes still occur. 
Although the essay is very short and clearly incomplete, the range of structures used is rich and 




Transcript of N-ISTS 
Show how the discovery of the l!ene has led to important developments in science. 
P I All living things show their own characteristics in their functions. The structure of the species 
won't change unless mutations occur. Each species keep handing their informations of physical and 
mental characteristics from generation to generation by means of genes. 
P2 Genes are particular arrangement of chemicals in a thread-like body in nuclei of living cells which 
LS is known as chromosome. EveI)' living cells has two chromosome, one each from its parents. As a 
result, off-springs come to have characteristics of both of their parents. 'However, not everytime off-
springs succeed the characteristics of their parents completely. For example, even a child of parents 
whose blood types are both B won't always have the same blood type, B. There are three kinds of 
components with two of which the blood type is defined; a, band o. a and b are both dominant, but 
LIO 0 is recessive. (diagram) Therefore, blood types ofa person having respective pairs will be as shown. 
Ifboth parents have the same component ofb-b in their gene, their child will also be b-b. However, 
as it is shown, I in 16 will be 0, and 4 in 16 will be B but succeeding the recessive component of o. 
This is quite an important fact as there is some possibility to have an unhealthy baby from healthy 
parents because of recessive inheritance. Fortunately, nowadays, it is possible to examine if the baby 
LIS will be suffering from such inheritated disease before her birth as long as after the pregnancy. 
P3 Since the characteristics of species is defined by the genes, it is also possible to have ofT-springs 
having difTerent characeristics by changing the genes of them. The hwnans' activity of tl)'ing to 
change the DNA (pairs of chromosomes) is known as "Genetic Engineering". Changing the DNA is 
also done naturally by ·'bacteriophage". A bacteriophage "injects" its DNA to other microorganisms 
L20 and after a while, millions of copies of the bacteriophage come out from the organisms. The artificial 
process is quite similar to this. Genetic engineers can separate DNA into piece by using some 
enzymes, then take out a part of the DNA of one living thing and fill the gap by a part of DNA of 
other living things. (diagram) This sorts of activites have been completed successfully in the large 
production of antibiotics enzymes, and hormones. For instance, the hormone "insulin" for diabetics 
L2S is one of the well known products of genetic engineering. 
P4 As it is mentioned, genetic engineering contributes greatly to the development of medical science. 
It is thought that genetic engineering will be useful not only in medical science but also in such as 
farming to make superior crops. Although it is true that there are many opinions which are against to 
the use of genetic engineering as it treat DNA of living things, it is also obvious that the 
L30 development in genetic engineering will be great help for all the human beings in the future. Taking 
these things into consideration, we should not forget about the other living things on the earth in 
making such a scientific progress. 
Summary of Perfonnance 
01 4.00 substantial; well-organised; mostly intelligible; fully addressinR the instruction 
C 4.00 quite comprehensive; all relevant interesting points· some development of main points 
0 4.00 clearly structured overall; appropriate introduction; conclusion less so; interesting positioning 
of some main points 
L 4.00 mostly coherent using appropriate discourse; cohesion mostly well-achieved; many minor 
mistakes 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 4 paragraphs and 516 words. 
PI: brief description of genetic inheritance. 
P2: description of genes and how they are passed on. 
with a rather poorly labelled, though fairly helpful, diagram. 
P3: description of genetic engineering in changing DNA, benefits in medical science. 
P4: advantages of genetic engineering for mankind, need to consider other living things in scientific 
progress. 
Analysis of tbe essay 
The essay is quite well organised and ends ambiguously on a wal)', thought-provoking note. The 
introductol)' and final paragraphs are brief and general, while P2 and P3 examine the topic in some 
depth. Some terms are explained before they are given, as happens in Japanese discourse: 'gene', 
'bacteriophage' and in 'Genetic Engineering', where the NG 'The ... DNA' takes the theme (L17). Doth 
the information input and the science dictionary seem to have been used efTectively, 
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The essay is almost always intelligible but a few problems occur as in the thematic 
nominalization in 'blood ... shown.' (L9-10), where reference to the diagram is omitted, and in 'There ... 
defined.' (L8-9), perhaps due to confused structure. The level ofinterJanguage is interesting. Risk-taking 
seems evident in many complex and compound sentences with varying degrees of success. Effectively 
used are hypotactic nominalisation for emphasis in 'For example ... D.' (L 7-8); 'it' as anticipatory 
subject in 'It is thought' (L25-26) and twice with 'although' as the link in 'Although ... future.' (U7-9); 
adverbials in 'Each ... genes.' (U-3) and the NO in 'particular... chromosome.' (L4-5). Less successful 
are: the incomplete inversion in 'not ... completely.' (L6) and the stylistic lapse in the NO 'the ... them' 
(LI7). 
Cohesion is almost always well-achieved using a variety of devices, particularly in P2. The ideas 
are concisely expressed but sometimes are too compressed as in 'as ... pregnancy.' (L14-15), 'Since ... 
Engineering."' (LI6-18), and 'also ... farming' (L26), perhaps due to lexical omissions. A few minor 
problems occur with lexical cohesion: 'one ... parents' (L5) and 'succeed' (L6) to mean 'inherit'; and with 
unclear referencing: 'Therefore' (L9) and 'respective pairs' (LIO). On the whole, the genre is fairly 
consistent. The use of unfamiliar terms about an unfamiliar topic is commendable, particularly in P2. 
Other less serious, though frequent mistakes include prepositional choices and confusion of noun-types 
and their determinants. 
The essay covers a lot of ground and there is further evidence of successful risk-taking where the 
intended meaning has been realised despite lexico-grammatical problems. 
A synthesis oCNatorl's overall perCormance and progress 
M k ar s given to N . fi h' fi • th 1ST aton or IS per ormance m e s 
N-ISTI N-ISTl N-IST3 N-IST4 N-IST5 
01 3.50 3.50 2.25 3.25 4.00 
. __ ............ ..... _ .._-_ ...... _ ... _._ ... -_ .............. ......... _ .......... -....... _ ............... 
C 2.75 3.50 2.00 3.25 4.00 
._--_ ....... ........... _ ....... - -_.---_ ... 
.. _ ..... __ . 
......................... . ................. ---.. 
0 3.00 3.25 2.50 2.75 4.00 
--_._ ...... ..... _." .. _-...... ---_. __ . ---. ............ _ . ... __ ........ _ .... . _.-................ 
L 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.75 4.00 
Natori's progress according to his marks can be summarised as follows: 
• llis marks indicate some progress, particularly in Content and Organisation. 
• They fluctuate quite considerably thus not indicating steady progress. 
• They lie in the middle to higher range. 
• His best marks are for IST5 when all criteria converge for the first time. 
• His lowest marks are for IST3. 
• In Isn his marks show the greatest range, I.S, which is quite significant. 
• The greatest fluctuations are in the marks for Content. 
• The least fluctuations are in the marks for Language, which arc his best marks. 
• All his marks apart from Language are lower in IST4 than in IS12. 
Natori's marks show little evidence of any steady progress from begiMing to end although there was 
progress after N-ISTl and N·IST3. llis low performance in N-IST3 suggests that he found the task 
unexpectedly difficult and had to recover, which meant that his marks for N-IST4 were not as high as for 
N-IS12. However, his final marks are high. His Content and Organisation marks seem to fluctuate more 
than Language. He seemed to have problems with Organisation because Content was a problem, but was 
able to compensate with a variety of cohesive devices and by taking risks, some of which were 
successful. 
His perfonnances seem to have been influenced by his domain knowledge. lie completed N·ISTI 
because, as a keen physics student, he was confident about the topic, clearly understood the task 
instruction and was able to plan his essay before receiving any information input. In 1512, he was less 
comfortable with the topic and focused narrowly on the technical aspects that he could manage. In IST3, 
although his subject knowledge was helpful and he had a holistic understanding of the instruction, he 
was uncertain about how to address it. In IST4 he was mainly preoccupied with thinking about how to 
discuss the theory. In ISTS, he found the instruction clear and was able to focus on putting his essay 
together. The influence of the topic in relation to the task instruction on his work is reflected mostly in 
his Content marks and less strongly in his Organisation marks. 
This also means that he was reluctant to write anything without having thought about it first and 
that any ambiguity or compressed information in his essays could not be explained by a superficial 
approach. When asked about his reactions to an 1ST during an interview, Natori always began by 
comparing it with the previous 1ST, thus gradually building a general picture of the complexities 
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involved, discovering patterns underlying the process of doing an 1ST and developing strategies to cope 
with them. For example, he discovered how useful certain dictionaries could be; he discovered that his 
prior knowledge and experience could be valid and even compensate for any short-comings experienced 
with the information input; he deduced that the time limitation imposed certain limitations on the 
amount of detail to include and the amount of time to be spent on different parts of the process; he 
deduced that the text provided supporting details to the documentary rather than main points. All this 
enabled him to better understand how he could relate to the task and calculate the breadth and depth of 
what was demanded by the instruction. Thus for N-ISTS he was able to preempt expected problems by 
adopting a systematic, efficient and effective approach from beginning to end, from researching the topic 
to producing a complete essay with time to spare. 
The fact that his marks in Language were constantly in the higher range and did not significantly 
change suggests that improvement depended on factors outside Language and that he was able to convey 
his meaning more successfully when he felt more confident about the topic and the task instruction. 
Thoughout his writing his intended meaning seemed to come through despite problems at the lexica-
gramrnaticallevel. He displayed evidence of practised risk-taking and a sense of how to express complex 
ideas. Sometimes the organisation of his writing seemed to be influenced by Japanese conventions. In 
all his essays, there seems to be a strong link between the amount of control he had over the task and 
his language use. 
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APPENDIX A-7.2 Satomi's Profile 
Transcript of S·ISTI 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbine as a means 01 supplying energy in the 
future. Compare it with other means of supp!y;nJ? enerJ?)J. 
The answer is blowing in the wind 
P I There is not enough energy at the recent. This is because energy is not enough to require. There 
are many substances which become the energy. For example, sun, water (wave), nucleus, coal, gas 
and wind. There are some other examples. In which. sun. water and wind have no - pollution and no 
cost. This essay is going to focus on the wind turbine as a means of supplying energy firstly, it's 
LS advantages secondly, it's disadvantages finaly, conclusion of this essay. 
P2 For one point is. developing wind turbines provide a large scale of energy not only their cost, but 
also they will - save the environment. Moreover, wind is free and inlimited, coal, gas and oil are not 
and limited. Wind turbines have been fully developed (Fig. I). Their life is over a 20 to 2S years. So 
the cost of the electricity produced by a wind turbine is between 2p and Sp per unit. There are for 
LIO electricity generated using fossil fuels and nucleus. That takes very large cost. 
P3 Most modem wind turbines have a rotor. (Fig.2) They are used successfully by farms and they can 
produce 2S to 12S lew of electrical energy. rather 2S to 120 homes. 
P4 What is more, when it is less wind. The fanns are also connected to the national power grid, so 
that any extra electricity is taken from it. In addition in Dritain. 20% of electricity could be produced 
L15' from the wind. therefore, the govenunent would be back up. However if it has not been wind, the 
wind turbines could not be used. 
PS It is mentioned above, the wind turbines can not be used in less wind land or place. The energy 
has to be supplied any places. 
P6 One final point, the privatisation of the electricity industry has been changing the supplying 
L20 energy. The private companies has produced and sold electricity and a government has guaranteed a 
higher price for electricity not generated from fossil fuels - coal and gas. That has been expected to 
encourage many private wind companies. Where it is windy, the wind means of supplying energy 
would be effected. 
Summary of Performance 
(Fig.l Horizontal axis turbines) 
(Fis.r.2) 
01 1.75 Discursive hardly addressins.r the instruction,- fn.~quently unintelliJ:dble, superficial 
C 1.70 Much irrelevant, some unnecessary details taken from the text 
0 1.75 Fairly clear introduction but otherwise no clear structure, unfocused 
L 1.75 Patchy in coherence seriously interferes with meaninJl:. clear presentation. 
Organisation of the essay 
The essay has a title, 6 paragraphs and 360 words. 
PI: problem of energy supply, several possible sources, essay plan. 
P2: advantages and disadvantages of wind turbine. 
P3: some features of turbines. 
P4: back-up provision when no wind. 
P5: one disadvantage - dependence on wind. 
P6: effects of privati sat ion 
Analysis of the essay 
The essay is difficult to analyse due to weaknesses in constructing meaning as well as in having a clear 
focus. Therefore it requires considerable interpretation. The content seems linked to the instruction but is 
frequently too detailed or irrelevant. The title is the title of the text input. Much information is taken 
from the text; some appropriately as in 'Most modem wind turbines have a rotor.', even if copied. There 
are repetitive parts as in the listing of energy sources and the overuse of cohesive devices as in "There are 
other examples' and 'It is mentioned above'. 
The essay is difficult to assess due to weaknesses in constructing meaning as well as in lacking a 
focus. Comprehending it unavoidably requires considerable interpretation. The content seems linked to 
the instruction but is frequently too detailed or irrelevant. Much information is taken from the text; 
some appropriately as in 'Most ... rotor' (LI2), even if copied. There are repetitive clements as in the 
listing of energy sources (L2-3), the overuse of cohesive devices as in "There are other examples' (L2-3) 
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and 'It ... above' (LIS), and where the logical meaning is unclear as in 'This is because' (LI) and 'In 
addition' (LIS). 
Ideas link together but not always coherently. The content is very compressed in 'not only ... 
environment' (L7-S). The final sentence is isolated (L23). Sometimes ideas are not clearly realised: 
'energy ... require' (LI), where 'energy' may be a subtheme, in 'in Britain ... back up.' (LlS-16), where 
choice of lexis may be the problem, and in incomplete sentence units as: 'In which ... cost.' (L3) and 
'What is ... wind.' (L14), where punctuation misuse may be the problem. Sometimes a missing theme 
could be the problem: 'There are ... nucleus (probably meaning 'nuclear power').' (LIO-II). Sometimes 
'it' is mistakenly used as empty subject as in 'it is less' (L14) and 'it has not been' (L16). However, on 
the whole, a reasonably good sense of sentential and phrasal structure. as in 'the cost ... unit' (L9-t 0) is 
evident. 
There are problems with lexical cohesion: 'a large scale (perhaps meaning 'supply') of energy' 
(L7). 'substances (perhaps meaning 'sources') ... energy' (L2). 'save (perhaps meaning 'protect') the 
environment' (LS) and 'at the recent' (perhaps meaning 'at present' or recently' L t). The article is 
effectively used with a few exceptions as in 'over a 20' (L9) and 'a government' (L21). 
Overall the essay lacks direction and intelligibility. This could reflect significant problems with 




Transcript of S·IST2 
With reference to the video documentary 'Chemists at Work' and the lexl 'Water~ describe the causes 
and effects of water pol/ution. Discuss how the chemist can helpJo improve the situation. 
PI The quality of water has been thought. The government has been thinking of the river water. They 
said "over 90 per cent of our rivers are in good or fair condition". Ilowever, the NRA says that "'The 
impact of improvements made by the water companies (Fig.I). Neverthless only 63 per cent of our 
rivers are currently classed as "good". As a result of that the water condition is worse than it is 
L5 thought. This essay is going to describe the causes and effects of water pollution and discuss how the 
chemist can help to improve the situation. 
P2 The water pollution and human life are linking. The human pollutes the water and then the water 
pollution cause the desease. For instance, by the early 19th century, the presence of the bacteria in 
contamination of city water supplied causes the disease, four cholera. 
P3 The water is cleaned by chemist. The way of cleaning water is rcseaching the water in river, public 
LII water, water dum, aquatic solid and west water. They are identify the water and estimate which 
organic compunds are in the water. Then they will think about the result and plan the cleaning 
system. 
P4 It can be concluded that polluted water must be clean because the water is limited. 
(FiJ:t 1) 
Summary of Performance 
01 1.75 partially addresses the instruction insubstantial, short, some interference with meaning 
C 1.50 rather superficial, patchy in relevance lacking in detail, limited coverage 
0 1.75 fairly clear paragraphin~. ill-balanced, veryshort conclusion, some repetition 
L 2.25 only_partiallv intelligible. limited range many inaccuracies 
Organisation of the essay 
The essay has a title, 4 paragraphs and 208 words. 
PI: the problem of water quality 
P2: causes of water pollution 
P3: the chemists' work 
P4: polluted water must be cleaned 
Analysis of the essay 
The essay begins with the longest paragraph, which sets the scene, firstly stating that water pollution is 
recognised as a problem, then outlining the intentions of the essay. It begins rather discursively. Then 
follow two conflicting opinions, which include two irrelevant, misused quotes from the text. The notion 
of 'thinking' is mentioned three times but not as if connected. P2 briefly Ilnd simplistically mentions the 
causes and effects of water pollution. P3 summarizes, also simplistically, the chemist's role and its 
specialist nature. P4, very briefly, signals the importance of addressing the problem. 
This organization indicates that the two parts ofthe task instruction have been understood and it 
is possible to detect some coherence under the surface. Sometimes the meaning is fairly clear as in 'The 
human ... disease (spelt 'desease')' (L7) and 'they ... system.' (LI2). Dut sometimes, although ideas 
seem to be linked, the meaning is not clear as in two examples extracted from the text: 'the presence ... 
disease' (L8-9), which may be part of an unsuccessfully reformulated idea Ilnd 'causes disease, four 
cholera' (L9), where 'outbreaks' is omitted. Some parts mean very little e.g. 'The quality .. water.' (LI), 
'This essay ... situation.' (LS-6) and 'The water ... by chemist.' (LIO). The succeeding sentence contains 
a well-structured NG 'The way of cleaning water' though 'water' is mentioned rather confusingly in 
different ways: water in general and different types of water. 
Sometimes coherence is affected by mistakenly used cohesive devices c.g. 'As a result of that' 
(L4) and 'It can be concluded that' (LI3); by information compressed too much as in 'identify the water' 
(LII); by mistaken choices oflexis e.g 'identify' (LII), 'estimate' (LII), 'researching' (spelt 'reseaching' 
LII) and verb forms as in 'The water ... linking.' (L7) and 'They are identify' (LII), where the reference 
should be singular. . 
Spelling problems, e.g. 'west' (probably meaning 'waste' LII) and those mentioned, sometimes 
blur the meaning. 
But, overall, the essay lacks coherence and fluency. Sometimes the meaning is clear but, 
throughout, the expression of substantial ideas is a problem. 
Transcript of S-IST3 
1ST 3 
Concerning the use o/satellites in space, why Is the concept 0/ thrust importanlto mankind? Discuss 
this with reference to the progress made between 1980 and 1991 using the video documentary 'Newton 
and the Shuttle' (1983) and the text 'Eye in the Sky' {/991j. 
PI Nowadays, everyone knows the planets, space shuttle and satellites which can be flowted in space. 
In general, there is no gravity in space so that all of physical object including human being, no 
matter with the weight. This essay is going to forcus on how the space shuttle flies in the air and 
space. 
P2 The space shuttle can fly long way, which is from the earth to space, and it also can fly for a long 
L6 time. Why can it move continuously so long? The idea of making a space shuttle is came from Issac 
Newton's invention. Newton invented [blank] and he considered the force. 
(Fig I, Fig 2) 
P3 When Newton put a fire, the gan fire goes toward. Then he found the [blank] itself goes back. (Fig 
1) When the [blank] was explosion, the [blank] also goes back. (Fig 2) lie found the force; towards 
L 10 and forwards. The space shuttle flying is just changed direction. (Fig 3) The space shuttle fly 
(Fig 3) 
(Fig 4, Fig S) 
with the other station which helps speed up the space shuttle's acceleration. (Fig 4) After that, the 
station is removed from the space shuttle and the space shuttle fires. When it reachers some light, the 
engine is stoped. Because the space shuttle will use the thrust. The thrust is used by any casco For 
example if the shuttle wants to keep the same speed in orbital, it controls the engine after the thrust 
LIS came. (Fig 6) On 
(Fig 6) 
the other hand, when the shuttle wants to move up or down, it is also control the engine using the 
thrust. (Fig 7) (Fig 7) 
By using the thrust, the shuttle can store the energy. So that the shuttle can fly and move for a long 
time. 
P3 For the purpose of put the space shuttle is for reseaching the space nod mending the satellite. The 
L21 crew of the shuttle send the date of the space and the satellite can send the moniter of the earth. For 
instance, transported date is used for weather forcast. The satellite also can be used for 
communication; stransport the phone, radio etc. All of functions above are very important to our life. 
We can live much more confortable and usefuL And also all of man made for flying space arc using 
thrust. 
Summary of Performance 
01 2.00 patchy in organisatiolh substance and relevance~ ma~arts unintelligible 
C 2.00 addresses the instruction' some confusion of main points and detail 
0 2.00 overall structure is evident; problems with linking ideas 
L 2.00 patchy; much interference with meaning; problems at all levels 
Organisation of tbe essay 
This essay has 3 paragraphs and 384 words. 
PI: travelling in space, weightlessness, intention of essay. 
P2: Newton's principle offorce for movement in space. 
P3: importance of space shuttle and satellite in global communication and weather forecasting. 
Analysis of the essay 
The essay attempts to cover all parts of the task instruction with a considerable degree of risk-taking 
with the language though, frequently, the content seems superficial and the meaning unclear. The 
explanation of how 'thrust' works is quite long and supported by seven diagrams adapted from the 
documentary. The word 'thrust' is not treated thematically, only mentioned in passing. However, the 
essay does attempt to explain the idea of 'thrust', as indicated by: 'Why... long?' (LS) and the 
explanation of how 'thrust' works is quite long and supported by seven diagrams adapted from the 
documentary .. 
Cohesion is usually fairly clear, though not in the unexpected shift from explaining the principle 
to the application in space (L8-9) nor in using linking devices such as 'In general' (LI-2), 'When' (L7) 
and 'And' (L20). Parts are simplistic and insubstantial as in: 'everyone knows the planets, space shuttle 
and satellites' (L 1). Style and register seem to fluctuate depending on the linking of ideas. 
The sentence unit is generally well-structured. There are two examples of good nominalisation: 
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'The idea ... shuttle' (LS) and 'the purpose ... shuttle' (L16). But unfortunately, the preposition in 'For 
the purpose' is misleading. Incompleted sentence units occur as in the embedded part: 'all of ... weight.' 
(L2-3) which lacks a verb, also in 'Because ... thrust' (LI2) and 'So that ... time.' (LIS), perhaps because 
of misused punctuation. 
The frequent attempts to use the lexical genre of movement arc commendable. However, 
problems with coherence are prominent due to weaknesses in lexical cohesion as in: 'planets ... flowted 
(probably meaning 'floated')' (LI), 'towards and fowards' (L8), 'after the thrust came' (LI3) and 'send the 
moniter (meaning 'monitor') of the earth' (L 17). 
Basic mistakes which sometimes interfere with the meaning arc evident in the use of lexis as 
nouns and verbs, and of prepositions and in spelling. 
Overall, in this essay. There is a greater focus on conveying meaning than in the previous ISTs 
with evidence of much risk-taking. 
A-7.2 
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Plants and animals have been capable of breeding to make new types. This has been done by the 
scientists who agree that evolution does happen when the new species are borne. The way of 
thinking, there are changing in genetics, is called Neo-Darwinism. It is based on Darwin's theory. 
What seems to be lacking is what is the Darwin's theory. 
Charles Darwin published the famous book, On the Origin of Species, in 1859. The book 
describes his theory of the origine of animals and plants species by evolution. The reason why he 
could realise the theory is he felt animals and plants are amasing. Firstly, he wanted to see a lot of 
animals and plants in several countries. Then he wondered why there are so many kinds. It dawned 
on him that the changes are maybe by natural selection. The meaning of natural selection is the 
differences of the place and climate, on the land, in the sea, hot or cool etc. In addition to this, he 
thought the atmospheric changes are also important effects. However, his theory of natural selection 
was thought that all living things, including man, are created by God since the discription of the 
evolution was setted out in the Bible's Dook of Genesis. 
Nowadays, Darwin's theory has been agreed and beliveved by almost all scientists. Therefore the 
mordem emarging, Neo-Darwinism, has been modified, based on his theory. Dy using this theory, 
the man has been tryingto make the best species from two animals or plants. 
Summary of Performance 
01 2.00 Insubstantial and frequently unintelligible despite structuml clarity 
C 1.50 hi~hly descriptive' no detail; much incorrect information 
0 2.00 fairly clear paragraph distribution, some problems with connecting ideas 
L 2.25 problems with coherence due to lexicograrnmatical problems; some sentence units clearly 
structured 
Organisation of tbe essay 
The essay has 3 paragraphs and 253 words. 
PI: breeding of new species linked with theories of evolution. 
P2: Darwin's theory. 
P3: influence of theory on scientific advancement; artificial selection implied. 
Analysis of the essay 
The content seems confused due perhaps to misunderstanding or to particular problems with expressing 
ideas at a conceptual level using limited linguistic resources as in 'However ... Genesis.' (LII-12), where 
evolution is presented as a single, fixed theory. The concept of a 'species' seems vague as evidenced in 
'types' (Ll), 'new species arc borne (meaning 'born')' (l2) and 'best species' (LIS). 
Coherence is affected when the ideas are too compressed as in: 'The meaning ... cool etc.'(l9·tO). 
Themes are suddenly introduced without sufficient linking: 'evolution ... borne.' (L2), 'Firstly ... 
countries.' (L7-8) and 'Dy using ... plants.' (lI4·15), which concludes the essay rather unexpectedly. 
Ideas are misleadingly linked in 'the origin (spelt 'ongine') ... evolution.' (l6) and 'The meaning ... cool 
etc.' (l9-1 0). Sentence structures are often deceptively clear. The meaning suggested by some cohesive 
devices is misleading e.g. the emphasis in 'What ... lacking' (13) and using 'Therefore' to link 'Darwin's 
theory ... believed (spelt 'beliveved'), with the compressed ideas in 'the mordem (meaning 'modem') .. . 
theory.' (LI3-l4).ldeas are also compressed in: 'The way ... Neo-Darwinism.' (L2-3) and The reason .. . 
amassing (spelt 'amasing')' (L6-7). 
Problems also occur due to poor lexical choices as 'lacking' (L3), in refering to 'changing 
characteristics' as 'amassing' (l7, spelt 'amasing') and using 'make' to mean 'artifically breed' (lIS). 
Some verb forms and tenses are misleading e.g.'have been capable' (LI), 'changing' (L3) and 'was 
thought' (l 11). Mistakes also occur in the use of articles and in spelling. 
There are again many instances where bold risk-taking is evident. But this may account for 
weaknesses in overall coherence. 
A·7.2 
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Transcript of S-ISTS 
Show how the discovery of the Kene has led to important developments in science. 
PI All living things have a different character but where does the difference come from? In generally 
speaking, the difference is built up by genes. Then the gene can be defined as a unit which composed 
of DNA, forming part of a chromosome and making the characteristics. According to this, one 
example is going to be described in the following paragraph. 
P2 Firstly, the pea can be changed their characteristics by combination of gene. When the genetic 
L6 system of the female pea which has white flower is transferred to the genetic system of the male pea 
which is red and photorise the mixture with the pea which is white, the new species will have 
different combination of gene. 
(diagram 1 FI(1» 
As you can see the diagram 1, the first species can be three patterns, however the flowers are going to 
LIO be red. These not changing gene, the gene of red flower, are called recesive gene. In addition to this, 
the second species has more different combination of the gene than the first. 
(diagram 2 F2(2» 
As you can see the diagram 2, the second species can be four pattens. lllree out of four combinations 
are red flower and one out of four combination is white flower. These results can be said the 
combination of gene can effect the characteristics. 
P3 Nowadays, artificial genetic change, as the example above, has been improved. This is came from 
L16 the discovery of the gene at first and then it improved step by step. A lot of studies of gene have 
helped our life. For instance making well species and to avoid the disease in the baby. These are all 
by changing the gene combination. In the other word, discovery of the gene lead to knowing the 
characteristics which are verY impOrtant for our life. 
Summary of Performance 
01 2.50 fairly well-organised' instruction only Jlartially addressed: lackin~ detail 
C 2.25 mainly descriptive some misinformation, insubstantial and vaRue 
0 2.50 overall fairlY clear but ill-balanced' some weaknesses in the linking of ideas 
L 2.75 great fluctuations in_quality, problems in conveying the meaning 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 3 paragraphs and 300 words. 
PI: the gene. 
P2: how characteristics are inherited with the pea as an example. 
P3: discovery of the gene leading to medical advancement. 
Analysis of the essay 
The fairly clear overall organisation demonstrates an attempt to address the instruction. The content is 
often unclearly expressed making the essay difficult to evaluate. In parts. cohesion is quite successful 
through thematic organisation and linking devices. The ending 'In ... life.' (L 17-18) is quite appropriate. 
But some links are misleading. as in 'Then' (L2), 'According to this' (L3), 'Firstly' (LS), and 'As you 
can see' (L8). The use of ' a different character' (LI) contradicts the plural theme: 'all plants' and perhaps 
means 'characteristics'. 
Many lexical items associated with the gene are appropriately used. However, coherence is 
sometimes affected by unfortunate lexical choices: in 'gene' (LS) for 'genes'. 'female pea' (L6) for 'female 
part', 'photorise' (L7) probably meaning 'fertilizc', 'species' (L7) for 'pea'. 'first I second species' (L8, 8-
10) for 'next generation pea' and 'patterns' (LS) for 'combinations'. The meaning of 'recesive (meaning 
'recessive') gene' (L9) is unclear and sometimes 'gene' (LI0) is used to mean 'characteristic of a gene'. 
Some verb forms and preposition choices also affect coherence e.g. 'pea ... gene' (LS). 
Despite these problems, paratactic and hypotactic structures are used successfully as in 'When ... 
gene.' (LS-7) where the given information is twice embedded in an adverbial clause: 'When ... white', 
and in two NOs in 'Three ... flower.' (Lll-12). Unfortunately the following sentcnce: 'These results ... 
characteristics.' is unclear because two themes seem to be presented: 'These results' and 'the combination 
of gene'. The information is too compressed. 'These... flower' (L9) is an interesting example of over-
compressed nominalisation but is fairly coherent. Problems occur when a verb used in its passive form 
is followed by an NO as in: 'the pea ... characeristics' (LS) and 'These ... genes' (LI3). The incomplete 
sentence unit: 'For instance ... baby.' (L16) is probably due to incorrect punctuation. Mistakes in the use 
of articles, and in spelling, are not serious. 
Although there are similar problems that occur in previous essays, there is a clear improvement in 
the degree of success with which the meaning is conveyed. 
A·7.2 
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A synthesis of Satomi's overall performance and progress 
M ks . ar . ~Iven to S . Ii h atoml or . h 1ST er per onnance In t e s 
S·ISTI I S·IST2 I S·IST3 I S·IST4 S·ISTS 
01 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.50 
-----_ .. 
_ ... _._._-- ._ ... __ ..... _. ... _ ...._-_. .. ...... -............ ... _ ........ _ .... 
C 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.50 2.25 
............. ......... -.....• _ ... . ...................... ......... _ ........... ... _ ........... - . .... _._.-..... 
0 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.50 
............. -_ ........... _-
.. __ .... _ ..... 
---_ ... 
.. _ ......... _ .... . ....-... __ . 
L 1.75 2.25 2.00 2.25 2.75 
Satomi's progress according to her marks can be summarised as follows: 
• There is a small overall improvement in each of the criteria. 
• The largest increase is 1 in Language. 
• There arc important fluctuations in the marks, especially in Content which are identical in IST2 and 
IST4. The greatest change is only an increase of 0.75 from IST4 to ISTS, which is not much. 
• The Language mark is always at the top of the range. 
• In IST3 all the marks converge at 2. 
• The marks for Overall Impression and Organisation are identical, with increases shown only in IST3 
and IST5. 
According to the marks, Satomi has made some progress but her marks are still quite low at the end of 
the study suggesting perhaps that the ISTs were not very helpful to her development. 
Throughout the study she seems to have been systematic in her working. She followed the 
guidelines given on the task sheet as far as possible. Decause she always had difficulty understanding 
the infonnation inputs, she had to prepare her essay using a limited amount of infonnation. 
In the early ISTs Satomi seemed to have certain, though vague, expectations of the inConnation 
input, particularly of the documentary, and became disconcerted when they did not materialise. Despite 
the fluctuations in Content marks, ISTJ seems to have triggered a turning point. Iler marks in s·lsn 
suggest that she may have focused more on the instruction than previously. She said she enjoyed the 
topic and the documentary. Although not a physics student, she seemed willing to think about the 
unfamiliar, technical information about thrust in the documentary and prepared to take risks with her 
English. 
There arc similarities in Satomi's working on last three ISTs which arc absent In the first two. In S-
1ST! and S-IST2 she refonnulated extracts and organised the infonnation thematically although it did 
not always address the instruction. In the remaining essays she was more concerned with using relevant 
infonnation in her essay, which is reflected in the assessment. In shifting her focus towards the task 
instruction, she positioned the text as back.up to be used if needed and if she had time after 
concentrating on her writing. These last three essays are organised similarly: in three paragraphs where 
the first is the introduction, the second is the descriptive part and the third is the remainder including a 
conclusion. In S·IST3 and S·IST5, particularly, she used the lexical genre of the topic, with some 
success. 
Similarities to be found in all her essays seem to highlight the fact that her comprehension was 
limited and that this affected her language usc. Generally the content lacked depth and detail, was 
limited in coverage and contained some inaccuracies. There were constantly problems to do with the 
cohesion of ideas and obscured meaning. Nevertheless, she clearly improved in her sense of writing 
connected text in the ISTs. 
A-7.2 
APPENDIX A-7.3 Junsel's Profile 
Transcript of J-ISTI 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbine as a means of supplying energy in the 
future. Compare it with other means ofsupp/yinK enerK)!. 
PI Wind power is recently becoming very important source of energy. and we can make use of it in 
many way. For example wind turbines are very good way of making use of wind power. They can 
generate electricity as it rotates with wind. One of the most modem types of wind turbines have two 
or three blades which rotates around a horizontal axis. These turbines can generate quite large amount 
LS of electricity. For example, wind turbines with rotors 20m to 30m in diameter can produce 200 to 
SOOkw of electricity. and 60m one can produce 3000kw. Those turbines arc still very few. but have 
been operated successfully for a number of years. However disadvantages of turbines arc expensive to 
set up in the first place, and turbines are certainly not attractive sight for saw eyes. 
P2 Furthermore, compare wind turbines with other other means of supplyng energy such as 
LlO electricity industry. and nuclear power stations, a large numbers of turbines arc needed in order to 
produce the same amount of electricity. It certainly costs more money. even though they arc cheaper 
to run and harmfull for the environment. 
P3 Another types of modem turbines have two blades which rotate around a vartical axis. The 
advantage of these turbines is they can rotate with wind which come from any direction, whereas 
LIS horizontal rotating turbines have to change their directions depends on wind. Ilowever. these turbines 
have the same probles to run. 
(2 diagrams) 
P4 To sum up. wind turbines are very good way of making use of natural source of energy, and it may 
reduce the pollution which is caused by other methord of producing the electricity. Furthermore it 
L 19 may reduce the risk of oil crises. 
Summary of Performance 
01 2.50 addressing all parts of the instruction: weak in or~anisation and coherence 
C 2.75 a limited range of relevant points' details from the input included 
0 2.50 unclear overall' points not alwavs well-linked; unclear pnra~aph distribution 
L 2.75 fluent in parts; weaknesses in coherence and accuracy 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 4 paragraphs and 282 words. 
PI: importance of wind power, advantages and disadvantages of wind turbines. 
P2: wind turbines compared with other energy suppliers, another disadvantage. 
P3: another type of turbine. 
P4: further advantages of using turbines in the future. 
Analysis of tbe essay 
The weak organisation of the content affects coherence. The advantages and disadvantages are mentioned 
in several parts of the essay. The semantic order in P4 is confusing. The first part, 'To sum up ... 
energy' (LI7), could have been an appropriate conclusion. In other parts, the thematic progression is 
highly appropriate as in: 'They ... years.' (L2-7) and in P3, whose coherence is also enhanced by lexical 
cohesion and other helpful cohesive devices such as: 'Another' (LI3), 'these' (LI4) and 'However' (LIS). 
The emphasis caused by using nominalization 'The ... turbines' (LI3-14) is very appropriate. Misused 
cohesive devices sometimes affect coherence e.g. 'even though' (L II). In the same sentence the linking 
of ideas and the use of anaphoric references 'It' and 'they' are confusing. Unfortunately, the information 
in the last sentence is too compressed as it is in 'disadvantages .. expensive' (1.7) where the identity of 
the theme is unclear. In 'Furthermore ... electricity.' (L9-10) the semantic order is not sufficiently 
supported syntactically because of the incomplete adverbial 'compare •• , stations' and the misuse of 
punctuation. 
The discourse style is consistently appropriate on the whole though there are a few lapses into 
spoken register, the most prominent one being 'certainly... eyes' (L8), particularly in the use of 'saw' 
meaning 'sore', which reflects a dominance of aural over graphic learning. Many basic mistakes occur at 
morphological level as subject/verb concord, the misuse of determinants and verb forms but do not 
affect coherence. 
Overall, the essay is quite deceptive to read. A certain level of fluency, that is supported by 
cohesive devices and seems acceptable on the surface, conceals problems with coherence. 
A-7.3 
Transcript of J-IST2 
With reference to the video documentary 'Chemists at Work' and the text 'Water~ describe the causes 
and effects of water pol/ution. Discuss how the chemist can help to improve the situation. 
P I There are several problems which cause watcr pollution. One of the major problem is domestic 
sewage. especialy in the middle of the 19th century sewage was such a problem. Serious disease such 
as cholera killed thousands people in Britain between 1831 and 1866. and it was caused by the 
presence of bacteria in drinking water. Also it was certainly linked to the matter of poor sewer 
LS system. Even at present better sewer has constructed, there is a problem of water pollution because of 
an enormous amount of waste water due to the huge population. For example. the state of rivers in 
Dritain is quite bad. because people discharge their waste water into rivers and coasts. 
P2 However. there are some things the chemist can help to improve the situation. For example. there 
is an organization which is called the National Rivers Authority to regulate the quality of waste water 
LI0 when it enters rivers or coasts in order to protect the water environment. In order to investigate the 
state of water. they examine samples of water whch are taken from each rivers to analys quality and 
constituent of water. Computers are used for modem analysis. because. computers can detarrnine the 
test which need to be done on each samples in short lime. and they can work out quality of sample 
automaticaly. (Fig. 1 ) 
(diagram: Fig.l) 
P3 Firstly. sample is put into reaction tube, and reagent and indicator are added into it. Then by using a 
L 16 special light through the liquid to a detector it is possible to determine the ~uali!Y of water 
Summary of Performance 
01 3.00 fairly substantial' incomplete; mostly intelligible 
C 3.00 addressing firstpart of task _quite well' unnecessl!!Y. detni Is in secondn3rt 
0 3.00 clear but incomplete: no conclusion' some unclear linking of points 
L 3.25 patchy in qU3lity~ mostlY fluent and intelligible 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 3 paragraphs and 260 words. 
PI: problems of water pollution, sewage and waste. 
P2: chemist's work, water quality control. testing samples. 
P3: testing samples. 
Analysis of the essay 
All paragraphs are well organised though the essay seems incomplete. Excellent examples about water 
pollution are taken from the text although it is not always clear whether they represent causes or effects. 
The chemist is never thematically foregrounded. Sampling is presented in a diagram. 
The essay reflects adequate comprehension of parts of both inputs and particularly good use of the 
text. some of which has been slightly reconstructed quite well to include phrases such as 'in Britain ... 
1866' and ' caused ... water' (L3-4). 
On the whole, it coheres fairly well; but within paragraphs the thematic organization is 
sometimes not smooth. Given and new information is not clearly followed through. For example. 
'domestic sewage' (LI) is presented in the rheme as new information but is only explained clearly as a 
problem several clauses later in 'poor sewer system.' (L4) where it again appears in the rheme as new 
information. 'Also' (L4) is inappropriate. Similarly, in P2 the reference 'they' (LI0) is unclear because 
too much information has been thematically introduced beforehand. Again the thematic organization is 
unhelpful in 'to regulate ... water.' (L9-11), partly due to the unnecessary repetition of 'water'. which is 
also stylistically weak. Sometimes coherence is affected by poor lexical cohesion as in 'things ... 
chemists ... help' (L8). In 'Even ... population.' (L4-6) the cohesive devices are required to perfonn two 
functions: one to do with time - the present related to the past; the other with mood • emphasizing the 
problem. 
Multi-clausal sentences are common and involve risk-taking. Generally parataxis is greatly 
favoured above hypotaxis. Although there are examples of successful complex NOs as in: 'an enormous 
... population' (L5-6). Basic mistakes such as misuse of the article. agreement and spelling, occur but do 
not interfere with the meaning. 
As before, the essay is characterised by the use of cohesive deviccs but lexico-grammatical 
cohesion is patchy, which reflects continuing problems with written expression. 
A·7.3 
)(~I 
Transcript of J-ISTJ 
Concerning the use of satellites in space, why is the concept of thrust important to mankind? Discuss 
this with reference to the progress made between 1980 and 1991 using the video documentary 'Newton 
and the Shuttle' (/983) and the text 'Eye in the Sky' (/ 99 J). 
P I Today there are millions of satellites in space flying around the earth and there are millions of use 
of them. 
P2 Satellites are important in forecasting the weather, The data from satellites allows scientist to 
predict the accurate weather. and those weather forecasts help fanners to plan their harvest and ensure 
LS that ships can avoid storms at sea. Furthermore there is more important use of satellites which is 
monitoring global change to the weather and the way in which people arc changing their 
envirorunent. For example. the greenhouse effect and the depletion of the ozone layer. for instance. 
may already be affecting the climate. Those changes, known as global change. can only be observed 
by satellite. Some scientific forecasts suggest that the average temperature of atmosphere may rise by 
LIO 2c to 3c over the next 30 years. However. scientists can not predict what the exact changes will be. 
yet due to the lack of information. 
P3 On the other hand. there are different kind of satellites for different purposes. For example. 
communications satellites are used for mainly tele-communications. The telephone signal is 
transmitted up to a communications satellites and is relayed to the other side of the world via a 
LIS satellite in very short time. Therefore. it is possible to talk to someone who is very far away at the 
same time. 
P4 In conclusion. concerning the use of satellies in space and progress made between 1980 and 1991. 
the concept of thrust is very important to mankind. Especialy, it will be more important in the 
future, because there are several of serious global changes may alreadybe taking place. 
Summary of Performance 
01 2.00 hardly addressing the main instruction; often superficial; mainly intelligible 
C 1.2S lacking in depth and interest; highlighting only peripheral parts of the instruction 
0 2.50 unclear overall; points fairly well-linked 
L 3.50 coherent; fluent; effective use of cohesive devices 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 4 paragraphs and 268 words. 
PI: satellites. 
P2: uses of satellites. global change. 
P3: satellites for different purposes, communication. 
P4: importance of thrust. 
Analysis of the essay 
Junsei's essay is rather short and most of it does not seem to address the task instruction. It focuses on 
satellites rather than on 'thrust', which is mentioned only at the end. and the relevance of discussing 
satellites in P2 and P3 is not made clear. although the information presented could be important because 
it signals progress. The concept of 'thrust' is mentioned only at the end. There is no evidence that it h:lS 
been understood. Information from the documentary does not feature. The overall effect is an essay that 
lacks depth and direction. 
Nevertheless, smooth thematic sequencing is evident in P2 and P3, although they arc almost 
entirely artfully composed of chunks from Section 2 of the text with slight adaptations: e.g. 'the 
greenhouse ... 30 years.' (L6-9). Links between ideas are usually clear through the use of appropriate 
cohesive devices at the beginning of sentences. such as 'Furthermore' (LS), 'Those' (L7) and 'For 
example' (L6 and LII). Others: 'On the other hand' (LII) and 'In conclusion' (LIS) are misleading. 
Sentence structure is almost always clear and even sometimes seems to take priority over 
meaning. This is most evident in the first sentence ofP4 (LlS-16). Only the last sentence of the essay is 
seriously inaccurate. The function of the NO: 'several .. , changes' as subject or theme is confused. 
Some informal expressions are noticeable especially in: 'millions of and 'flying around' (Ll). 
Some basic mistakes in using micro-features. including the article. spelling and punctuation. persist. 
Similar problems of coherence found in the previous essays recur here but there is more evidence 
of the text being better exploited. 
A-7.3 
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Transcript of J·IST4 







Charles Darwin's theory of evolution discribes that the process of gradual change that takes place 
over many generations. He worked on the process of evolution of animals and plants to find out the 
manner in which the different types of living things have created. 
In his famous book, called "On the origin of species" (published in 1859), he suggest the theory 
of natural selection which explains the evolution by the survival of the fittest species over many 
generations. For example, there are vast variety of animals all live in different surroundings. However 
those animals fit their surrounding conditions so welL Darwin be lived that the occurrence of those 
best adjusted species are not due to the coincidence. So he thought that those animals are all result of 
succeding generations among better species (i.e. having more chance to survive) 
Darwin also looked at artificial evolution breeding. For example, gold fish were produced 
artificially by chinese. The process of making gold fish is quite simple. First of all, they selected 
relatively sharrower coloured fish from normal black fish and breed with each other. Then they 
simply repeated this process untill they produce new generation fish which are rather redish or white. 
P4 (diagram: "Process of making gold fish") 
LIS Furthermore, there is similar evolution taking place with insects and it is becoming a problem. 
For example, some species of mosquito can resist mosquito killer. It is due to the breeding with 
mosquitos which have experienced a little amount of mosquito killer. If similar effect happens to 
PS human beings, (due to the pollution) it will be a serious problem 
LI9 In conclution, invesitigation of Darwin's theory of evolution help us to understand our self and 
nerture. It is also important for our future. 
Summary of Performance 
01 3.25 Quite substantial and clearly organised; mostly intelligible 
C 3.25 patchy in substance' mostly relevant 
0 3.25 fairly clear at inter-pararo-aph and inter-sentential level' problems with cohesion 
L 3.25 problems with coherence; occasionally poor lexical choices: a good range of cohesive devices 
though not always appropriate; frequent basic mistakes 
Organisation of tbe essay 
This essay has 5 paragraphs and 287 words. 
PI: Darwin's theory. 
P2: Darwin's theory, survival of the fittest. 
P3: artificial breeding of gold fish. 
P4: insect evolution. 
ps: importance of the theory 
Analysis of tbe essay 
There is a clear attempt to directly address both parts of the task instruction that is fairly successful for 
the first part but less so for the second part. The clearly described example in P3 on artifical breeding is 
appropriate, although not taken from either input. In N, the 'problem' (LI7) is not clearly explained. 
Otherwise the thematic organisation is well managed almost throughout. 
A range of highly appropriate cohesive devices arc used e.g. 'However' (L6), 'best adjusted 
species' (L7), 'process' (LI2), 'For example' (LI4-IS) and 'similar' (LI6). However, 'So' (LS) is 
misleading because it confuses the logic of the link and the reference 'It' (LIS) is inappropriate. An 
attempt is made to explain a complex idea clearly where 'all result ... species' (LS·9) is immediately 
followed by an explanation of 'better species'.lIowever the information is too compressed thus affecting 
coherence as happens in 'the breeding ... killer' (LlS-16), where using 'with' mistakenly is further 
confusing. 
There are problems with using the presentative subject 'there'. In L6 it is unnecessary since the 
new information 'vast ... surroundings' is rather trivial. In L 17 'it' is used mistakenly instead. Several 
times, emphasis on the new information in the rheme is creditably achieved, as in 'not ... coincidence' 
(L8), following a nominalized phrase, and 'all ... species' (L8-9). Some NOs are well chosen. Others are 
incoherent due to poor lexical cohesion e.g. 'artificial evolution breeding' (LIO). There is a structural 
switch in 'Charles ... generations.' (LI-2) where an attempt at nominalisation has been disrupted by 
A-7.3 
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sentence embedding. This may be linked to a lack of understanding the transitive nature of verbs such as 
'describe' (spelt 'discribe' LI) and 'suggest' (L4). 
There are frequent examples of mistaken lexical choices as in: 'among' (LS), 'making' (Ltl), 
'shallow' (spelt 'sharrow' LII). Sometimes the register is quite informal. Some structural patterns me 
distorted occasionally e.g. by using 'that' (LI). Again some basic mistakes in the form of micro-surface 
features are prominent but do not disrupt the meaning. They include choice and use of determinants, 
verb forms and tenses, spelling. subject/verb concord and number. 
In this essay more attention seems to have been given to the content and organising the content 
to address the instruction than before. 
Transcript of J·ISTS 
Show how the discoverY of the Kene has led to important developments in science. 
PI Study of genetic is becoming very important area in biochemical science because of its very wide 
and important applications, especially, for medical treatment. One of important study of genetic is to 
research the genes All living things have differences in their shape, colour, size and so on. And those 
features are inherited to next generation. Genetic inheritances are passed on generation to another by 
LS means of genes. 
P2 For example, there is a quite simple experiment for understanding the mechanism of genes. The 
experiment can be done by crossing a red coloured flower and a white coloured one. However, as a 
result of breeding two different coloured flowers does not produce nither pink coloured flowers nor 
red flowers and white flowers. They would only produce red coloured flowers at first generation. It is 
L I 0 because, next generation would have both genes from red and white coloured flowers, but a gene 
which is being red dominates caracteristics of colour. Thus, all flowers would be red. 
(diagram - All become red coloured flower) 
However, at second generation white coloured flowers can be made 
(diagram - '2nd generation') 
P3 This mechanism can also takes place to human. For example, process of inheritance of the 
particular genetic desease can be explain in exactly the same way. It is also possible to detarmine, 
LIS whether, a bady be would be carrier or not, by testing genes from tessue of a body before birth. 
P4 In conclusion, the discovery of the gene has led to crucial developments in science. Especially for 
medical treatment, research of the gene is very important. Furthermore, altering the gene such as 
genetic engineering has been developing quite rapidly. since DNA was found in king's college. It 
would be very interestin~ to study. 
Summary of Performance 
01 3.25 partly addressingthe task instruction; mainly descriptive; fairly intelligible throughout 
C 3.25 substantial in parts; mostly relevant· some descriptive detail; little discussion 
0 3.5 quite good at para~aph level less so at sentence level 
L 3.25 mostly coherent; many serious inaccuracies 
Organisation of the essay 
This essay has 4 paragraphs and 284 words. 
PI: importance of genetics, genetic inheritance. 
P2: principles of genetic inheritance. 
P3: usefulness in detecting disease. 
P4: importance in scientific developments, including genetic engineering. 
Analysis of the essay 
The essay is quite well organised. But the content is rather thin in places, due either to limited 
understanding or an inability to express understanding. For example, Pl is potentially rich in content 
but too little developed. The first sentence of PI addresses the instruction most appropriately (LI·2). 
'One' (L2) unfortunately implies that researching genes is not central to the study of genetics. The highly 
appropriate example presented in P2, supported by two labelled diagrams, is evidently taken from the 
documentary. 
In parts, coherence is well realized through thematic organization as in 'All ... genes.' (Ll.4) and 
through appropriate cohesive devices as 'those' (L3), 'The' (LS) and 'This' (LI2). However, the 
explanation of genetic inheritance is not entirely coherent. Confusion arises through using 'Ilowevet 
(L6) and 'It' (L8) as cohesive devices, the term ' experiment' (LS and 6) to describe what happens, 'first 
generation' (L8) followed by 'next generation', the position of 'both' (L9) and the terms 'bady (meaning 
'bady')' (LI3) for a human being or 'somebody', 'made' (LII) to mean 'produce' and 'In conclusion' 
(LlS). Sometimes the information is too compressed as in 'passed on ... another' (L4) and 'altering ... 
college.' (L 16·17), where the nominalization is unclear and the content becomes discursive. 
Units of meaning are mainly linked paratactically and, inspite of lexicogrammatical mistakes, are 
structurally fairly clear. Effective nominalizations are used: 'One ... genetic' (L2) and 'process ... dcsease 
(meaning 'disease')' (L12.13), adverbials and NGs. There is some distortion of style through the 
repetition of 'importance' and 'genetic' as a noun in PI. Mistakes continue to occur with using 
prepositions that affect coherence and with determinants, prepositions, spelling and verb fonns that are 
not so serious. 
The essay shows a distinct improvement in coherence, perhaps because the essay is organised to 
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reflect the instruction more closely than before. 
A synthesis of Junsel's overall performance and progress 
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Junsei's progress according to his marks can be summarised as follows: 
• Overall he has made some clear progress. 
• There are fluctuations in his performance. 
• The fluctuations in Language are very small. 
• In J·IST3 all the marks apart from those for Language are very low. 
• The fluctuations in Content are dramatic. 
• The range of marks for J·IST3 is extremely wide at 2.25. 
• J·lsn is significantly better than J·S11 in all criteria. 
• There is clear progress between J·ISn, J·1ST4 and J·ISTS but it is quite small. 
• The marks for J·IST4 and J·ISTS are almost the same. 
Junsej's marks show constant progress throughout except in J·IST3. His recovery in J·IST4 is quite 
dramatic apart from in Language. llis overall performance suggests that progress is too gradual to gain 
higher marks in J-ISTS but that he would continue to improve with more practice. 
The most encouraging aspects about his marks are: his improved Organisation marks and the 
convergence of all his marks showing closer integration of the three criteria: Content, Organisation and 
Language. It is interesting to note that, with the exception of J·IST3, his marks indicate significant, 
steady progress in Organisation. 
Junsei seemed to have a strong sense of a three-part essay structure: introduction· main body· 
conclusion, which may well be due to his previous schooling. Dut sometimes he used standard cohesive 
devices to signal the organisation of content that were not followed through in the content itself. 
The data seems to demonstrate that there were two influential factors directing his work. Firstly 
he was very concerned about his limited ability to write. It was particularly interesting that he attempted 
to overcome this by drafting his essay at an early stage in the process, when he had too little 
information to write about. He seemed to concentrate more on expression than on content. lie used 
adverbial groups more readily than nominalisation. This and his often misleading uses of cohesive 
devices could be explained by having to write within a time limit. llis marks for Language, where the 
least amount of progress was evident over all the essays, indicate that this strategy was unproductive. 
Persistent basic mistakes under pressure of time arc understandable, but, more seriously, coherence did 
not improve significantly. His highest mark for Language is 3.5 in J·IST3. Ilowever, B considerable part 
of this essay is composed of extracts taken directly from the text, B technique which demonstrated that, 
even if structurally accurate, the meaning could lack depth, as indicated by the very low mark of 1.25 for 
Content. 
Secondly there was marked gap between Junsei's receptive and productive abilities may have 
prevented him from developing reliable strategies to achieve significant progress over only five IST5. 
Junsei's comments about the way he spent the thinking time at the beginning of each 1ST 
indicate that his approach improved in the last two ISTs. For example. instead of depending on the 
information input he began to take more control, giving more credence to his own knowledge and 
experience as well as using the dictionaries. 
A·7.3 
XXV, 
Details of Keiko's Profile: Task by Task 
A-S.I Keiko's Performance in ISTl 
A-B •••• lIypertheme nnd recurring tllernntic elements 
T bl K ISTI H rtl a e 
-
a: Ivoe . K ISTI leme 10 
-
Number Hvoertheme T·unit~ 
5 (a) The need for a new source of energy 1·3 
(b) The wind as a source ofenersy 4-9 
(c) The advantages of wind turbines 10-17 
(d) The disadvantages of wind turbines 18-22 
(e) Other mean!! of generating electricitv 23·29 
Table K-ISTlb: Other thematic elements in K·ISTI 
Thtmatic tl('mtnhl NO.or r('clln 1.oulion 
.. Y..~.!ng .. Yf.l.u~ .. ~~ .. ~.§g!!r£~.g.f.~r..~rSY....... ..~............................... .:!.~.\ .. ~~ ................................ . 
.. W..i[l.~J.1dr.p'j!.'.~§........................................... ..~............................... .:r.§ ... B.!.9..,I.1.1. ................... .. 
.. t.\.~!:.P..9..I.!H.H.Q!].............................................. ..*............................... ..T.1.:!II~*.~ ........................... .. 
.. g!~£!r.!~.i.1y.................................................... ..1 ............................... J~.l.7.,:r..l.~, .. :r.t.~" .. T.7..~ .... .. 
Sources of energy 3 R27 R30 R3 \ 
Tables K-ISTl a and K·ISTl b show that there are five hyperthemes and that five other thematic elements 
recur at different points in the essay. There are two additional T -units that end the essay. 
Con/enl Mark-J.50 
All five hyperthemes are relevant to the instruction. lI(a) and lI(b) arc seneral. lI(c) and lI(d) are directly 
relevant to the first part of the task instruction, 'Discuss the advantages nnd disadvantages of wind 
turbines ... future', and include some detail. B(e) is relevant to the second part of the instruction, 
'Compare ... other means of supplying energy', focllsing on two means of producing electricity. ll(b),'The 
wind as a source of energy' also recurs as a thematic element. The other recurring thematic elements are 
closely related to the hyperthemes and to the task instruction. The finnl two T -units lire not involved in 
hyperthematic development but both take up 'sources of energy' as thematic elements. 
0l'g(1I7isaliOil A-fark-J.JO 
H(a) and H(b) provide a long introduction and the remaining three hyperthemes are developed in three 
consecutive paragraphs: P3, P4 and P5 respectively. T·units 30 and 31 comprise a separate l)aragraph, P6, as 
a conclusion. 
A·S.l.2 Thematic progression 
Diagram K·lSTl: thematic prol'lression in K-lSTl 
c , .............. " .............. 1 .............. 1 ~ .... l~P. ... ! ...... m.... .. ... ~P.. .. . 
Pl Thl + Rhl I' ~ / 
Th2 1- Rh2 
~ ,'I I 
1P2 
A-S.I 
Th3 + R!3 I I / 
Th4 + Rh4 I I 
Th5 + RhS 
~ 
Th6 + Rh6 
~ 
Th7 + Rh7 













! I / I / ! 
....................... _ ............ -.........• 
Thl) + Rhl) 
P3 ThlO + RhlO 
~ 
Thl I + Rhll 
Th12 + Rh12 
l 
Th13.1 Rhl3 
Thl4 + Rhl4 
~ 
ThiS + RhlS 
~ 
Thl6 + Rhl6 
Thl7 + Rhl7 
N ThiS + RhlS 
~'1 
1h19 + Rh19 
Th20 + Rh20 
Th21 + Rh21 
~ 
Th22 + Rh22 
1'5 Th23 + Rh23 
~ .a 
Th24 + Rh24 
~ 
TIl2S + Rh2S 
~ 
Th26 + Rh26 
Th27 + Rh27 
~ .~ 
Th28 + Rh28 
l 
Th29 + Rh29 
Th30 + Rb30 
..., 
P6 Th31 + Rh3! 
{ .............. : .............. ':" ............. . 
I I I 
! I I I I i I 
I I I I I I 
I I i I I i 
! I I I 
I I / I ! 
I I 









T bl K ISTI Th t' a e 
-
e: ema Ie nroure!'lSlon In K ISTI 
-
Itl'm Numher Loration 
51 prog 7 5-6-7,10-11.14-15,21-22.23-24,28-29 
c prog 7 1.2,8-9,12-13,15-16,24-25-26,27-28 
o prog 6 2-3,3-4.8-9,13-14,18-19,30-31 
.. ~.'Lp.r.~g .......... ............ J.? .............. J.:~.,~.:1\~.:2,1Q;JJ.\!6::},§.\.\.~;J.2\t.!.;.f.f..\t1;.f.§.\t.?';.?:?'.\~Q;}J .... 
.. !.P'!,.~g .............. .. ............ 1 ................ t},(?:1.:f..§{.?:7.:7..?J ..................................................................................... 
no PI'O~ 2 1720 
Diagram K-ISTI and Table K-ISTlc show that simple linear, constant and split progression feature in this 
essay such that many of the T -units are linked in some way. However there is no distinction in frequency 
between the use of simple linear and constant progression. They each occur 7 times and the expression of 
continuity through the Rheme is nearly as frequent (5 examples). There is one sequence of split progression. 
COl1tent mal'/(.cj.50 
There is some development of the content in the essay through the seven occurrences of simple linear 
progression. However. it is not frequent and they mainly occur only between two consecutive T ~units at a 
A-S.I 2 
time. The additional seven occurrences of constant progression suggests that links are quite frequent but this 
does not necessarily mean that points are developed in detail. 
Organisation mark=3.50 
There is strong cohesion between those T-units that are linked in the short sequences of simple linear and 
constant progression. In addition the third hypertheme is organised in split progression. It occupies almost 
all ofPS and incorporates the longest sequence of simple linear and constant progression combined over only 
four T-units (23-26). It is introduced in T-unit 23 and both parts of the Theme, 'using steam' and 'using 
nuclear power', cover three T-units consecutively. 
The sequences of simple linear and constant progression are quite short, mainly between only two 
consecutive T-units at a time. However, three longer sequences occur where additional thematic links are 
carried into the Rheme viz. in T-units 1-4 and 12-16. In T-units 1-4, the essay begins to develop within the 
introduction. Then there is a natural break when T -unit S begins P2' with a brief historical account about 
wind power. A further, sudden, break occurs when T8 begins with a description of wind turbines. Another 
natural break occurs when T-unit 10 introduces the first hypertheme. Then there is another sudden break 
where TI2 is linked only cohesively, and not thematically, to T-unit 11. In T-units 12-16, the attempts to 
link thematically are not as satisfactory because, in T14 and TIS, the Theme carries new information. 
Progression into the Rheme also links T-units 18 and 19 and T-units 30 and 31. 
There are only two isolated T-units that neither take up information from the previous T-unit in the 
Theme nor are followed up in the subsequent Theme: 17 and 20. T-unit 17 is linked to RIO because it is the 
last item in the list of advantages of the wind turbine. In T-unit 20 the information is not properly 
contextualised because it is not made clear why needing back-up could be a disadvantage of using wind 
turbines. T -units 30 and 31 are both about energy sources but are presented as independent general statements 
at the end of the essay which is unsatisfactory because both statements need expanding. The ending is weak, 
with the final T-unit in a new paragraph of its own. 
A-8.I.l Cobesion 
T bl K ISTld k a e 
-
: h . fi tu . K ISTI ey co eSlve ea res In 
-
Item Number Location 
NI-Tb 8 2,3,6,7·,14, I S, 17,26· 
. !'!!:J!.~ ..... _ ._._7.'~'M"MM .. _!1.~L11.~,.~,J..~.\~2J.!J.,Jl'\}1,.!it!.~,I~.Jl,.!J.,,~QllJ.\~.f.I.f.1\~.1L~J..,~.~,.f.ll~.~/.f.21?'.QJ.~J .. _ .. 
CA-Tb 4 3,6,7,12 
E .Jl~).t.~.t~lM._!(11.!Q,,!.~,J.21.f.9.,~.'.,.~Q,,~.!.>',"~ ___ ........ _ ... _ .. _ ....... _ .. _._ ... _..: .......... : ___ . __ .. _. 
." ..... _ .............. 
c 14 6,9,11,12,16,17,18,19,21,22,25,26,28,29 
AR 12 R7,R12 RI4.TIS T16 Rl6 R19 R21.T22. T25.T26.T27 
Table K-ISTId provides further information that gives insights into the levels described by assessment 
criteria. Overall there are only four items judged unacceptable, two in the new information in the Theme. 
Content marka 3.50 
The frequent occurrences of new information in both the Theme and the Rheme could cxplain why the 
coverage of the content is fairly comprehensive. There is only one occurrence of the cmpty Rhcme. 
Organisation marka 3.50 
Most T-units have new information in the Rheme which is helpful for devcloping the essay. The eight 
occurrences of empty subject in the Theme, and the one empty Rheme, explain the problems with linking 
points between T-units. However, the empty Theme in three cases, (T18,TI9 and 1'21), does begin with a 
linking conjunctive which is effective for cohesion. In two of the eight cases of empty Theme, (TI 0 and 
TI8), there is no new information in the Rhemc. The function of both T-units is solely to introduce the two 
hyperthemes and this is effective. The nine occurrences of new infonnation in the Theme cover 
approximately one third of the total number ofT-units which is quite high. However, in seven cases (T.units 
2,6,7,15,17,26,28) new information is combined with given infonnation. For example, in T6, the 
circumstantial adjunct 'earlier this century' picks up the time location from RS as given by presenting 
another time location as new. 
Thematic conjunctives and adjuncts are used appropriately as linking devices to introduce expansion 
so that the emphasis on the new information in the Rheme is clear, For examplc, in TI2 the expression of 
contingency, 'once people had the turbine', leads into the subject 'they', an nnaphoric reference in R12. The 
many anaphoric references are also very helpful for cohesion. 
Language mark=4.00 
All four circumstantial adjuncts appear in the first half of the essay. They are well-selected: e.g. expressing 
cause (TJ) and contingency (Tl2). They appropriately provide additional thematic information that leads into 
that of the subsequent nominal group in the Rheme. 
3 A·S.I 
But there are a few problems with coherence in the Theme in T7 and T26. In T7, the new 
information: 'Once people forgot' followed by 'they remembered' in the Rheme is not logically sound. In 
T26, an assumption has been made in the analysis that '113 of energy' refers to 'the energy produced by 
wind turbines'. Extensive use is made of a range of appropriate anaphoric references: e.g. pronouns such as 
'that'(RlS) referring to 'the cost of the electricity'(Tl5) and 'it' in T16 referring to 'the cost ••• turbine'(T15). 
A-S.I.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl K ISTI a e 
-
. r d e: nomma Isatlon5 an passive ver bfi • K IST1 ormsm 
-
Item Number I Location 
SNom 
.............. !.! .. _._- Rl Rl R4 T14 R15 R23 R23 R23· R24 R25 T28 ................... -_. ........ 1 ...... 1 .•• _1. __ 1_ .. __ ' .. __ ... 1 ...... _1._ ....... 1. ........ 1. ........ 1. ...... _. ___ -.....-_ • 
.Jd~~!!!N.N._. 0 0 _._--_ ... _ .... . .............. __ ... _-_ ... _--" ....................................... _ ............ __ .... _._ ... _. 
PV 14 Rl R2 R3 RS R8,R14,TlS,RI7 R22 R22,R23,R24 R24 R26 
Table K-ISTle provides more detail about the assessment of Language in the essay. 
Language mark-4.00 
It is possible that the scientific nature of both the task and the inputs encourage Keiko to adopt a genre of 
writing which is appropriate in scientific discourse. Given that only one simple nominaliation was judged as 
unacceptable, she achieves this implicit aim reasonably well in her considerable use of acceptable 
nominalisations and passive verb fonns. 
She uses a wide range of appropriate simple nominalisations such as those suggesting a process like 
'air pollution'(Rl) and 'radioactivity' (T2S), and the nct-type like 'using steam'(R23) nnd 'radioactivity' 
(T28). She also uses many passive verb forms, finite e.g.'is caused'(R4), non-finite e.g. 'to be pointed'(R8) 
and elliptic, some of which appear in complex nominalisations e.g. 'that produced ... plant'(R16). 
A-S.I.S Unacceptable given information 
Number 
2 
As Table K-ISTf shows, there are two instances of given information judged unacceptable: 'waste product' 
(1'29), which may refer to R2S, but which is unclear, and, in Rll. the given information from RlO is not 
coherent. 
A-B.l.6 Keiko's Approach to IST1: Data from the Interviews and micro-task notes. 
T bl K ISTI S a e 
-
~: ummaryo fK 'k ' A el os ~pproac h ISTl to 
Approach T~pe Details 
deep holistic (a) seeking to conceptualise the task demands and thinking about the 
instruction 
... _ ....... -.......... " ............... ::~~~~~~~I~it~2:~E~~I~~~§:~r.~~]~y.]!!.r!!~!!~~I<l:f6.~j!~K~~!~i~~~!::::::~~: 
reflective a critiquing self-performance 
strategic analytic (a) analysing the task instruction and planning the essay through using as 
............... _-......... _- .. !!!!I.£!!.E.f..t .. ~~.J!'.f.2r.m.~!i.2VN!.'lI?!!L~..s .. PE~j.P.t~N._. __ .. _N. __ .... _.N_._ .. 
skills orientation 
· .. ~G~·£I2J.~.I.Y.Nf.'?~l~~.~~g.!~yJ.£~~.'l~jV.~!D!.~!!?.!!!g!Y.~!l.!P..9]!.~~.Er.9.£~.~~~ __ . .................................... _ .. 
selective b payin~ attention to linguistic features 
As Table K-ISTIg shows, Keiko's approach could be described as mainly a deep approach. For example, her 
comments about how she addressed her task suggest that she focused on the task instruction throughout 
holistically but was highly se1f-critical: 'I think I made the wrong start in the introduction'. She was 
analytical in linking the information input to the task instruction: 
then I wrote, then advantages and disadvantages and then comparison for three main 
paragraphs ... and then I concluded as advantages and disadvantages for all kinds of energy as 
well. 
She also appreciated how useful the text could be: 'I took lots of information from this.' 
She adopted a strategic approach by following the task procedure closely: 
K - I had lots of time for procedure 1 so I wrote down things down. 
4 A-S.I 
C·I see ... then you went on to the video documentary. Did you take any notes? 
K - Yes, while 1 was watching ... welll did as much as 1 can but ... 1 can't make it brief. 
Her notes show that she had understood and recorded the most important points in the documentary. They 
also show how she gradually developed her framework into a detailed essay plan. 
Keiko selectively tried to enhance her use of English through drawing on her past experiences: 'my 
English teacher in Junior high school taught me to think in English, so I try to do that since six years ago'. 
lIer linguistic awareness was in evidence during the interview as we discussed the task. For example, at one 
point she interrupted me with: 'Do you pronounce it turbine? ... Oh, we say "turbin" t. lIer notes too reveal 
that she had also attended to linguistic expression. 
It seems that she had tried hard to keep on task but became dissatisfied with her essay towards the end 
of the session partly because she was short of time and partly because, being self·critical, she became less 
confident about what she had written: 
But it was too late so ... well. .. It was the way .. finishing in the way ... I wrote the .. urn .. 
solution or something like that for the conclusion ... I think I made the wrong start in the 
introduction .. .I was in a panic ... when I'm in panic I can't think in English. 
Although Keiko expressed dissatisfaction with her efforts in writing her essay, her marks suggest that she 
underestimated her performance. lIer conscientiow and self-critical approach could help to explain why she 
gained reasonably high marks for her first essay. 
Content Mark-J.50 
Becawe she constantly kept the task instruction in focw and took as many notes as possible of the 
infonnation input, Keiko was able to write an essay with relevant and fairly comprehensive coverage, as the 
selection ofhyperthemes reveals. She was probably not able to include details throughout because there was 
a limit to the amount of information she could record from the documentary. 
Organisation Mark-J.50 
Keiko was systematic in planning her essay as she worked and was able to organise the content into clear 
paragraphs as shown by the hyperthematic structure. But it seems that near the end, she had too little time to 
improve and refine what she had written. The occasional breaks in thematic progression arc a weakness in the 
textual cohesion of the essay. 
Language Mark-4. 00 
Keiko's well-established practice of thinking in English and her strong linguistic awareness were probably 
very helpful to her when she had to write her essay. She understood the task demands and the information 
inputs so that she was able to express herself coherently in her writing, generally but not always wing an 
appropriate genre. Her weaknesses in the essay, including mistakes in grammar, were not serious and may 
have been due to the fact that she became short of time and had to take risks. 
s A-S.I 
A-S.I.7 Text Analysis of K-ISTl 
Thematic pro~ession and key cohesive and lexjco-~ammatical features 
Paragraph I 
I) The sources of ener~ are considered today, because humans realized that [burning fuels] causes [air 
pollution] and also that the fossil fuels will run out in not far future. 
Tl 
Rl o::NI {PV+SNom+SNom} 
2) New source ofener~ which is cheap. abundant. clean. and safe is required. 
T2-NI+Tl 
R2=E{PV} 
3) As Britajn is a Yeo' wjndy place, wind is considered as an important source of energy. 
T3=CA(NI) 
R3=NI+T2{PV} 
4) lbm are advantages and disadvantages of using wind turbines as well as [other means of supplying 




S) Wind power was already used in the 12th century at windmills for grinding corn into flour. 
T5=R3 10: wind as 11 source of energy 
R5=NI{PV} 
6) Then earlier Ibjs cenlue' farmers used wind-powered water pumps. 
T6=C+CA(NI+R5) 
R6=NI 
7) Once people (or~ot the importance Qfthe wind power. they began to find out again. 
T7""CA(NI'+R6) 
R7=NI'{AR} 
8) The horizontal axis turbjns need to be pointed into the wind, 
T8=R4 R4: wind turbines 
R8:zNI{PV}+R3 10: using the wind 
9) but modern yertical axis turbines can turn by the wind from any direction. 
T9=C+T8 
R9=NI+R8 
(4 diagrams: I-windmill, 2-horizontal axis turbines, I-vertical axis turbine) 
Paragraph 3 
1 0) ~ are lots of advantages of the wind turbine. 
TlO=E 
R10=R4 
11) For exanmle. wind is free 
Tll=C+RIO 
Rll =NI+R 1 0 
R4: wind turbines 
12) so once people had the turbine. they can sell surplus electricity on windy days. 
Tl2=C+CA{RI0} RIO: the wind turbine 
R12=NI{RIO{AR}} RIO: advantages of the wind turbine 
13) The turbine does not require any fuel, 
T13=Tl2 
R13=NI+RIO RIO: advantages of the wind turbine 
6 A·S.I 
14) no [pollutjon) is caused by it. 
TI4=NI+RI(SNom) 
RI4=NI+RIO{PV+AR(Tl3)} 
R I: air pollution 
RIO: advantages ofthe wind turbine 
IS) The cost oftbe electricity produced by a wind turbine is about same as that 




RIO: advantages oflhe wind turbine 
16) Cll1d.i1 is about half of that produced in a nuclear power plant. 
Tl6=C+TIS(AR) 
RI6=NI+RlO{AR(Tl S)+PV} 





RIO: the wind turbine 
RIO: advantages of the wind turbine 
18) On the other band there are disadvantages of wind turbines, 
Tl8=C+E 
R18=R4 R4: disadvantages of the wind turbine 
19) such as it costs a lot to buy one and also to maintain. 
Tl9=C+E 
R 19=NI+RI8 (AR(RI8)} 
20) Pm!ers need back-up when it is not windy. 
T20=E 
R20=NI+RI8 R18: disadvantages ofthe wind turbine 
21) Also some peQtl\e claims that they would spoil the views, 
T21=C+E 
R21aNI+RI8{AR(RI8)} R18: disadvantages of the wind turbine 




23) Electricity is generated by lots of other means, such as [using steam], [using nuclear power) and [water 
fall]. (diagram) 
T23=TlS TIS: electricity 
R23=NI {PV+SNom+SNom+SNom·} 
24) S1wn is produced with [burning fuels] so the electricity can be generated constantly. 
T24=R23 
R24=NI+R23 {PV+SNom+PV} 
25) However. it may cause [air pollution]. 
T2S=C+ AR(TI4) 
R2S=NI+{SNom(RI)} RI: air pollution 
26) Also only 1/3 Qfeneu:y is able to be converted to electricity. 
T26=C+NI·+ TIS 
R26=NI+T23 {PV} T23: electricity 
27) The nuclear PQwer seemed to be perfect source of energy. 
T27=R23 
R27=NI+Tl Tl: sources of energy 




29) and waste product is very hannful for living things. 
T29=C+R2S· 
R29z:NI 









Tl: source of energy 
A-S.l 
A-3:2 lKei!m's Ptrformmnce in IST2 
A-B.2.1 Uypertlieme and reclining thematic elements 
T bl K IST2 H . K IST2 a e 
-
a: Iypert 1eme \0 
-
Number HVDtrtheme T-unit 
3 (a) The importance of water 1-3 
(b) The importance of water systems 4-8 
(c)The chemists' work on water pollution 10-15 
Table K-IST2b: Recurring thematic elements in K-IST2 
Thematic elements No.of l'eClIrs Location 
.. ~~)Y.~r .. ~.!~9..g.m!.t:!~g~.~x.~.t~!).1~................ ..~............................... .J3:1.,I§. ....................... . 
.. :r.tm.y...I.Qg.~.tJ.9.!L ............................................ ~ ............... __ ............... ~§.,I.?,:r.2 ................ . 
.. Ih~.£h!?l.'!!j.~1~............................................. ..~............................... .:rJ.Q,:rJ.J.,:rJ .. ~ ......... . 
.. p..g.1.!~}.t.I?~ .. ~~tI?X........................................... ..~............................... J~? ... ~.!.Q.I.~J.~ ........... . 
Treating and cleaning the wilIer 2 R 13 R 15 
Tables K-IST2a and K-IST2b show there are three hyperthemes and five closely linked recurring thematic 
elements. 
Content Mark- 3.25 
The scene is set, first with the opening sentence, T -unit 1. stating the importance of water and then with 
some background information describing historical developments culminating in the lengthy T ~unit S at the 
end of PI. Of the three hyperthemes, only H(c) directly addresses the task instruction. H(a) and H(b) both 
lead into an introduction. The five thematic elements are also closely related to the task instruction. Two 
provide more information about water systems, one on types of systems and the other signal1ing their 
development in time. The remaining three develop the hypertheme of ' the chemists' work'. It seems that 
Keiko had relevant points to make but sometimes had problems creating the appropriate contextual 
framework to develop them clearly. 
Organisation Mark:. 3.00 
In the case ofH(a) and H(b), the thematic organisation is not smooth. There is some overlap such that the 
thematic continuity is not entirely clear. However, T -unit 9 provides a transition from 'water systems' into 
H(c), which develops thematically into the best sequenced section. The final T-unit, 16, is a concluding 
statement that presents fulther new information. 
A-S.2.2 Thematic progression 
Diagram K-IST2: Thematic progression i!U~:l~:r..~ ........................ .. 
PI Th}' + Rh 1 r .... ·~·~p.· .. t· .... ~p. .. ·t .... ·~p. .. .. 
P2 
A-S.2 
l ! ! I / . / I 
Tlt2 + R~2 I I I I 
Th3 + Rh3 
I 
Th4 + R'K4 
Th5 + Rh5 
Th6 + Rh6 
l 
Th7 + Rh7 
~ 
Th8 + RhS 
,~ 
...... 
Th9 + R!19 
\'1 
Thl0 + Rhl0 
l 
Thll + Rhll 
l 





I_LlJo __ :.J 
Thl2 + Rh12 




P3 Th 14 + Rh 14 
/ i i 
! I / ! I 
: : : 
............................................... 
~ 
ThiS + RhlS 
l 
Th16 + Rh16 
Table K-I s T2c' Th ematlc orogreSSlon In K IST2 
-
Utem Nllmber l.ocation 
sl Ilrog 4 6-7,11-12,14-15-16 
c prog 2 1-2,10-11 
o prog 6 1-2,3-4,7-8-9-10.13-14 
.. ~.~Lp.r.~g ............ 1 t 1-23-46-12 13-16 .......................... _ ........ 1 ....... 1 .......... \ .......................... 
.. ~.JU:~~L ............. ............ 9 ............... : ......... , ................................. ,-. ...... 
rnoprOI! 1 5 
Both Diagram K-IST2 and Table K-IST2a indicate that. in this short essay. sequences of simple linear and 
constant progression are very short. However thematic continuity is taken up frequently in the Rheme so that 
progression involves all T-units apart from T-unit 5. There is no split progression. 
COllte"t mark- 3.25 
Progression moves on from the Rheme in 8 T-units which is quite frequent and indicates some development 
in this short essay. 
Organisation- 3.00 
Through the three types of progression, the essay is divided into three parts. However, the first two, 1-4 and 
6-12, are closely linked by the thematic circumstantial adjunct in T-unit 5, which provides a transition. The 
Theme in T-units 12 and 16 is particularly emphasized through using the construction 'not only ... but also' 
leading to the Rheme where there is no new information and thus bringing the thematic continuity to an end. 
A-S.2.3 Cohesion 
T bl K IST2d k a e 
-
eyco h eSlve ti t . K IST2 ea ures In 
-
]tern Number Loclttiolll 
NI-Th 5 4,8"',10,12,16 
.J~I: .. Bh ...... .. 1~ ..................... _ ... t\~1.~1.11.~1.7.1.~1.2,J.QI.tLJIIJ.11.L~ ...... 
CA 5 5,7,9,14"',15'" 
.. ~ .................. .. B!.ll ................ _ ..B.~ ................................................................ 
C 5 2,6,12,13,16 
AIR 4 T2 Til Tt3 Tt4 
As Table K-IST2d shows, new information is to be found in the Rheme in most T -units. It also shows that 
there are five instances of new information in the Theme, none of which are circumstantial adjuncts. There is 
one empty Rheme, frequent use of circumstantial adjuncts, conjunctives and other adjuncts, and few uses of 
anaphoric references. 
Content mark ... 3.25 
For a short essay, there is a great deal of information presented through the Theme as well as the Rheme. 
The Theme is particularly exploited in presenting new information which has the effect of disturbing thematic 
continuity due to overloading. This is particularly evident in T8 but also, to a lesser extent, in T12 and 
TI6. A range of circumstantial adjuncts are used as Theme, presenting time and place location (T7 and T9), 
manner (Tl4) and reason (T 15). 
Orgallisation mark ... 3.00 
There are several interesting teatures of organisation at the clausal level in the essay. T5 reveals an interesting 
discourse organisation according to topic~comment. The circumstantial adjunct, 'Thinking 
about...water'(T5), expressing the writer's perspective, can be analysed as the topic that forms the backdrop 
to the whole sentence 'Thinking about ... century'(Tunits 5 and 6} whose grammatical subject is 'the systems' 
and whose psychological subject is 'it is incredible'. Thus the whole T-unit could have been analysed as the 
Theme ofa larger T-unit that would include 'bllt...toilets', which is analysed separately as T-linit 6. One 
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possibility then would be for the Theme to comprise CA ('Thinking ... water') + C('it is incredible' as a 
modal adjunct) + q'but' as a conjunctive signalling adversative extension)+ R4('the systems' as the proper 
Theme revealing simple linear progression). This choice highlights the problem that has been caused by a 
shift in register with 'it is incredible but'. 
Cohesion is disturbed by the use of two further conjunctives, 'not only ••. but also', in T8 and Tl2 
signalling adversative extension and thus marking the Theme leaving the Rheme ending weakly without any 
new infonnation. 
Generally, the five conjunctives and other adjuncts as cataphoric references are helpful to cohesion. 
The few anaphoric references are also effective. 'They'(T13) referring to T11 is rather unexpected but 
acceptable. More would have been helpful. For example, 'The necessity of water'(T3) could have been 
expressed as 'This' to draw out the link. 
Language mark- 3.00 
Only three items are judged unacceptable. All three are due to risk-taking with the use of complex structures 
although the overall framework is clear. T8 is a prime example with many grammatical inaccuracies and 
where the meaning is compressed but comprehensible. However, it is judged \Ulacceptable. A range of 
circwnstantial adjuncts are used as Theme, presenting time and place location (T7 and T9), manner (T14) and 
reason (11S). However, twice (114 and 11S) they are judged unacceptable structurally. Another example is 
the two uses of 'Not only ... but also' (T-unit 12 and TI6). In Tl2 lexical cohesion is a problem; 'the 
chemical properties' are compared with 'the test for taste' when instead the two qualifiers 'chemical properties' 
and 'taste' should both characterise 'the test'. 
A-S.2.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl K IST2 a e 
-
. r d e: nomma Isatlons an I passIve ver bfi . K IST2 onnsm 
-
Item Number Location 
SNom II R3 IS IS' R9 R9 112 R14 RI4 TIS RIS Tl6 
......................... . _._ ... -._ ........ _.-... - _ .... _I ..... :z .... _)._"".I •• _ .. I .... _ .. ~ ......... I .. _ ..... I ........ l ••• _ ... 1 ... _._ ..... 
.. ~9.!~L_ .... ...•. _ ..__ .7. __ .. __ . __ IS RIS .._ .... .1 ........ _ ....... __ ........ _ ................ _ ........... _ ............... _ ••• _ •• 
PV 9 R3 R7 TS R8.R9 Rll.R12 RIS R16 
As Table K-IST2e indicates, there are many uses of nominalisations and passive verb forms in this short 
essay. 
Language mark= 3.00 
Only one item is unacceptable, for the reasons already discussed. Keiko shows a clear ability to write in a 
scientific genre at this level through using a large number of nominalisations and a good range of passive 
verb fonns. She raises the level of her interlanguage through much risk-taking in her uses of 
nominalisations. Both complex nominalisations are acceptable. 
A-S.2.S Keiko's Approach to ISTI: Data from the interviews and micro-task notes 
1 bl K IST2f: S a e 
-
: ummary 0 fK 'k • A el 0 s ~pproac h IS12 to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic (a) seeking to conceptualise the task demands and thinking about the 
instruction 
................................ -................ _ ............ _ .... _ ....... _ .......... _--._.-........._ .................... 
(b) seeking to understand self-ability in relation to the task demands, 
........ _ ..... _ ... - ...... _._._ .. _. 
.. f~!.~·~t~r.1.Y.j~..!~~ .. I?~~~£~19.~2.f..I!~!!~.n.~~~.~.Y. ..... --"-.-".-.--"_ . 
relective a critiquing self-performance 
strategic analytic (a) analysing the task instruction and planning the essay through 
skiii~··~-;r~~t~ti~~ ..... ·-· .. · .. ~.~.~~E.S..2!!1?!.~Y.!g~.!~!!g~!~~~W"!~.~_~~~.!i.EE.~L."_ ..... _ ... _ .... _H __ ..... (a) closely following advice and instructions given about task 
procedure 
atomistic quick- (a) addressing dominant concerns regardless of priority e.g. finding 
fixing short-term solutions to write parts of the essav 
Keiko's comments suggest that she adopted a deep approach to IST2 in the same way as in IST1. For 
example, when asked about making sense of the task instruction she said: 'I tried to think about pollution 
and how people try to improve it'. This suggests she was thinking holistically about the task demands. Her 
notes reveal that she systematically followed the task procedure as she did for K-ISTI, thinking ahout the 
instruction and making notes based on her own knowledge which is not evident in her essay. It appears that 
she had adopted a deep approach at the thinking and planning stage; but her comments suggest that she was 
disappointed to find that she could not use the information input. Keiko said that she had difficulty 
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interpreting the task instruction because: 
I thought there will be cause-effect chain .... 1 thought the cause-efI'ect chain is about chemicals 
in water, and factories and houses put chemicals in water and then water treatment try to clean 
it and put chemicals again and I thought that's the cause-effect chain you wanted. 
She expected this to become clear from the infonnation input but 'I couldn;t reach tl:lis.' In this task, it 
appears she encountered difficulties in matching the information input with addressing the task instruction 
and, perhaps as a way of reducing her loss of control, attempted to compensate in her thematic organisation 
of the infonnation she had gathered: 'I tried to think about pollution and how people try to improve it.' 
Thus her comments and notes suggest that, because of the difficulties she encountered. she had to be more 
strategic in this task than in ISTl. 
Content mark- 3.25 
Keiko spoke a great deal about her difficulties with matching the content she had planned with the 
infonnation given in the two inputs and the task instruction. For example, she said that she used the text in 
her introduction although 'It doesn't fit, I think.' This suggests that she may have experienced a tension 
between what she confidently wanted to write about and making it relevant to the task instruction. She 
clearly had plenty of content knowledge to present as shown in the coverage of her essay. 
Organisation mark- 3.00 
Her weaknesses in organisation can be explained by the same difficulties. It appears that her problem was not 
organisation alone but addressing the task instruction because she could use her own idea about a causc-effect 
plan. 
Language mark= 3.00 
Her mark for language is one whole band lower than in K-ISTl which suggests that her quality of expression 
depends on the whole context within which she is writing. It may be that she did not feel at ease with this 
task and therefore she was unable to write fluently. The fact that she used many complex structures 
successfully despite losing some control over the task suggests that she did not do full justice to her ability. 
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A-S.2.6 Text Analysis of K-IST2 
Thematic promssion and kc:y cohc:sjye and lc:xico-lW'mmatical features 
Paragraph 1 
1)l:Yma is essential for a human being to survive 
Tl 
Rl=NI 
2) and also it is important for a convenient life. 
T2=C+Tl(AR) 
R2=NI+Rl 




4) The Romans had splendid underground water supply, sewer and drainage systems. 
T4=NI 
R4=R3+NI 
5) Thinkjn~ about the Importance Q,(water. it is incredible, 
TS=CA(T3) T3: necessity of water 
RS .. E 
6) but the systems fell into disuse until the 19th century when Europeans started to use communal toilets. 
T6=C+R4 R4: sewer and drainage systems 
R6=NI 
7) In 19th centuQ'.lots of des ease were still caused by the bacteria in drinking water. 
T7=CA(R6) 
R7=NI{PV} 
8) [The introduction of water filterJ. [the "royement of that there is a link between cholera outbreaks and n 
public weI! poUuted by privy yaults nearby] and [usin~ chlorine to disinfect [the water sypply]J improved 




9) Nowadays. water is polluted by [domestic use factories], and [agricultural use]. 
T9=CA(T7) T7: time location 
R9=NI{SNom+SNom}+T8{PV} 
10) Chemjsts in laboratoric:s examine the samples of water from different sources. 
TlO=NI 
RI0=NI+R9 




12) Not only the chemical propc:rties, hilt the test for taste is also done. 
Tl2=C+Rll+C+RII+NI 
RI2=PV 
13) They also work to treat water for drinking and to clean the polluted water before releasing into river or 
ocean. 
113=Tll (AR)+C Til: They. the chemists 
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R13=NI+RIO RIO: water, polluted from different sources 
Paragraph 3 
(14) With dealjn~ the data, they can know what is causing [the water pollution} and how [the pollution] 
affects on the environment. 
TI4=CA· 
RI4=Tl3(AR)+NI+SNom(RI3)+SNom(RI3) 
15) SQ that to prevent [the pollution] to expand and to improve the environment. [the treatment] should be 
done from [the very beginning of the pollution}. 
TlS=CA·{RI4{SNom} } 
R1S=RI3(SNom)+NI{PV+CNom} R13: treating and cleaning the water 
16) Not onlv [the scientific and te~uDjcal improvement]. but qlso the ajd from ~oyernment and each citizen 




A-S.3 Keiko's Performance In IST3 
A-S.3.1 Hypertbeme and other thematic elements 
T bl K ISTJ II h . K ISTJ a e . a: Iypert erne In 
-
Number Hypertheme T-units 
3 (a) The importance of satellites 3·10 
(b) Repairing a satellite 11-17 
(c) The importance of satellites today 18-20 
Table K-IST3b' Other thematic elements in K-IST3 
Thematic elements NO.ofrecun Location 
Work in space 2 Rt,RS 
The idea of thrust 4 RI2 TIS RI7 RI9 
The uses of satellites 2 R4,Tl7 
The satellite 4 Tl6,Tl8 RI8 R20 
As Table K-IST3b shows, three hyperthemes are developed to cover all T-units apart from T-units 1 and 2 in 
PI. The four thematic elements are closely linked to the hypcrthemes. 
Content mark- 2.50 
T-units I and 2 introduce the key points. Then, all three hyperthemes lead to give infonnation that is 
directly relevant to the task instruction. lI(a) leads into a substantial description of why satellites are 
important.lI(b) leads into the concept of 'thrust' and its application to satellite repair. lI(c) is similar to lI(a) 
but is briefly developed to link 'thrust' with satellites. There is no clear reference to progress. The thematic 
elements are very general. They link in with the hyperthemes closely and appropriately but there is little 
development or detail. 
Organisation mark- 3.00 
The hyperthematic organisation of the essay is clear. PI is a short introduction. The distribution of 
infonnation is such that H(a) leads into a much longer paragraph than do n(b) and lI(e). There is some 
overlap and repetition towards the end of the essay. However, lI(e) leads into an appropriate conclusion 
through two earlier thematic elements being brought together: 'the idea of thrust' and 'the satellite', as has 
already happened in T-units I and 12. 
A·8.3 
A-8.3.2. Tlnem:ltic Ilrogressioll 
Diagram K-IST3: thematic progressionri.QJ~:~.~T..L'"''T''''''''''''''' 
~ .... !'.P. .... ! .... s.p. .... ~ ..... ~p. .... ! 
PITh I + Rh 1 1 1 ! I ~ ! / i i ! 
Th2 + RI12 iii i 
./:::..... 1 ill i 
P2 Th) + Rh3 
~ 
Th4 + Rh4 
ThS + RhS 
~ ... ~ 
Th6 + Rh6 
~ 
\ 1 1 1 
! / 1 ! ! 
I I I I 
: : : : 
: /: ! / : i : : : 
i ; ~ ~ 
Th7 + Rh7 I : I I, I 
P3 
P4 
ThS + Rh8 .. " 
~~ 
Tb4 + Rh9 
ThlO + RhlO 
~ 
Thl! + Rhll 
! 
Thl2 + Rhl2 
Thl3 t Rhl3 
VI 
Th14 + Rhl4 
ThIS + RhlS 
~ 
Th16 + Rh16 
VI 
Thl7 + Rhl7 
Th18 + RhlS 
Th19 + Rhl9 l ... ~ 
Th20 + Rh20 
I I I I I 
I 'I I I : I Iii i ! i i 
: : . : 
I I I I 
: I : I I 
: i ! i 
i : i i 
iii ! 
i i : i 
I' I I,! 
I I . . 
; I I I 
i ! I I 
! i I I 
, / I I / I 
l .............. l ............. l .............. i 
T bl K IST3 TI t' a e . a: lema IC nrol!ress on n K·IST3 
fttm Number Location 
51 pl'Og 8 1-2,3-4,5-6-7,8-9,10-11,15-16,19-20 
c prog I 11-12 
o prog 7 2-3,5-6,8-9-10,13-14,16-17.19-20 
slp+cp+op 13 1-4 5-7 8-12 13-14 15-17 19-20 
s pr()~ 0 
-
no pr02 1 18 
Diagram K-IST3 and Table K-IST3a reveal that thematic progression occurs frequently through simple 
linear and constant progression but only between two or three T -units in sequence. This involves all T-
units between 1 and 12. Thematic continuity occurs in the Rheme quite frequently thus giving longer 
sequences of progression so that only one T-unit is isolated. The longest is between T-units 8 and 12. 
There is no split progression. 
Content mark= 2.50 
PI consists of two T -units: T -unit I making a statement and T -unit 2 signalling how the statement is to be 
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qualified. T-unit 4 develops the point signalled in T-unit 3, that satellites are used in some way that makes 
them important for progress. From T-units 5 to 7 the sequence of simple linear progression helps 
development. It begins in RS with 'the science of observing the earth from space', which is narrowed down 
in T6 to the use of a 'radiometer'. This idea is extended in the Rheme to introduce 'multicoloured images', 
which is taken up as the next Theme and developed in the Rheme. Thus some of the linking is weak and not 
easy for the reader to grasp. 
Organisation mark- 3.00 
At Table K-ISTIc shows, thematic continuity occurs in short sequences, sometimes through the Rheme. 
There are six breaks, occurring after T-units 4,7,12,14,17,18. They occur because the potential links are not 
made clear. For example, there is a thematic gap between T·units 12 and 13 because the latter presents new 
information in the Theme as if it is assumed knowledge by the reader. 
A-S.3.3 Cohesion in K-IST3 
T bl K IST3d k h . fi . K ISTJ a e 
-
: ey co eSlve eatures In 
-
Item Number Location 
NI-Th 7 3,6,9,11,12,13,19 
NI·Rh 15 1 2L4 5-"-67.8 10 11.12,13 14· 15·.16.17 
CA 8 2,3,6,11,12,13,17,19· 
E T(3) T(S 10,14·) 
c 3 9,17,19 
AR 12 T2 T4 R4·,TS· T7 RIO RII Rl LR1-hT15~R1?JT20 
As Table K·ISTd shows, new information occurs quite frequently in the Theme. In 6 cases, it is presented 
through circumstantial adjuncts. New information occurs in the Rheme in most T-units. There are frequent 
uses of anaphoric references although three are judged unacceptable. 
Content mark- 2.50 
The frequent introduction of new information in both the Theme and Rheme suggests that the content is 
substantial. However, it is twice judged unacceptable in the Rheme. However, also development is limited 
when it occurs in the Theme and when the Theme is empty as in three cases, with one case judged 
unacceptable where 'It' is used ambiguously. 
Organisation mark- 3.00 
The frequent use of a range of circumstantial adjuncts is helpful for scene-setting particularly in expressing 
cause or reason in T-units 2,3 and 12: 'To explain ... it'(2), 'To continue ... days.'(3) and 'To move ... 
used.'(l2). Only one is unacceptable, though several are inaccurate. 
Cohesion is also effected through the use of pronouns as anaphoric references and three appropriate 
conjunctive adjuncts for cataphoric referencing once to signal elaboration (T9) and twice to signal extension 
(Tl7, Tl9). Two further uses of conjunctive adjuncts to signal enhancement in RIO nnd R 17 may be 
mistakenly expressed as 'So that' instead of Therefore'. In the analysis they have been incorporated into the 
Rheme when they might have been intended as introducing the Theme. But this is a problem of coherence. 
Anaphoric references are quite frequent but in three cases they are unacceptable. 
Language mark- 3.50 
Much of the new information is acceptable which means that the language allows it to be intelligible. Only 7 
items are judged unacceptable due to weaknesses in coherence. Rl2 can be queried because the meaning is 
vague. However, since it is not ambiguous, it is judged acceptable. R15 is unci early expressed as well as 
misinforming as is the case with the circumstantial adjunct ofTl9. RI4 is unclear partly because of the 
confusing use of , it' as an anaphoric reference. 
'It' is used many times in this essay. As already mentioned, these uses are confusing in Tl4,RI4,T1S. 
In n, although judged acceptable because the reference is clear, 'it' should be 'this'. In TS, 'It' is judged 
unacceptable because the reference is unclear. In TI 0, 'It' clearly functions as empty subject as the Theme. 
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A-S.3.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl K ISTI k I . f I ti tur . K ISD a e 
-
e: ev eXlco-gramma Ica ea esm 
-
Item Number Location 
SNom S R4.R4.R7 T9-,-R17 
CNom 0 
-
PV 12 R6· R7 RS·,R9 Rll,RI2 TI3,RI4JRIS-,-R17-,-RI7--,-RI9 
Language mark ... J.SO ' 
As Table K-ISDe shows, there arc five nominalisations used in this essay, in clear contrast to the much 
larger numbers used in K-ISTI and K-IST2. There arc no complex nominalisations. All five arc used 
effectively. Four present new information in the first half of the essay. Passive verb forms arc used very 
frequently and appropriately, particularly as finite verbs. In two cases only arc they judged unacceptable. In 
both R6 and R8 the main problem is accuracy but the singular form does blur the meaning. 
Keiko's Approach to IST3: Data from the Interviews and micro-task Dotes. 
Table K-ISTIf below provides a summary of Keiko's approach to the task derived from the interview and 
microtask data. 
Table K-ISn : Summary 0 el 0 S ~JlJlroac to fK 'k ' A h ISD 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic (a) seeking to conceptualise task demands in relation to task 
instruction 
(b) seeking to conceptualise the task demands in relation to own 
strel!.&hs and weaknesses 
reflective ~(a) critiquing self-performance 
strategic analytic (a) analysing the task instruction and planning the essay through 
drawin~ on previous knowlec!ge and experience 
strategic skills orientation (a) closely following 
procedure 
advice and instructions given about task 
(b) conSUlting dictionaries to understand instruction and topic, to plan 
essay 
self-regulation (a) drawing on previous experiences of doing ISTs for task 
management 
comJlensating (cl focusing on comJlrehensible illl2ut for manl!&inz the task 
surface atomistic quick- (a) adopting short-term solutions in writing the essay 
fixing 
In the interview Keiko said that she consulted her dictionary for a definition of 'thrust' and puzzled a great 
deal about how it linked with satellites: 'but I still couldn't understand the meaning. As I couldn't 
understand what that it it was impossible for me to find out the importance.' It seems that she spent a lot of 
time trying to understand 'thrust' because she knew that was the key to addressing the whole task 
instruction. Again it appears that she had approached the task holistically, concentrating on the task 
instruction and working out how best to address it. 
lIer comments suggest that she continued to follow the task procedure closely and systematically but 
developed a more strategic approach to make the task manageable. For example, she was enthusiastic about 
parts of the information input. She said she enjoyed the documentary and could understand the diagrams 
about thrust. She said that she skimmed through the text but concentrated on the second section about the 
uses of satellites for weather forecasting because she found it interesting and relevant. lIer notes contain a 
detailed plan of that part which were transferred to her essay. In view of the time limit selecting what she 
could use was a wise strategy. Similarly. when asked about the second part of the task instruction on 
'progress' she explained: 'I missed it out.' In this third task, it appears that she developed a practical 
approach to make the task manageable rather than try to produce a perfect essay. 
She said she was satisfied with what she had done until she remembered at the end: 'I'd forgotten 
about the writing progress', meaning 'to write about progress'. Perhaps she had been too preoccupied with 
the meaning of 'thrust' because then she said: 'I watched the video and I thought it was the engine. But 
when I was writing essay I thought that's the wrong idea er I got panic.' So it appears that she had tried to 
write about 'thrust' but 'I couldn't understand how to use the word .. .I found it difficult to use as my own 
words.' She may then have resorted to a surface quick-fix approach to produce a completed essay. 
Content mark= 2.S0 
4 A·B.l 
Keiko's comments about her difficulties with the task instruction explain why the content of her essay is 
weak. It appears that she had tried to write about 'thrust' without understanding it which is why some of the 
information in her essay is vague and not correct. Perhaps she had concentrated too long on trying to make 
sense of 'thrust' when writing about it in her essay and consequently had forgotten to write about 'progress', 
Organisation mark- 3.00 
For the same reasons, it appears that Keiko had tried hard to link the information at the level of clause but 
her difficulties with understanding the content could explain the problems she had with cohesion. Howver, 
there is evidence that she had kept a part of the instruction in focus because she had been able to organise her 
essay hyperthematically, 
Language mark- 3.50 
It also appears that Keiko's problems with language were largely due to her difficulties with making sense of 
'thrust', It is in writing about 'thrust' in her essay that some of her language is judged unacceptable. Her 
documentary notes indicate that she had only understood the gist superficially. She described her struggles 
with understanding 'thrust'; 'I could understand the idea. I found it difficult to use as my own words.', 
meaning that she had not been able to make 'thrust' a part of her linguistic repertoire. Her last sentence too 
reveals her limited understanding. 
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A-8.3.6 Text Analysis of K-IST3 
Thematic ProlUessjon and key cobesjye and lexicQ-lUammatjcal features 
Paragraph 1 . 
I) The concept a,ftbrwt is important for the work in space. 
TI 
Rl=NI 




3) To continue the convenient lire and protect tbe earth environment. satellites arc essential these days. 
T3=CA(NI) 
R3=R2 
4) :I:My are used for [forecasting the weather]. for [sending telepbone calls through them], for [large scale 
measurements]. and for [remote-sensing]. 
T4=R3(AR) 
R4-NI {SNom+SNom (AR·}+SNom+SNom} 
5) 11 is the science of observing the earth from space. 
TS=AR· 
RS=NI+RI Rl: work in space 
6) B.y means a,(radjometer. multicoloured images of surface is send to the earth. 
T6=CA(NI+RS) 
R6z:NI+RS{PV·} 
7) ~ are used to assess the health of plants and to forecast the effects of prolonged period of [limited 
rainfall in remote areas]. 
T7=R6(AR) 
R7-NI{PV+SNom} 
8) ~ are lots of things which is better to be observed from outside the earth. by satellites. 
T8=E 
R8-NI{PV·}+R3+RS R3: the importance of satellites 
RS: observing the earth 
9) For example. [the ~JobaJ chan~es. includjn~ ozone boles and the amount of ice at the two poles], CM 
only be observed by satellites. 
T9=C+SNom(NI+RS) 
R9=RS{PV} 
10) 11 is obvious that these information is important for our lives today and in future. So that satellites ore 
necessary. 
TlO=E 
RIO=NI{AR(T9)+RS RS: the importance of satellites 
Paragraph 3 




12) To move doser to tbe satellite the idea oftbrust is used. 
Tl2=CA(NI+TlI) 
RI2=NI·{PV} 




14) It is useful (four diagrams) when it is required to stop at certain point. 
Tl4=E4I 
RI4-AR(RI3)+NI4I {PV} 
IS) It is also applyed to the chair which an astronaut sits and drives in the space, and to the satellite. 
(diagrams) 
TIS=RI2(AR4I) R12: the idea of thrust 
RlS=NI4I {PV} 
16) The satelJjte is rotating quickly 
Tl6=RlS 
RI6=NI 
17) and to do tbe work. it needs to be stopped. So that thrust is used again to stop [the rotation]. 
Tl7=C+CA(R4) R4: uses of satellites 
RI7=AR(Tl6)+NI{PV+PV}+RI2 R12: the idea of thrust 
Paragraph 4 
18) Satelljtes are very important for our lives today. 
T1S==T16 
RIS-RIO 
T16: the satellite 
RIO: the importance of satellites 
19) And at the work to kOOl tbem in wod conditions, the concept of thrust is used. 
Tl9=C+CA 4I(NI) 
RI9=Tl7+PV R17: the idea oCthrust 
20) Ihi.a means that thrust is very important for us as well as having satellites. 
T20=RI9(AR) 
R20=RI +RI8+RI9 RIB: the importance of satellites 
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A.S.·1 Keiko's Perform:mce in 1ST" 
A-SA. I Hyperdleme alia other thematic elements 
T bl K IST4 H h . K lST4 a e 
-
a: lypert erne to . 
Number Hvpertheme T·units 
5 (a) Darwin's publication 2·7 
(b) Darwin's theory 8·11 
(c) Natural selection 12-18 
(d) The application of the theory 19-23 
(e) Neo-Darwinism 24-27 
Table K-IST4b: Other thematic elements in «·IST4 
Thtmatic elements No.of recurs Location 
.. :r.J).~ .. Q!.igi~ .. Q.f.~p..~~i!::~...... . ................... ~................... ..BJ.,.~1 ................................ . 
.. p..~r.~j.n:.~J.Q!::Q.n' .................................... 2 ..................... IJ.,~~,\IJ.~.\IJ.2,\I~.1 .. . 
.. p.r.~~.~.':l.r.~.Q.!'!..~.~.r.~£~.!Q.n...... . ................... f.................... ..BJ.?.,J..ll. .......................... . 
Rabbits 2 TI6 RI8 
Tables K·IST4a and K·IST4b show that there are five hyperthemes and that four thematic elements recur at 
different points in the essay. 
COIl/cnl mark"'3.5 
The five hyperthemes are relevant to the task. lI(a) introduces the topic and the remaining fOllr directly 
address the whole task instruction, each one developed in some detail. Jl(a), ll(b) and H(c) all lead into a 
description of the theory and other two introduce examples of how the theory has contributed to further 
knowledge and change. 
All four thematic elements contribute the hyperthemes. First 'The origin of species' is introduced in 
Rl as the title of Darwin's book followed by the question that gave rise to his theory in R4. Then 'Darwin's 
theory', as the focus of the essay, is referred to five times at key points in the essay. • Presure on selection' 
and 'rabbits are both details that expands on the third hypertheme. 
Orgal1isation mark- 3.75 
The hyperthemes show clearly how the essay is organised in the way suggested by the task instruction. JI(a) 
provides the setting for the theory and then the theory is explained, tirst generally and then in more detail. 
'Natural selection' leads into the example of the application of the theory: artificial selection. H(e) beginning 
the final paragraph, P4, leads to another example of how the theory has led to change. The essay ends 
without a concluding statement. 
The main recurring thematic element is 'Darwin's theory' because it provides the main thread 
throughout the essay. 
A·8.4.1 Thematic progression 
Diagram K·IST4 gives a breakdown of the essay into consecutive T-uniu to show thematic progression. 
This information is then summarised in Table K·IST4c. 
Diagram K-lST4: thematic progression in K·IST4 r .... ·~·i ...... r .... ~ ...... ! .... ·~ ...... ·1 
~ ........ P. ... T ....... P.... .. ..... Po .... , 
PI Thl + Rhl I I I I 
! i !!! i 
Th2 + Rh2 i i ! I 
~ ! I! ! i 
Th3 + Rh3 ! i i ! 
. j I I ! 
Th4 + Rh4 :! : i 
! 
ThS + Rh5 
! 
P2 Th6 + Rh6 
! 
Th7 + Rh7 
Th8 + Rh8 
A-S.4 
~ 
Th9 + Rh9 
I 
v 
T1110 + RhlO 
Th11 + Rhll 
~ 
Thl2 + Rh12 
Th13 + Rhl3 
~ 
Thl4 of Rhl4 
ThIS + RhlS 
~ .4. 
Th16 + Rhl6 
Thl7 + Rhl7 
~ '¥ 
Th18 + Rhl8 
P3 Th19 + Rhl9 
~ 
Th20 + Rh20 
l 
,. ............................... ' ............... , 
I I I I 
! ! ! I 
~ j ~ i 
: ! : : 
: : : : 
! i ! ! 
I I I I 
~ ! 1 ~ l I j I ! 
iii l 
I I ! i 
i ! ! I i 
: : i : 
i i ! ! 
! I I I iii i 
! Iii ! I ! I i 
i I I I I 
Th21 + Rh21 I I i I 
I I' ! ! Th22 + Rh22 
l 
Th23 + Rh23 
P4 Th24 + Rh24 
l 
Th25 + Rh2S 
~ 
Th26 + Rh26 
l 
Th27 + Rh27 
I I I 
! I Ii! ! I I I 
! I ! I 
; : ; : 
! 1 i ! 
i i / I I 
: : I 
Iii ! I iIi I 
iii i 
i i ! i 
I I I I I 
1. .............. .1. ............. .:. .............. . 
T bl K rST4 TI , K rST4 a e 
-
c: lematlc prog-resslon In -, 
Item Number Location 
51 prog 10 2-3,4-5-6-7,8-9,13-14,15-16,19-20-21,22-23 
cprog 7 1-2,9.10,11-12,17-18,24-25·26-27 
o prog 2 15-16-] 7 
.. ~!p':!:~'p',t.,CJ.p. .... 18 1-34-78-1011-12 13·]4 15-]8 ]9-2] 22-2324-25-26-27 •••••••••••••••••••••••• , .............. .\ ••••••• \ ........• 1 ............ 1 ............ 1 ............ 1 •••••••••••• \ ........•••• l ............................. 
.. !.P.!9.& ............. 0 ......................................................................................................................................................... 
nOJ)rOI! 0 
-
As Diagram K-IST4 clearly shows, all T-units are involved in simple linear or constant progression or 
progression into the Rheme. There is no split progression. 
Content mark- 3.50 
The first three T-units set the scene for Darwin's theory. Then T-units 4-7 begin to develop the theory 
through simple linear progression. In Paragraph 2 the Rheme ofT-unit 6 presents examples and this idea is 
developed in the next T-unit. Then there is a break when the start of life through chemical reaction is 
introduced in R8 and this is developed over the next two T-linits. T-unit 11, in mid-paragraph, 
unexpectedly introduces the expression 'the evolution process' in the Theme, thus labelling the ideas 
presented before. T-unit 12 develops the idea by introducing 'natural selection' in the Rheme. TJ 3 draws on 
a much earlier Theme, 'Darwin's theory', from R5 to explain 'natural selection' in R12. T-linits 14 Rnd 15 
develop the Theme in two separate ways. The idea of pressure imposed by natural selection in R 15 is 
developed by way of example in T-units 16-18. 
Then artificial selection through cross-breeding is developed in simple linear prgoression between T-
units 19 and 21 with an example of ' extreme changes' in T-units 22 and 23. The final paragraph begins with 
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a general statement about Neo-Darwinism, which is followed by comments about it in constant progression 
but there is no development. The new infonnation presented in the final Rheme is left high and dry. 
Organisation mark- 3.75 
Thematic progression frequently occurs in short sequences. Nevertheless the links are clear and strong, 
particularly for Paragraphs 1·3. The longest sequence covers T -units 4·7. 
T·units 1·3 are linked in progression by way of introduction. T·units 4 and 5 focus sharply on the task 
thus bringing the introductory paragraph to a natural close and leading into the development. T-unit 13 docs 
not signal the thematic link clearly although this is undoubtedly implied. The links in T-units 14 and IS are 
shown not through progression but through cohesive marking. Then, in T-units 15-18, progression into the 
Rheme followed by constant progression are used to develop the example of 'the rabbits'. However, this is 
awkwardly managed in Tl8 due to infonnation overload. The only occurrences of progression into the 
Rheme are in R16 and R17. The remaining thematic links are clear although the essay ends abruptly. 
A-8.4.3 Cohesion In K-)ST4 
Table K·IST4c: key cohesive features in K-IST4 
Item Number Location 
NI·Th 7 4,6,11,16,17,18,26 
NI· Rh 26 1 23467· 891011 12 13· 14 IS· 16 1718 192021 222324 2S 2627 
••••• M ........ _ .... " ..... " ................... I ... I ... t .. .t .. .t ..... I ... I •• J ..... ,t ...•• 1 ..... 1 ........ .\ ..... 1 ..... ".1 ...... 1 ..... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1 ...... 1." .. 1 ...... 1 ..... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1 ...... 1 ........ .. 
CA 4 S,13,18,22 
.~._"."." ................ T.!~l ......... T..~,!.!.~ .............................................. _ ........... H._ ...... ___ ... __ .. _ .. __ ......... _ ........ _ 
e 10 4,10,14,IS,16,17,18,23,23,26 
AR 18 R2 R2,T3 T5 RS RS T7 R7.R7.T~TlO Tl2 T18~Tl~TI9 T20· T21 T2S 
Table K-IST4c shows that 43 items of new infonnation in all arc introduced in the Theme and Rheme 
combined. Many conjunctives and other adjuncts and anaphoric references are used. Only five items are 
judged unacceptable in all. 
Content mark- 3.50 
New infonnation is introduced in the Rheme in all but one T-unit. In T-units 3,4,6,8,13 and 22 it is 
particuarly substantial. It is also introduced in the Theme seven times, which is frequent. However, in TIl it 
is presented as if assumed as given and the Theme is overloaded, particularly as the new infonnation to 
follow in Rll is weak in substance. In TIS it is also functions as a circumstantial adjunct. 
Organisation mark-3.75 
Thematic linking is encouraged by the very limited use of the empty Theme. The empty Theme which 
features in T8 marks a clear thematic break., which would appropriately begin a new paragraph. Dut this does 
not happen. The empty Theme in TIS is more effective because. together with the linked conjunctives 'not 
only(T14) ... but also(TIS)' it emphasises the new infonnation in the Rheme. These two T-units could have 
been coded as one with T-unit 14 as a circumstantial adjunct making up the Theme. However, in order to 
show the use of 'there' as empty Theme they were coded separately. 
Both the many conjunctives, other adjuncts and anaphoric references are helpful to cohesion. The range 
ofanaphoric references is wide and includes many examples of substitution. However. the anaphoric'some' 
as Theme in Tl8 is remotely positioned from its reference 'rabbits' until 'the strong rabbits' makes it clear. 
'It' (T20) is an unclear reference. Therefore both are judged unacceptable. Lexical cohesion is weak in that 
section due to gaps in infonnation: e.g. 'The theory is used in breeding to obtain the suitable characteristics 
of guid dog.'(T19); 'selective pressure'(R1S), which is judged unacceptable; 'the change made by human 
based on this theory might be dangerous'(T-unit 26). 
Language mark- 4.25 
Circumstantial adjuncts leading into the subject are helpful to cohesion: 'to answer this'(TS), signalling 
reason; 'According ... theory'(T13), signalling perspective; and 'Sometimes'(T22) signalling time location. 
Conjunctions. conjunctive adjuncts and modal adjuncts are used quite frequently to introduce the Theme 
cataphorically and are helpful to cohesion signalling different types of expansion, as in the sequencing 
created by 'Not only ... but also ... For example ... Furthennore ... Dut' (T-units 14-1S and by 'fortunately'(T23) as 
a modal adjunct. However, there is no inversion used with 'Not only ... but also'(T-unitsI4 and IS). 
The new infonnation in R7 and R13. as well as in R15. is judged unacceptable because of a lack of 
coherence due to weaknesses in semantic rather than in structural links. 
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A-S.4.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
Table K-IST4e: nominalisations and passive verb forms in K-IST4 
Item I Number I Location 
."~!':!~J!!. .. _." .. 1"_."".J.1"."_._ .. i"~~'~~I.~7..\g2.,Ji~,,!!,!,,Ji1~1!!~.\!'U§.t!i!.~.\g~Q.\.T.7.J.,.~"~l,.TI§ ___ " .. __ .... 
.. ~~~ .......... 1 ...... " ...... Q ... "._ ..... ! .. 9 ___ ... _ .. -.......... _ ............... __ ._ ............ ___ ......... _ ..................... __ ........ _ .... __ . 
PV I 16 I R3 R6.R8.R8 R9 RIO,Rll R13 R16 R19,R20,R22 R24 R24 T26 T26 
Table K-IST4e provides more detail about Language in the essay. 
Language mark- 4.25 
Much information is presented through frequent uses of nomina lis at ions and passive verb forms, all of which 
are appropriate to written scientific discourse. There are no complex nominalisations. In two cases, long 
simple nominalisations present new information in the Theme: i.e. 'TIle evolution process through bacteria, 
proozoa, fish, amphibian, reptile, to bird or to mammal'(Tll) and 'the change made by human based on this 
theory and genetic study'(T26). Different types of nominalisations are used: e.g. 'evolution' (R2), which is 
the term used for a well-known process; the act-type: 'observing many animals'(RJ), which reveals the 
process in its most dynamic form; and the abstract representation that is transformed from a process: 'the 
adaptability to their environment'(T14). 
Passive verbs are used in a range of finite and non-finite forms. All are judged acceptable but two non-
finite forms are used close together in T26 which is not helpful to coherence. 
A-S.4.S Keiko's Approach to IST4: Data from the interviews aDd micro-task notes. 
bl K IST4f: S Ta e 
-
: ummaryo fK 'k ' A el os ~pproac h IST4 to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic .i~1.~£~~.t~g.~.2.£2!2£~I?.ttE!!i.~.~J.~~~"~~!!l.!H!~~.i!Us.!~!.~!?~J!!~~.!~.m!~.~!2!!.. __ "H" 
·";;;·fl~ti~;---· .f;~_£2.'!£~P.!}}.~!},~!~g.!~~~ .. ~S}!l"~!1~.~HLI!!£L~!!~.!1"!2l<?'!8.:!.~.rntl~.~r.~~!~"H __ "'_'" a critiquing self-nerfonnance 
strategic analytic,. ~a) analysing the task instruction through conceptualising the information 
.... _ ........ _ .. _ ...... -. .. !!'.P..~~ .... " ......... " ...... ____ .. _ ..................... "._ ....... _ •............... _ ............................... _ ..... 
skills-oriented "{!>l£~.!1~~!!.t~g.~!£!!~n!!ti.~~J.Q.~!!~~r.~.~!!!!~j~.~~!!!£!!~n.~.!1~J.'?.J?i£d~..J?.!!!!.~!!~y .. _. ::~iif~!~&!i!i[y:~: .. (~1~r.!~!r.g.!?.!1.p.r.~y.t9.~.~~~p.~r.i~!!£!?~.p.f..~~!p..s.!§!~J9!J.~~~ .. 1E.~~&~!!1.!!!L __ ...... 
selective (b) focusing on features ofinterest such as langua~e and content 
In the following interview, Keiko said that she found IST4 very interesting. She described her early reactions 
during the thinking time and how she proceeded: 
When I started to think about writing the essay, I found I really don't know What's Darwin's 
theory is so I looked up in the dictionaries and I watched carefully the video. 
It appears that she was adopting the same approach as in previous ISTs: following the task procedW'C 
carefully. Her notes show that she made extensive use of the dictionaries. 
Keiko said the documentary was very helpful and that she found the text completely absorbing: 
Perhaps this encouraged her to think more deeply about evolution but less pragmatically about the task. She 
said she had used very little information from the text: 'I only needed the first bit; I think I didn't mention 
about species, or the naming Latin words. t 
Her remarks about reading the text suggest that she prioritised understanding the information input as 
far as possible and became very absorbed in the content: 
'When I started reading, I just felt interesting not for this essay but just for myself then r'C3d 
all through. I didn't skim anything.'. 
Thus it seems her holistic approach to IST4 was due to practised ways of working that had become 
automatised which could mean that she did not need to be strategic ip this task. Keiko's comments and 
micro-task notes show that her understanding of the content of IST4 is much better than that of IST3. Her 
higher marks for K-IST4 could be explained by this. 
Content mark= 3.50 
Keiko's comments about IST4 suggest that she enjoyed learning about the content of the task. If so, this 
could have facilitated developing her understanding of the topic as she read and helped her select relevant 
information. Such a reaction would explain the inclusion of a substantial amount of information, both 
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general and detailed, in her essay. 
However, she mentioned that the 'change' part of the instruction was problematic: 'I couldn't really 
think about it.' Her brief plan in her notes is also unclear. She explained the problem she had had: 
Change? er change was really difficult because I I couldn't really think about it. I mentioned 
about breeding I think. To conclude that part, I think the most change is now based on the 
genetic studies. I think, first at first it was based on Darwin's theory and then the genetic idea 
came out. Think for now it's based on the genetic's study. It was really difficult to find the 
change and write. 
This suggests that the weaknesses in thematic linking in the last two paragraphs are due to the difficulties 
she had making deep sense of artificial selection and, even more so, Neo-Darwinism. 
Organisation mark- 3.75 
Keiko's comments suggest that the clear hyperthematic organisation of her essay and the successful cohesion 
of ideas were the result of her efforts to understand Darwin's theory. Because she had gained an 
understanding orit, she was probably able to explain it in writing. But the problems she had with 'change' 
could explain why the thematic organisation of the last part is less satisfactory. 
Language mark- 4.25 
Similarly, Keiko's understanding of the theory is reflected in a mostly coherently written and descriptive 
essay. Sometimes the infonnation is too compressed but this could be because she had problems expressing 
the complex ideas she had managed to understand. 
s A·S,4 
A-S.4.6 Text Analysis of K·IST4 
Thematic pro~ssion and kc:y cohc:siyc: and lexico-&rammatical features 
Paragraph I 
1) Char\c:s Danyin published On the Origin of Species in 1859. 
TI 
Rl=NI 
2) lk introduced his theory of [evolution], which proposed that species arc capable of [changing in their 
characteristics] and different species arise by [the prosses of natural selection]. 
T2::oTI 
R2= NI{AR(Tl)+SNom +SNom{AR} + SNom} 
3) Hjs theoO' is based on his journey around the world, especially the Galapagos islands, and on 
[observing many animals]. 
T3=R2(AR) 
R3= NI{PV + SNom} 
(4) Then one Question came up, "Why there arc so many species?" 
T4=C +NI 
R4== NI {R I} R 1: the origin of species 
5) to qnswer this, he established his theory. 
TS= CA{AR(R4)} 
RS= T3(AR) + T3(AR) T3: Darwin's theory 
Paragraph 2 
6) [The examples which support bis theoQ'] can easily be seen anywhere, such as legs of a mole, an insect, 
a deer, a bird, and fins of a fish. 
T6=- NI{RS} 
R6= NI{PV} 
7) lhc:y are all different, but are convenient for their lives or in their surroundings. 
T7=-R6(AR) 
R7,.. NIt {AR + AR} 
8) 11 is said that the life started from the atmosphere which contained more methane, ammonia and water 
and with [the charge from lightening], nucleic acids and proteins were made. 
T8::oE 
R8= NI{PV+SNom+PV} 
9) Ihi.s is already ensured by experiments 
T9= R8(AR) 
R9= NI{PV} 
10) qnd those acids and protejns must be used to produce first life in forms of bacteria. 
TI 0== C+T9(AR) 
RIO= NI{PV} 
11) [The c:yo)ution process throu&h bacteria. protozoa. fish. amphibian. reptilc:. to bird or to mammal] is 
broadly believed these days. 
TII= NI(SNom) 
Rll= NI{PV} 
12) [Those c:yolution process] took place due to [the natural selection]. 
TI2= TIl {AR} 
R12= NI{SNom} 
13) AccQrdin~to Darwin's theory. the populations which had best adapted form of lire to their environment 
are only allowed to survive and reproduce in the greatest numbers and longer generations. 
TI3= CA{RS} RS: Darwin's theory 
R13= NIt{PV} 
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14) Not only [the adaptability to their environment] is important., 
Tl4= C + R13 {SNom} 
R14= NI 
15) hilt also there are selective pressure. 
TlS= C + E 
RIs= NI· 
16) For example rabbits live under the pressure of [heening eaten by fox or cats]. 
TI6= C(Rls) + N1 
R16= Rl S+NI{SNom {PV} 
17) Fllrthermore. desease cause serious damage to the community. 
Tl7- C(RIs) + NI Rls: pressure on selection 
R17=NI 
IS) Bllt i/some could fi~ht agajnst that darnse and cOllld obtain the Immunity. the strong rabbits start to 
enlarge their community. 
TlS= C + CA{Tl6(AR·)+Tl7{AR}+NI} Tl6: rabbits 
RIg=- N1+Tl6+RI7 
Paragraph 3 
19) The theoa' is used in [breeding], to obtain the suitable characteristics of guid dog. 
Tl9= Tl3(AR) Tl3: Darwin's theory 
RI9=- N1{PV+SNom} 
20) 11 is called [artificial selection]. 
TIO= R19(AR·) 
R20= NI(PV+SNom) 
21) [The cross-breedinal causes [extreme changes]. 
TIl" R20(SNom+AR) 
R21" NI{SNom} 
22) Sometimes, it is possible to breed closely related species together. such as Q horse crossed with an ass to 
produce a mule. 
TI2= CA 
R22= NI{PV} 




24) Darwin's si~jtjcant theoa' has been accepted by almost all scientists and been modified to emerge as 
Neo-Darwinism. 
TI4= T19 T19: Darwin's theory 
R24= NI{PV+PV} 
25) This theocy is interesting, 
T2S= TI4(AR) 
R2S"'NI 
26) hilt [the chan~e made by human based on this theocy and 2enetic study] might be dangerous. 
T26= C + SNom{R2l+PV+PV+TIs+NI} 
R26=NI 




A-8.S Keiko's Performance in ISTS 
A-B.S. I Uyperrheme arid other 'hematic clemcn's 
T bl K lSTS H h . K lSTS a e 
-
a: lVpert eme In 
-
Number IIvPt'rtheme T-l ... its 
4 (a) Genetic knowledge 3-13 
(b) The application of genetic knowledge IS-19 
(c) Genetic engineering 20-23 
(eI) The application of~enetic engineerin~ 24-27 
Table K-ISTSb: Other thematic elements in K-IST5 
Thematic ('Brments Numbt'r l.oution 
.. £bX9.!!l.Q.~!?X!}~.~..................... .. ........... ~............ ..~1.\B.~,.~I ............. . 
.. £~.u~....................................... .. ........... ~ ............... ~~.\Bll.~J..Q ........... . 
.. P'X9.gY.~i})lLQII:.~J?X!.I),g........ . ............ ?............ ..~Z,,:r..!.Q ................... . 
.. r.~£~~~iy.~.s.~.n!L.................. .. ........... ?............ ..~1.?1.J3. .. 1..~ ................ . 
inherited disease 2 R) 7 R ) 9 
Tables K-ISTSa and K-ISTSb show that almost all T-units are involved in hyperthematic organisation. 
There are fOllr hyperthemes and five other thematic elements, all of which reveal the integrated nature of the 
Content and Organisation of the essay. 
Contellt mark-4.00, Organisation nwrk-4.00 
The essay begins with two introductory T -units. From the Theme, 'the discovery of the gene' in T -unit I, 
are derived two hyperthemes: H(a) and H(b). 'Knowledge about the sene' is developed in two sequences (T. 
units 3-10 and T-units 11-13), the latter being also coded as split progression (see below). T-unit 14 is not 
linked into the hyperthematic organisation. H(b) has three parts: in plants (T~unit 15), in trenting inhelited 
diseases (T-units 16-19) and in genetic engineering, which is introduced in lI(c). lIed) introduces the 
application of genetic engineering in industry (T~unit 24) and in inherited diseases (T-units 25-27). This last 
sequence is not substantial but the development of the text in accordance with the task instruction is clear 
with the final T -unit 28 recalling the hyperthemes. The thematic elements nrc incorporated within the 
hyperthemes. For example, both 'chromosomes' and 'cells' feature three times following lI(b). T~unit 28 
provides a concluding paragraph. 
From this description of the hyperthemes it is possible to appreciate that the Content mark is 
supported by substantial and detailed coverage of the task instruction and that the Organisation mark is 
supported by the logical and clear organisation of the hyperthcmes in relation to the task instruction. 
A-.S.S.2 Thematic progression 
Diagram K-IST5: thematic progression in K-IST5 
PI Thlq Rhl 
l 
Th~Rh2 
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l 
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Th9 + Rh9 
Th10 + RhlO 
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Th26 + Rh26 
~ 
Th27 + Rh27 
Th28 + Rh28 
Ta e -I T c: bl K S 5 TI lematlc progression In 
-
. K IST5 
ittln Number Location 
r········· .. ····· .. ····· .. ········•·· .... ···"· .. ··• I ! i i 
! : I i 
! I i I ! ! / I I I 
: I ! / I i : : I : I I I 
i I j' i : I : ! i I I 
i / iii:! i i : i ! 
! ! ~ I ; I 
i t i i 
i ! I I I i i ! i 
: r : i i I Ii! 
I ! ! ! 
iii ! iii : 
I I I I I I I ! I 
i I I i I i . f 
I I I I 
iIi i ! 
I I I I 
. i I I I I I ! ! i I I 
: • • I 
I : I I 
! i I I 
I! I 
iii I 
i / I i I 
: I I . i! I 
I i I I 
i I I I I 
! I I : 
Ii! I 
l_ .............. L ............. .1 ...... uOH ..... l 
sl prog II 3-4,7-8-9,1 1-12,14-15,18-19,20-21-22-23-24,25-26 
c prog 7 1-2,4-5,6-7,15-16-17,24-25,26-27 
o prog 7 1-2-3,11-12-13,15-16--17-1& 
.. ~~P.±f.P..t..9.1L. .. t.t ............... 1-56-911-13 14-1920-27 • •••••••• \ •••••• .1. ........... .\ ........... .\ ....................................................................... 
.. ~.p.r.9.& .. _ ........ .. 1 .................. ... l.J.(J.~ .. :.!.~) ..................................................................... __ .................... 
1110 IPro~ 2 1028 
As Diagram K-IST5 and Table K-IST5c show, most T-units are connected through simple linear 
progression alternating with constant progression. In addition there are seven occurrences of thematic 
continuity taken up in the Rheme and one occurrence of split progression. The five combined sequences of 
progression cover almost the whole essay. 
Content mark-4.00 
The first four paragraphs of the essay describe the gene. PI has two connected general statements about the 
discovery of the gene. Then the essay begins to develop. A description of genetic information begins at the 
end ofP2 (T-unit 6) and develops over 3 T-units (7-9) in P3. P3 concludes with another general statement 
in T -unit 10, which allows a new theme to develop in T -units 11-13 thus completing the description about 
the gene. 
The following two paragraphs each describe one application of genetics with the emphasis on the new 
information in the Rheme. In P6 the possibility of treating inherited diseases is developed in some detail. P7 
follows with a substantial and well-developed description oChow genetic engineering can be applied. 
PS consists of one concluding T -unit that stands apart. The Theme is a circumstantial agent 
signalling contingency about application of the knowledge. The essay ends abruptly on a controversial note. 
A-S.5 2 
Thus the content of the essay is all relevant and contains main points supported by detail. 
Organisation mark-4.00 
The essay begins with two general statements in con~tant progression. Then simple linear progression is 
used to begin the development of the essay. The combination of simple linear and constant prgroession are 
very effective in both the development of the essay and in moving on thematically. Each of the seven 
paragraphs begins with either a break in progression or a link through constant progression and sometimes 
with the assistance of progression carried through into the Rheme. 
Simple linear progression is used very effectively for thematic development within paragraphs. This 
is particularly noticeable in P3, over 3 T-units, and P7, where there is a long sequence involving 5 T-units. 
A further six instances of simple linear progression occur. Constant progression is used very effectively to 
link no more than 2 T-units at a time with the exception of T-units 15-17, which is also appropriately 
minimal. For example, 'product' in R23 is taken up in the Theme of 1'24 and T2S. 
T-unit 10 is not involved in any thematic progression but allows a new theme to develop in T-units 11· 
13 in split progression through the Rheme thus completing the description about the gene. T-units 14-19 arc 
sequenced in close progression over two paragraphs, including three consecutive instances of progression 
taken up in the Rheme. 
An examination of the thematic progression shows how the Organisation of the Content allows 
description and development to complement each other, T·unit by T-unit. The only weakness in the essay is 
that the final T-unit introduces a new thematic element that does not link in clearly with what has been 
presented. 
A·8.5.3 Cohesion In K·]STS 
Table K ST5d k -I : h . f1 tu • K ISTS ev co eSlve ea res In . 
Item Number Location 
NI-Tb 3 3·,6,28 
.. ~!::.g.~." ... ._:?L_"._J.I~I~A~A~A§A?A~,.?"J.9"~,JJ.117.A!.~.~t1,.!.~A!.~'.!.?A.t~'.!.?.t7..Q,.~!.~,.~~I~.~I.~~.I~~Af.1A~.~. __ . 
CA 5 14·,18,19,23,28· 
E .. J.!!) ........ _ ...... !.l.!. .... " ..... -.-.. - .. - .................. - ......... - ............... ----..... -----------... -..-. .... ...... __ .......... 
C 6 5.9,13,15,24,27 
AR 24 T2,R2,R2,T5,T9,R12,T13,R13,R14· ,Tl S,R1S· ,Tl6,R IS,TI9,R19,R19,T20, 
T21 R23,R23.T24,1'26,T27 R28 
Table K-ISTSd shows that new infonnation in the Rheme occurs very frequently and, in the Theme, very 
infrequently. In four cases it is judged unacceptable. There is only one occurrence of the empty Theme. 
Eleven T-units begin with adjuncts or conjunctives but two circumstantial adjuncts are judged unacceptable. 
Anaphoric references are used very frequently. Only two are judged unacceptable. 
Content mark-4.00 
The new information occuring in the Rheme is substantial in many cases (e.g. T·units 
1,2,7,12,13,19,23,24). It is clearly revelant in all cases apart from in RI0,R13 and R21, where it lacks 
coherence to be judged acceptable, as with the new information in n. 
Organisation mark-4.00 
Most T-units are well-organised with the new information occuring in the Rheme in all but T-unit 26. But 
sometimes the description is organised so that new information precedes given information. For example, 
n, 'A set of DNA, which indued the code for start and stop to read,' is all new information leading to 
given information in R3: 'forms one unit of gene.'. This is unexpected since the natural emphasis in English 
comes at the end of the T·unit. Hence the Theme is marked and. because the new information is also rather 
complex. it is difficult for the reader to absorb it all. Similarly T6 presents new information, ' Every 
information which is requred to form a organism and to continue the life' as if given, thus affecting 
cohesion. It is followed in the Rheme by 'is stored in pain of chromosomes' where 'pairs', though rcally 
new, is also presented as given with 'chromosomes'. TIS is particularly overloaded. 
Many anaphoric references of all types are used, which is very helpful for cohesion. For example, T2, 
'The interesting discovery' is an effective repetition of Tl 'Discovery of the gene' using 'The' as a specific 
reference marker. Other types are: pronouns including demonstrative and personal pronouns, e.g. 'it', 'this'. 
'they'; pre-modifiers to replace head nouns, e.g. 'one' and 'the other' to introduce split progression in T. 
units 12 and 13; substitution, e.g. 'The same idea" where the determinant, pre-modifier and head noun 




Many risks are taken with language, most of them successful and SO that the essay is mostly intelligible. 
However, four items of new information are not acceptable. n is not at all coherent; in RIO the meaning is 
unclear due to the position of 'both'; in R13 there is a problem with lexical cohesion and in R22 the syntax 
affects the meaning. 
Thematic CAs lead helpfully into the subject: 'Even ... complicated'(Tl4) and 'Although ... healthy' 
(TIS), both expressing contingency, and 'As bacteria. .. rapidly' (1'23) expressing manner. Conjunctives and 
adjuncts are varied, appropriate and helpful. As laready mentioned, various anaphoric references are used 
extensively and effectively. Only in two cases are they judged unacceptable: 'the principle' (Rt4), and 'them' 
(RIS). 
A-S.S.4 Lexico-grammatical reatures 
T bl K ISTS a e 
-
. r d e: nomma Isabons an passive ver bfi . K ISTS ormsm 
-
Item Number Location 
SNom 11 Tl,1'2,R17,T20,R20,R21,R2S,1'28,T28,R28,R28 
CNom 0 . 
PV 13 Rl.R4,RS,R6,R7,RtS RI6 R17.R22 R22 R23 R24 R2S 
Table K-ISTSe reveals frequent use of simple nominalisations and passive verbs forms, all of which ore 
judged acceptable. 
Language mark=4.00 
Nominalisations are generally well-structured and contribute to the appropriate genre in which the essay is 
written as in the complex meaning expressed by 'the birth rate of the baby having inherited disease' (Rt7. 
He simple nominalisation, 'The interesting discovery' (1'2), both expresses a process and anaphorically refers 
to the opening Theme 'Discovery or gene' (TI). An act type where there is no head noun is used: 'applying 
knowledge of the gene' (1'20). The most complex use is in T-unit 28 where four nominalisations feature. 
Excellent use is made of passive verb forms in finite and non-finite positions. 
A-S.S.S Keiko's Approach to 1ST!: Data from the lotervlews and micro-task notes 
T hI K IST5f S fK 'k ' A h t IST5 a e . , ummaryo el os .pproac 0 . 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic 
.. !~)..!!:~.~t,:!8..!2£!?~£~p.!E.!!E~~J~~!s~~.m.::m!;l.tl'l.r~!.~J!.2n.J2.!.~.~.~J.!1~!D!£!.~2!1_"_ ..... 
........... _ .................... .. !~),.~.2!1~.~!E.!!.I.!~!E.8..!~K~.~m;m.~!.!.tI.!.~!~H.2!1J2J.9.~.s=.~~!P.!.!'l!.~J~:?~!. __ " .. _ ...... 
................ -......... . .r.~.g~~ly.~." ........... .. !~),.£!i!.~9.~!n.s.~~J.f:.P..~.if.~~.~S.~.~Y..~2~~t~~!in.s.!.~~ .. ~~~r.:!.P.£~p.~~!!y.~ ............. _ . 
strategic skills-or ..~~5.£~~~!!~.t!.~s...~iS!}.2~.~r.L~!.!~ .. ~~~~.~!!£~!}!!1~~~£!j.2!l~ .. ~~.!~p.!~.\J.9..p.!~.~.~.~.~.~.Y. ... "seif:;eguriir~n-' a drawing on acquired self·knowled~e in relation to the time limit 
Keiko said that she started preparing her essay and then decided to write it: 
Well, I didn't write much for my plan, only the word or sentence I'm going to write in the 
first paragraph or second pararaph. Then I started to write the essay,' 
It appears that she had thought about the topic and felt confident to spend more time on writing her essay 
than on planning it on paper. She may have thought that she could address the task more efficiently and 
effectively that way. She finished her essay so it is possible that she had learnt how to strategically capitalise 
on her strengths within the time limit. 
Kei~o's notes include several dictionary definitions and an outline plan. Dut her comments suggest 
that she mamly planned her essay in her head and developed her ideas as she was writing: 
At first stage I thought I should write briefly ab<?ut gene, but when I started writing I found 
that I should write about gene more in detail to connect to the usage because it's a bit different 
the application from for the improving crops from the the genetic engineering. 
It appears that she had developed her understanding of the topic sufficiently to be able to judge how she 
could best address the task. This probably means that she had accumulated some knowledge and 
understanding about the topic in her head and could draw on that information during the process of writing 
her essay. She could probably think about what was required in the task as a whole while she was writing. 
4 A·8.S 
About the text she said: 'It was very helpful and also very interesting.' She also admitted that she had 
become absorbed in reading it which suggests that she enjoyed learning about the topic. 
She critiqued the diagrams in her essay in terms of whether the reader would be able to understand 
them: 'I show it to anybody ... I think they can't understand my diagram. I'm a bit worried about it.' This 
suggests she was starting to think more analytically about the reader's understanding of what she presented. 
This deep approach seemed to be partly driven by self-regulatory, strategic behaviour. From her past 
experiences she had learnt about how to capitalise on her strengths in order to cope with the time limit. She 
combined the holistic and analytic approaches that had been successful in IST4 with a more pragmatic one 
which enabled her to remain in control of the task. 
Content mark-4. 00 
Through developing her interest in and understanding of the topic with the help of the dictionaries and the 
infonnation inputs it would appear that Keiko was able to write about the topic comprehensively. 
interestingly and in some detail. 
Organisation mark=4.00 
Similarly, and through constantly thinking through the task as a whole, she was able to plan her entire essay 
in her mind and write everything down in clearly organised and connected discourse within the time limit. 
Language mark-4.00 
It is possible that, having developed her ideas clearly, as already discussed, she was able to concentrate on 
getting her meaning across through fluent writing where there is evidence of risk-taking. This would explain 
why her essay is mostly coherent despite many inaccuracies. 
5 A-8.5 
A-8.S.6 Text Analysis of K-ISTS 
Thematic ProlUessjon and key cohesjye and Jexjco-~ammaticaJ features 
Paragraph J 
I) [Discoveor ofcene] enabled us to know how charcteristics are transmitted from parent to off-spring. 
Tl=SNom 
Rl=NI{PV} 





3) A set of DNA. which inclued the code for start and stop to read. forms one unit of gene. 
T3=NI* 
R3=NI+T2 
4) ) ~ is stored in part of a chromosome 
T4=R3 
R4=NI{PV} 
5) mzd..il is packed in a nucleus of a cell. 
TS=C+T4(AR) 
R5=NI{PV} 
6) EveD' information which is regured to form 8 or~anism ond to continue the life is stored in pairs of 
chromosomes. 
T6=NI{PV} 
R6=R4{PV}+NI R4: chromosome 
Paragraph 3 
7) The information is transmitted when reproductive cells of male and female join and produce the offspring. 
T7=T6 
R7=NI{PV}+R5+RI RS: cell 
8) Reproductive cells have threads of chroosomes, 
T8=R7 
R8=NI+R6 




R6: pairs of chromosomes 
10) Therr:lore an otIsCrin.: have both characteristics of parents. 
(diagram: (nucleus of) reproductive celli fertelised cell) 
R7: producing offspring TlO=C+R7 
RI0=NI*+Rl+R7 Rl: characteristics of parents R 7: male and female cells join 
Paragraph 4 
11) lh& are two kinds of genes. 
Tll=E 
Rl1=NI+TS TS: a gene 
12) ~ is the dominant which produces a particular characteristic in an organe. 
Tl2=Rl1(AR) 
RI2=NI{Rll(AR)+RI0} RIO: characteristics of parents 







14) £yen thou2h ;t ;s usuaUv wore cowolicated the principle remains the same. 
T14=CA· 
RI4=o:NI{AR·} 
IS) Therf-fore thjs is used to design plants to a form which customers will preffer or which fanners cm1 
grow them easily. 
TI S=C+ R 14(AR) 
RI S-R2+NI {PV+AR.} R2: application of genetic knowledge 
Paragraph 6 
16) The same jdea is used in the medical field. 
T16:aTl S(AR) 
RI6=RIS{PV}+NI RIS: application of genetic knowlcdge 
17) 11 is used to reduce [the birth rate of the baby having inherited disease]. 
T17-TI6 
RI7-RI6(PV)+NI{SNom} R16: application of genetic knowledge 
IS) Althofl~h varenU look per:fe,t/y healthy. they might be earring the recessive gene of a disease. 
TlSzCA(R7) 
RlS-NI{AR(TlS)+R13+RI7} R13: recessive gene 
19) UthO' take the eXawjnatjon to check whether thO' are the carrier or nat. they can prevent their baby to 
have the inherited disease. As a baby can be tested even at the eighth week of the pregnancy. 
Tl9-CA {AR(RlS)+RIS+AR} 
R 19=NI {AR + AR} +R 17 R 17: inherited disease/application of genetic knowledge 
Paragraph 7 
20) Other way of[aIlIllyjn~ the knQwledl:e of the ~ene] is [the genetic engineering]. 
T20zSNom(AR(R17)+R2) R17: application of genetic knowledge 
R20=NI(SNom) 
21) 11 involves in [altering genes]. 
T21-R20(AR) 
R2l c NI· {SNom} 
22) ~ is taken from an organism and placed in a bccterium. 
T22-R21 
R22-NI {PV+PV} 
23) As bacteria rwadll,e rapidly, large quantity of product are made by following the information from 
transformed gene. 
T23=CA(N1+R22) 
R23-NI{AR+PV+AR(R2I)} R21: alteming genes 
24) Nowadays it is used industrially to produce enzymes and hormones, such as insulin. 
T24=C+R23(AR .) 
R24=NI{PV} 
25) This skjJI is also applied to [the medical treatment for inherited diseases]. 
T2S=T24(AR) 
R2S=NI{PV+SNom} 








28) As lonl: as scientists CQuid be away from [producinl: monsters] or [usinl: the most private infoODation to 
any unacce.ptable use], [the study of genes] and [the applicaton of it] will bring us a new world. 
T28=CA(NI· {SNom+SNom}) 
R28=NI+Tl(SNom)+R2(SNom{AR}) R2: applying knowledge of gene 
8 A·8.S 
APPENDIX A-9 
Details of Masaki's Profile: Task by Task 
A-9.1 Masaki's performance in IST1 
A-9.1.1 lIypertheme and recurring thematic elements 
T bl M ISTl H h . M ISTt a e 
-
a: Iypert erne In 
-
Number Hypertheme T-units 
2 (a) Advantages and disadvantages of wind turbines 2-10 
(b) Comparing wind turbines with other means of energy It-20 
T bl M ISTlb R a e 
-
: ecumngt h . I . M ISTI ematlc e ernents In 
-
Thematic elements ! No. of recurs Location 
.. §.~p.l?!y.i!!.!t~~!:r.~"."." .... " ...... _ ... _ .......... l_ .... _ ......... '! .. _ ....... _ _ g,I§"IJJ1.I}'~." __ ." . 
.. 19.Y.! .. ~!~.s.~.~I?~~~!?L"·"" .. · .. · .. -· .... -t-·-· .. -.. ~-·-.. ·-"· R3 RI2 ........ 1 ............................. "" ..... 
. "¥..!!!2!~.~!!.i.~g.!?~.P.~.~~~J!? .. ~~LP.P..-...... r.-..... -}..-.......... OM .. ~~.~.t~1.~.!.2 __ ........... 
.• "!:!.Q..I?~!.l!-!!!2n ........... __ ......... _ ....... _ ............ _ ...... _.~ ................ "~~/.~~.~ ....... -." ................ 
··!:!.!!!~~!!J.P!!:~ __ I·_ .. ~ZI.~.t~._ ..... _ .... _ ..... 
.. §~~~~t~!~.9.f..8~E.~r!~.~g.~!.~£!!!£.~!Y...... _ .............. ~ .... _ .. _ .... .. !~,.~~:!,~L?.._._ ...... 
.. ~2/.B.t~ ... _._ ............. :~f.r.~~:~2~~~:~f~~~r.g:y.:::::::::::=--= =::.:~-== J~J.9.,~g_ ... _ .. _M_ . 
.. Q!!l~r..!!';~~E;~ .. 2f.~!:'.P.P.!X·~~g·~·~~r.SY.-T-.. ·"· ..... L ........ "- J]J&.t~M ...... __ .... M .. H. 
The wind turbine 4 T12,TI4,TIS,T17 
Table M-ISTa shows that the two hyperthemes directly relate to the task instruction and arc developed to 
cover the whole essay apart from T -unit 1. Table M-ISTl b reveals that there are 10 thematic elements that 
recur in the essay. 
Content mark"'2.75 
As the two hyperthemes show, all the content is relevant to the task instruction. However, the fact that 10 
thematic elements recur in the essay suggests that there is little development and much repetition. For 
example, 'suplying energy' occurs in 4 T-units and is spread between T-units 2 and 13; 'low ruMing 
expenses' are presented as an advantage of the wind turbine set against both the disadvantages (RJ) and other 
means of supplying energy (RI2). 
Organisation mark=2. 75 
Both tables show that the text is well organised thematically since all thc thematic elements contribute to 
developing one or both of the hyperthemes. But the referencing system of numbers means that cohesion is 
not made easy for the reader. H(b) is developed as far as the final T-unit; there is no conclusion. 
A·9.1 
A-9.1.2 Thematic progression 
Diagram M-IST I: Thematic progression in Mr!.$..T.J ................ .-.... _ .......... 
1 ..... J.~p. .... L·£p.·"·t .... ·~p.·'" PI Th 1 + Rh 1 ! ! ! ~ II! i 
.,2 Th2'" Sh2 i i ! ! 
'r'~ sp 5p 5p iii / i 
Th3 + Rh3 !!! i 
TI~4+ Rh4 Iii I 
Th5 ~.\ RJ,5 I I I I i 
Th6 + Rh6 : I : I ~ I /! ! i 
Th7 + !th7 ~ . i : ! 
Th8 + RhS 
Th9 + Rh9 
~ 
ThlO + RhlO }-
i i ! I 
ii I iii i 
Iii i 
iii I' I I I 
I : : I I ! I I 
i! ! 
P3 Thl1 + ~11 ::J sp 
Th12 + Rh12 
Thl3 + Rbl3 
I 
I ! I . 
. ! ! I I /! ! i 
I ! i I I I i . i ! 
I I I ! VI 
Th14 + Rh14 
! 
ThIS + RhtS 
l 
Th16 +. Rhl6 
tJ,: 
Th17 + Rhl7 
l 
, 
ThiS + RhlS 
~ 
Th19 + Rh19 l .~ 
Th20 + Rh20 
! iiI! ! ! i I 
i ! / I ! i £ i ! 
I 1 I i 
! II I I ! :
. . . i ! i i / i 
: : I I 
! ! ! ! 
iii i 
i ! i i 
i I ! i ! i i / i 
! I ! ! 
iii i I I 
! I i I 
................................................... 
T hI M IST1 Th a e 
-
c: ematlc progressIOn In M lSTt 
-
Item Number Location 
51 pl'og 5 6-7,11-12,15-16,17-18,19-20 
c prog 4 1-2,3-4,9-10,14-15 
o prog 6 2-3,5-6,13-14,16-17, J 8-19-20 
.. ~.~LP.r.~lL. ......... 14 1-45-79-1011-12 13-20 ._ ....................... _ ........ ~ ....... J .......... \ •••• •••••••• \ ................................. 
.. ~ .. p.r.9.g, ............... ............ 1 ............ _.~Q.:1>.\7.~~;:§'O'll~.<.?:J.Q)I.1J.n~.:nl.. .... 
no PI'O~ 1 8 
As Diagram M-ISTl and Table M-ISTlc show, all T-units apart from 8 are involved in some kind of 
progression. In addition, thematic continuity is reinforced in the Rheme six times. 
COl1lel1! mark-2.75 
The sequences of simple linear and constant progression are short, particularly where the advantages and 
disadvantages are listed, so that there is little development of new inlormation. But there is some thematic 
continuity throughout the essay through the thematic links that occasionally occur in the Rheme and the 
frequent use of split progression. 
A-9.1 2 
Organisation mark=2.75 
The thematic organisation is tight which means that the content can be easily understood. The second 
paragraph comprises three sets of split progression, all stemming from T-unit 2, which takes up the Theme 
from Tl.lt is about the advantages and disadvantages of wind turbines. Each advantage, apart from the o~e 
given in T-unit 8, is set against a disadvantage thus creating the split progression, even though note form IS 
used. A further sequence of split progression occurs at the beginning of P3 in T-units 11·13. Here, the 
Theme takes up the Rheme of T ·unit I, about comparing the wind turbine with other means of supplying 
energy. 
A-9.1.3 Cohesion in M-IST1 
T hi M ISTld k a e 
-
: eyco h . fi . M ISTl eSlve eatures In 
-
Item Number Location 
NI·Th 6 3,4,5,S,9·,IO· 
.. ~~: .. ~.~ ........ 16 1 345678· 9· 10 13. 141617 18. 19· 20 ................................ 1 ••• 1 ••• 1 ••• 1 ••• ' ••• 1 ..... 1. ..... 1 ............... .\_ •• 1 ..... :.\ ..... 1. ....... 1 ........ 1 ...... _ ............... _ ....... - ......... _ .. 
CA 0 
-
.. ~ ............. '".". ......... !!!l ............ !2 .................................... _ ................ , ................................................................................. 
C 7 7,13,14,15,16,18,19 
AR 13 T7·,R12 RI2,RI2,TI4.,RI4. RI5,RI5.R15 R18 RI9.RI9,T20 
Content mark= 2.75 
For a short essay, new information is introduced frequently. It varies in quality and substance. The Rheme 
introduces new information in 16 out of 20 T-units but in 5 cases it is judged unacceptable and therefore 
does not add anything to the text. In all six T·units where the Theme contains new information, so does the 
Rheme. In these cases the information is presented as in a list of 6 separate items and the given information 
is not developed. Twice in the Theme the new information is judged unacceptable. 
Organisation mark=2.75 
The six instances of new information in the Theme are presented in nominal groups that nrc frequently quite 
long. Since this is the beginning of the message rather than a continuation of the message, it interferes with 
textual cohesion. 1bree types of conjunctive adjuncts signal expansion quite effectively: e.g. 'on the other 
hand'(Tl 5) signalling adversative extension, 'that is'(TlS) signalling elaboration and 'Therefore'CT 19) 
signalling enhancement. Many anaphoric references are used. Of the thirteen, four nrc judged unaccepuble 
because they are unclear as references and therefore not helpful to cohesion. Six others are numbers refering to 
those in previous T -units. This numbering system is practical, especially when the references are to 
information that is presented much earlier in the text. But it also results in much repetition, as already 
mentioned. In R2 and RII the Rheme, 'as follows' refers forwards: i.e. it is a cataphoric reference (CR) to 
the information in the next T-unit, and that information directly addressing the task instruction. This is not 
recorded in Table M-ISTId. 
Language mark= 2.25 
The range of language features is limited. There are no circumstantial adjuncts, which might have contributed 
to developing ideas. In 7 out of 22 cases the new information in the Theme and Rheme is judged 
unacceptable because of inaccuracy in semantic linking, such as in the whole of T-unit 9 'The cost of 
maintenance ... removed regularly.' and in the use of grammar, as in T7: 'The sites ... them.' The range of 
anaphoric references is very limited. 
A-9.1.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
Table M-ISTle: key lexico-grammatical features in M.ISTI 
Feature I Number ! Location 
SNom ! S I T4 T5 T6 TS R13 RI3 R14 TIS 
....... _ ............................................. -. .. .l ..... .l ..... l. ..... .l ........ .l ......•• 1 ......... 1 .... __ .......... . 
CNom I 4 I TI Rl T2 Tll'" 
._ •••• _._ •••••• _: •• ___ ••• _ ... _ .......... 1 •• _ ••• 1 •••••• 1 •• _ •• _ ••• __ ._._ ................. _ •••••••• 
PV ! 2 ! R8,R9 
Table M-ISTIe provides more detail about Organisation and Language in the essay. 
Organisation mark= 2.75 
There are eight nominalisations in the Theme. As already mentioned, they tend to overload the Theme, thus 
disrupting the cohesive flow of the text. For example, the Theme in T-unit 11 is overloaded with: 
'[Comparing the wind turbine with [other means of supplying energy, especially thermal power station, 
neuclear power station and solar panel etc]]', which, as the square brackets show, is a long, complex 
nominalisation. However, the Rheme is 'is as follows,' which is very short and contains no information. 
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Language mark- 2.25 
A good range of nominalisations are used in this essay and arc all judged acceptable because they are 
coherent and often accurate. However, three very long, complex nominalisations present infonnation that is 
expressed similarly in the task instruction. All build on the act-type of nominalisation. Two are almost the 
same: 'Discussing the advantages and disadvantages of [using the wind turbine as [means of supplying 
energy)]'(TI) and 'The advantages and disadvantages of [using the wind turbine as [means of supplying 
energy],(T2). But in the third, TIl (see above), the infonnation is particularly dense due to the embedding 
of several shorter nominal groups building on the gerundive beginning. Other nominalisations expressing 
process are effective: e.g. 'The pollution of the environment with chemicals' (TS). Little use is made of 
passive verb forms. 
A-9.1.S Approach to IST1: Data from the loterviews aod micro-task notes. 
Table M-ISTlfbelow provides a summary of Masaki's approach to the task derived from the interview and 
microtask data. 
Table M-IST1 f: Summary of Masaki's Approach to ISTI 
.. AI?p..r.!!!.£~ .... !l'2.~ ... _ .. __ .. --...._ '.P.!.!'!!~'\!_"'_" __ "'"''''' ____ '''_'''_'''''''''''''III'''''''''• ___ .... _ 
deep holistic .!~l.!:!:!i!l.8 .. t2 .. ~2!,l£:l?m.~!!.~.~.!~!.9£~!n~~"'_"_'_"""NN" ... N .... N .... .. (b) seeking to understand self-ability in relation to task 
demands 
................... _ ... _ .. --.. - .............................................. _ ................................. _-... - ................................. . 
.... ___ ..... _ .... t~fl~£.!!Y.t." __ "" ___ ..... (!l£tl!.i.~\}.~ng.!~!.f;.P.~f.~!!TI~£~ .. ___ . ___ " ..... _ ............... _ .. ___ .. . 
strategic I .. ~~.!Y.!!!? ___ "' ___ ..!!) .. !!!~~.Y.!!!!&1~~K!!!~tr.H~!!2nM~m~.I?.t~!!!!.i.!!&"~!~~Y ____ ... _ .... .. 
.. ~~.i.H.~ .. !?!!.~.m.~~ ___ ..!!l.!>:.~.t~!!1~!.L~~!!Y .. ~~r.~!.~s.E.!!.~~.~.~~.~l?M!!.!9.Y..i.~.~~N .. N"' .... "n ...... __ 
.. ~ .. '?p.P.~~~1!!,l.s ____ J~l .. ~.~~gJ.~!!1!.1.~!!!J.~~!!ljE.&.!!>:!~.!hr.!?~gh.!~!~.~.~!j£J!!!!!~f.~I .. N ....... .. 
coping (a) selectively ignoring unfamiliar challenges to cope with 
. __ ..... _ ... _.T .. _ ............ __ .. _ .. . p.rs.!~.~r.S.~.~~.!!!.~~_ .. _ ...... __ .. _ .. ____ ............ __ ..... ________ .... 
surface atomistic prioritisin~ prioritisinp; process over product 
Table M-ISTlfshows that Masaki's approach to this first 1ST was partly deep, strategic and surface. lie 
began the interview by summing up his experience with: 'generally speaking. I thought it was a good task' 
and then said: 'completely bad', which could mean that he was not happy with his performance. 
llis comments suggest that he thought holistically about the integrated nature of the task, focusing on 
meaning and relevance above all, but worlcing slowly. For example he spoke about how he worked on the 
text: 'I am trying to pick up sense, important sense and I had to think about that.' This took time so that 'I 
was short oftime.' lie emphasized that he tried to select what was important from the input saying that he 
took notes from the documentary of 'Not too much ... Just some ... infonnation.' llis notes contain references 
to some means of supplying energy including wind turbines and to costs, suggesting that he was focusing 
on the instruction while watching. 
lie said that during the thinking time: 'I made sure the meaning of the words, properly.' This accords 
with my observation notes that he spent much of the thinking time at the beginning consulting his Co-build 
dictionary. lie said that he thought about planning his essay so as to address the instruction: 
I wrote the advantage and disadvantage of the wind turbine and I thought it went to comparing 
with other devices so I started from the advantages and disadvantages. 
These comments are con finned by his notes, which, with only slight changes, became his actual essay 
because, he said, he was short of time: 'Yes, copying up.' It is possible that he mioght have written the traft 
of the whole essay as a rehearsal for writing the actual, having then only to copy it and perhaps make minor 
changes. He would appear to have reflected on his own abilities in relation to the task because he explained: 
At the moment I need a lot of time to understand the task, and how I could do such a thing 
and also I have trouble to writing English quickly and so I lost a lot oftime that way ... 
and suggested a change of strategy: 'I was thinking about the task. How can I write down main subject 
roughly so I just said I should start more early to write my essay.' 
Content Marka 2.7J 
Masaki said that he worked very slowly and his comments about the content suggest that he could 
understand much more than he was able to write in the time available. 
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Organisation Mark=: 2.75 
As Masaki's notes show, he used reference numbers in his draft and these were transferred to his final essay. 
His comments suggest that he thought very carefully about the organisation of his essay but within a very 
limited framework of ideas that he had been able to note from the information inputs and translate into 
numbers. As the essay shows, his ideas were organised at the level ofhypcrtheme but not in the presentation 
of new information and, in particular, in the positioning of nominal groups. 
Language Mark= 2.25 
It may be surprising that Masaki's concern with the expression of meaning did not produce a higher 
Language mark. It seems that, again, his pace of working was slow and he had no time to refme the 
expression of the ideas he had written. 
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A-9.1.6 Text Analysis of M-ISTI 
Thematic prQ~ession and key cobesiye and lexico-lUammatical features 
Paragraph 1 
1) [Discussin~ the advantages and disadvantages of [\Isjn~ the wjnd turbine as [means of slIDplyinl: 




2) [The advanta~es and disadvantages of [usin~ the wind turbine as [means of suppJyin~ eneliY]] nrc as 
follows, 
T2= TI (CNom) 
R2= CR 
3) [The expenses to run] is low (1) 
T3=NI* 
R3=NI(n) 
4) [The expenses to set up in the first place] is high(1) 
T4=NI·{T3} 
R4= NI(T2) T2: disadvantages orthe wind turbine 
5) [The pollutjon of the environment with chemicals] is zcro.(2) 
TS= NI(SNom) 
RS= NJ(n) n: advantages of the wind turbine 
6) [Supplyin~ enerlO'] denpends on the environment, 
T6=- T2(SNom) n: supplying energy 
R6=NJ +T4 
7) (Qr example the sites to constmct them are limited.(2) 
T7- C + R6*{AR·(n}} 
R7- NI(n) T2: disadvantages of the wind turbine 
8) The ci\Pabi1jty of [generatinl: electricity] is enough to be demanded.(3) 
T8= NI(SNom) 
R8= NJ*(n(PV}) T2: advantages of the wind turbine 
9) The cost ofmajntenance. that is, the rotor (see Fi~.l) etc. have to be removed regularly.(3) 
T9=NI· 
R9= NI·(n{PV}) T2: disadvantages orthe wind turbine 
10) The cost ofsowce is zero. (4) 
TIO- T3 +NI* 
RIO= NI(n) T2: advantages orthe wind turbine 
Paragraph 3 . 
II) [Comparin~ the wind turbine with [other means of suppJyjn~ ener\:y. especially thermal power station. 
neuc1ear power station and solar pane! etc]] is as follows, 
TII= RI(CNom·) RI: comparing the wind turbine with other means 
Rll= CR 
12) the wind turbine has good advantages according to (1), (2) and (4), 
TI2= Til 
R12= T2 + R3(AR) + RS(AR) + RIO(AR) T2: advantages orthe wind turbine 
R3: low running expenses 
RS: no pollution RIO: free source of energy 
13) especjally thermal and neucJear power station need ores to supply energy and cause [air pollutions) or 
have the risk orit. in contrast with [other means of supplying energy] 
Tl3= C + Til TIl: thermal power station, neuclear power station 
R13= NI*{SNom + SNom(Tll)} Til: supplying energy 
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14) and also it has the capability of[generating electricity] as well as the others. 
Tl4= C + TI2(AR·) TI2: the wind turbine 
R14= NI{SNom(TS)}+ AR·(RI3) T8: the capability of generating electricity 
15) On the other hand. the wind turbine has disadvantages like (1), (2) and (3). 
TlS= C + Tl4 
R1S= T2 + R4(AR) + R7(AR) + R9(AR) T2: disadvantages of the wind turbine 
R4: expensive to set up 
R7: limited amount of space to set up 
R9: the cost of maintenance is a problem 
16) particularly. the disadyanta2es (2) is big problem. 
T16= C + RIS 
R16= NI 
17) The wind turbine can generate a large amount of electricity at windy days but not at calm days, 
T17= Tl S TI S: the wind turbine 
R17= NI + R14 R14: the capability of generating electricity 
IS) that is, [supplying energy] is unstable in contrast with the others. 
T18= C + RI7(SNom) 
RIB= NI'" + R6 + AR(TI1) T6: supplying energy 
TIl: other means of supplying energy 
19) Tber~IQre we can't have guarantee to supply energy more than its cost like (1) and (3). 
T19=C+E 
R19= NI'" + Tl8 + AR(R1S) + AR(R1S) R1S: setting up and maintenance expenses 
20):I1lll1 is one ofcrusial reason that the wind turbine can't be used widesprcad\y 
no:: AR(RI9) 
R20= NI + RI9 
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A .. 9.2 IvBnSlllki's PerfOl'mlUlt~ in IST2 
A-9.2.J Hyperthcme ;md other (l,clllatic elements 
TableM-IST2 H rtl . M IST2 a: Ivpe leme In -
Number Hyperthemc T-
units 
2 (a) The problem of water pollution 1-4 
(b) The chemists' work on water pollution 5-17 
Table M-IST2b: Recurrin.1! thematic elements in M-IST2 
Thematic elements No.of .'ccurs !Location 
.. ».'.~.t~r..p'.9.H~!1!Q!~........................................ .. .............. ~................ ..I.!.I.r.~ .............................. . 
. .i.I).g~I.~Hi.~!..Sher.,g~~................................... . ............... ~ ................... g~,.I.~~.\B.1.~ .................... . 
.. p..~m.~.s~ .. 9.nb.y..~£.9.t<?s.Y .. !?f.r.lx~!.~....... .. .............. ~ .................. B~.,~J..1 ........................... . 
.. ~f.f~9.!~.!?f.~.~~~f..p..Q.lh!11Q!). ...................... ................ t .......... , ..... "~.~,I.~.1,,7. ........ ,, .. , ....... "'''''' 
.. £.~~!1.li~t~ ........................ , ....................... , .................... ~ ............ , ..... I.~.l.T.7.IoT.2.\RJ.~I.r..I.§.,,' 
"p..~!~.<:.t!!,1.,g .. ~y.~.~Hm~.C?t ...... , .. , ................................. ~ .................. ~,~,R:?,\B.1.,! ............. , ...... . 
Observing the ecologv of rivers 2 R6 R 1 () 
As Table M-IST2a shows, there tire two hyperthemes. They cover the whole essay up.nl from the fin,,1 lWO T· 
units. Table M-IST2b shows thatthcrc are many recuning thcmatic elements, seven in all, 
Content mark= 3.50 
H(a) introduces the problems of water pollution, leading inlo t\ short description of cuuses und effects that then 
signals the need for a solution. H(b), beginning in the middle of P 1, introduces the role of the chemist, which is 
discussed in some detail through P2, P3 and P4. Hence b()th hyperthemes ure I'Clevrult to the task instruction us 
are all thematic elements. Two thematic clements are geneml: 'water pollution" introduced by H(a), and 
'chemists', which recurs most frequently and dominutes the content introduced by H(b). The chemists' work 
produces two further thematic elements apart from 'sampling', which is mentioned in progression: 'detecting 
substances' and 'obseJ'ving the ecology'. The most specific thematic clement is 'industrial charges't which 
expands on water pollution. Therefore, the dek'1i1 is also relevant. The final two T-llnits provide an overall 
conclusion. 
Orgllllislltiolll11ark= 3.25 
The two hyperthemes are organised according to the task instruction. The causes and etTects are introduced by 
H(a) and T-unit 4 leads smoothly into H(b): still within PI. It might have been better to begin a new paragraph 
at this point. 
The detail evolving from H(b) is organised over P2, P3 and P4 with H(b) being repeated as a thematic 
element four times. In P2 the chemists' work is outlined. Two aspects are elaborated upon in P3 and the third is 
mentioned in N. P5 is the concluding paragraph. Here T-Unit 18 takes up the previous discussion started by 
H(b) and leads into a more general conclusion in T -unit 19. 
On the whole, there is a strong sense of tightly-linked thematic elements in the essay achieving both 
coherence and a clear development of points. But sometimes links are missing when general points are suddenly 
followed by very specific examples as in R2. 
A-9.2.2 Thematic progression 
Diagram M-IST2: Thematic progression in M-IST;?: .............. ? ................ ,. ................ , 
i sin! en! on I 
P1 Th 1 + RhI J r .. " ..· .. ·i~ .. ·T .. ' .... ·':· .. · .. r .. ·· ...... II.~ .. ·! 
l sp !! / 1 ! 
Th2 + Rh2 i ! i i 
Th3 + Rh3 i ! ! ! 
~ j 1 1 I ~ 
Th4 + RM ! ! ! ! 
'W ~ 1 1 / 1 
Th5 + Rh5 ! ! ! ! 
P2 Th7 + ::: ~Rh6 l ..... _ .... _.L ....... _J .. _ .. !_._.1 
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Th8 + Rh8 
Th9 + Rh9 
l 
Th10 + RhlO 
~ 
Thl1 + Rhtl .. , t .~ 
P3 Th12 + Rh12 
P4 Th 16 + Rh] 6 
~ 
Thl7 + Rh17 
P5 Th I 8 + Rh 18 
Th19 + Rh19 
~ 
Th13 + Rh13 
~ 
Th14 + Rh14 
! ,~ 
ThIS + RillS 
Ta bl MIS e - , TIc: TI . M IST2 lematlc pro~resslOn In 
-
Hem NlImher LO(,lltion 
sl prog 5 5-6,9-\ 0- \ 1-12-13 
r···l .. ·· .. ···r···· .. ···1 
I / I I :I! 
i ! I 
: I I I I 
! '! I I, i : : 
i ! ! I 
i ! ! I ; I • 
I ! I I 
! ! ! i ! iii 
i ! I ! i ; ! I I 
I ! i i 
i i : ! 
I I i I 
: i j ! 
I ! I ! 
I I I I 
I I I l ............... i ................ L ................ 1 
c prog 4 1-2, 13-14-15,16-17 
o Ilrog 5 3-4-5,6-7,11-12,14-15 
.. ~.~' .. P.r.~g .......... .............. .t? ........... _ ..1:~.\~.:7.\2.:1~,J.§:17. .................. 
.. ~.p..~.y.g, ............. • •••••.•••••.••• J .••••.•••••.. _ •• .l.(~.:~) ........................................... , 
no prOf! 3 8 18 19 
As Diagram M-IST2 reveals, T-units 1·7 are linked through split, constant and simple linear progression and 
progression carried into the Rheme. There is one long sequence of thematic progression linking T-units 9-15. It 
begins with five T-units successively linked in simple linear progression followed by two T-units linked in 
constant progression. Progression is taken up twice in the Rheme in this sequence. Three T-units are not 
involved in progression, including the last two consecutive T -units, 18 nnd 19. 
Content mark- 3.50 
The first three T ·units briefly present the causes and effects of pollution in split progression by way of 
introduction. The link is carried into the following Rheme with the new information, which leads into the second 
hypertheme, presented in the Theme. The three aspects of the chemists' work that are introduced in R3 
(sampling, detecting and observing) are taken up in T-units 5,9 and 16, each time after breaks in thematic 
progression. Although, there is some continuity taken up in the Rheme between T-units 3 and S. The best 
developed of the three is 'detecting', which is covered in four continuous sequences of simple linear progression 
(T-units 9-13) followed by a factual description about the presence of 02 in constant progression (T-units 13-15). 
'Observing the ecology' is covered briefly and generally in constant progression in T -units, 16 and 17. PS 
comprises T -units 18 and 19 as two concluding statements, suggesting how water pollution should be addressed. 
Organisation mark- 3.2.5 
As the above description of the content shows, the organisation of Masaki's essay is fairly clear. Thematic 
progression is effective in parts. Split progression at the beginning provides a good introduction and thematic 
continuity is helped by progression being taken up in the Rheme in T-units 4 nnd 5, where early emphasis is 
placed by the new information being introduced in the Theme. In T -unit 6, pl'OSl'ession appears to be constant 
but is in fact simple linear because 'methods' is linked to an action signified by 'trying' in RS. 
Thematic breaks occur at the beginnings of P2, P4 and P5 in T -units 7,16 and 18 respectively. T -unit 8 
and 18 are isolated by introducing new information with the empty Theme. In P2, the instruments used to detect 
substances in water is well-developed thematically through simple linear progression leading into P3, where 
'substances' is also well-developed thematically through simple linear and constcmt progression. 
The remainder of the essay comprises general statements which are not developed in any detail. 
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A-9.2.3 Cobesion 
T hI M IST2d k a e - h . fi tu • M IST2 eyco eSlve ea resin -
Item Number Location 
NI-Tb 7 2,3,4,5,13,14,19 
NI-Rb 16 1,2· ,3,6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15,16,17 
........................ ............................... I.J.§.,.1.2 ............. _ .... _ ............... _ ....................................... 
CA 2 12,15· 
E 
_ ..... _T.{~l ... _ .. _ .. ~,.t~_ .. _ .. _ .. _" ............ __ ...... ~._ ... _ .... _ ............. 
.................. -. 
C 7 3· ,4,9· ,13,16,17,19 
AR 6 R4,RS,T6 T9,TlO,Tl7 
As Table M-IST2d shows, for a short essay of only 19 T -units, the OCCWTeJ1ce of new infonnation in the Theme 
is quite frequent. New information in the Rheme is very frequent. Circumstantial adjuncts, conjunctives and 
other adjuncts are used in the Theme. Anaphoric references arc fairly frequent. Only four items are judged 
unacceptable. 
Content mark- 3.50 
New information occurs in the Theme seven times, which means that emphasis occurs early in the T-unit. 
However, only once is it not linked to given information which is when Ichemists' is introduced as TS to begin 
the second hypertheme. The frequent occurrences of new information in the Rheme arc helpful for development. 
R2,R3,R6,R8,Rll,RI2 and RlS particularly present a great deal of relevant information with supporting details. 
But the information in R2 is not clearly expressed and is judged unacceptable. 
Organisalion mark- 3.25 
Sometimes the Theme in subject position incorporates both given and new information, thus bringing about 
early emphasis in the sentence unit: e.g. in 'The ... pollution'(T2), 'causes' is new information and in 'the 
effects ... pollution'(T3). 'effects' is new information. Cohesion is greatly assisted by the uses of circumstantial 
adjuncts, conjunctives and other adjuncts. For example, Tl2, 'From the results of the detecting' expresses 
manner thus linking the steps in the process of detecting substances in water. 'Thus' (T4) signalling c:xpansion, 
'In particular'(T13) signalling elaboration and 'Finally'(T16) signalling extension are all effective in introducing 
the Theme. 'Then' is used three times. In Tl7 it signals, enhancement effectively, but in T3 and T9, it is 
ambiguous and therefore unhelpful as a linking device. Also the function of Tl5 as circumstantial adjunct is 
unclear because it does not signal the information to come and is therefore judged Wlacceptable. 
Cohesion is helped by six anaphoric references, which arc all found acceptable including the anaphoric 
'it'(RS), although this use is slightly awkward. More anaphoric referencing might have been helpful for cohesion. 
Lan~3f:e mark= 3.25 
Coherence is not a problem in most of the essay. Only four items arc judged unacceptable, three due to problems 
with cohesion as already discussed. Only the new information in R2 is wenk in grammatical accuracy and 
semantic linking since lindustrial charges' as one general category is combined with a specific example Icrashing 
tartker' belonging to another general category 'accidents' which is not mentioned. 
A-9.2.4 Lexica-grammatical features 
T bl M IST2 a e 
-
• J' e: nomma Isatlons an d bfi . M IST2 passive ver onns In 
-
Item Number Location 
.............. __ ..... ................ _ .... -.. ...... _ ............ _ ........................ _ ......... _-" ..... _ ................ _ .................. 
."~r.i~m .... _. 14 TI T2 R2 R2 T3 R6 R6 R6 RS R9 Tl2 R14 Rl7 Tt9 . _ ............. _ ....... .. ...... I •••••• I •••••• '}. •••••• I •••••• , •••••• ) ••••••• I •••••• 1 ...... 1_ ••. 1 ......... \ ........ .1 ........ .1 .......... 
CNom 1 R18 
....................... .... __ .................. ......... -............ _.-....... _ ........... _ ...... _ .... -" ... _ ..... - .......................... 
PV 9 R4· R9 RIO RII Rll Rt2 RtS Tl7 RtB 
Lan~ia2e mark= 3.25 
For quite a short essay, there is a wide range and frequent use of acceptable simple nominalisations. 'Water 
pollution' is mentioned three times. Almost all the other nominalisations express a process: e.g. I industrial 
discharges' (R2,RS) and'the damage ... ' mentioned as causation (RI4).TIlcre are three examples of the act-type 
used to express the chemists' work: 'the sampling, detecting of water and observation of the ecology of Driver' 
as in R6. The one complex nominalisation in Rl8, 'the disposal of industrial charges', is very effective. The 
Theme is never as overloaded as it sometimes was in ISTl. Passive verb forms are almost always used 
accurately, as full finite verbs and elliptically. In R4, 'need' is inaccurate thus rendering its grammatical function 
ambiguous. Therefore it is judged unacceptable. 
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A-9.2.S Masaki's Approach to IST2: Data from the interviews and micro-task notes 
d S Table M-IS1'2 : ummaryo as I s .pproac fM ak" A h IS1'2 to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic (b) evaluating self-ability in relation to addressing the task demands 
strategic self-regulation 
.. ~~1.~~J.~~.!~.8J.!!P.!!t~j~h.9.~!p.}}.~.p.r.9.£!?~.~.i.t!g ........ " ................................................. 
..... _ •• _ .................. H ......... M •••• ·1~~·~:~~~~Lt2.!!!I;P.!!?~:.J?:~f£!?E~£: .. ~~~.~~~!c:!f.:!!l"'!.~!!~.!!~~ ... "' ................... 
coping c focusing on producing essay as text 
surface atomistic quick· fixing (a) untimely switching from focus on content to focus on expressing 
content 
As in M-ISTl, Masaki's notes again reveal a very systematic approach to the task. They include a list of points 
in an outline plan mainly about the causes and effects of industrial waste. 
He was able to talk more clearly about doing this second task than about doing ISTI, perhaps because he 
was more familiar with the procedure and more confident about how to address the task. He described the 
documentary as 'not too difficult' and said that he could get useful infonnation about 'pollution and about how 
chemists are trying about er trying to improve er water pollution.' llis notes include two rough diagrams 
showing how chemists check the quality of water. Then follows a plan of the infonnation, which he seems to 
have used in his essay. 
About his strategy he said: 'I didn't spend time to read text' because: 
I want to er get the infonnation about how the pollution caused or how chemists are working to 
improve the water pollution or something like that and and but this text er is not clear er I em I em 
I em the text er em didn't give me that kind ofinfonnation. 
He said that the text just showed 'numerical infonnation' reading a short extract from the section about water 
companies. This suggests that he had not had time to skim through the whole text. Thus he seemed to have 
adopted a wise strategy where he critically appraised both the task itself and how he could best cope with it. This 
contrasts with what he said about being short of time to write in the ISTI session. In the IS1'2 session, he may 
have decided to spend more time on writing the essay. 
Content mark- 3.50 
Masaki's mark in Content for M·ISTl was 2.75. His comments above suggest that his much higher mark in M· 
IS1'2 was due to the way he had focused on infonnation that he could understand in the documentary and use in 
his essay rather than on spending time reading through thetext without being sure he would find anything 
relevant. His extensive notes show that he had been able to take down a lot of detail which he had transferred to 
his essay. This may have been due to a more strategic approach to working on the task. 
Organisation mark ... 3.25 
Masaki's notes also show that he used a numbering system, probably to organise the infonnation before writing 
up his essay. This would account for his improved mark from 2.7S in M-ISTl to 3.25 in this task. The only 
difficulty he mentioned about the task was using the text. It appears that he had decided not to spend time on 
this which could mean that he was better able to address the task instruction organising the information he had 
already noted down from the documentary. 
Language mark- 3.25 
Masaki's Language mark was only 2.25 in M-ISTI. Hence it is a whole band higher in M-IS1'2. His notes for 
M-IST2 include a much a more detailed plan than for M-ISTI followed by a full draft of almost the entire essay. 
His final essay is almost an exact copy of the draft with only a few changes. At the micro level there are some 
improvements made to the final essay particularly in subject I verb agreement, use of the article, punctuation and 
spelling. This suggests that, having spent time preparing his essay in draft (ann, he spent more time attending to 
refinements in writing it. 
4 A-9.2 
A-9.2.6 Text Analysis of M-IST2 
Thematic progression and key cohesive and lexjco-~matical features 
Para~ph I 
I) [Water pollution] is one of big problems which human have had for a long time. 
TI= SNom 
Rl=NI 
2) The causes of [water pollution] are especially [industrial discharges] and some incidents, for example 
[crashing tanker], etc. 
1'2= NI + TI(SNom) 
R2= NI·(SNom + SNom) 
3) Then. the effects of [water pollution] arc so many, for example, the damages of food plants and the ecology 
ofrivers, and low quality of drinking water. 
Tl= C· + NI + TI(SNom) Tl: water pollution 
R3= NI 
4) Thus. some solutjons are need in that situation. 
T4=C+NI 
R4= PV· + (R2 + R3)(AR) 
5) Chemists have been tring to improve it. 
TS-NI 
RS =R4(AR) 
6) Their methods are, especially, [the sampling, detecting of water] nnd [observation ofthe ecology ora river]. 
T6 ... TS(AR)+RS 
R6 -= NI {SNom+SNom+SNom {R3} } R3: ecology of rivers 
Para~pb2 
7) Chemists daily collect water sample. 
T7-TS 
R7 -NI+ R6 
TS: chemists 
8) ~ are two types of water, that is, the water of houses and some sources and wasted water by [industrial 
discharges] . 
T8-E. 
R8 0: NI{SNom{R2}} R2: water pollution through industrial discharges 
9) Then. they detect the substances contained in water by some instruments. 
T9 = C· + T7(AR) T7: chemists 
R9 = NI (PV}+R6 R6: detecting substances 
(10) Those instruments are illustrated in Fig 1 and Fig 2. 
TlO = R9(AR) 
RIO = NI(PV) 
(11) The instrument QfFi~ 2 is especially used to detect the [metals contained in wasted water]. 
TIl = RIO 
RII = R9{PV + PV} R9: detecting substances in water 
ParaWph3 
(Fig. II To know the exact chemical substances contained in water.) 
(Fig.2: To know the exact metals contained in water.) 
12) From the results ql[tbe detectjn~l, chemists investigate the parttem of the substances contained in ordinary 
water. 
T12= CA{SNom{Rll}} 
R12= T9 + NI + Rll(PV) T9: chemists 
S A-9.2 
13) In pqrticular, the amount of 02 and metals in water is important. 
Tl3=C+NI+RI2 
R13= NI 
14) A lack of 02 in water causes the damage of the ecology in a river and a food plant. 
Tl4=NI + Tt3 
R14= NI{R6} R6: ecology ofa river 
15) In contrast with Q2. the enonnous amount of metals in water destroies the ecology and even killed people 
who drink such a water and eat something produced by such a water. 
TtS'" CA· {Tt4} 
RIS= NI + Tt3 + RI4 + NI{PV} Ttl: amount of metals in water 
Parn2rapb4 
16) Finqlly. chemists regualarly observe the ecology of rivers, 
Tl6= C + R12 R12: chemists 
R16= NI + R6 R6: observing the ccology ora rivcr 
17) then they know the influencc of [water pollution]. 
Tt7'" C + TI6(AR) 
R17=- NI{SNom(R3)} R3: effects ofwatcr pollution 
ParaWphS 
18) It is obvious that the methods of [the disposal of[industrial discharges]] have to be improved. 
TtS=E 
RIS'" NI + R8{CNom + PV} R8: industrial discharges 
19) Therefore. a science research is so important. 
Tt9" C + NI(SNom) 
R19 -NI 
6 A·9.2 
A-9.3 MasllJd's performance in IST3 
A-9.3.1 Ilypcrtllemc and "ccurring thematic e'emcnts 
T bl M ISTJ H . M IST3 a e 
-
a: iYpert ,erne In -
Number Ihperth('me T-units 
3 (a) Newton's discovery 1-3 
(b) The concept of thrust for using satellites in space 4-9 
_(c) The influence oftechnological developments on prol!f'ess 10-14 
Table M-IST3b' Recurring thematic elements in M-IST3 
Thf'mntic elemt"nts No. of recut'S I Lo('ntioll 
.. B.~.!mjg.!1.~J~1p. .. ~.~.~~.~~!H!i[<:r.~~1L~!"l9.tQ.f.m!?t!9.!L ... ! .................. f. .......... " .... ! ... ~.!,\B.~ ......... .. 
.. y..~!9.£!~.Y. .................................................................................. ~ .................. f. ................ ~ .. :r.§.1.~.~ ........... . 
Long time taken to gO to space i 2 i R3 RC) 
As Table M-IST3a shows, there are three hyperthemes. The)' cover all T -units except for the final Iwo, ) 6 
and 17, which are PS. H(a) introduces PI, H(b) introduces P2 and 1-13 introduces P3 and N. There arc three 
thematic elements each recurring twice: in fOllr of the six cases they are connected to the longest hypertheme, 
which is the second. 
COli tent mark- 3.25 
All three hyperthemes draw out the revelance of the content to the task instruction. lI(n) introduces the theory 
behind the concept of thrust. H(b) draws out the link between Cthrust' and using satellites in space. lI(c) uses 
Thematic element 3 to move on to progress. Hence all three hyperthemes nre relevant to the instruction. The 
first thematic element in Rl is a key point. T-units 15 and 16 explain Fig. A thus providing more detail 
about 'thrust' at the end. 
Organisation mark,., 3.25 
The three hyeprthemes are clearly organised. H(a) leads into the introduction to the essay. H(b) takes up the 
theory and H(c) takes up the application of theOlY in terms of progress. lIence the textual organisation 
through using hyperthemes is clear as far as T-unit 14. The remaining 2 T-units provide a separate 
theoretical account about 'thrust' that is not incorporated into the essay structure. 
A-9.3.2 Thematic progression 
Diagram M-IST3: thematic progress!Q!l.i.'.1 .. ~!:J.$..T.~r ............ 1 
PI Th 1 + Rh 1 r .. ·~~p. .. ·t .... £P. .. T .. !?·P. .. .. 
.. ,~~ i I! i I I 
Th2.:t:.~h2 I I I ! ~ I i / ! 
Th3 + R1:l3 Ii!! 
I:::'" i! i / I 
P2 Th4 + Rh4 :J sp i I ! ! 
l I / I I ) 
ThS + RhS Iii i 
iii i 
Th6 + Rh6 I j i j 
l ! iIi i 
Th7 + Rh7 I i I ! 
~ I I 1 1 I 
Th8 + Rh8 ; iii ~ ! /! ! : 
Th9 + Rh9 I I 1 1 
,f;......... l l iIi 
P3 Th 10 + Rh 10 iii i 
Th I t + Rh II I i I I 
~ i / 1 1 1 
P4 ThI2+Rh12! l ! ! 
L •••••••••••• .:. ............. i. ............ : 
A-9.3 
Th13 + Rh13 
l 
P5 ThJ4 + Rh14 
ThIS + RhlS 
l 
Thl6 + Rhl6 
r .. ··········T·············,.············. ! I !! 
1._!. ..... _ .... l .. _ ... 1 
Table M-IST3c: thematic progression in M·ISTJ 
Btem Number LoclUtion 
sl pU'og 7 1-2,4.5,7-8-9,11-12,13-14,1 S-16 
cprog 1 6-7 
.. ~ .. P.r.~g............... . .......... :1 ........... _.J.:-.f.:-.~::!~9.:-J.Q ............................................. .. 
.. ~.!~ .. p.r.~g............ . .......... !.Q .......... _ ... J.:-.~I.9.7.J.Q.\.lJ.:-J.~.\!J.:'J.L ......................... . 
.. ~.p.x.~g............... . ........... L .......... _ ... 1(~::§>.. ........................................................ .. 
1I0orot! ° ° 
As Diagram M-ISTJ and Table M·IST3c show, there are 6 occurrences of simple linear progression. They 
are all short. Only one involves as many as two links. There is only one occurrence of constant progression. 
There is a longer sequence of progression taken up in the Rheme. It involves three links. All T-units are 
involved in some kind of thematic progression. There is one occurrence of split progression. 
Content mark- 3.25 
T-units 1-3 (PI) provide a brief introduction about progress in space, with thematic linking through the 
Rheme between Newton's work as the beginning tlnd the present situation. P2 begins in split progression 
with two reasons for making the launching of a satellite into space possible, both concerning the concept of 
thrust. In P2, the concept of thrust is developed in P2 in some detail, mainly through a combination of 
simple linear and constant progression. It is presented as a complex and difficult concept to put into practice 
thus explaining why progress has been so slow. 
In P3 and P4, current achievements are desclibed but apart from progression taken lip in the Rheme in 
RIO from P2, there are only two separate single links of simple linear progression. Thus in these two 
paragraphs, development is very limited. The final paragraph explains the theory behind Fig.A, which 
presents Newton's Law but in two T -units linked in simple linear progression. 
Organisation mark,.. 3.25 
The introduction is clearly presented mainly through progression taken up in the Rheme, due to the cohesive 
devices used in the Theme. P2 begins with two T~units introducing the concept of thrust, which is then 
explained in the following four units. In P3 and P4, the current developments are presented but t~ere are 
breaks in progression, which disturb the thematic continuity. T-unit 14 appears to end the essay smce the 
fillal paragraph is a detailed technical explanation. Hence there is no cone/usion to the essay. 
A-9.l.l Cohesion in M-lST3 
Ta bl eM-IST3 k c: ev co h . ti . M lST3 eSlVe eatures In 
-
Item Number Location 
NI-Th 8 4,5,6,8,10,11 *,15,16 
Nl!-lRh 13 1234*567811 ]2.1314.15 
............................. ............................... .1 .. , ... t ... I .......... A .. }. •• ~ ••• ~.I ... ' ........ 1 ..... ,.\ ........ \ ...................... 
CA 3 2,13,15 
E •• Q ........................... -............................. . ........................................................................................ 
C 8 3,5,6,8,10,11,14,16 
AlR 8 R3 T7 R7 R7 T9 RIO TI2 R16* 
As Table M-IST3c shows, new information is presented in the Theme frequently. It is presented in the 
Rheme very frequently but ill three cases it is judged unacceptable. Only in one case is the Ilew information 
in the Theme a circumstantial adjunct. Conjunctives and other adjuncts are used frequently in the Theme. 
Content mark= 3.25 
The fi'equent occurrences of new information in both the Theme and Rheme indicate that the content of the 
essay is substantial. In RS,R7 and R13, this is particularly so due to two kinds of elaboration. In the cases of 
R5 and R7, Masaki has added, as if in parenthesis, information about Newton's Law. In Rl3 he has 
extended the information with an example. All three have been coded as acceptable. However R4. R12 and 
)\·9.3 2 
Rl4 have been found unacceptable due to poor lexical cohesion resulting in a lack of coherence. The 
infonnation in Rl4 is also elaborated upon with an example. The new information in T4,TS,TIO,Ttl and 
Tt S is emphasised in the T -unit, which is acceptable. However, in Ttl, that infonnation is unclear and is 
judged unacceptable. In TI6, the Theme is overloaded with new information. 
Organisation mark- 3.25 
The three circumstantial adjuncts and the eight conjunctives and other adjuncts are effective cohesive devices 
thus compensating for weak thematic progression. T3 and TIS both give a time location and TI3 expresses 
manner. In TS, 'because' has been coded as a conjunctive signalling elaboration that begins a separate T-unit 
in order to reveal the paratactic relationship between two pieces of information, the one in T-unit 4 and the 
other in T-unit 5. It is rather awkward but has been judged acceptable because it does not blur the meaning. 
For the same reason, 'and also' is coded as beginning T-unit 6. All but one of the anaphoric references are 
used clearly and effectively. 
Language mark- 3.25 
A good range of general and technical linguistic features arc used to express details particularly in the cases 
of new information. Five items in all are judged unacceptable. The four cases of new information in the 
Theme and Rheme lack coherence due to problems with lexical cohesion and grammar. The anaphoric 
reference in Rl6 requires interpretation to be clear due to grammatical inaccuracy created by the singular used 
in the verb. 
Lexico-grammatical features A-9.3.4 
bl Ta eM·IST e: ey eXlco-grammahca eatures In . 3 k I . . I fi • M IST3 
Item Number Location 
SNorn 
.. ---.!~ ........... R4 TS RS RS R7 R7 TtO T13 R13 R13- R14 TIS ......•........ _ ..... ........ I ...... I ...... J ••••• :J ...... ,l ...... I •••••••• .t.: ....... I ........ I ........... .1 ......... t .................. 
CNorn 0 . 
................. _ .. ......... _ ......... _ .... .... _ .. _ .... -.................. _ ................. _ ......................... _ ........... _ ... _ . 
PV 12 R3 R6 R7 R8 R8 R9 Rll T13,TlS RlS,RlS T16 
Simple nominalisations and passive verb forms are used frequently. There are no complex nominalisations. 
Language mark- 3.25 
The nominalisations used are varied: c.g. an act-type as in 'launching a satellite into spacc'(R4). describing a 
process as in 'action' and reaction'(RS) and 'the cxplosive development of technology'(TtO), and describing 
the result ofa process as in 'the square' and 'thc product'(R7). Only one is judged unacceptable. This is the 
act-type 'transmitting radio signal from a part of area of the earth to the Whole earth'(R13) where the 
nominalised word 'transmission' is acceptable but there is a lack of coherence in what follows. All passive 
finite verb forms, finite and non-fmite, are effective and almost always structurally accurate. 
A-9.3.S Masaki's Approacb to IST3: Data from tbe lotcrvicws and micro-task notes. 
Table M-ISTlf: SummaryofMasaki's Approach to IST3 
Approacb Type Details 
deep holistic (a) retaining a central focus on task instruction and on essay as product 
strategic .. ~!~Y,tj£ .. _M._ ... _ .. _ ......... (~1 .. ~E~!X.~.i.~8.~.l!~.!s.~!!~~.~S!.~2~.!~~ . .P.},l!~~!).8.E~.~.~ ___ ... _ .... __ .... _ .............. . 
surface 
skills orientation (a) closely following advice and instructions given about task 
. .P.!!?£~~}!.!'.~J~!.9.~Bh_~.Y.~t~.T.!!j£~!Jy..~!?!~j~a.~~.~.~sh .. ~J~P_ ......... __ ..... _ ... _ 
"(~>..£2~~~li.~~a.~j£!!!?Q~!!~.~.J2.~.~!P..~.~_~.~t~!~!).~..i.!!~!.mS!.~2~.!1Q~ .. t9.P.j.~ __ .... . 
(c) making extensive notes through rewriting drafts of essay to 
.......................... _................. ..!!!!1?!2Y~.!!!.l~~~.H~1£!r .. V.~!.!.I'r9.~!1£~ ....... _ ................ M .......... _ .. _ ....... " ........... . 
.. ~~.1.f.:t~.~L~~.~~!! .......... _.... "(~2..~~.~~~S.!2.!.T.p.r.~~~.~!f~t;!!I.~£~J.h!:2~,g~ .. ~~!.f:.T..2!!~!2rin8 ... _ ....... _ ....... . 




quick- (a) concern with writing the essay at the expense of content 
Masaki said that he enjoyed IST3 'because this subject of task is invalued.' probably meaning that the topic 
of space was very important. He said that he did not find it easy because he was unable to fully understand 
the instruction during the thinking time, which is confinned in his notes. He had written that he was 
uncertain about 'the concept of thrust' guessing that it might be 'the concept of escaped velocity or of 
something philosophical meaning'. He said that it must have a 'quite abstract mean meaning' because he said 
3 )\-9.3 
'instruction mentions about concept of thrust important to man mankind'. It appears that he thought 
analytically about it as if he was trying to arrive at a logical interpretation using his knowledge of physics. 
He said that the documentary had been very helpful because it: 'mentions the theory of the projectile 
and about escaped velocities and then er also er how er the shuttles er moved in the space'. This suggests 
that the documentary helped him to understand the relationship between the theory and movement in space. 
He mentions this relationship in his essay. But he also said in the interview that he became 'confused er the 
movement of shuttle and er escaped velocity I so which one is exactly asking me about the task?' It appears 
that he could not decide what was required by the task instruction. I lis notes show that after the documentary 
he had written that thrust was 'a sudden forceful movement'. It is possible that his interest in and knowledge 
about physics was helping him to address ~hat was central to the instruction: i.e. the meaning of 'thrust'. 
In the text he had marked parts of the first section only and had written brief notes about the 
usefulness of satellites in space. He said that he had not had time to read the text in detail but had found it 
interesting and useful. He summarised it as follows: 'I could get some information about how er satellite ore 
is ro launched and how it how is it how it is moving around the earth.' Then he went on to say: 
I'm interested in I er how the electric signals is transmitted by satellite er cr er so er by the 
transmitting the signals by satellite er er er human could get lot more information around the 
world. Em. I though it was er er great development er I of media. 
It appears that he was able not only to make sense of the information but also to critique it. 
In his notes he had written a very brief plan followed by a comprehensive draft. Then he had written 
separate times for the last three steps, allowing 60 minutes for writing the draft. Thus he seems to have 
adopted a self-regulation strategy. Perhaps he felt that he needed to discipline himself regarding time 
organisation and to write a full draft. Many improvements to the draft are made in the final essay. lie said 
that he finished the task, which is confirmed by my observation notes. 
Content mark- 3.25 
Masaki's comments suggest that he was very interested in the topic and that he was using his knowledge of 
physics to make sense of the information input. lie appears to have been particularly interested in the concept 
of thrust. This would explain the concentration on technical detail in his essay. Not all of it was relevant 
however. 
Organisation mark- 3.25 
Masaki's interest in and knowledge base about the topic probably helped him to organise the content in two 
parts: the theoretical principles about 'thrust' and the relationship between those principles and movement in 
space. The fact that his essay is not tightly organised in parts may be due to the confusion that he spoke 
about in relating the two parts to the task instruction. It is possible that he thought it wise to include 
relevant technical knowledge and understanding even though it had to be added at the end thus adopting a 
quick-fix surface approach. 
Language mark- 3.25 
Masaki's comments suggest that he found some of the text familiar: 
I knew the sentence such as "satellite will be launched into orbit around the earth which takes 
it over the North and South poles" and er I think it is a quite good information.' 
In quoting this part he may have meant that he liked the way it was expressed. It appears that he allowed 
time to think about expression in this task. lie was able to write a complete draft and refine it in his final 
essay. There is evidence in his essay of using certain phrases such as 'launching a satellite into spacc' and 
'the magnitude of the force' appropriately which suggests that he was thinking about expression while 
writing his draft. The way he expresses the technical information in his essay may be due to the fact that he 




A-9.3.6 Text Analysis of M-IST3 
Thematjc prQ~essjon and key cohesive and lexicQ-~ammatjcal features 
Paragraph J 
I) L Newton was the first man to find out the logical relationship between the motion around our life and 
the motion of bodies in space. 
Tl 
RI=NI 
2) About JOO Years later. human has already achieved the dream to go to space. 
T2- CA{RI} 
R2= NI{Rl} 
3) Howeyer. why has it taken so much time? 
T3= C 
R3= NI {R2(AR)+PV} 
Paragraph 2 
4) The CQDCtpt of thrust bas carried out the role of [lauDching a satel1ite into space]. 
T4-NI 
R4= NI·{SNom{R3}} 
5) because the system of [launcbjnl: a rocket] depends on the principle of Newton's third law. (To [every 
action]. there is [an equal and opposite reaction]. see Fig A) 
T5- C + R4(SNom) 
RS- NI+RI {SNom+SNom} RI: relationship between different kinds of motion 
6) and also certajn yelocity is needed to free from gravity. 
T6=- C+NI 
R6=- NI{PV} 
7) It is given by the Newton's law of universal gravity (The magnitude of the force between two bodies 
whose the mass ofm and m' is inversely proportional to the sequre of [their separation r] Ilnd directly 
proportional to [the product of their masses, that is mm'].) 
T7-T6(AR) 
R7- NI {PV+SNom{AR}+SNom {AR} } 
8) Thus. considerable enerllY is consumed in order to get the velocity which is called escape velocity. 
T8= C+NI+R7 
R8= NI{PV}+T6{PV} T6: velocity 
9) lhat is one of reasons why it has taken so long time to launch a satellite. 
T9= R8(AR) 
R9= R3 {PV} R3: long time taken to go into space 
Paragraph 3 
10) However. [the explosive development oftechnol0l:Y] has made it possible. 
Tl 0== C+NI(SNom) 
RIO- R9{AR} 




12) The success was very much ample. 
Tl2- RII{AR) 
R12= NI· 
13) From saleWlgs launched into orbit around the earlh we can get many detailed information about the 
earth, for example, [the change in our climate and environment]; [transmitting radio signal from a part of 




R4: launching a satellite into space 
14) And then. our jnterests are spreading over the universe, for example, all the planets of the Solar 




(Fig A, Newton's third law) 
« explaination» 
IS) When [tbe explosion] js casued. the barret is intensively pusbed out and the heavy gun simultaously 
is moved in the opposite direction of the burret. 
TIS= CA{NI{SNom+PV}) 
R15- NI{PV+PV} 




A-9.4 Masaki's Performance in IST4 
A-9.4.J Ilypertbeme and recurring thematic elements 
T bl M IST4 H h . M IST4 a e 
-
a: Ivoert erne I!\ 
-
Number Hypertheme T-units 
2 (a) Darwin and the theory of evolution 1·8 
(b) The contribution of the theory to nlrther knowled~e and change 9-15 
Table M-IST4b: Recurring thematic elements in M-lST4 
Thematic elements 1 No. of reflll'S 1 LOfatioll 
.. :.Q.I.1 •• H}.~.Q.r.i.s.i.I.1 .. 9.f..~'p'~9.~~~: ..................... l.. ................ ? ................ LJg ... B.~ .......... . 
C.Darwin 1 2 i 12 R5 
.................................................. _ ..................................................................... ~ ......... , ....... . 
.. £.9.!}.~r.i~.\!~.lQ.n~ .. Qnh.~ .. !.~~gXy .................. l ................. :f. .............. ..l .. J..? .. J.J.1 ....... .. 
To filrther knowledge and change i 2 i 19 R 14 
As Table M-IST4a shows, the essay is organised in two hyperthemes. There arc lour recurring thematic 
elements; two are central to H(a) and the other two are central H(b). 
Content mark- 3.75 
Both hyperthemes directly address the task instruction. H(a) leads into a description of how Darwin's theory 
was developed and H(b) leads into a discussion of the theory. The thematic elements directly contribute to 
the relevance of the content. 
Orgallisation mark- 3.50 
The two hyperthemes, including the thematic elements, are organised according to the order suggested by 
the two parts of the task instruction. 
A-9.4.2 Thematic Progression 
Diagram M-IST4: Thematic progression in M-IST4 [ .... ;i'·;· .. ·I .. ··; .. ·· .. T .... ~·; .... 1 
....... 1. ........... P. ...... H ... I .... . 
PI Th J + Rh 1 I I ! I 
I I I I I I 
oN I 1 I ! 
Th2 + Rh2 Iii I 
l I /! ! I 
Th3 + Rh3 I =1 ! ! 
I I I I 
oN I I / i i 
Th4 + RM I j I ! ~ I I! i I 
Th5 + RhS.~ i II I I 
l I I I I : 
Th6 + Rh6 ! I I I 
P2 
P3 Th7 + Rh7 
l 
<.H ....... •• H ... H ....... • .... ·.... I I I I i 
iii i I I I i I 
I Ii! Th8 + Rh8 ~ 
P4 Th9 ~Rh9 
PS Thl0 + RhlO 
l 
A·9.4 
Th11 + Rhll 
Thl2 + Rh12 
~ 
Th13 + Rht3 
Th14+Rt4 ~ 
ThIS + RhlS 
I I I i 
I : t I ! i / I I 
:,' I I I I 
i I : I: I I I I j 





T hI M IST4 Th a e 
-
c: . M IST4 emahc progressIon 10 
-
Item Number Location 
sl prog 8 1-2-3,4-5-6,7-8,10-11,12-13,14-15 
c prog 2 3-4,8-9 
o prog 4 5-6-7,9-10,14-15 
.. ~ .. ~!P..!'2gOM'"'''''' 12 I-II 12-13 14-15 • __ ........ _. __ ............ 1 ............ 1 .••. _ ......... _ •• __ ••• _. ___ • 
.• ~.p.!!».g ................ ............ L ........... .2(tQ!.!J:J.y.n.:.!.1!.J.~1._. __ ... __ 
no pr02 0 -
As Diagram M-IST4 and Table M-IST4c show, all T-units are involved in thematic progression. There is 
one long sequence involving T-units I-II through a combination of simple linear and constant progression 
and progression taken up in the Rheme. The remaining four T-units are linked in two single sequences of 
simple linear progression. However, T-units 9-15 arc linked in one long sequence of split progression. 
Content mark= 3.75 
The essay begins with three T-units in simple linear progression, beginning with an introduction that leads 
into the theory itselfin T-unit 3. Then, through constant prgoression another angle is taken in T-unit 4 when 
the origin of the theory is explained and developed through simple linear progression as far as T-unit 6. 
Then there is a break when the theory is positioned in the present time through T-units 7 and 8 in simple 
linear progression. T-unit 8 marks another break with a general comment about the theory. 
T-unit 9 begins the sequence of split progression by introducing three contributions of the theory to 
further knowledge and change. Each of these occupies two T-units in simple linear progression, which 
allows some development each time. The most important contribution is presented in the last pair which 
concludes the essay neatly. 
Organisation mark .. 4.00 
As the description of the content indicates, the organisation has fairly clear framework. The second part, T-
units 9-15, is more tightly organised than the first part, T-units 1-8. 
PI begins the essay with an introduction of two T-units that naturally move on to Darwin's discovery 
that enabled him to formulate his theory in P2. P3 presents two T-units that comment on the theory. The 
second, T-unit 8, provides a conclusion to the first hypertheme. lbrough constant progression the essay 
moves into the second hypertbeme introduced in T-unit 9 in a paragraph on its own, the beginning of the 
sequence of split progression. The remaining T-units make up P5 in pairs: 10/11,12113,14115. Thus each 
example is presented in the first T-unit (10,12,14) and then developed in the second T·unit (11,13,15) with a 
comment on the example. 
A-9.4.3 Cohesion 
T bl M IST4d k a e 
-
h . fi tur • M IST4 ey co eSlve ea es In 
-
Item Number Location 
NI·Tb 4 5,7,10,14 
~::..~~ ....... 15 1 23456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 ._ .......... _ •••• 1 ••• Z; •• 1 ••• 1 ••• ~ •• 1 ••• 1 ... 1.,.1 .... :.\ ..... , •••••• t ••••• I ..... J._.--... •. 
CA 3 1,5,10 
E 0 -..................... ............. ____ .......... _ ....... _ ............. M ... _ ••• _ ........... -... ___ ..... 
C 5 2,6,8,10,14 
AR 9 T4 R5 R6 R7 T1 I T12 TI3 RI4.TIS 
As Table M-IST4d shows, there is new information in the Rheme in every T-unit. There is also new 
information in the Theme in four T-units. Two occurrences are circumstantial adjuncts. Conjunctives, other 
adjuncts and anaphoric references are quite frequent. 
Content mark= 3.5 
The occurrences of new information in the Theme and Rheme indicate that the content is substantial. The 
Theme in 5,10,14 contains a substantial amount of information that is developed in the Rheme. In TS, the 
circumstantial adjunct expresses manner but in some detail thus overloading the Theme. TIO begins with a 
conjunctive signalling elaboration. The following circumstantial adjunct also expresses manner and leads 
appropriately into new information in the Rheme. There is a substantial amount of information in the 
Rheme in R5,R6,R7,R12 and R14. For example, in RS, two items of information are incorporated in 
paratactic relationship to describe what Darwin noticed. R9 is the only case where vcry little information is 
presented. 




Cohesive devices contribute greatly to thematic continuity. All eight conjunctives and adjuncts are helpful 
cataphorically. In order to highlight the simple linear progression, T8 has been coded as a modal adjunct 
beginning the Theme rather than as a circumstantial adjunct expressing perspective. All anaphoric references 
are used effectively e.g. 'their organism'(RS) and 'This implication'(Tl3). Substitution is used appropriately 
in 'the theory'(T4) and 'This basic idea'(Tll). 
Language mark= 3.50 
All items are judged acceptable. Sometimes the new information is quite long but well-constructed 
grammatically. Lexical cohesion is a slight problem as in 'the theory implies the shift of the land 
. surface'(R12). Nevertheless, there is no interference with meaning. Demonstrative pronouns are quite 
frequent as anaphoric references. There is one awkward item, 'that' ending R14 but the meaning is cle3J' and 
it is used accurately. 
A-9.4.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl M IST4 k 1 . t' 1 fi tur . M IST4 a e 
-
e: ey eXlco-gramma lca ea esm 
-
Item Number Location 
.. ~.~!!.!!L" ... .. J.~." .. " ............. ... ~"~1~1,.~~.t~§.IS1&1.tI§.LT.2,,!2,IHM{J .. QJB.U.I~Jl.I!~!.~.a:.!.11.~J.1 ....... " 
CNom 1 RlS* 
..... __ ...... ..-.. ........ _ ...... _ ....... ..................... _ ...... __ ._ ... _ ... __ . __ .. _._---_._._-.. _ ...... -........... 
PV 6 R4*,RS RS R8 Rll R13 
As Table M-ISTe shows, simple nominalisations occur frequently in this short essay. Passive verb fonns nrc 
used six times. Only two items are judged unacceptable. 
Language mark= 3.50 
The many uses of acceptable and appropriate nominalisations reflect a strong sense of familiarity with 
written scientific discourse. One, 'evolution', is repeated three times. Dut somc arc particularly original: e.g. 
the simple nominalisation in 'the changes in surroundings aroud them'(R6), which is not entirely accurate 
but acceptable, and 'The shift of the land surface of the globc'(R12). Although therc are problems with 
syntax, only one item is found to be unacceptable: the one complex nominalisation at thc end. Ilere there is 
a problem of lexical cohesion as well as of grammar. Also the uses of active and passive verb fonns are 
entirely appropriate. The passive verbs are all in finite fonn apart from in R4, which is also judged 
unacceptable because the passive voice is not made clear. 
A-9.4.S Masaki's Approach to IST4: Data from the Interviews and micro-task Dotes. 
TableM-IST4f: S : ummaryo fM ak" A as 1 s \ppmac h IST4 to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic retaining a central focus on the task instruction, thinking about ond 
developing understanding of the topic, retaining a focus on the essay as 
··refiecti;c .. · .. · ........ · ...... . .P.!29.!!S! •. __ ........ __ .... __ .................. _ ....... _ ........................................................... (b) seeking to gain an enhanced understanding of self-ability and self-
··;iiiYi~ .... ····"·--..... · .~2~~.~S.~.!!,l"!~J.~~j~!:l .. ~~ .. ~~.~~ .. ~!:!!!!~~~ ......... ____ . __ ... _ ...... "_._ 
using previous knowledge to develop understanding of task instruction 
and infonnation input 
strategic analytic (a) analysing task instruction and planning essay 
.. {!>1.s.£l.~..s"l}!!i~g.~js~j!?~"~r.!.~.~.~fl ... ~.~!I?~E.~~r~!~~.~.!!~~s~12~_ ........ ___ ....... _. 
skills-orientation (a) closely following advice and instructions given about task procedure 
..!h!'.~~sh .. ~.Y.~~m.~~j£!J.l.y. .. ~~~~!!:ljt~!!.~~S.Q.~!£p. ............... _ ... ___ .. _ ........... _ 
.,(~t~fl.!!~E.!~.~!!S.~.~£!!g.!!!!.rjE.~.J2.h~!I?.~E.~~r§.~~~.i!!~~£!.i.!?~..!.!!~J£lp.i£ .. __ 
(c) making extensive notes through rewriting drafts of essay to improve 
........... -...................... _ .... .J!1!g~s.~.~.~~ .. f.'?!..!ln!.tL'.tt?~~t .. _ .......... " .... "." ............ '""" .... " ............ _. ___ .. __ .... 
.. ~~).f.:r.~~!~~.~?!! .......... . !~!J7!P .. 9.!!}.!~ti~S.~!f9.!m!-n~~ ...... _ .. __ .......... __ ...... _,_ ..... " ............. _. __ ..... _._. 
compensating using previous knowledge to compcnsate for lack of understanding 
infonnation input and to int~ret the theoJ'Y 
Masaki said that he found IST4 'quite difficult' but that the topic was familiar: 'I especially knew the theory 
of the shift of er what er the land, so'. Perhaps he knew about this from his knowledge of physics. His 
comments suggest that he was interested in the theory and thought about it a great deal. For example, he 
said: 
I think one great achievements of the theory is er to change our mental activity especially the 
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theory changed er theological view to very objective view, scientific view. I think that's a one 
er great achievement in the human kind. 
It appears that he was very impressed with the theory and could appreciate its far-reaching significance. 
He said that, during the thinking at the beginning, 'I just reminded that kind of knowledge which I, 
which I have about Darwin the theory.' His notes show that he had consulted a dictionary for the meaning of 
'evolution' and 'Darwinism' and had put down some ideas for his essay. My field notes record that he 
frequently referred to one dictionary, either CoBuild or the Penguin Students' Dictionary, when it was 
available. 
He said that the documentary was 'quite useful' and 'Some part I missed but er I could get infonnation, 
a lot of information about theory.' About the text he said: 'I didn't really read all of part em but er I could 
get some ideas, simple ideas about theory so it's quite useful in that respect.' His comments suggest that he 
used the same strategy as in IST3 and had been selective in the way he had organised his time. His notes 
refer to a taxonomy of species, which is mentioned in the text. However, he had not used this information in 
his essay. He said that he felt happy at the end with what he had done and that he had finished the essay. 
Content mark= 3.5 
Masaki said: 'I could er organise er I my essay at first time quite easily but when I proceed er my essay it 
was er it became quite awkward, difficult'. He said this was because: 'I confused with two theories' and 
explained: 
One is the origin of species and the other is natural sel selection. I thought it, they are quite 
different theory but I could get er kind of connection between two theory. 
His comments suggest that he thought about the theory a great deal and could make some sense of it but 
found it difficult. This could explain why his most of his essay is relevant to the instruction and gives a 
general coverage of the content but very little specific detail. 
Organisation mark= 4 
Masaki said that 'organising' the information 'to describe Darwin's theory' was difficult because he said that 
there were two theories. But he said that discussing the second part of the instruction, fwther knowledge and 
change, was easier. His notes show two plans, one based on the question: 'Why are there so many different 
kinds in the world?', probably referring to 'species'. It seems to be an attempt to understand the theory in 
more depth. The second is a definitive plan of the essay containing the main points to be included followed 
by a definition of natural selection. 
It appears that his problems with organisation were to do with making sense of the theory. However, 
his comments suggest that he was able to understand it sufficinetly to explain it and then, as evidenced by 
his essay, he was probably able to organise the content in a straightforward manner. 
Language mark= 3.5 
Masaki's notes reveal detailed and careful preparation for writing his essay. They include a complete draft 
which strongly resembles the final product. There is evidence of making positive changes. It seems that he 
felt confident about using the same strategy again: of writing a draft and then going over it to produce the 
final essay. One interesting sentence change was from 'In general, they have regarded the certainty of the 
theory.' to 'In general, the theory of evolution is regarded as well-deserved theory.', which is a much 
improved transfonnation from the active to the passive verb thus impersonalising the state of affairs, as is 
more usual in academic and scientific discourse. Thus, it seems that he had attended to expressing his ideas 
appropriately as well as accurately. Most of his essay is coherent and consistent in style and formal register. 
His limited range of vocabulary may be due to the brevity of his essay. 
4 A·9.4 
A-O.4.6 Text Analysis of M·IST4 
Thematjc pro~essjon and key cohesive and lexico-mmmatical features 
Paragraph J 
I) In the J 850's, C. Darwin wondered why there were so many kinds of species, after a long voyage. 
T1-CA 
RI=NI 
2) And then, e, Darwjn propounded [the theory of evolution] in his book 'On the origin of species'. 
1'2- C + Rl 
R2- NI{SNom} 
Paragraph 2 




4) The idea orthe theoO' drived from [the study of the origin of species]. 
T4=T3(AR) 
R4- NI + R2{CNom} R2: 'On the origin of species'. 
5) ll.y studjn~ [the ori~in Ql sveciesT, fSpedlly [Ihe classWcation Q,f liyin~ thingsT. C. Darwin noticed 
that [living things] were affected by [the changes in surroundings around then] and their organism were 
gradually adjusted to [the conditions under which they live]. 
T5- CA(R4(SNom) + NI(CNom}) 
RS- 12 + SNom + NI{PV + CNom + AR + PV + SNom} 1'2: C.Darwin 
6) Then, he came up with the ideas that species were capable of changing or evolving, into new species 
with [the changes in surroundings aroud them]. 
T6- C + RS 
R6=- NI + RS (SNom} 
Paragraph 3 
7) Recent scientists have given many evidences of the theory by investigating fossils and changing gene's 
capacity and so on. 
T7-NI 
R7 .. NI{AR(R6)} 
8) In ~neral. the theoO' ofevolution is regarded as well-deserved theory. 
T8- C + R7(SNom) 
R8-NI 
Paragraph 4 
9) lJbe contributions of the theoO' ofevolutjon to further knQwJed~e and chaor;e] are so many. 
T9= CNom {T8} 
R9=NI 
Paragraph S 
10) For example. h.y breedjn~ (mixhlee between other meciesT; it is possile to generate [a fertile ofT-spring]. 
TIO"" C + CA(NI{SNom}) 
RIO"" R9 + NI{SNom} 
11) This basic idea is used for [recent genetic enginering]. 
TII- RIO(AR) 
Rll- NI{PV + SNom} 
12) Another example is that the theory also implies [the shift of the land surface of the globe], because of 
[the existance of the same species in the whole world]. 
Tl2= TlO(AR) TlO: example of the contributions of the theory 
R12- TIl + NI{SNom + SNom} 
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13) [Ihis implication] is also verified by [recent geological reaserch]. 
Tl3= RI2(AR + SNom) 
R13= NI{PV + SNom} 
14) However. [the most important contribution of the the0tY to human] is to change the theological view of 
[natural selection] into the scientific view of that. 
Tl4= C + SNom{T9} T9: contributions of the theory 
R14= T9 + NI{SNom + AR} T9: to further knowledge and change 
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1 1- 14 
As Ta ble 1\II-1ST5a hows, the essay has three hypenheme. , a h of whi h fi r ab Lit 11 asp ct r 'en ti 
engineering. The J-1rst covers Pl and P2 ; the second c vcrs P , P4 And P , th ' th ird vcrs P 
Table M -l T 5b shows thatlhe r ll l" thematic clements celli al I asl n e within Ih 
hypel1hemes which ugge ts thai th e iven il1~ I'mali n in lh third h p rth m drllws 
present din (h ' econcl hypertheme 
Content mark=- 3. 25 
nd and Ihird 
in~ rmalion 
The hypertheme and themati element are I ely link d to each other and ' Ilt irely rei va nt t th ta 'k 
instruction . For example, th thematic element R7 is ab Lit th p ss ibility f par nt pa sing n defectiv 
genes to th ir children . RJ / is about how it i po sib/ to estab li '/1 whethr r n t til' parents hav dde ti ve 
genes Although ' the gene' is not described, the thr hyperth mes d add .. ss the task instru ti 11 . H(a), 
about genetics, leads into genetic noi neerin g Th ther tw h perthcme rai 'e th imp rtanc r gen ti 
engineering in two developm nt in in . I' s ar hin inherit d di seases and app l in) th research t 
defective gene ' 
Orgallisatioll mark 3.50 
Th thr e-part overall rganisat.ion i ' vid ent fl· m th sel 'eli n <lnd di stribu ti 11 f th h p rlh me . H(a) 
leads into H(b), which in turn leads into H( ), wi th th linal T-unit drawin' 10 ether th advanHI,es r 
genetic engineering in a c nclucling statement thaI I I s l wards th future 
.4.-9.5.2 1fhem~ltDc plrogn'cssion 
Diagram M-lST5: T hemati progressi n in M-l T5 
Pl Th I + Rhl 
l 
Th2 -I Rh 2 
P2 TIl.) + !th'" 
Th4 -t R;h4 
VI 
P3 T h5 r R;h5 
V 
T h6 I R.h6 
~ 
Th7 I Rh 7 
.~ 
T il I :' h. 
[>6 T h I I I Rh 1 I 
1\ -<) :) 
Th9 I Rh 
Th 10 I g il 10 
r .. · ·· · •· .. ·· ··· ,.. · · ····· .. ·· ·· ,. ··· .. .. ···· · 
/ 
I 
;, .. ...... ........... .. ...... ... '- ..... ..... .. , 
I'll 12 I , " 12 
TIll ] -I B ill 
TIl 14 Rhl4 
............... =- ........ .. ... ;.. ... .......... .: 
T abl e M-Lu TS( : T hemalLc progression in M -l ST S 
fcahDn~ NlDmiJCD' lLocation 
.. ~~ .. P.~:~K ... .. ... ..... . ..T .............. ........ .. . ( .+~.,~.~?:~.:.?:. !.9.'. !.~.~n ..... .. 
.. ~J~.I:.~ ~, ... ... ............ ~ ......................... ~.:~.:.?:.6.1. ! }~. !.~! .............. ... .... .. . .. 
.. ~ .. P.~~K ................. ~ ................. ......... ~.:~.:~.: J.:.~,. \ .) .~. ).~ .................. .. .. 
... !~.!! .. p.I:~g .. .............. . 1) ....................... .L:. ! .9.,. !..1. .~. I .. ~ ......................... .. .... . 
.. ~.p..~:~g ... ............. .. 9 .......................... ~ .................... .............. .. ............... , 
uno PD'Q1L __ -1_0=--_ __ -L._ 
As Diagram M -IST5 and Tabl e M-IST5 show, th em..,ti I rogr n is (1 hi v d (1 1m st throughou t wi th a 
combination of imple lin ar progre sion and on tant PI' g ressi nl mpl 1 break i aller T -unit 
10. But only the Rl1eme orT-uni ( / / is taken up in l~ / 2 T 12 i II IlIll rk / T heme with new illrormllli II thM 
is developed through anaphoric reter nc to R II , ' tho )cn ti nstnl ti n' on cqucntl , much 
information is repealed throughout and combined wit h n w inl' rmati n T il rc i ' no spl it pI' 'res ion 
(ontent mark"" 3. 25 
T he combination or si mple linear and c nstant pI' gTe si n, part icu lar! in the e 
h w detail s are included to devel p the gen ral p inLS. In T-uniL th ' m 'hnni sm 
mentioned , T hi s i s taken up in the T heme of T -unit 7 and expand d with th 
diagra1l1atic information is then explained and lev I p din th Rh me in T- \lnit 
T -units are about how genetic infonnation ca ll b apl li ed 
Organisation lIIark 3.50 
nd h pert hem , shows 
rinh ri ted dis'ases ' i 
aid f a elia 'ram Th 
and I T h l' '1l1nini lP 
Jt i in the middle secti n l' til essay wh r devel 1m nt oc UI S 1110St T h fi rs t tw T -unit s ' t the s ell , 
the first bein a general statement and th se ond intr dL! in I th IT1'li n t pi l' th s RY, " n nti ' 
engineering T hen follows a de -ription r geneti en 'ilPerilig in t/rre T-units thr u ·Ir 
pI' gression , T hen m re detail i introduced and lhe essay begins t d v ' l p throu 'h simp le linear 
progression, sometimes reinfor ed by thematic ont inuit y in th Rh me. T il i,. ulllstantial adju l1 t 
'Recentl y ' in I' ll takes th es, ay int the third ecti n, w hi h is morc I 11 ral and b j in to pin t t wards 
the Il lture. T hi s is made 1110 t xplici t in thetinal T-unit. T h stilt ement s mfld in T -unit 12 l'lnd 13 
reinforce what has already been slated and prepare th c nclusi n T hi s third ti n is n t t ightl y 
organised but th links are clear. T hu s th I' i S0111 thematic c nlinuil in ever T -unit whi h h Ip 
cohesion. 
A-9.S.3 Cohesion 
Table M -IST5d : key cohesive features in M - lST5 
Featm'e NumbeD' .lLocMnon 
NJ-1f'h 3 7,10, 12 
~.~.~ .. ~.i.~ ..... ......... !.~ ........ _. ).,.?, ... ,.~: ,.~. ,§.,J.~.,.~.'.?} . .1 . .9.,.!.:I .... .1 .. ?,.! .... \ .1 .. ~ .... . 
CA 8 1,6 ,7* ,8,9, 11 ,11 , 14 
~ .... ................ , ...... 9. ......... _ ............ , .. .. ..... ......... , ............. , ........................... . 
C 6 3,4 ,5, JO* , 12, 1.> 
AM 8 T4 R 7T8R8T9,R9 RI 2* T I 3 
Tab le JVf- l T 5d hows that th Rhem' or ever T-unit in th ' essil . ontains IPW 
frequent use of circumstantial adj uncts, nj ul1 tiv and th I adjun ts T h r i s 11 
item are j udged unac eptabl 
COlltentmulk 3.25 
, Ul 
For a short ssay, th re i. onsic1 l ab le themaLi ' LI S' r i lClI ll1stal1 ti:ll adjul1 ts It I S part i ularl 11 ti c <'Iblc i ll 
T-ullilS 6- , where they lead t a equellce r imple linea l I r gressi n rcinfl I' 'ci b th mati ' ntinuit 
th r ugh the Rheme. T he are vClriec1 1n T6, th adjun '( "xpre " S I' as 11 , in 1'7 ntingclI ' , ill T8 
perspective and in T9 co ntingenc . Thes part! aunt fI I h w th tex t d v lops T il ' n w inr rmation in 
the Rhe1l1e in every T -unit al 'o h Ips development Onion e, in '1'7 , i s it iuci d lIna cq table becaus th 
mea ning i. lin lear 
1\ <) .5 2 
Organisation mark- 3.50 
Frequent cohesive markers in the Theme encourage good cohesion between and within T-units. Apart from 
circumstantial adjuncts, there is a wide range of conjunctives and other adjuncts e.g. 'Recently' (Tt) to set 
the scene in time location, 'briefly speaking'(TI) as a modal adjunct, 'for example'(TS) to introduce 
elaboration and 'As a result ... gentetics'(T6) expressing reason. Seven of the eight anaphoric references are 
effective as cohesive markers. 
Language mark= 3.7S 
Most items are judged acceptable and, as already mentioned, a range of functions are used effectively in the 
Theme. 'Supposed ... desease'(T7), is incoherent due to problems with structure and lexical cohesion; 
'although'(TlO) is unclear as a link; 'those genetic construction'(R12) is a complex anaphoric reference 
containing a pronoun mismatched with a substitution device. The whole of T-unit 7 is unacceptable because 
of several structural problems that blur the meaning. 
A-9.S.4 Lexlco-grammatical features 
Tahle M·IST5e: key lexico.grammatical features in M-ISTS 
Feature Number Location 
SNom 12 RI T2 R2 T3 R3 T5 RS T6 TIl R12 R12 T14 
.............................................. _ .............. 1 •••••• I ••••••• t ...... I •••••• J ...... l •••••• .\ ...... l ........ I ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ....... _ ...... _ 
CNom 0 • 
··pV······ ........ ·····7· ...... · .. ·· .. · .. ·· .. · .... R3~R4·RS··R7·.:·Rir::ri·o .. R·jj_· ...... n .......... _ .................... ... 
Table M·ISTSe shows that simple nominalisations are used frequently and judged to be acceptable. The use 
of passive verb fonns is fairly frequent. 
Language mark-3.75 
Again, well·constructed nominalisations are used: c.g. 'genetic ... organism'(RJ) and 'the mechanism ... 
deseases'(R6). Some verb fonns and tenses are incorrectly used: e.g. 'expanded' (RI), 'has been' (R6) and 
'being bomed' (RIO) and three uses of 'transmit' (see R7,RS,RI4), reflecting problems with transitivity and 
the passive form with this verb. But four passive finite verbs arc accurate. Two others are used appropriately. 
Only one, among seven items in all, is judged unacceptable because it is structurally inaccurate and blurs the 
meaning. 
A-9.S.S Masaki's Approach to ISTS: Data from the Interviews and micro-task notes. 
T hI M IST5d S a e . : ummaryo fM k" A asa 1 s ~pproac h ISTS to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic (a) seeking to conceptualise task demands through retaining a central focus 
on task instruction and focusing on meaning and relevance, thinking 
about and developing understanding of the topic and retaining a focus on 
'r~ii~'ciiv;"""'"'-"-'" .. !!1~ .. ~!~!y. .. !!.p!.9.~~£~ .. " ........... _ ........... _ ... _ ................................. _ .. _ .... ---, ................... (b) evaluating information input in terms of self-ability in relation to task 
instruction 
strategic skills oriented 
.. !~l.I?!!!!:l.n}.~s..!~.~.!:~~!!y. ............................................... _ ....... H ................................................ • 
J~2-~2!!~.~J.H~s..~j.~.!J.2!.1.~ti~~.!2 .. h~J.P. .. ~.~_~!~!~.~g..!h~.!21?.!~ ... M ..... _ .... _ ............... _ .. 
_ ... _ ...... __ . __ ...... . _(21.~ti.!}.~8..~!.1 .. ~~~~Y_9E~!LtQ..!!!11?!2Y.~ . .!~!!g~?8.~.!}.~.t!~.!1!.1.~!.p.r2~.~S!..._M_ ... _ .. 
compensatory exploitin~ comprehensible input as far as possible 
Table M·ISTSf shows that Masaki's approach to addressing this task was very similar to his approach to 
addressing IST4: deep and strategic. But his comments suggest that his previous experiences of working on 
an 1ST had taught him to develop further his strategic approach. 
It seems that he was able to work more confidently and more speedily. He may have had more control 
over organising his time. Although he seemed to use the same skills that he had found successful in 
previous ISTs it is possible that they had become more automatised. , 
He said that he compensated for his lack of topic knowledge by selecting and exploiting the 
infonnation input that he could understand, saying: 'Actually I didn't use the text. More technical. It's quite 
difficult to understand everything in the text.' But he did use 'just some technical words.' He spoke about 
how used the documentary to, his advantage even though he did not know much about genetics: 
The video gave me a lot information and I could manage that information to write the essay 
because it was everything new thing for me so I was not confused with something biology. 
3 A·9.S 
Thus it would appear that what he learnt about genetics during tbe task session he was able to use in writing 
his essay. He reported that he was more confident in being able to address the task demands and complete 
the task although he said: 'It was quite difficult because of the subject.' 
He was dismissive about the text: 'Actually I didn't use the text. More technical. It's quite difficult to 
understand everything in the text.' By using only the information from the docuimentary, perhaps he ahd 
more time for writing the essay. His notes show how he had first written an incomplete draft. But on another 
page, he had written a complete essay, crossed it out and written it up again, almost identically. It is 
possible that he might have wanted to improve his linguistic expression as in M·lST4 but did not have 
enough time to make changes. 
Content mark- 3.25 
Masaki's comments in the interview suggest that he managed to learn quite a lot in a short time. He said: 'I 
didn't really know about genetic genes so I have to look for some words, some concept by the dictionary'. 
This is confirmed by his notes, which include copied definitions of: 'gene', 'genetics' 'chromosome', 
'hereditary'. They are brief but contain a substantial amount of information. 
His notes also show that he was able to select from them the information he needed to write his essay. 
Although he did not write about the gene in his short essay, the content was all relevant and included some 
detail. 
Organisation mark- 3.50 
Masaki seemed to have used the same holistic approach as in all the other ISTs. First he learned more about 
the topic and thought about it in relation to the task instruction before he attempted to write his essay. Being 
systematic probably helped him to organise the content while he was writing. His notes reveal little evidence 
of planning his essay. 
During the interview he was able to describe the gene and genetic engineering in more detail than is 
evident in his essay which suggests that he was not able to write about everything he had learned. This is 
confirmed by his notes. 
Language mark- 3.75 
Masaki's notes show that, as in previous M·ISTs, he concentrated on intelligibility rather than on quantity 
in writing his essay. Here he was reasonably successful. It seems that he managed the task by expressing in 
his writing what he had understood about the topic within the appropriate genre of the topic. For example, 
he wrote about the 'transmission of disease'. During the interview, he summarised genetic engineering as 
'extra technology involving altering construction', which indicates bow he understood it. 
By limiting his comprehension to the documentary information he had time to think about how to 
order and express the points he wanted to make in connected discourse. 
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A.9.S.6 Text Analysis of M·ISTS 
Thematjc prOIUtSsjOD and key cohesjye and lexjco-lUammatjcal features 
Paragraph 1 
1) Recentlv [the development of genetics) is highly expanded into several branches of science. 
T1= CA 
Rl= NI{SNom + PV} 




3) Brie.ilv sDeakinf. [I:enetjc enfDneerinl:l is the technology involved in [altering the genetic constitution 
of organism). 
T3= C + R2(SNom) 
R3= NI(SNom (PV}) 
4) And.J1. is used for medicine, agriculture, industry and so on. 
T4= C + AR(TJ) 
R4= NI{PV} 
Paragraph 3 
5) For example. [I:enetic en~ineerinBl is used for [the research ofinherited deseases). 
T5= C + T4(SNom) 
R5= R4(PV) + NI(SNom) 
6) As a result al[the research Q(~ntetjcsl, the mechanism of inherited deseases has been well known. 
T6= CA{TS(SNom)} 
R6= NI +RS 
Paragraph 4 
7) S!lQDosed both parents have some "nes which would calise an inherited desease. their children have a 
certain possibility of being transmitted some defective genes by parents (Sec the diagrams below.) 
T7" CA·(NI{R6}) 
R7= NI·{AR + PV+} 
(diagram: Transmitions or genes from parents and children) 
Paragraph 5 
8) Accordinf to tbe above diawzm. it turns out that the child (0) has been transmitted two types of 
defective genes which are called recessive genes. 
T8= CA{AR(R7/diagram)} 
R8= R7/diagrarn(AR) + NI(PV· + PV} 
9) In Ihis case. the only children (D) have a high possibility of having an inheritated desease, 
T9= CA(AR(RS» 
R9= NI{AR(RS) + T7} T7: having an inherited disease 
10) alcholldJ the probability ofcbildren bejn2 borned with an jnherited desease is quite low. 
TtO= C· + NI{R9 + PV} 
RIO =NI 
Paragraph 6 
11) Recently. kv (the research alfeneticsl, it has become possible to determine whether parants have some 
defective genes or not. 
Ttl ... CA + CA{R6(SNom)} 
Rll= NI + R7 
R6: genetics research 
R7: parents having defective genes 
12) Moreover. scientjsts can alter [those genetic construction) by [genetic engineering]. 
T12= C + NI 
R12= N1 + SNom{AR+(Rll)} + SNom(T5» T5: genetic engineering 
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(13) Crudely SQeakjn~. the method is shown in the diagram below: 
T13= C + RI2{AR) 
R13= NI{PV} 
(diagram: Altering the genetic constitution) 
(14) B,v usin~ mneric en~ineerin~l. it would be possible to prevent inherited deseases from transmitting to 
offspring and to understand any kind of deseases which human suffers. 
Tl4= CA{T13(SNom)} 
R14= NI + TlO TIO: having an inherited disease 
6 A·9.S 
APPENDIX A-tO 
Details of Takako's Profile: Task by Task 
A-IO.I Takako's Performance in ISTI 
A-IO.I.I lIypertheme and recurring thematic elements 
Table T·IST a: iypert emes In • I H h . TIS TI 
Number Hypertheme T-unlt! 
S (a) Wind turbines as a source of power 1·8 
(b) Energy from nature 9-11 
(c) Electricity 12·16 
(d) Wave energy 18·28 
(e) Advantages of producing energy through wind turbines 29·36 
T bl T ISTIb R a e . : ecumng th . T ISTI emattc e ements In . 
Thematic elements No.of recurs Location 
.. Q~~.~~.~!£l.~.9.f.£!~.~.tr.tS!.tY, ..... " ....... ................ !!.. ................ ..TI.I!:!&J~,~~9./~f.~/~.E ... " .. 
Wave movements 
................ ~ ................ .. ~.!.1!~1 .......................................... .............................................................. If 
Wind turbines 
-............. ~.-............. Rl T4 R6 T8 R31 R36 ..................................... _ ...... _-.. _._ ... .••..... I .••••• .\ ..•.. J ...... I.: •••• _.I ........ _ .......... 
... Yf.LI,l;~ .. ~.~~r.gy_ .. _" ... _ .. _ ..... _ .. 
- ... -.-~ .. --........ ..~1.,_~.Q ..... __ ...... _ .. "_. __ ... _ . 
.. r.~.~~r. .. '?[E.~~~ __ "._ .... _ ... _. __ ... __ N~.N. ___ •• .• B-.9.1.B~.§.M.M.M.M __ .... ___ M __ 
benefits 2 R5 R36 
As Table T·ISTla shows, the essay has five hyperthemes and, as Table T·ISTh shows, there is a recurrence 
of six thematic elements in non-consecutive units. 
Content mark= 1.25 
All five hyperthemes are related to the task instruction.lI(a) and lI(e) are similar and some repetition follows 
in both cases. They link to the first part of the instruction.lI(b) and lI(c) are more general than I1(a). lI(b) is 
more general than lI(c), 'electricity'. which also relates to both parts of the instruction. lI(b) is not well· 
developed because it leads to a lack of focus. Then lI(d), 'wave energy'. is developed over the greatest 
number ofT-units, 11. and is related to the second part of the instruction. This coverage is too much for its 
importance in the task. Other means of supplying energy are not compared. 
The many thematic elements that recur. suggest that there is a certain amount of repetition of content 
that little distinction is made between main points, e.g. 'wind turbines'. and supporting points, e.g. 'power 
of nature'. lbree elements indicate some attention to detail: 'generation of electricity'. 'wind energy' and 
'wave movements'. 
Organisation mark- 1.00 
The selection and organisation of the hyperthemes is not well balanced in terms of their length and 
importance in addressing the task instruction. The first and last are closely linked because they are about 
wind turbines. Three thematic elements occur in both hyperthemes thus indicating repetition: 'wind 
turbines', 'benefits' and the 'power of nature'. lI(c) and lI(d) lead into long sections that are not helpful to 
the direction of the essay. 
One thematic element, 'generation of electricity' occurs five times outside the hypertheme of 
'electricity', again showing repetition; 'wind energy', surprisingly, is not included in the development of 
H(a) about 'wind turbines' but appears quite late in the essay. 
A·lO.I 
Diagram T- lST l T hema tic progres io n in T- lST I 
[:::::~:~p. :: ::I: : ::ii~ ::: : t : : : ::~p. :: : :i 
St T hl ·1 Rhl 
. ~ 
T h2 + rZh2 
T h3 1 R;.3 
T h4 + R.h4 
.. ~ ..... . 
..... .. ... 
T I1 5 .. 1 Rh5 
' .. , 
.•• •••••• ':;.:.!>. 
T h6 + Rh6 
T h7 ~ R117 
Th8 -I Rh8 
S2 T h9 + Rh9 
TI IO+ R.. h IO 
T11 II + Rh II 
T h1 2 + Rh12 
T h 13 + Rh IJ 
~ 
T h 14 -t ~h1 4 
J -& 
T h 15 + R h I S 
T h 16 ,. R.h 16 
S3 T h 17 1 R~ 17 
V 
T h 18 -I h 18 
" ' .:l!\ 
T hl 9 -t RhJ 9 
~ 
T h20 Rh20 
<: ................ .. 
Th21 + Rh21 
! 
Th22 + Rh22 
J 
T h23 -1 Rh23 
T h24 + Rh24 
., 
Th2S + Rh2S 
T h26 + Rh26 
T h27 , R~i27 
''I 
Th2 I· RI128 
S4 Th29 1 Rh29 
Th30 + Rh30 
A · IO I 









~ ................. ;,., ... ....... ... i .............. ~ 
2 
........ . ... ... ..... .. ...... ... , ........ .. . 
I' ll ' I I IZ' " 1 
T h32 -I- Rh32 
T h33 -I- Rh33 
T h34 -I- R 34 
'-:J 
Th35 + Rh35 
: : 
. . §5 T h"6 + Rh36 
••• • •• ••• •••• • •• '-.. . . . . . .. . .. . .. A . .. .... . .... . 
Table T-ISIJ.f: T hema tic )rogress.!9,-'.n:...;i'""n_T,;....--"'..::::...;,T--"I _ _ __ _ 
llnem Nunmbco- 1L00c:ntnoll1l ~~~----~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------
s8lPn'og 10 1-2-3,5-6,9- 10- 11 , 12-13, 18- 19-20,2 1-22,"2- 3 
c JIlmg 7 4-5 , 13- 14- 15,22-23 ,24-25 ,29-3 0,.>4 - 5 
() prog 10 1-2,5-6. 14- 16, 17- 19,20-2 1,27-28,3 ) -32, 4-35 
.. ~!P.:!:~.Kl:.~.~P. ................. ~ .1 .............. !.~ ... ,.~~.§,.?~ . .1 .. ! .,.! .~~. !.~., .I . .?~.~ ... ,~.~.~.~\~.?~.~~.,7..?~ ... Q.,.~. ! .7.:. ~.\~ ~.7 ... ~ .. . . 
... ~ .. _.~:.':l.K ... ................ ..... .. .9 ............ .. :: ................ ............. .......................... .............. .. .... .. .................................... ... .. 
010 1"01 4 7 8 26,36 
Diagram T -1ST I and Table T -I STc reveal IT quent shorl sequence f si mple lin ar and c ,Uanl I rogre i n 
and of" simple linear, constant and other progression combin d in Takal ' 5 first e a T her is n I J1' 
sequence linking T -unit \7 -23 within the hyperthem aboul ' wave en r 1y' Th r is n spli l pro ressi n 
Four T-units are not linked to consecutive T-units. 
Contenl mark 1.50 
Becau e there are 0 many short sequences linking only 2 r T-uni l S al a lime in thi s I n CSSH , Iher is a 
lack of development and frequent change r directi n. T hi s expl ains why thc contenl lacks any depth and 
why it is di fficu 11 to di stin gui h main points fl· m others T h linl ing int" rmati n in th fir I thr T -un i l s is 
' the wind ' but stalts with ' Ih wind turbin ' as th intI' elu tion T il link b Iw' n -units and II is 
'energy ', which leads to ' electricily ' in T-uniL 12- 15 BOlh links ar v r ) n ral a (lr ther ' lal I' in 1h ' 
essay . The one long sequence about wave energy is linl ed rather tentati ve l Ihr u h inr rmation that, in Iw 
in tances, is calTied only into the Rheme: T-unit 17-18 and 20-21 
Organisation l'IIark- 1.00 
Organisation is also very weak due to th tentative themali lin ki n Four T -unil arc is laled . 7,8,2 and 
36 . T-units 8 an el 36 tand as separate statements, T -unil 7 begins with an i\mbigu us anaph I; r fc ren e 
and T -unit 26 is connected by a conjunction, Ther for ' , si nailing nhanc menl bUI is not bacl ed up. ix 
of the 10 links taken up in the Rheme are not sati factory. R 15,R 16,R28,R 5 do not provid · go d cohesi n 
because the link is made through weak thematic elements. For example, in R28 the link is ' ele tricity ' bUI 
R27 and R28 make different points about ' electricity ' . R21 pick ing up ' th m vement of wave' is not 
logically connected to R20, although it could b if organised differently, and RJ2 requires a con eptual jump 
from R31 which could have been avoided had not so much information been presented altog ther in R32. 
There is a recunence of linking themes sLl ch a ' elec tricity ' Ii r very h rt sequences and the c nl ' nl is not 
arranged to address th task instruction . 
A-tO .L3 C ohesion 
Table T -1ST I c1 : ke cohesive features ill T - I T I 
]tcm Number Lm:adioun 
Nll-Th 7 2, 16, 18* ,19,21 , 1, 2 
N]-lRh 3 1,3,4 ,5,6,7,8,9* , 10, 11 , 12, 1 , 14*, 17, 18, 19*,2 *,2 1,22,23,24 ,25,2 ,27 , ,2 ,3 , 
................. ....... -........ ........ ...... ... -.} .. !.,}.~.~'.,.). :\~.~ .. ~.'.\ ... ?, .-?~ .... .. .. ...... ..... ................. .... .......... ....... ......................... .. ........ ................................ . 
CAl 7 1, 14 , 15, 1 ,3 1,. 2, 4* 
.. . ~ .......... ..... ... _ ... .. ... .. T.~ ... ....... _ ..... L. , . !. f.,..I. 7.,~.§,.? ... :? ... 2. ..... ....................... ...... .. ... ............................ ................. ............. .................... ..... ... . 
C 10 4,5, 10,24,2 ,2 ,27 ",29,32, \ 5 
AIR 13 T5*,T * ,R6,T7" ',T I 0* ,TII "',I't1 5 
Table T - ISTI d . hows thaI new informat ion appellrs ill th Rhcill in 111 sl or th T-un it <lnd 7 tilll s in Ihe 
Them e It appears in both T h m and Rh m in T-un it s 18, 19,2 1, I and _12 H w vel , 11,8 ca es, Ih 
information i s judged unacceptable T he ern pI Th m i quite I,· quclll Many adjull L 'Ind njun tivcs (If 
A- IO 1 3 
used in the Theme. Anaphoric references are quite frequent but the majority, 8 out of 13, are judged unacceptable. 
Content Mark- 1.50 
New information appears in the Rheme in all but three T-units. This should mean that the content is likely to be 
substantial but this is not the case because many T -units are short. In seven cases the information is 
unacceptable, mainly because the meaning is unclear. In three cases, T-units 19, 31 and 32, the new information 
in the Theme is presented in circumstantial adjuncts. The Theme is empty in six T-units, which is quite 
frequent. It acts as the point of departure for acceptable new information in the Rheme apart from in T-unit 9, 
where the Rheme is quite substantial but not clearly comprehensible. 
Organisation Mark= 1.00 
9 conjunctives in the Theme are used effectively for linking T-units. One, in T27, is unacceptable because it 
signals adversative extension, which is not followed through. Of the 13 anaphoric references, 8 are unacceptable 
because they do not indicate clearly the information to which they refer and thus disturb cohesion. This is a 
major weakness. The new information in the Theme is quite frequent but is generally acceptable. However, 'The 
high energy'(Tll) is ambiguous because 'the' make 'high energy' specific in some way but it is not clear why 
since 'high energy' or the fact that energy can be high has not been mentioned before. In TIS, 'This video', is an 
exophoric reference which is inappropriate and is therefore unacceptable. In T2I, 'Researcher', is unexpected and 
unhelpful to cohesion but it is acceptable. Doth the references 'they' (RIS, T27) are unclear. 
Language 'Mark= 1.25 
Generally the range of circumstantial adjuncts, conjunctives and other adjuncts, and the degree to which they arc 
used provides a variety of structure in the essay. Two conjunctives are used effectively to introduce extension: 
e.g. 'On top of that'(T2S) and 'for instance'(T32); 'but' is used frequently: 4 times. Many items of new 
information are judged unacceptable due to weaknesses in structure and lexical cohesion, thus creating problems 
with coherence. The weaknesses in anaphoric references are to do with linguistic factors as well as in connected 
discourse. All the following examples are judged unacceptable; 'they' (TS) may inaccurately refer to a single 
'wind turbine' in T4 or to the more remote plural 'wind turbines' in RI; 'It' (T6) should probably be a 
demonstrative pronoun 'This', to refer to the whole of T-unit 5. 'It' followed by 'they' are used as pronouns in 
T-unit 6. It then becomes difficult to decide what 'It' (T7) refers to. 'It' (T7) cannot be an empty subject because 
it is used to express 'something' is useful. Finally, 'It'(T33) is remote from its reference and could, if read 
quickly, be understood as an empty subject. 
A-I0.l.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl T ISTt a e 
-
e: nomma 1sat10ns an passive ver ormsm 
-
. r d bfi . T ISTI 
Item I Number Location 
:~i=t= "~.!,.!.7.~"'_"_"""_"'"''' __ '''_H''''''''''''' -.... __ ................... __ ................... _ ..... - ... _ .... R2 T4 RS RS,R9· R29 R31 R32 
Table T-ISTle shows that only 10 items feature in this section. 
Language mark- 1.25 
There are only two nominalisations in this long essay. Doth are simple and both are acceptable. This 
indicates a tendency to use nominal groups that are descriptive and of the label type, which do not assume 
knowledge of process on the part of the reader. A distinctive feature in Sections 2-5 is the use of active rather 
than passive forms of verbs. Passive forms are used only eight times, which is infrequent in such a long 
essay. However, they are alJjudged acceptable apart from one, in R9, where the passive voice is unclear. 
A-I0.l.S Unacceptable given Information 
As Table T-ISTlf this occurs only once with 'wind turbines wave', a nominal group that is unacceptable 
because it lacks coherence. The reason is unclear but it could be because an attempt is made to condense a 
post-modifier by positioning it as premodifier. It refers to 'wind turbines' in R31. 
A-I 0.1.6 Takako's Approach to ISTl: Data from the interviews and micro-task notes 
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I S Table T-IST 19: ummaryo a a os ~pproac fT k k ' A h 1ST to I 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic 
.. !~2!,~~.£!!.~S..!2.~.~_~!!~!.'.m!t"~.!.~~"~~.~~~~~~~J.n.x~I!!i~!.tt~.!~~ .. __ 
(c) conceptualising task demands in relation to long-term interests 
............. _ ............ 
· .. ;kiij';~;r;ii'i~tiort-.. --"· .. !h:.~~gh.~P.P.!~E~.!!~.~s..t~"sh!!!~E!:.p.f!~=l~~." __ ._ ...... _ .... ___ .... strategic (a) closely following advice and instructions given about task 
.................................... _ ..... -.... .. p.~~~ ..... __ ."' ... M ____ • __ ..... _ ...... , ............ _ ...... _ ..... _ • ...-__ • 
... £Q!nP.~!1~.~.~!E.g ....................... "!~>..~.~.li~ies.!~ .. ~j~PE.U.~f2!!!2!!.~2~.~ .. f!!:.!~ .. p.2.~~~.p.!~_ ...... ___ ... _ .... 
coping 
.. !~2.~.c:.~~~.!!g.t9..g~~~p.~!I'.P.!..~ .. ~!!9.!!gJ.~~.~~.!!!!~.~.s~.~.!>J~ _____ . _ 
......... _ ........ _- ........ __ .. _ ............................ _ . _ !~)..f.2~E.~!~g.p.!.'..!h~"g~~!2f..Sq.~P.!~.t!!'.s .. ~.~.~~~!y __ ...... _ ..... __ . __ . 
surface uncontrolled risk-taking relying on trial and error performance 
Takako said that she appreciated being challenged by the 1ST and that she gave some thought to the 
instruction and tried to think about what she needed to do and how. Her notes indicate that she followed the 
task procedure closely, step by step, doing what she could and writing something in order to complete her 
essay. 
It is possible that, because she found the task difficult and could not gain full control over her own 
working, she had to resort to a surface approach in several ways. 
It would appear that her main strategy was to clarify her focus, using the task instruction as a starting 
point because the first thing she had written down in her notes was the question that became the title of her 
essay. 'What is the main source of energy in the future?' She had then put down some ideas about energy 
sources. This was probably her way of trying to make a difficult task manageable. 
Another coping strategy she appeared to have adopted was to take down as many notes as she could 
from the documentary, regardless of their relevance to the task. For example, in her three pages of notes of 
the documentary she includes 'Edinburgh university', which appeared in writing on the screen although it 
had no relevance to the task other than that it was the location where the research into wave energy was being 
carried out. 
The writing of her essay suggests that she switched between approaches, either strategic or surface, 
resorting to the latter when her former proved unreliable. An example of a surface approach was the manner 
in which she made use of the text by noting down several phrases for inclusion in her essay. She had written 
a draft essay, which consisted of a list of sentences from her extensive notes. During the interview, she 
described the problems she had: 'The link is very difficult quit~lbecause for the energy about nuclear a' 
about wind I can't write about the wave and wind but how can I link these two or three ano yes?'. It would 
appear that she had picked out two means of supplying energy that were dealt with in some detail in the 
documentary, wave and wind, had tried to compare them and had found that difficult. About S3 and S4 of 
her essay she said: 'I don't know how to connect this paragraph and er the next.' I asked whether it was the 
content or the language that was the difficulty and she said: 'Idea, idea.' 
Takako's comments suggest that she had struggled hard to make the connections between her thoughts 
about the information and the task instruction and the expression of her thoughts. She said: 'I couldn't use 
properly the words.' Which probably meant that she found it too difficult to express her ideas. Also it 
appears that she became short of time: 'I have no no time to I Hour and thirty is a little bit shorter short for 
writing so.' Perhaps she had resorted to an atomistic surface approach to write her essay. 
Content mark- 1.50 
Takako had difficulty expressing her problems with 1ST! in English. But it was clear that they were mainly 
to do with understanding the infonnation input and writing about them in English. She had made extensive 
notes but was unable to make sense ofthem in relation to the task instruction. 
Organisation mark- 1.00 
She had difficulty organising her ideas and linking them together for the same reasons that she had difficulty 
with the content. 
Language mark- 1.25 
Similarly, as she herself recognised, she had difficulty writing in English. As her notes show, she relied 
heavily on using phrases that she had picked up from the infonnation inputs but could not integrate them 
into a connected text that had a clear focus. Her usc of English was too weak for her to justify her abilities as 
a science student as shown by the large number of unacceptable items of new infonnation in the Rheme and 
her very limited use of nominalisations. 
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A-IO.I.7 Analysis of T-ISTI 
Thematjc prolZssion and key cohesive and lexico-(Uammatjcal features 
Title: What is the main source of energy in the future? 
Section J 
I) 'I!ldm!. wind turbines are an increasingly important source of power. 
T=CA 
Rl=NI 
2) About 20% Briuains' electricity can be produced from the wind. 
T2= NI + RI 
R2- RI{PV} 
(3) The wind jtselfis free 
T3=R2 
R3=NI 
4) and, the electricity produced by a wind turbine costs between 2p and Sp per unit depending on how 
windy the site is. 
T4=- C + T2{PV + RI} T2: electricity, RI: wind turbine 
R4=a NI 
5) But they need to be placed on windy sites and manufacture in large numbers grouped together in one 
area. to give good venefits. 
TS- C + T4(AR·) 
RS'" NI {PV + R4 + PV} 
6) It means that they are cheap to run but are expensive to set up, 
T6:0 RS(AR·) 
R6= NI{AR(TS)} 
7) It is only useful for windy country like Britain. 
T7-AR· 
R7-NI 
8) Wind turbines don't pollute the environment with harmful chemicals. 
TS=- R6 R6: they (wind turbines) 
RS .. NI 
Section] 
9) Yk use the power of nature transformed the energy such as sun, which supply solar energy, the rain 
water, heat and coal - gas, oil. 
T9"E 
R9= NI·{PVt} 
10) But they have limit of energy. 
TlO= C + R9(AR·) 
RIO: NI 
II) The hiBh enemY needs high temperature. 
TlI= RIO(AR) 
Rll= NI 
12) Y:l!;, make electricity as the source of energy. 
Tl2= E 
R12= NI + T2 + title 





14) Without electriciry. it would not be impossible to develop such a huge civilisation. 
Tl4= CA + Tl3 
R14= NIt 
IS) Thanks to electricity we can get such a comfortable life. 
TlS= CA+T14 
RIS= Rl4 




17) I'd like to compare wave energy with wind energy. 
Tl7=E 
R17= NI+R9 R9: energy from natural sources 
IS) Thjs video said that wave energy is the source of energy they are looking for. 
TIS=NI* 
R18= NI+RI7{ARt} 
19) At the wave power station wave can convert the energy into another fonn, 
T19= CA(RIS+NI) 
R19=- NIt+RlS· 
20) ~ moves up and down like a electricity 
T20= RI9 
R20= NI·+R12 R12: electricity as energy 
21) Researcher investigate [the movement of wave which rise and fall by operating]. 
T21-NI 
R21'" NI + R20{SNom*} 
22) It generate electricity and gets the power. 
T22- R21(AR) 
R22-NI Rl2 
23) 11 is very strong . 
T23= T22(AR) 
R23=NI 
R12: electricity as energy 
24) but [research of wave power] is ineconomic. 
T24- C+R21+R22(SNom) R21: investigating wave movements, 
R22: wave power 
R24= NI 
25) On top ~fthat wave has complex pattern. 
T2S= C+T24 
R2S=NI 
26) There/ore we get confused. 
T26= C+E 
R26= NI 
27) On the other hand they need the high pressure to produce electricty. 
T27= C·+AR* 
R27= NI+R22 R22: generating electricity 





29) But wind enemY is rediscovered. 
T29= C+R17 
R29= NI{PV} 
30) 11 has the large possibilits as the source of energy in the future. 
no= T29(AR) 
R30= Nl+title 
31) Since 1980 a number of wind turbins have been built, 
T31=CA(NI) 
R31= T8+NI{PV} 
R17: wind energy 
T8: wind turbines 
32) (or jnstance in Amerjca 100m wind turbines wave made by NASA Turbins is three times big, 
T32= C+CA(NI) 
R32== R31·+NI· {PV} 
33) i1 becomes ten times powerful. 
T33= AR+(R32) 
R33:::; NI+(R32) 
34) When wind comes (aster, energy is stronger. 
n4= CA·(T29) 
R34= NI 
35) Therd'ore. it is a large energy source 
T35- C + T34(AR) 
R35- R34 + NI 
Section j 
T29: wind energy 
36) Y:IJ;. use the power of nature for our great benefit. using power supply such a wind turbins. 
T36""E 
R36- NI++RS+R9+R31 R5: benefits, R9: power or nature, R31: large wind turbines 
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A-tO.2 Takako's Performance in IST2 
A-tO.2.t lIypertbeme and recurring tbematic elements 
T bl T IST2 H rth a e 
-
a: type . T IST2 emem 
-
Number lIypertheme T-unlts 
4 (a) The importance of water 1-7 
(b) The importance of clean water 8-16 
(c) The government and water companies 17-22 
(d) The need to improve water 24-37 
Table T-IST2b: Recurring thematic elements in T-IST2 
Thematic elements No.ofrecun Location 
humans 2 ' Rl R7 
.....•.............• _ ................................ _ ........ _._._ ................................ _" ............... 1 ...•.•••• __ ............................... . 
we 5 R2 R4 RI6 T23 T38 
" ....... _ •• _ ................................................................................ _ •• _ ................... •••.••.. 1 .••••• ..\ ........ 1 ••••••.. 1 .................... . 
water 2 Tl R4 
....... _ .... _ ........................... _ .. __ ......................... _._1 ... ___ ....... ___ .............. 1 .......... _ ............................ __ • 
substances in water 5 R 11 Tl3 R29 R31 R36 
.................................................... _ ............... _ .............................................................. 1 ........ .\ •••••••• 1. •••••••• 1. •••••••• _ •••• 
J~!£~l.~!r.JJ.~!~~.I.t~.~!!.~.PHl?!!~t~~t~~!~.L ... HH .. _ .._ ....... 1 ................. J3 ..... ~I~'"~.I~.f.J.IB.f.§. ... H_ .. _ .. 
.. Q.2x~.~.~n!.~£?}.~~H ................ H ............. H .......... _... .. ............... 1 .... H ............ ~~.1.1:r.J.? ... I*.!.I~f.1 ................ . 
.. ~.~.P.!!.~~.!~.I.1.!?.L'Y.~~!.~.fr.'?.m.f!!:~~ .. ~.~.t!:r.._ .. _" ..... _ .. _.L ...... _ ....... BL?.In.2_._ ... _ ....................... . 
.. ~~!:~.9.~~.~!Y. ............... _............................................. . ................ ~ ...... " ........ .. ~~i:~.~ .. ~.!!?,? ........... , ........... " .. 
The chemist 2 IU9,T31 
··Using·a~i';;;ced·eqUip;eiit·· .. ·· .... ·· .. ·· .. '···"·"· .. ··· .. ·· .. · .. · .. ·-:f---.. · · .. R29~RjS-.... -· .... · .. ·· .. · .. -· 
As Table T-IST2a shows, the essay has four hyperthemes. Two T-units are not a part of this organisation: T-
units 23 and 38. Table T-IST2b shows that ten thematic elements recur which is a large number. 
Content mark- 2.00 
lI(a) leads into an introduction that continually emphasises the importance of water. lienee there is little 
development.lI(b) leads into the effects of water pollution. But this section is not always well-focused. In 
fact the content after both H(a) and lI(b) is general and wide in its coverage. It is patchy in substance and 
relevance to the task instruction. lI(c) leads into further examples of how governmental bodies address 
pollution, which draws on detailed infonnation from one part of the text. Here too there is little development 
and the information is not directly relevant to the task instruction.lI(d) leads into the chemist's work, which 
is covered at length, over 14 T-units, and is directly relevant to the second part of the instruction. 
Almost all the thematic elements are closely cormected with the development of the hyperthemes. 
'Humans' and 'we' are used to denote people in general. The elements that recur most frequently throughout 
the essay are 'we' and 'substances in water'. 
Many T-units are short so that frequently a limited amount of new information is presented step by 
step. Hence, Takako's essay covers quite a lot of ground through a series of factual statements, but 
development is limited. 
Organisation mark- 2.00 
The development ofll(a) and ofH(b) leads naturally into lI(b) and lI(c) respectively. Then T-unit 23 and T-
unit 23 makes a general statement that leads into H(d). T-unit 38 is a separate sentence that concludes the 
essay. 
However, this hyperthematic organisation does not produce a balanced essay, mainly because many T-
units are short and there are many recurrences of thematic elements which results in problems with thematic 
continuity. H(a) is extended over S I and the first T-unit of S2. lI(b) is extended over S2 and a part of S3. 
H(d) is at the end ofS3 and is extended over S4 as far as T-unit 37. 
A-1O.2 
A,. DO.!,}: 'lJ'knemlll!nc If)ll'ogn'cssimn 
Diagram 1'-151'2 . T hematic pragre sian in T- 15T2 




T h2 R 2 
' j 
T h3 I Zh3 
T I1 4 1 Rh4 
:/ 
T IlS I '11 5 
~ 
T h6 1 Rh6 
T h7 I 
'tf 
T I1 S 1 Rh 
' 'I 
T I19 1 RIl9 
,it 
ThlO ·1 \.11 10 
T h II + Rh II 
! 
T hl 2 
T hl ., 1 Rhl] 
• T hl 4 1 Rhl 4 
Thi S 
Thl 9 + RbJ 9 
VI 
T h20 i- Rh20 
~ 
Th21 I- Rh2 1 




i- .' . 15 
T h 16 ·1 
Th2.; + Rh23 
T h24 ·1 Rh24 
I 
T h25 P h25 
It' 
S4 T h26 ~ I<. h26 
T h27 ·+ .. .(J~.27 
~ 
I h 16 
T 17 1 
.' ....... ~ 
T j, 29 1 Rh29 
A - IO.:2 
1'11 28.,. 1> ' R 11 28 
d ' 
.~ ... ,. 
h 17 . 
~ 
T h1 8 + Rh1 8 
............. .. ...................... ... ...... .... , 
I· .. ·· .~.~ P. ... + ..... ~ 1'"+,, .o. l~ .... i 






~ .............. ... ............. ..;, .............. ; 




Th33 -l Rh J.> 
'Y Th34 1 L{h34 
Th35 + Rh35 
" \ 
'1' 11 "' 6 1 " 1136 
;1 




TIl38 -I .~. 1i38 : ............... ,;. .............. : .............. : 
Tabl T - lST2c: T hematic )roo ression in T - I T2 
flacm No !Location 
sl pu'o • I I - 7, I 1- 12, 14- 15- 16- 17 - 1 8 , 22-2J ,24 -2 5 ,~()-27- 8 , ~ )-30 
c prog 9 1-2,4-5-6,8-9, 13- 14 , 1-" 2- -" 4- 5 
o prog 20 1-2-3,4-5-6,7-8-9- 10 ,15- \6 , 17- \8, 19- ._0-2 \ ,25-26 ,27-28-29- 0 ,3 1- :\2,. - 4, . -. <-. 7- 8 
~!p.~:~.P:!:.~p. .... }Q .... . 1.) I.~:~ .. 1.9.1 .1 .. !.~. ).~.l .1. }~. ! . §.l .1 .. ?~.?. \ .\~.~.~.? : .. 1~~.7 .... .. '. ... !.7 ....................................... ....................... ... .. ...................... . 
~.J?I:.9.g. .. . .. . .. . ... .. 9. ..... : .. ..... ...... .............................. ................ ................................................................................................................... ... . 
no ro ° 
A Diagram T- t T2 shows, all 38 T-units are invo lv din , ome I ind of themati I r ) 1' ssi 11 T h r is OIP 
long sequence of si mple linear progression, in T -units 14- 1 , and n In' 'qu n ' f onslanl pr '1' ssi n, 
in T-unit.s J 1 -3 ~ . In addition, progressi n laken tip in th Rhern is v ' r r,'eqtlent and in thr ' ,1 es in 
sequ ·n e inv Iving four T -units There is no split prO'f ssi n 
( 'oil/en/ mark 2. ()O 
A lth ugh simple linear progression is fi'equ nt i t curs mltin l b'tween two T -unil 
th content is limit ed . I.n the long seqtlen e involving live T-unit. , t/Jere is III d ' velopm nt lut 
introducing new asp cts orthe problems fwater p IIlItion rather than in expandin n an on a pe 1 in 
detail. T hu progression is not str ng. ome aspects are n 1 relevant I th in truction ' e ' th > int r du lin 
of g vernment bodies in T -units 17 alth ugh eventuall thi I ads int til h misl s' w rk T h In ) 
sequence of constant progre ion presents the hemi sts' work as ifil is an it mis'd li sl Bu t th e T -llnii s ar 
n t equally balanced. How ver, occasionally the pro res i n lak n up i n til Rh m h Ips to fiJr1 h I' Ih 
links 
Organisation l71ark= 2. 00 
Although th overall organisation can be described in term s of sepal' at h perthemes, th T -units within them 
are not always clearly linked. Frequently short sta tement are mad as if independent f one another. TI1 
thematic link is not drawn out, particularly when progr ssion is taken up in th Rheme wh r ' it receives 
natural emphasis as ifnew information as in Rand R11 . T w o T -units p ea dir t qu ti 11 thus brin in 
about a change in register and beginning a new thematic dire Ii n' 1 , whi h b ins and 26 
eveml times the Theme is introduced but not d velol cI which affect ' c hesion. T hi hllppens when 
th T heme presents mainly new information with the iven inf rmati n in th Rh me as in T -llnils 7- , or 
becaus the informati on in the Rhcme is nol can'ied through to lh followil1' 11'111 as in T -ul1it s 27- 8 
A - JO.2.3 Cohesion nlD T- nST2 
Table T-IST2d: ke cohesive fca t.urcs til 1'-1 7':2 
Utem Nu mbeD' lLoc:nQnolll __ . _ ______ _________ _____ ~ 
NU-l'h 9 2,4 ,5,1 0, 14 , 17 ,20 ,29,3 
i-lRh 32 1,2.5*.6,7,8, , IO,I I, 12, 1. *, 16, 17, 18,20,2 1.22 ,23 ,24 .25 .26.27 ,_S .2) , HJ '1, 1 1"' . 2, 
.. ..................... ............ .. .. .. .. .. . ) .. . :~. , ... ~.~'.).~,}7.t ........................... .. .. .. .. .. ........... ... .. .............. ..... , ...................... .......................... .. ... .. .. 
CA 13 2, 10, 11 , 11 "', 17, 18, 1 ,20 ,_3*,_4*,28,29, ., 
... ~ ................. ... .. ... T.CIJ ......... ~ ................ ......... .. .. .. ............................. .. ..... .. .... .. .............................................................................. ... .. ......... . 
C 7 3,6,9, 11 , 11 ", 19,33 
AlR 28 T2,R2,T4 ,1'S,T6,1' ,T 12, T I S,T 16,1 16,1' I ,R2 * ,R20 *, R2 I ,T _ , R~ ,"_5 , 
R26 27, R28 R29 no T32 T n tl, T R T. 
A - IO.::: 3 
The Theme has new information in nine cases, six of which are circumstantial adjuncts. The Rheme has new 
information in almost all T -units although in six cases it is judged unacceptable. Many circumstantial 
adjuncts, conjunctives and other adjuncts are used in the Theme. The empty Theme occurs only once. Very 
many anaphoric references are used. 
Content mark= 2.00 
The frequent occurrences of new information suggest that the essay is very substantial with so many T-units. 
However, as already mentioned, many T-units are brief and present a limited amount of information. The 
frequent occurrences of new information in the Theme means that there is early emphasis in the T-unit which 
does not help thematic progression. However, circumstantial adjuncts are effective: e.g. 'Without it' ('1'2) 
expressing contingency, 'Since then' (118) expressing time location and 'In the laboratory' (T20) expressing 
place location. 
Organisation mark- 2.00 
Circumstantial adjuncts, conjunctives and other adjuncts in the Theme are all effective as cohesive markers 
that help thematic linking between T-units. At one point they occur in four consecutive T-units (17-20) 
which tends to prevent the text from developing. Two are judged unacceptable: 'Like these example' (T23). 
which probably expresses manner but is unclear as well as grammatically inaccurate, and 'In background of 
government and companies'(T24), where coherence is a problem because it cannot be classified. In T-unit II, 
'Because in London, especially in big city' has been coded as the Theme rather than as a part of the Rheme 
ofT-unit 10 so as to capture the thematic status of the information. It contains four items: C+CA+C+CA, 
which are combined in such a way as to overload the Theme. Hence the latter two are judged unacceptable. 
Anaphoric references are the main cohesive device used in this essay. Many are used effectively. They are all 
pronoun types apart from the unclear substitution 'example' in T23. A common feature of the essay is the 
use of the first person as a reference to humans in general. 
Language mark- 2.00 
Twelve items in all are judged unacceptable. The six items of new information in the Rheme are not coherent 
due to problems with lexical cohesion and grammar. This is also the case with two circumstantial adjuncts, 
T23 and T24. Some circumstantial adjuncts are quite complex: e.g. 'To investigate quality of water'(T28) 
expressing reason. But the four items in Til, where the first conjunctive signals elaboration and the second 
enhancement and both circumstantial adjuncts express place location, lack coherence when taken as a whole. 
The anaphoric references are all pronoun types apart from the unclear substitution 'example' in T23. A 
common feature of the essay is the use of the first person plural pronouns to mean humans in general. Only 
in R20 are two judged unacceptable because the reference is made unclear due to problems with grammar. 
A-I0.:Z.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
Table T-IST2e: nominalisations and nassive verb forms in T·IST2 
Item I Number I Location 
Language mark= 2.00 
The number of items at the lexico-grammaticallevel are not high. All but onc of the simple nominalisations 
are judged acceptable. Some are direct transformations from dynamic verbs c.g. 'influence' (TI),' effects , 
(116)and 'control' (T19). One is an act-type: 'using I piece of substance to put one pule' (R33). However due 
to a lack of coherence this is judged unacceptable as is T37, which is not seriously incorrect but is an 
inadequate as a lead into the Rheme. 
There is greater use of active than of passive verb forms. Passive verb forms are infrequent. Thee of the 
seven are found unacceptable because they are inaccurate and affect coherence. 
A-IO.2 .. 6 Unacceptable given information 
Only one item of given information is judged unacceptable: the Theme in the T-unit 'How water polluted are 
improved?' This direct question is a shift in register. The meaning is uriclear due to problems with lexical 
cohesion and grammatical agreement. 
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A-IO.2.6 Takako's Approach to [ST2: Data from the interviews and micro-task Dotes 
T hI T IST2 S a e 
-
~g: ummaryo fT k k ' A a a 0 s ~pproac h t IST2 0 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic .{~}~~~~~.:.~~;;~~.t~'~r~~~i~~~~'seif:~briity .MM .... M._ ..... __ ..... _ .. _ ....... ............................................ 
strategic compensation (a) transfering familiar learning style 
coping _(c) task completion 
surface atom. quick-fixing selecting input for comprehensibility not relevance 
During the 'following interview Takako said that she found IST2 better than ISTl because 'it's not so 
surprise', probably meaning that she knew the task procedure this time. She said that the thinking time at the 
beginning was not helpful although she had written down some ideas. She described some of the problems 
she encountered: 
'if if I want to suggest this this idea and I've written the the title and what the content is it is 
but this one ano like that but ano when I watched the video and read the text it's very very 
different so it's ano really confused and er er ano I have to change the again and and I have to 
search for search the link how can I can I link this text and video and my my idea'. 
Her comments suggest that she had hoped to find the ideas she had thought about raised in the documentary 
and text, and when she also found that the content in the documentary was different to the content in the text 
she became confused. It appears that she was searching hard to make connections between the two inputs and 
the idea she had worked out during the thinking time. This could mean that she was still hoping the 
information input would guide her thinking. 
She said that the documentary was useful but quite difficult because 'People ano speak very fast.' Her 
notes covered five pages including diagrams from the documentary. 
About the text she said: 'I could read in er in thirty minutes', which was the amount of time suggested 
in the task procedure, but she said it was 'not so helpful' and went on to explain why, II think this is history 
of water pollution so the cause and effect is em confused from this text I find ,to find.' But she had marked 
some parts of it and said that it could be used to address both parts of the instruction. 
Takako's notes include a full draft essay developed from her notes and what she had underlined in the 
text. She said that she finished her essay 'completely' but was very tired: 'I'm glad after finish the task.' My 
observation notes say that she seemed to have had time to check through her final essay. But she said she 
would have liked more time: 'I feel it's very fast, one hour or something.' The fact that her notes are 
extensive suggest that she worked very hard to take many notes of the information inputs and then had too 
little time to utilise them effectively. 
During the interview, we discussed the English in her essay. She asked me to help her reformulate 
phrases she had used such as 17he water provided from the river contained the bacteria." She suggested: ' 
"lbe water delivered from the river contained bacteria." No good?' This checking of specific sentences 
seemed to be one way that she was using to try and improve her English. 
Content mark= 2.00 
Takaka's comments suggest that her comprehension of the instruction and the information inputs was much 
better than her ability to express herself in English. For example, she described how she understood the 
importance of the chemist's work: Iwater is very important for us' and went on: la long time ago many 
people died for the pollution so the government and company investigate the water and the chemist I so in 
the background so chemist is very important investigate.' This indicates that she was making useful 
connections in her head between the importance of water and how the government could take action by 
employing the chemist to carry out investigations: a point which comes across in the use of hypertbemes in 
her essay. It could be that she could not use her English sufficiently well to develop such ideas and could 
only present a very general account. 
Organisation mark= 2.00 
As with the Content, the hyperthematic organisation of her essay is clear but thematic progression is weak. 
This could be explained by her limited ability to express herself in English. But if she had too little time to 
organise the extensive notes she had made then perhaps she could not make clear connections in her head 
about the content that would enable her to link the points she tried to make in her essay. 
In the essay, H(a) introduces the importance of water. But in the interview Takako explained that this 
was not the main point of her essay: 'I didn't mean the water is very important this is the main task. No, 
just that I explain that water is important, just the first sentence, the introduction.' This comment suggests 
that her intention was to set the scene. However, in her essay she makes several statements about the 
importance of water not just one sentence so that the introduction becomes too long. 
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Language mark= 2.00 
It appears that Takaka's limited use of English, both spoken and written. was her main problem. During the 
interview she seemed to be keen to improve her expression of certain phrases that she had written. But in the 
process of discussing them she invariably seemed to isolate them from their context so that her strategy was 
atomistic and short-term. She seemed to be seeking quick-fix solutions to her problems with her English. 
She explained that she often began sentences on a new line because that was the Japanese pattern, 
saying she had not known about paragraphing in English written discourse. 
C - You start each sentence on a new line. 
Ch - WhY. each sentence I should be here (pointing at the left-hand margin). In Japanese not 
so different. So this one as well. 
Her comments suggest that she had little awareness of differences between Japanese and English conventions 
in writing. 
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A.S.2.7 Text Analysis ofT-IST2 
Thematic progression and key cohesive and lexico-~ammatical feantres 
title: how the chemist can help to improve the situation 
Section J 
(1) ~ is the most important substance for human 
Tl 
RI=NI 
(2) Without it we cannot live 
T2= CA(NI)+Tl(AR) 
. R2= NI+RI(AR) 
(3) and there is no living things 
n= C+E 
R3=R2 
(4) 80% of ow body is water. 
T 4= NI {AR(R2)} 
R4=Tl 
(5) Our daily life begins to drink a cup of water 
T5= NI+T4{AR} 
R5=NI*+R4 






(7) The water has [a big influence] on mental and physical aspect of human 
T7=R6 
R7= NI(SNom)+RI Rl: human beings 
(S) ~ are very serrious about whether the water is clean or not. 
T8=T6(AR) 
R8=T1+NI 
(9) Therefore we are sometimes careful not to drink water in the city and buy natural mineral water. 
T9= C+T8 
R9= RS+NI 
(10) As far as / am concerned I usually use natural mineral water for drinking and cooking. 
TlO=CA(NI) 
RIO= R9+NI 
(II) Because in London. especially in bie city - water is not clean and there are a lot of chemical substance 
to kill the bacteria. 
TIl = C+CA +C*+CA· 
RII= RS+NI 




(13) How water polluted are improved? 
TI3= Rll* RII: polluted water 
R13= NI*(PV) 
(14) The water proyjded from the riyer contained the bacteria. 
7 ~lQ2 
Tl4= Tl3 + NI{PV*} 
R14=Rll 
(1 S) ~ caused disease and death. 
TlS= R14(AR) 
R1S= R12 R12: harm to health 
(16) [These effects] were made us think that the problems caused by polluted water were serious. 
Tl6= R1S(AR + SNom) 
R16= NI{AR*(T9)}+RlS{PV} T9: we 
(17) Because q,(peQple's (ear; government and Water companies built new sewers to separate waste from the 
fresh water supply. 
Tl7= CAlNI+R16 
R17= NI 
(18) Since then many water supplies were built, 
Tl8= CA(R17(AR» 
RI8= NI+R17 
(19) lor instance, under [the overall control q,(the Department q,fthe Envjronment] water was controlled. 
Tl9= C+CA(R17{SNom}) R17: government bodies 
R19= R17*{PV} R17: separation of waste from fresh water 
(20) In /989, Water Act set up the Drinking Water inspectorate to regulate its quality of its water. 
1'20=CA(NI) 
R20= NI+R19{AR*}+AR* 
(21) National Riyers Authority regulate the quality of waste water when it enters rivers or the sea in order to 
protect the water enviroment. 
1'21= R17 R17: government bodies 
R21= R2O+NI{AR} 
(22) Goyernment gave £1.6 billion to help with [enviromental improvements]. 
1'22= R17 R17: government 
R22= NJ{SNom} 
(23) Like these example, we are very careful about [the effect of water] 
1'23= CA*(R17·R22{AR}) R17·22: governmental measures to control water quality 
R23= R16(AR)+R16(SNom) + NI R16: we I problems with polluted water 
(24) In backwundQlwvemment and companies. [the research and test for improving water] is needed as a 
matter of course 
1'24== CA *(R17) 1'21: government bodies 
R24= NJ{SNom+PV*} 




(26) lImY chemists can help to improve the situation? 
1'26=E 
R26= R2S+NI+R23(AR) R23: problems with polluted water 
(27) :rhex make variety efforts to make pure water to fit to drink. 
1'27= R26(AR) 
R27= NI+RI0 RIO: drinking water 
(28) To jnvestj~te quality q,(water they test and research using computer system. 
1'28= CA{R27} 
R28= 1'27(AR)+R24+NI R24: water quality 
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(29) In the laboratory they analyse the different substances in water with modem advanced machine which 
can catch different substances. 
T29=CA(NI) 
R29= R28{AR}+NI+RI4 R14: substances in water 
(30) These computer are organised to test as indicators. 
TIO= R29(AR) 
R30= R29{PV}+NI* 
(31) Chemist distinguish substances with changing coloumess. 
T31= R29 R29: the chemist 
R31= NI*+R29 R29: substances in water 
(32) ~ check chloride, nitrate and hardness. 
T32= TIl (AR) 
R32= NI+R31 




(34) ~ record the results for regular sample 
T34= T33(AR) 
R34= R33+NI* 




R29: using advanced equipment 
(36) In manY wqys. chemists examine different polluted substance. 
T36=CA(NO 
R36= TI5+R31 R31: substances in water 
(37) How safety the water is for drinkini: is the most important task for chemists. 
TI7= R28(SNom*) R28: water quality 
R37= R36+NI 
(38) :ID: can now drink without so much worries for water thanks to chemists. 
TI8= R23(AR) R23: we humans 
R38= N1+R37 
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A-tO.J Takako's Performance in IST3 
A-tO.J.t Hyperthems and recurring thematic elements 
T bl T ISTJ H rth a e 
-
a: lype . T Isn emem -
Number Hypertheme T-units 
6 (a) The importance of satellites for understanding change 2-10 
(b) Developments in using satellites 11-18 
(c) The work of NASA 19-23 
( d) Newton and the shuttle 24-33 
(e) The satellite transmitting information 34-38 
(f) The need to support space research 39-44 
Table T-IST3b: Recurring thematic elements in T-ISTJ 
Thematic elements No.of recurs Location 
Satellites 6 T2 T7 RI8 R20 T29 T31 
•••••• __ ....................... _ ........................................... __ ..... _._ ........ _ ...... __ ....... _ .. ....... .l ••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ......... 1 ......... 1 .......... _ ...... . 
.. I!.np.9.rt~~~.£f..~.~!~.m.t~~.f.9.!.~~~!h~r..f.9.!~~~~.t!!B ...................... 7................. ..B~.I~? ................................................. . 
.. g~p.~.~.~!?!tt~!2.~P.~£~_ .... __ ............... _ ............................... __ ..... § __ ........ K!.~).BJ.~ ... B.!.?).!!~.!).B?.? .... B1~ .. _. 
scientists 2 Tl8 T40 
........................................................................ _ ...... _ ............................ _ ...... _ .................... 1 ........ __ ._ •• __ ..... __ •• _ ••• _ ... . 
The shuttle 2 R24 R26 
................................... _ ................................. __ ......... -............ ................................... . ......... } ..................................................... . 
Newton 2 T2S,R27 
Tables T-ISTIa and T-IST3b show that there are six hypertbemes in the essay and six recurring thematic 
elements, which are clearly positioned within the development of one or more hyperthemes. T-unit I is 
separate. 
Content mark= 1.50 
T-unit I provides a short introduction. Then H(a) foHows, taking up , the importance of satellites'. Details 
follow. H(b) leads into the discussion about progress, which is continued in H(c) where the example of 
NASA'a work is introduced and then developed. This part is not clearly relevant to the instruction. Yet the 
information is quite detailed. HCd) leads into a confusing section about Newton's theory of gravity, the 
movement of shuttle and the satellite. H(e) returns to the importance of the satellite as a transmitter of 
information which is developed in some detail. Finally 1I(t) leads into a concluding argwnent for promoting 
more space research. 
All the hyperthemes are linked to the task instruction but H(a), lI(b), lI(d) and lI(e), introduce 
information that is more directly relevant than do H(c) and H(t). Some of the recurring thematic elements ore 
evident from the hyperthemes which indicates that the thematic continuity is lacking. For example, 'the 
importance of satellites' is unexpectedly picked up again in R7 after mention of the ERS·l in T6 and by way 
of introducing more detail in the following T -units. Such breaks in thematic continuity account for the 
recurrence of these elements in the essay. 
Organisation mark- 1.50 
The hyperthematic organisation is not clear in relation to the task instruction and the essay is unnecessarily 
long and repetitive in parts, as indicated by the recurring thematic elements. H(a) and lI(e) develop two 
examples of the importance of satellites. The link between 'Newton and the shuttle' and satellites is not 
explored since H(b), H(c)and H(d) do not lead naturally from one to another. The recurring thematic elements 
intervene at certain points rather than develop the thematic threads that are begun. 
Thematically, the best paragraph is PI since each T-unit is about the satellite. New information is to be 
found as given information in each succeeding sentence, though not always in the Theme. In other parts the 
thematic organisation is difficult to follow: e.g. on Newton's theory and gravity in P3. 
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Diagram T-ISTJ · Thematic progression in T -1 T3 
~ ................ ~ ............. ,.. ....... ... ...• 
PI T hl + Rhl 
T h2 + Rh2 
'Y 
T h3 + Rh3 
' 'I 
T h4 + Rh4 
'I 
T Il 5 -1 IZh5 
T h6 + Rh6 
Til7 + Rh7 
T h8 f- RIl8 
.\..\ 
T h9 f- Rh9 
' j 
Th 10 + Rh 10 
~ 
1r2 Th 1 I + Rh I I 
.. 
Th12 + Rh12 
11 
T h I 3 + Rh 13 
T h15 + Rh 15 
I 
ThI6 + I .hI6 
~ 
Th 17 + Rh 17 
!)J, T h18 + Rhl8 
V 
Thl9 + Rh19 
\¥ 
Th20 + Rh20 
~ 
Th21 + Rh21 
~ 
Th22 + Rh22 
Th23 + Rh23 
~ 
T h24 + Rh24 
1 
T h1 4 + Rhl 4 
Th25 + Rh25 
T h26 + Rh26 
T h27 + Rh27 
Th28 + RIl28 
N Th29 f- Rh29 
T h30 + Rh30 
A- tO .3 









\. . . ..... . .. .. •.. i.. . .. . . . . ...... i... ••• ••••• ••. •• .i 
2 
I': 31 i : . h ~ 1 
or 
Th32 ,. R 132 
"Y 
Th34 ~ Rh34 
Th ~ Rlu5 
' '/ 
T h36 ., Rh36 
n~6 1'h39 1- RhJ9 
1'1140 1 RIl40 
~. 
T h4 1 ' h4 1 
T h4 2 -I- Rh42 






T h4 4 -I Rh44 :. ..... ..... ... .. :. ............ . ............. :. 
T able 1'-ISTJ c: T hematic rooression in T -lS1' 
flacol1l 1'1 uo mbcD' lLoc:utnonn 
sl pU'og 12 1-2, 5-6,7-8, 10- 11 , I 3- 14,24 -25 -2 ,27-28,2 -
cnnog 9 2-3,9- ]0,'11 - 12- 13, 1 - I -17,20-2 1-22,4 1-42 
o pD'Og 15 2-3-4-5,8-9- 10, 18- 19-20 ,2 -24, 0- 1 - 2- ,3 4- 5-3 - 7,40-4 1 
... ~.!~ .. Jll.~~g ...... ..... . ........... },~ ............. ~ .~ ... ,}.~. !. ~.1.\ .. ?~. !. 7.\ .\ .... ~.?:~.'.~ ... ~.~~.'.~?~.~~.\~ ... : ... ~.'.~ ... :.~~ ............................................... ... . 
.. ~ . ..r..U:.~g ............... ............ 9 .. ............ : ... ...... ........................... ........................................................................................................... . 
BlO ) 11"0 3 3943 44 
D iagram T-IST) a.nd Table T-ISTJc show that ther is om th .matic ) r gr ssi n inv Ivin ) all but thre T -
units, which are a.t the end of the essay . There are very many CClll" 'Jlces fpr Jressi n b in 1 tal ' 11 lip in th 
Rheme. 
COll/ent mark= 1.50, Organisatioll mar/c= ./ .50 
The content and the organisation of the content are b th weak in th essa due t inad qUOl th mati 
progression. The essay begins with a mixed equence of 'imple linear and c n t. ~lfll pro 'ress ion willi ther 
progression taken up in the Rheme. However, lhere is little devel pmcIIt b caus th sequen 's of' simpl 
linear progression are only between two T -units at a time. In T-unit 7, th Them > f ' sal lIit ' is recalled 
causing a thematic break after T -unit 6 and introducin example of t he imp rlance f sHtellit . as far as T-
unit 10 . However, the links areweilk . For example, R tak s Ip ' the rec rcls' ITom T8 . 
T-unit s I1 -14 are linked in simple l i near and constant pr gressi n . mbined . Agil in n w inl'onlliltion i ' 
introduced but not developed. Most of the content in the essa i tr 'a t d in su h a wa L1ll t n w en ral 
points are made but not taken further. A long succession or T -unit.s fi' m \ 5 I 2 4 contain som very short 
sequences of constant progression interspersed wit.h T-units where there i, no I r ressi n apill1 fJ'om what is 
tilken up in the Rhellle. T hu s Ihe text dev lops very liltl ' in that se Ii n. inkin 1 til In S are not devel ped 
- he word ' satellite' appears as Theme seveml tim s but is never d vel p d in the Rh m n I' il ny on S 
over consecut ive T-unit in organi sed sequence I t is mcnti ned in diffi r'nt semi'S , ' the imp rl al1 
satell ites' , ' weather satellit es ', ' observil tion. by satell il " ' definition and Ics ri J tlOIl ora 'at lI it , ' 
There are break aller T -units 14, J 7,22,26,28, 8,. 9,l12 and 4:l T h ', C C ' UI b' fl US' t hl' fo ll owi ng 1-
unit begins with il new direc tion. T hi s comes naturall <I /l el T-ullit s / ll , 17 Wid 4 .. w/Ci "Illak ,'cnel'llJ 
·tatements. But in other cases it is unexpected becaus th informati on in T-unit s 22,2 ,28,3 ,39 Cl iid 4. 
relates tothe previou sT-units inaspecificsen e. T wa rds t.heend or til e a i, bc,i l1n i ll 1 P .• T -ulli t . 9 is 
an unexpecled iso lated generill commen\. 1t is fall wed by a gr UI of lhre themati ca ll y linked T -units 40-
42 , where the intOl'lllilli oll is not to be found in th . input ilnd their Jink t th e in ' trll ·tioll is li n Icnr lien 
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these T-units fonn an isolated group. The essay ends with two general, separate statements. 
A-IO.3.3 Cohesion 
bl T ISTI k Ta e 
-
c: h . fi . T Isn ev co eSlve eatures In 
-
Item Number Location 
NI-Tb 12 4,5,10,15,18,19,20,23,32,36,42· ,44 
NI·Rh 42 1· ,2,3· ,4,5,6· ,8,9,10,11· ,12· ,13·,14·,1 S· ,16,17,18,19,20,21· ,22· ,23,24·, 
25· 26 27 28 29 30 31 32· 33 34353637383940· 41 42· 44· 
. _._ ................ ................ _ ........ ._ ••• __ I .... :! •••••••••••• } ••.••• l ..... I ...... l ........ , ..... 1 ••••• .., ••••• I •••• l ..... t .... 1.: ••••• 1._ ••• J ..... I_._I._ .......................... 
CA 11 4,5· ,24,26,32,33,35,36,37 ,39· ,44 
... ~-....... -.. -.. -. . __ .. 11D .. _ .._ 43 . ............................................................. _ .......... _ ... _ ..... _ .. M._ ........ _ ... ..-__.. ................ ___ .... ·· 
C 8 7,10· ,22,25,30,41,42·,43 
'AR 13 T3.R3·.Tl3 Tl4 Tl7· nl n2 ns n7 R32 T38,R39 R41· 
As Table T-ISTIc shows, new information is presented frequently in the essay. It appears twelve times in the 
Theme: five times as a circumstantial adjunct. It appears in the Rheme in all but two cases. Only once is the 
empty Theme used. 24 items are judged unacceptable. 
Content mark- 1.50 
The frequent occurrence of new information in the Theme could account for the lack of development in the 
essay. 16 of the 42 occurrences of new information in the Rheme are judged unacceptable which greatly 
weaknesses the quality of the content. However, the very frequent OCCWTCllces of new informationin the 
Rheme are helpful for thematic continuity. 
A common feature of this essay the short Theme for presenting given information, either in thematic 
progression or as a recurring thematic element. In the 23 cases where it occurs it is a short nominal group, 
single noun or pronoun as in Tl,n,TI,T6,Tl4,TI6, T18. 
Organisation mark- 1.50 
In all cases where new information occurs in the Theme, additional new information occurs in the Rheme. 
Thus these 12 T-units are not well-balanced in terms of textual cohesion. Circumstantial adjuncts are used 
quite frequently. They are wide-ranging thematically and generally effective. 'So far' (T4) expresses time 
location, 'According to the theory of gravity'(T26) expresses perspective, 'To keep moving in orbit'(T33), 
expresses reason and 'If something new are discovered'(T44 expresses contingecy. Conjunctives and other 
adjuncts are also used effectively as cohesive markers signalling enhancement as in 'In detail'(T7) and 
adversative extension as in 'but'(nS). However, 'Dut' in T42 is a misleading signal and is therefore judged 
unacceptable. Similarly, 'For instance'(TIO) signalling elaboration is a misleading link and judged 
unacceptable.· • 
Quite frequent use of made of anaphoric referencing; 'it' is used rather frequently and the reference is not 
always clear, as in R3 and R41, which is why they are coded as uriacceptable. In this essay. most of the uses 
of first person plural pronoun are disregarded because they do not behave as references which is unlike their 
function in T·ISn. In T17. 'We' is judged unacceptable for this reason. 
Language mark .. 2.25 
The 17 uses of new information in the Theme and Rheme that are judged unacceptable are due to weaknesses 
in grammatical structure, lexical cohesion and semantic linking causing interference with meaning as in: 
'how satellite gets progress at the moment'(Rl) and comprehensively'(R6) where lexical cohesion and 
semantic linking are inadequate, and 'expanding to vast unlimite space "universe"(Rl S) where grammatical 
structure had been neglected and the meaning compressed. 
Two circumstantial adjuncts are judged unacceptable because they arc linguistically inadequate. 
'199I'(TS) is probably meant to express time location but the preposition is missing. In 'From the 
moment'(T39), is weak in coherence. It may be due to using the wrong preposition. 
A·IO.3.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl T IST3 a e 
-
. r t' e: nomma Isa IOns an d passIve ver ormSIn . bfi . T IST3 
Item Number Location 
... ~.~~.!!L_ ... ...... -.... ~ ........... TIO TIO RI4 TlS RIB R20· T23 R43 R44 • •••••••••• l ........ :.t. •••••••• A •••••••• I ••••••••• I ........... .\ •••••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ............. _ 
... !;'!i!?!!L ... 0 . .......................... ..... _ ............. _ .... _ ....................................... _ ................ - .. __ . 
PV 5 R4 RIO RI6 R33 T44 
As Table T-IST3e shows, in this long essay few nominalisations and passive verb forms are used. Only one 
item is judged unacceptable. 
~I03 4 
Language mark= 2.25 
The very infrequent use of these lexico-grammatical features could explain why Takako's eesay is not very 
substantial. She has not made use of the advantages of using nominalisations to express a deep level of 
conceptually demanding infonnation in a concise way. All nine nominalisations arc acceptable apart from 
'the competition of satellite'(R20), where again too much infonnation has been compressed and the 
transformation from a dynamic process has not been not captured. The other nominalisations arc effective: 
'etTect'(TIO), 'changes'(TIO) and 'investigation'(R43) as the result ofa process, and 'our thinking'(TIS) and 
. 'controlling equipments'(T23) as the act-type. 
Passive verb forms are very infrequent though almost all accurate. There is some evidence of confusion 
with using active verb fonns but all are found acceptable since the meaning is always clear. For the length of 
the essay and the large number ofT-units, these features are underused. 
A-I003.S Unacceptable given information 
Number 
2 
Organisation mark- 1.50, Language mark- 2.25 
Table T-IST3f shows that two consecutive T-units have unacceptable given information in the Theme. In 
both cases the problems are to do with poor cohesion and weaknesses in grammar. In T30 'acceleration' is 
treated as an uncountable noun. It is not indicated as one aspect of the given information 'moving' in R29 
due to a missing pre-modifier. For this reason the thematic link of 'Satellite'm 1) to the previous T-unit is 
not evident. Instead T31 is presented as if listed under T29 by replicating the Theme, also as an uncountable 
noun with no pre-modifier to draw out the anaphoric reference. 
A-I 0.3.6 Takako's Approach to ISTJ: Data from the Interviews and micro-task notes 
TableT-IS Tl S 19: ummary_o a os ~pproac fTak k ' A h ISTl to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic _(a) thinking about the instruction 
strategic "~~I~~~h:~.'p'!~~.~.~.~.~~g_."" .... " .. .. '{~1p.!!!?ti!!~j.~&.!!!E.&,'!!&~"!!£2Y.5:.~2!!.~~!!.t_ ..... _"_ ....... 
compensation (a) using a familiar learning style through automatic 
transfer 
......... _ ......... _-_ .. _ ..... __ ... __ .. _ ... _ ... ..--............................ 
coping 
1~~~_'!!9g.2!!.PE.2!!!!2.~J.~~g~.!!1~_~.~P£rieES~...... . _ 
c focusing on the goal ofproducin~ n completed essay 
surface 
.. !l!!?m.i.~!~£.p.ti!?!!.H!i.!!g .. ".""" .. ... (~1.~S.~£.!!!l.s .. ~g.l.Y..m~!!!!g~!!2!~ .. ~1~m~.m~...2r..!!!~.~.~~._"" .. "". 
uncontrolled risk-taking relyinl! on trial and error ocrfonnance 
Takako said that she found ISTI 'difficult' but could understand the instruction including 'thrust': 'because I 
looked up in the dictionary.' Her notes confirm this but when we discussed it during the first interview I 
wondered whether she really could understand it and its significance in the instruction because she then 
suggested that it was not important. Sometimes I had difficulty understanding wwhat she meant during our 
interviews. Later she asked: 'the concept of thrust - what does it mean? which suggests that she had been 
thinking about it. 
She said that, during the thinking time at the beginning: 'I did nothing, just thinking about the 
satellite in space.' She said again that that time was a 'waste of time'. But she spoke enthusiastically about 
space research: 'scientists ano can ano can seriously research for the living things another another planet now 
because they built SET!.' She explained that SET! was an important Japanese space exploration programme. 
She said that the documentary entitled 'Newton and the Shuttle', was difficult to understand because it 
contained 'very special words'. She was probably referring to the many unfamiliar semi-technical expressions 
that were used in the documentary. Also. she asked: 'why this the title. Newton's shuttle?' Her comments 
suggest that there was a lot of new infonnation in the documentary that she could not grasp. Her notes are 
vague. They include diagrams, which she seemed to have used in her essay, and a dictionary definition of 
'satellite' • 
She said that she had found the text 'quite useful' but seemed unsure about how to usc it: 'My thinking 
is not so much idea of the information of the satellite.' She said that this task 'is limited and special. So I 
think it's really difficult.' She may have meant that the technical infonnation was specialised and beyond her 
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general scientific knowledge despite her enthusiasm for the topic. 
Takako's notes include a draft composed of thematically grouped sentences but no plan. She said that 
she finished with time to spare, which is confirmed by my observation notes. She explained: 'I think I 
cannot make the links in this task, so 1 have a lot of time.' implying that she strategically planned to finish . 
comfortably. She said: 'This one is much more relaxed'. She seemed to be comparing Isn favourably with 
18T2 in terms of task management. Perhaps she had decided to cope with the task in the best way she could 
even if that meant not addressing the task demands. 
Content mark= 1.50 
Takako's comments about thrust and the teclmical information in the documentary suggest that the content 
of the task was too difficult for her. This would explain her very low mark, even in comparison owith T-
18T2. 
During the interview she seemed happy to talk about progress in space but she queried the meaning of 
'thrust' and the significance of Newton. She said: 'I think the Newton shuttle are really connected, but 1 
thought how, not so much, just a little bit. That's all so I really confused.' It seems that she was unable to 
make the appropriate links she needed. She said that she had not managed to make sense of the task 
instruction during the thinking time, which she described as a 'waste of time', and was hoping that the 
documentary would help her. This would explain the problems with the hyperthemes in her e~say and the 
lack of thematic progression. The most comprehensible parts of her essay are about the importance of 
satellites in forecasting the weather. 
Organisation mark= 1.50 
Takako's difficulties with understanding the instruction could explain the strange hyperthematic organisation 
in her essay and account for her very low mark. Perhaps she had tried to deal with the parts of the instruction 
separately and had focused on the parts she thought were easier first. She may have put lI(c) about NASA 
followed by H(d) about Newton and the shuttle together because they were linked in the documentary. She 
may have used that to guide her in organising her essay but without really understanding what she was 
doing. Towards the end of the essay, in T-units 39-42, Takako seems to have used her own knowledge of 
physics. 
Language mark= 2.25 . 
In Language, Takako's mark was higher than for T-IS2. The main reason is that she had written in 
paragraphs rather than in sections and her sentences are slightly better connected. Nevertheless, her mark is 
low. 
If she had difficulties understanding and making sense of the information, then this could well have a 
negtive effect on her use of English in terms of appropriatcness,lexical cohesion, semantic linking as well as 
grammatical accuracy. This would be particularly noticeable in her presenting new information, which, as 
evidenced in her essay, she attempted to do. 
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A-tO.3.7 Text Analysis ofT-IST3 
Ibematic promssion and key cohesive and lexico-~ammatjcaJ features 
Paragraph J 
(I) I would like to discuss the importance of satellite and how satellite gets progress at the moment. 
Tl 
R1= NIt 
(2) Satel!jte is necessary for our life to know how the weather, land and sea are changing. 
T2=RI 
R2=NI 
(3) II can transmit to us as signal about the conditions 
T3=T2(AR) 
R3= NIt {ARt(R2)} 
(4) SJ1..IiJJ:. 4,000 satellite have been sent into space. 
T4=CA(NI) 
R4= NI{PV}+I3 
(5) 1.2il Europe has launched into space one of the most advanced satellite. 
I5=CAt(NI) 
R5= NI+R4 
(6) ERS:l. could observe comprehensively. 
T6=RS 
R6= NIt 
(7) In detail. satellite are important in forecasing the weather. 
T7= C+T2 T2: satellites 
R7= R2 R2: informing about weather conditions 




(9) Many weather satellites use the sarne orbits in order to catch the proper records regularly. 
T9=T8 
R9= NI+T8 
(10) For instance [tbe menhouse effectJ· [cha0l:es of the ozone layer] and temperature of the Dtmospbere can 




(II) Many satellites has launched corrporating in rnany advanced country. all over the world so far. 
TlI= RIO 
Rll= NIt 
(12) Satel1jte is one of the most technological device. 
Tl2= III 
RI2=NIt 
(13) II shows us that our vision is not only from the land "earth" but space. 
T13= T12(AR) 
R13= NIt 




(IS) [,Our pojnt of yjew and thjnJdnf:] has been expanding to vast unlimitc space "universe". 
TlS= NI(SNom) 
RlS= NI* + RI3 R13: expansion into space 
(16) Human are affected from the atmosphere surrounding the earth. 
Tl6=T15 
R16= NI{PV} 
(17) ~ can make progress towards the space. 
Tl7= AR ·(Tl6) 
R17= RI5+NI 
Paragraph 3 
RIS: expansion into space 
(18) Scjentists could get the information which is necessary for us to live from satellite. 
T18=NI 
R18= NI+Tl3 Tl3: satellite 
(19) NASA has first built satellite in 1980. 
Tl9=NI 
R19= NI+RI8 
(20) Hundreds en~jners and scientjsts took parts in [the competition of satellite] 
TIO=NI 
R20= NI{SNom·{R19}} 
(21) ~ experienced many times in order to know what it looked like in space 
TII- 1'20(AR) 
R21- NI·+RI7 R17: expansion into space 
(22) Sometimes they used a huge water tank. 
1'22= C+1'2I(AR) 
R22=NI· 
(23) [ControJljnl: eQuipments and computers in the shuttle] are very difficult and complicated. 
1'23= NI(SNom) 
R23=NI 
(24) ZOO years a~. Newton wanted to lunch the shuttle 
1'24=CA 
R24= NI·+1'23 
(25) ~ could never do because of his thought 'gravity'. 
1'25= C+R24(AR) 
R2S::r NI. 
(26) Accordin~ (0 the (beoa' '2(~qvi(y the shuttle needs a huge amount of energy to be against the gravity. 
1'26= CA {R2S} 
R26= R24+NI+1'26 R24: the shuttle 
(27) lk thought shuttle was like a gun 
1'27= 1'2S(AR) 
R27= R26+NI 







(29) Satellite is moving 300000km per hour 
T29= R20 
R29= NI 
(30) and acceleration is increasing. 
T30= C+R29· 
RJO= NI 
(31) Satellite moves like a gently curve. 
T31= 129 
RJl= NI+R30 
R20: the satellite's capability 
1'29: the satellite 
(32) dOer two minutes it keeps accelerating until mass disappear. (diagram) 
T32=CA(NI) 
R32= T31(AR)+T30+NI· 




(34) (diagram) Satellite are man made device orbiting around the earth above 780km transmitting to cruth 
many scientific information. 
T34== R33 
R34= NI{Rll} 
(35) Nowqdqys. we can watcJt the satellite television to get the international news quickly. 
T35=CA 
R35= NI+R34 
(36) For the reason Q.( ~od vrowmmes and clear vision. many people enjoy the satellitc telcvision as 
well as the newspaper. 
T36=-CA(NI) 
R36= R3S+NI 
(37) For the (oreiftIers who live in another country satellite newspaper give us the new infonnation soon.) 
T37'" CA(R36) 
R37= NI+R36 




(39) From the moment the government should pay much more attention to the space and give a lot of 
money for it. 
T39= CA· 
R39=- NI+R17+AR R17: expansion into space 
(40) Scientist is searching for the rays which the universe transmit 
T40= TIS TIS: scientists 
R40=NI· 
(g) althou~ it is not visible. 
T41= C+AR·(R40) 
R41= NI 
(42) But Xrays. Beta rays. cosmic rays which are magnetjc ways are very useful to inquire into the atomic 
structure. 
T42= c· + NI· + T41 
R42=NI· 
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(43) Therr:.fore we must be more keen to [the investigation of the space]. 
T43= C + E 
R43= R39* {SNom} R39: expansion into space 




A-IO.4 Takako's Performance In IST4 
A-IO.4.1 lIypertheme and recurring thematic elements 
Tab eT-1ST H h . T IST4 a: lypert eme In • 
Number lIyp_ertheme T·unlts 
7 (a) Acceptance of Darwin's theory 1·6 
(b) Darwin's study of the behaviour of animals and plants 7·13 
(c) The effect on our religious beliefs 14-18 
(d) The scientific explanation for our origin 19·21 
(e) The problem of death 22·31 
(t) The strength of the theory 32-42 
(~) The need to explain the inner world 43·46 
Table T·IST4a: Recurnng t h ematlc e ements In . . T IST4 
Thematic elements No.ofrecurs Location 
Darwin 6 .TJAT.?.l!!.~,TI~.tB.,!g.l~~.~ .................. "" .... ". __ ............... _ ....................................... _ ...... _ ........ _ ............. " .... .............................. 
.!!~~.~~1.P.~!?P.1.~" .... " .... """ ...... "."" ........ _ ........ _ ...... _ ..... . _._ .... 2 ............. R4 T6 R26 R28 R31 R34 R36 T38 T43 • ...... I •••••• I ......... t ••••••••• t •••••••••••••••••• A ••...... :.l •••••••• I ............... 
. !:.~yj.~lt!h.~~B! .......... _ ... _._ ...... "." ................... _ ................ _ .. _ ... 2 ... _ ... _ .. • B-.. '!,B.?,.B.~.~ __ ....... _._ .......... _ ... _ .... _ ..... _ ..... 
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Humans' thoughts, the mind and consciousness 6 R14,R17 R24 R27.R41,T4S 
Table T·IST4a shows that seven hyperthemes are identifiable, thus accounting for all the T.units, and Table 
T·IST4b shows that there are seven recurring thematic elements, some of which recur frequently. 
Content mark- 1 . .50 
Although seven hypertbem£Lhave been identified, none of them nrc developed in a way that is directly 
relevant to the task instruction. H(a) is reinforced repeatedly and then leads appropriately into a description of 
the theory that is developed more satisfactorily after lI(b). However, in both sections, the information is 
scant and unclear. H(c) introduces a dimension that is beyond the scope of the task, i.e. 'the effect of the 
theory on belief in God'. B(d) introduces another, more relevant, effect, that of advancements in science 
through the discovery of DNA, which is developed only briefly. lI(e) introduces a discussion about the 
failure of the theory to account for after-life which again is hardly relevant to the task. 1I(f) repeats the 
limitations of the theory and this idea is developed further by discussing the same point with examples. H(g) 
leads into a conclusion that reinforces what has been discussed. But coverage is thin and the content becomes 
less relevant towards the end of the essay. 
The thematic elements that recur tend to overlap and vary in how specific or general they arc and in 
theirrelevance to the task instruction. lbree, 'Humans, people', 'living things' and 'humans' thoughts, the 
mind and consciousness' are very general. The last of these is a jointly coded element comprising three sub-
elements: 'thoughts', 'the mind' and 'consciousness'. The remaining four can be seen to relate to the task 
instruction. 'Hwnans, people' recurs most frequently, first early on in the essay, and then towards the end of 
the essay while 'hwnans' thoughts, the mind and consciousness' begins fairly carlyon in the essay and 
recurs frequently towards the end of the essay. The most relevant thematic elements recur less frequently 
apart from 'Darwin', which features early on in the essay and three times towards the end. 
Organisation mark- 1.7.5 
The hyperthematic organisation shows that the essay lacks a clear overall structure. Although the 
hyperthemes lead to some development so that links arc made between them, they themselves are not very 
clearly defined. Also, the frequent recurrence of thematic elements shows that points are made and then 
drawn upon again repeatedly. The fOUT most relevant thematic elements support one another in the 
organisation of the essay. 'Darwin' and "Darwin's theory' occur near the begiMing and then in T·units 12 
and 13 respectively. 'Natural selection' and 'origin of species' both occur in T-unit 13 and then a little later 
in the essay. 
A·IO.4 
A,. nOA.l 
Diagram T- I T4 Themat ic pI" gr Ion In - I 1 
Pi hi I Rhl 
~ 
T h2 + Rh2 
T i] ~ 1 Rlu 
j 
1' 11 4 I RIl4 
ThS 1 Rh 5 
1' 11 6 I Rh6 
T Il 7 RIl 7 
TIl8 1 kh 
T h9 1 
I h9 ~ ' . 
T 110 I Rhl O 
Thll -I Rhll 
:1>' 
Th 12 1 I h 12 
Th I, -I I 11 1_ 
T il 14 1 RI11 4 
Th 15 -! Rhl S 
T h 16 I Rh 16 
Th 18 -I Rh 18 
Th 19 I Rh l 9 
Th20 + Rh20 
Th2 1 + RII2 1 
'4 
Th22 I Rh22 
~ 
T h2 ~ Rh2 
~ 
T h24 I Rh24 
'1'h25 -I 
Th27 I Rh 27 
T h2' .h28 
'1 
T h29 1 Rh2 
A-IO <I 
Th I 7 -! l' 1 J7 
Rh25 
T h26 1 Rh26 










!. \ \ 
! ~ ; 
I I: I 
/ 
; ! ! 
... .. ......... ... .......... . .. ... ... ... , ...... 1 
Th.>!) 1 • 30 
Th3 1 I Rh 'l 
T h32 + Rh 32 
13 TIl3 3 + Rh33 
T h34 + Rh34 
T h3S Rh"S 
Th 36 I- Rh36 
J 
T h37 -I Rld 7 
T hJS -I- Rh3S j 
T h39 + Rh 39 
T h40 -I Rh40 
T h4 1 -I- Rh4 1 
Th42 -I- Rh42 
IN T h43 + Rh43 
" T h44 -I- Rh44 
ThLIS 1- Rh4 5 
T h46 -I Rh46 
•...... ........ .. ;.. ..... .. ..... . 
Table T -1ST4b: Thematic ro ' ressioll in T-IST4 
n~em Nanmi>cu- loc:u~ioB] -------------1 
sl prog 11 1-2,4-S,7 -S, 12- L3- t 4- 1 , 16- 17,24-2 
cpu-og 7 8-9- 10- I'I,I S- 16,30- 1,4 -44,45-46 
OpD'og 10 1-2,3-4, 11 - 12,2 1-22-23-24,27-28-2,6-37,-3 
.. ~.~! .. p.~~~ .......... ............. ? ~ ........... .. ).~.?,} ~.?I.?~ .. I.?\~.!.~.?~.\~.?~}?\~.9.~ ... ?\ ... ?. ~ ... ?,.~ ... ~.1~.'.~.?.7.~.~ ..... . 
.. ~ . .P..u:.~g ...................... .. .... L ............ ?O.Q.~.~.!. ), ..... ..................... _ ............................................................... . 
1l1O D'O 9 618192034 3S 404142 
As Diagram 1'-IS T4 and Table T-IST4b show, ail four types of thematic progression feut.ur in this e say 
There are three long sequences where simple linear and constant progression are combined with pro ression 
taken up in the Rheme but othelwise they are very short There i s one ccurrence of plit pI' )ression. A 
large number, nine, T -units are not involved in any pI' gr sion. 
ontelll mark""' 1.50 
The longest equence combini ng simple linear with constant progression involv ix T -units 12- 17, whi h 
shows some development in discussing how the idea of natural selection inlluenccd p opl · ' s reli ious 
beliefs. Another shorter sequence invo lving five T-uni ts , 7- 11 , also shows some clevel pment in ex pla inin ) 
Darwin 's theory of evolution ancl include the one case of spl it progres ion In anothcr, h rt 1' , S Cjuenc 
invo lving fourT-units, 30-33 , the thematic progression is 'upcrficial and 'oh-ren i ' a I rob! m T h th I' 
sequences of simple l inear and constant progression are very sh 11 and not fr quen!. 
OrganisatlOll mark I . r 
Takako ' s essay is very long in terms or th nu mber orT-units but man or th rCilso n i~ th at 
many grammatical subjec ts are short with the verb po itionecl near tli e be rinnill J of the T-unit h '/lIIllic 
progress ion is not very trong although there are rrequ nt short equ n e olllbining simple lin >a/ and 
constant progression linking two, three or four T-units at a tim 
Twenty-one out of the forty-fi ve -units do not api ear to be linked at all through the T heme whi h is 
Cluit econsiderable. Moreover,someofthem occli rcon cuti vel over two I n ' eqllcn cs T -ull i ts 18-23 and 
A - I O 4 
3442. It is also interesting to note that the sequences of T-units not involved in any thematic progression 
are situated in the middle (T-units 18·23) and towards the end of the essay (T-units 34-42) but not at the 
beginning, and that the best sequencing of thematic progression occurs before the middle of the essay (T-
units 7-17). 
A-I0.4.3 Cohesion 
T hi T IST4 k a e 
-
c: h e, co eSlve fi . T IST4 eatures 10 
-
Item Number Location 
NI·Th 8 4,9,10,20·,37,39,41,42 
NI·Rh 43 1,3,4· ,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13· ,14·,15,16,17· ,18,19,20· ,21,22,23,24,25· ,26,27,28,30, 
31· 33 34· 35 36 37 3S· 39· 4041. 42· 43 44 4S 46 
•••••• M •••••••••• •• M ....... • •••• ,,·· ...••••• I. ••••• I ........ I ••••• ,\, ••••• I ••• _I. ....... 1. ....... A ••••• I .... _.l ....... J .•• ::.l_.L_ .. A.. __ ._ ........ __ .................... _ .... _ ........ 
CA 5 9,19,22,34,45 
.~ .. -"-.... 2 323· ..... -............. • .. 1 ........... _ ....... _ .... _ ••• __ .... __ ••• _ ............. _ .. _ ... ____ ....... _ _..._ •• _ ........................... ...._....-......... _ ..... C 16 2,S,IO,Il,13,18,22,23,24,26,27,31,34,35,44,46 
AR 32 T4· ,TS,T6· ,RS,R9,RI2,Tl3,TI4,RI4,Tl5,Tl7.TI8·.R 18,R22. ,R23,R24,T2S· .T26.R2 
6.T2S· R2S· T29 R29,T31 R31,T32,T33· .T3S· T44· R44 R4S,T46· 
Table T-IST4c shows that new information occures in the Theme eight times, which is not frequent in this 
long essay. Only one occwrence is a circumstantial adjunct. New information occurs in the Rheme very 
freqeuntly, 43 times out of 46. Circumstantial adjuncts, conjunctives and other adjuncts arc used quite 
frequently, 21 times in all. Very many anaphoric references are used. 
Content mark- 1.50 
The very frequent occurrences of new information in the Rheme and the few occurrences of new information 
in the Theme indicates some coherence and development even though there arc weaknesses in content, 
intelligibility and cohesion. Twelve NI·Rh are coded as unacceptable. 
It seems that thematic progression is sometimes hindered because of fluctuation in foregrounding and 
backgrounding the Theme. For example in P2. 'Charles ... selection.'(T.units7-13) the description of how 
Darwin developed his theory is interwoven with elements of discussion about the theory including 'living 
things', 'survival' and 'natural selection', Sometimes effective emphasis is produced through new information 
being presented in the Theme as in 'The reason ... theory'(T.unit 4) though what follows is not entirely 
logical. Such emphasis also occurs in the lead into the subject through uses of circumstantial adjuncts e.g. 
'As ... effort'(TI9) expressing reason, and of modal adjuncts e.g. 'Certainly'(T23). 
Organisation mark- 1.75 . 
Appropriate cohesive devices are used. Conjunctions and adjuncts arc frequent; 'nod' and 'but' signlllling 
extension are particularly frequent and are used successfully, Frequent anaphoric references arc successful but 
forsome switching amongst 'we/ourfus" human beings', 'people' and 'they/their' that tends to disrupt the 
thematic flow thus affecting coherence. This partly accounts for why, out of the totlll number of 32 nnaphoric 
references, II are found unacceptable. Some first person plural pronouns have not been coded because they 
carry too little information. 
Language mark- 2.25 
2S items in all are judged unacceptable. Most of them are items of new informlltion in the Rheme and 
anaphoric references. The most serious problem in NI-Rh is lexical cohesion due to either poor vocabulary 
choices or grammatical inaccuracy. The most serious is R38, 'fill suITering and sadness If we couldn't get. 
Fighting, killing. disaster.' Where misleading punctuation is an additional problems. 
In the use of unacceptable anaphoric references, grammatical inaccuracy that affects coherence Is a 
common problem. For example, in T46, 'these' is an unclear reference because of the plural form. 
A-I0.4.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
Ta hi T ISTld e 
-
. l' : nomma Isattons an d passive ver bfi . T IST4 orms In . 
Item Number Location 
"§.!:!~!!!,,.-. 10 Tl RI2 TI3 R14 RI5 RI5 RI7 R40· R40 T4S ..... _ ................... .. •••••• 2 ••••••••• i ........ .t •••••••• .t •••. " •• I ......... L •••..... 1 •••••••• _ ......... _1 ....... ---. ••• 
CNom 0 
-...................... ........................... ........................................ _ ........... H ...................... _ ......... ____ " ......... 
PV 7 RI R4· R5· RII· RI4 R26 R32· 
As Table T-IST4d shows, a small number of simple nominalisations and passive verb forms are used. There 
are no complex nominalisations. 
4 A·IOA 
Language mark= 2.25 
All but one of the ten simple nominalisations are found acceptable. Most are positioned after the predicate in 
the Rheme. The most common ones, which recur, are those associated with the topic: 'natural selection' and 
'evolution'. One act-type is used:"our individual thinkings'(R17). One is judged unaccpetable due to 
problems with lexical cohesion and semantic linking: 'our evolution of physical nspect'(R40). Passive verb 
forms continue to be a problem. Only three out of seven are judged acceptable. There are problems with 
tense, form, structure and appropriateness. 
A-I0.4.S Takako's Approach to IST4: Data from the Interviews and micro-task Dotes 
Table T-IST4e: Summary ofTakako's Approach to IST4 
Approach Tvpe Details 
deep 
strategic ... ~!~!£~.L_". __ ............ _ ..... !~2'!.~Qp.!.LI!!t!..~.tiJ!£~L~.p.p.r.~?£hJ.9_!?!!s ........ _ ... _____ ......... __ . 
self-regulation (b) balancing input with output processing by attempting to 
.J.~p.r.2.Y.tt~!.!!!!~?fl~~~!}!. __ ... __ . _____ ._. __ ._ ........ _. 
(c) attending to improving on past performance whcrever possible 
••• M ...... _._ ........ , ................ _ ... ... ~h!:2.¥.Sh.!~J.f.:m2~!!2!!~S ........ "" ...... """ .......................................... "." ............. _ 
... ~!?~!!!?H~.~.!!~!£:!~i!!a ......... !~2~.~l?!Q.!!.i.!!a.!?~j!!t~!J.~~~a!:.!x.~J~r.n_. ____ ..... _ .. _._ ..... .. 
... !£!~£~!:Y.~.l?r!?£~~~!!!g._ ......... !~l£'?£~!~8..2~ .. f.~~!~~.~.~ . .2.t!.~t~!~.~!_ ....... ____ .. __ .......... _. 
compensation J!>..!~.~m!!).8.~~!.~'..~~P.~!)E~£~JhrE~sh.!~t<?m!!!£.!r.~!!~f~ ... _ ..... _._ ... _ 
(b) drawing on prior knowledge and experience to overcome 
difficulties 
···~ .. ;Pi~i"'·· .. ······ .. · .. ··· ... - .. -· .. ··( .. c)·f~cusi;~~;;t~R~"al·oip;~d·~~1;R~romni~t-;a .. ;~·~y ......... · ..... · .. · .......... 
Takako said that she found IST4 very interesting and had written down some idellS at the beginning. 110' 
notes include a definition of evolution and a few sentences similar to the beginning of her essay. She spoke 
about the thinking time at the beginning saying: 'generally I want to write down or something or something, 
a sentence or something.' Perhaps she found that writing something at the beginning of the task helped hO' 
to think about writing the essay. But she also said that she could not make a plQJ1 before seeing the 
information input. According to my observation notes, she had appeared to be waiting to use the science 
dictionary, which was much in demand. 
She spoke about her uses of the information input, the text and the documentary. She said: 'TItis time 
I didn't use this text book, a little bit I used but er I didn't use er a little bit a video. just my knowledge and 
my thinking and I write down because er it's very interesting.' Perhaps Takako had spent much of her time 
thinking about what she could write. In the text, she had marked only the reference to Genesis. 
Her notes of the documentary seem to comprise random points that she hnd put down regardless of 
their relevance or importance. She said: 'there was a dog. I didn't understand what does it mean.' Which 
suggests that she had problems making sense of the documentary. She also said that the documentary was 
'not helpful; more philosophically good'. Perhaps she meant there were philosophical implications to 
consider as suggested by what she had written in her essay. When asked about 'further knowledge and 
change' she said: 
Darwin's theory described our physical world, physical body and how our body developed but 
he didn't describe our consciousness how our thinking develop, because our body develop this 
is er from animal. But er our thinking and our creation is how, he didn't /like that so not 
connect but I I want to discuss. 
It appears that Takako had found the topic very interesting but not in the way suggested by the task 
instruction. She also said: 'Just when I finished the task, it's not relevant I think but it's too late,' Perhaps. 
because of her difficulties understanding the information input she had decided to use the opportunity to 
express her own ideas regardless of whether she was addressing the instruction. 
She seemed satisfied with her efforts: 
c • you had enough time, 
T - Not enough time but er I finish 
5 A·IO.4 
C .. Did you manage to organize your ideas this time? 
T .. Er er not sure but I I did· the best, But I did my best. 
C .. Was it hard work? 
T .. Yes, but er this time is very easier, so relax, not tension, high tension. 
Perhaps she had decided to enjoy the task rather than allow herself to feel pressurised. If so, this would have 
been a wise strategy. 
Content mark- 1.50 
Takako's comments suggest that her understanding of the topic was even weaker than in IST3, so much so 
that she was unable to address the task instruction. It appears that she had made random notes of the 
documentary, perhaps hoping to make sense of it when she came to write her essay. But it seems that she 
mainly relied on her own ideas, which were probably influenced by the philosophy that she had studied. 
This would explain why much of her essay is irrelevant, includes many broad statements and lacks detail. 
Organisation mark- 1.75 
As in her previous essay, it is very likely that her problems with content would mean that she had problems 
with organisation. It seems that she was unable to relate her thinking to the task instruction and this is 
probably why the thematic continuity in her essay is not strong. The patterns of thematic progression in the 
essay could mean that Takako was thinking most clearly after she had started writing her essay and was able 
to perform best in producing T·units7-17. After that she may have become rather tired and able only to 
produce separate statements that expressed her ideas but did not clearly develop them for the reader, as shown 
by T·units 18-23 in the middle and the very long group of nine T .. units (34-42) towards the end. Also, 
during the interview she said that she was still unsure about using paragraphs which explains the Wlclear 
distribution in her essay. 
Language mark- 2.25 
Takako's language mark shows no improvement over the previous three ISTs. Perhaps she. was encountering 
the same problems as before, which were to do with not being able to express her ideas in any depth. nlis 
time it appears that she wanted to write about her own philosophical interests in relation to the topic. In 
attempting to do so, she would probably need to write in different genre to be able to develop her points. If 
so, she would be making her task more difficult. 
6 A·IOA 
A-IO.4.6 Text Analysis oCT-IST4 
Thematjc pro~essjon and key cohesjye and lexico-wmmatical featll[cs 
Paragraph J 
(1) Darwin's theQO' of[evQlutjQn] is the theory which is widely accepted nowaday 
Tl= SNom 
RI= NI{PV} 
(2) and mQst of the peQple believe without doubt. 
T2= C+Rl 
R2- Rl 
(3) It is very rare that such a lot of people support the same thought. 
n ... B 
RJ-NI+R2 
(4) The (eason wby it is yeO' successive theoO' is that Darwin's theory is very well explained about the 
origin of living things e.g. from where human'being has come or how we evolved with two legs, we 
had one body. 
T4- NI {AR ·(RJ)} 
R4- NI·{PV·} 
(5) All orv:anjsms were excellent made. 
T5=R4(AR) 
R5=NI(PV·) 









(S) But alllivim: thin!.!s fit their surrounding. 
TS" C+R7 
RS=- NI{AR} 
(9) Vwe study anjmals in detail. we see they are fighting to survive. 
T9=- CA(NI+TS) 
R9- NI{AR} 
(IO)BIl' the animals which are sujtable are alive 
TlO= C+T9+NI 
RIO=NI 
(11) and nQt sujtable animals are died. 
T11- C + TIO 
Rl1 a NI(PV·) 




R4: living things 
T7: Charles Darwin 
(13)And [this natural selection] is the basic theory of an origin of species. which is the famous book of 
Darwin. 
TI3- C + R12(AR+SNom) 
R13= R4+NI· R4: Darwin's theory 
7 A·IO.4 
(14)J:lili changed our belief of [creation by God1 to think that we are not created, 
TI4= RI3(AR) 
RI4= NIt {SNom+AR(TS)+PV} TS: living things 
(lS)~ are the result of [evolution1- [natural selection1. 
TI5= RI4(AR} 
RI5= NI({SNom}+TI3{SNom}} 
(16)~ separated gradually from bible. 
TI6= TIS 
R16= NI 
(17}Ihis caused [our individual thinkings] to higher level 
TI7= R16(AR) 
TI3: natural selection 
R17= NIt {SNom(R14)} RI4: humans' thoughts and beliefs 
(18) and peQple developed on their own. 
TIS=- C+T16(ARt) 
RI8= NI(AR} 
T16: humans, people 
(l9M$ a resuU algreal "flQrl. scientist can explain our origin (DNA) using the advanced device. 
TI9= CA 
RI9= NI{RI3} R13: origin of species 
(20) A thousands ofmedecjns cure our disease. 
1'2O=-Nlt 
R20=- NIt 
(21) ~ can live for 80 years on average. 
1'21" Tl8 
R21-NI 
(22) But after death where we go? 
1'22= C+CA 
R22aNI+1'21(ARt) 
(23) Certainly that is true our body becomes dust and disappear. 
T23- C+Et 
R23=a NI+AR(R22) 
(24)/ha has our mind and our counciousness gone as well? 
1'24=C 
TIS: people 
R24= NI+AR(R23)+RI7 RI7: ourlhuman beings' thoughts and beliefs 
(2S)~ have one body individually 
1'25= R24(ARt) 
R25=Nlt 
(26) and thjs can be seen by people. because they are there. 
1'26= C+R2S(AR) 
R26= 1'2S+NI{PV+AR} 
(27) Bul thQu~ht is different. 
T27= C+R24 
R27=NI 
(2S)~ don't know what they are thinking. 
1'28= ARt 
R2S= NI(AR ·(R26»+ 1'27 
8 
R24: mind and consciousness 
R26: people 
A·lO.4 
(29) ~ can't read their mind. 
T29= AR 
R29= R28{AR} 
(30) The body exist. 
T30= R25 
R30= NI 
(31) therefore it shows their existance physically but not mentality. 
TII= C+TIO(AR) 
R31= NI*{AR(R29)+R30+R29} R29: their (of people) 
(32)-:Ihb can be applied the Darwin's theory. 
T32= R31(AR) 
R32= R13{PV*} R13: Darwin's theory 
Paragraph) 
(33)lk did very well satisfact explanation for natural world. 
T33= R32(AR*) 
R33'" NI 
(34) But today people achieved big development 
T34= C+CA 
R34= NI*+R6 
(35) WJd..x& stressed much visual world. 
T35= C+AR* 
R35- NI 
R6: human beings 
(36) ~ want to become beautiful. and get comfortable dress, good reputation, good mark. money • 
house ... outer world. . 
T36= R34 R34: people 
R36::aNI 
(37) How about inner world? 
T37=NI 
R37= NI+R36 
(38)~ fill suffering and sadness if we couldn't get. Fighting, killing, disaster. 
T38= T35 T35: we 
R38=NI* 
(39) The earth looks explosion because of our suffering. 
T39::aNI 
R39= NI*+R38 
(40) Darwins explained [our evolution of physical aspect]. but didn't explain [our metal evolution]. 
T40= T33 T33: Darwin 
R40= NI{SNom*+SNom} 
(41)~ counsciouss comes from? 
T41= NI 
R41= NI*+R24 












(44) and we have to know also this is the most wonderful things. 
T44= C+T43(AR*) 
R44= NI{R43(AR)} 
(45)Usomeone djscoyer [the orj~in a/consciousnessl. this would be more great benefit than Darwin. 
T4S= CA{R41(SNom)} R41: origin ofc:onsc:iousness 
R4S=NI{AR} 




A-IO.S 11". k" lw's fi>erO'on mmcc in nST5 
A- IO. 5. ' Hyper·theme if rid other thematic clemenls 
CI'lhcmc T-llnils 
l nd ividual differences 
T he study of geneti cs 
Lymphocyte for the treatment ofinhcri l d di ' a 
T he importance orgenelies in Irea li!:!,Oj list;asc 
Table T -1 T b: Recurrin «> thelllat ic elcment in T- l ' 'I' 
1fhem:a ~k dcmcnn~s No.of re{: ln!:.~_ IlA){:a4ion 
.. ~.~~.i.!~g .. \!!.~.iYi.c\!-:l. (~ ! .. ~!!.~.!:~.<:Y~!:\ .. ~i.<:.~ .. ...................... ~ ................... ! .))~.~ ...... ... ....... ..... . 
". !. !.~ !~ ... !·.i. ! .i. !'!g .~!!.~. I:.~.~.~~r. \ ~ ~!.<: .... .......... .. .. ........ ............... } .... ..... .. ....... g.~. , .T .I .. ~ .................. . 
.... ... !.~ !~.~ \ .. ~~ ........................................... ... ....................... } ............ .... ..I.! .. !.,I . ! ...... I.+' ~ ...... . 
.. ... 9. f.l.~ :.~.1.! ! .~.g. !.I.~ ~.g~f.l.e ...... ... ..... ......... ................ .. ... .. ,J ................ .. g.!.-' .. \I ! .~ ......... ... " .. . 
.. !.0.h .. E!.~~~ .. 9.i.~.<,::.~ ... ~ ....................................................... ~ .................. g. ! .~.\ !~ . ! .§ ................ . 
...... ~!~~.~\ ~ .. 9.!)gi. !) .~.~ I:.i. I.~g .............. ................................... L ............... T..!. ... \:P .. I ................. . 
hanging geneti stru ture _ _ _ ___ L_ .. ___ (I C) R2 1 
1-7 
8· 1 I 
1_· 17 
1 1·22 
Tabl T · ( T a shows that therc are four hyperth Ill e s , whi h ar HII i ' I 1111( II ' h III "2 T 11 11 11 :; T II ll ' \' . 
I T b hows thaI 7 thematic elements recur in th ssa ilh I twi • or Ihr tim 's 
Organisation Mark 1.7 
T he hyperthematic organi ation can b detected bu t it i 
'tat men IS are made. H(a) and l-l (b) introduce a In ' 
/Tom the vel' general in P I to an explanati n f 'en , ti 
of h w geneti cs can be applied. H(d) leads int th 
themselves are not closely linked. The final T-unit i 
A-I O.S.2 Thema tic Progression 
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Tabl e T -IST5 c: Themat ic progression in T -IST5 
hem Number lLoc:utnolU 
.. ~~ .. P.~~K ...... ........ ............ ~ ............ .. ?~.~::~::~.,~::!.,.~::?, .. f. ~.:. ! },.!.~.:. ! .~ ,. !.?.~~.9. ....... ..... . 
.. ~.p..~ .. ~g ............................ ? .............. !.~.~,.?~.~,. ! .Q.:.1 .. I.,.) .~.:. ! .~ ,.).~::J .? ............................ . 
.. ~ .. p.~~g ....... ..... .... ........... }.Q ........... .. ~::~,.~:~.?~ ... ,J.~.~~.9.:: ). 9.:. !..I. ::.1.'].;1 . ! .~ ~ .. 1 .... ,.1 .. ~.~.! ......... . 
.. ~.!!..P.r.~K ................. ...... ).~ ... ........ .. ) .~. !.J.\ .I .. ~.~.?Q .. .. .......... ................. .......... ................... . 
.. ~.p.E.Qg ................ ......... ... Q ......... ... .. :..................................... : .......................................... . 
DlO nuoe 2 2 1 22 
Diagram T-ISTS and T able T-IST 5c show that mo t of the T-uni ts ar linked in 
long sequence of simpl e linear progression covering T-units 2-5 . All oth r s quen e ar ver sh rt nstant 
progression occurs only between two T-units at a time but the (wo type of pro 'ressi n ·ombin · ( PI' due' 
much longer sequences. T hese are further lengthened by the rrtXlu nt l inks taken up in th Rh 111', whi h 
involve more than half the total number ofT-units. Hence ther is continuous progression up I T -uni l 
Only the final two T -un its are completely isolated In two ca es, a Diagram 1'- \ T S h ws, l ink af taken 
up from both Theme and Rheme into th fo ll owing Rhem but th ar n t ver sI r n I T ll 'r i no spl i l 
progression. 
on/en! mcrl'lc - 2.25 
The content i s most ly relevant to the instructi on. hemat i clev 101 menl is strong t at th' b 
essay where constant progression i s interspersed with si mpl lincar pI' gression I pI' S nt th 
Many relevant tatements are made throughout Sometimes, I her i (I I' at dc.d f I ink ill ) with 
Iwo simu ltan II occurrences ofpr gressi n taken lip in til h m in ad di ti n t simile lill 'at I nstHnl 
progression This gives ri e 10 (I confusion a t w hi h p oi nt ~ ar th e most important T hi S I:' p:1ltl l dul' t 
to much informati on being I res nted uns stematicall y ' 01 cxample, two it'ms r il1rlll11:1 tlon , ' til , 
eienli r'(T II )and ' thegen '(RII ) arcconrinucd in R1 2, wi ler ' it is link I to n \ inf I11IClti)11 ' lit ' lise )/ 
lymphocy tes to fight infection' At th ame time 1' 12 Ire ents 11 \ inl' f'mati on all L11 ' dis 'II ' ' tog tll'l 
with given information about ' inheritin characteli l ic 1"001 par nt s' li 'om R4 I I w \I r, in T -unils I and 
14, through constant progression, the hypertheme ' lymphocytes ' b c m bills pr min Ilt Thr u)h 
fi.lrther progression taken up in th e Rheme, fo llowed b simp l linea l and' n ' tant pr or ss ion in turn, 
un i t 17 terminates P3 and the focus on Iymphocy t e 
A- IO.S 2 
In the remaining five T-units, P4, progression is weak. The thematic link between T-units 18 and 19 is 
unclear which affects the coherence of the following T-unit brought about through simple linear progression. 
The remaining two T-units, 21 and 22 are separate, isolated statements. T-unit 21 gives a definition of 
genetic engineering, which would have been better positioned much earlier in the essay. The last T-unit, 22, 
is about a specific aspect of the scientist's work and thus does not function as a conclusion. It is a pity it 
was not incorporated earlier in the text, perhaps following T-unit 19 in sequence where thematic continuity 
would have been possible. 
Organisation mark=1.75 
As the above description of the Content shows, textual cohesion is best at the begiming, in the scene-setting 
part of the essay, T-units 1-7, through the combination of simple linear and constant progression. In 
addition, twice, thematic information is also taken up in the following Rheme, i.e. R3 and RS. 
However, in T-units 7-12, there is some confusing sequencing through short links of simple linear, 
constant or both progressions combined over no more than three T-units at a time complicated by 
information also passing into the Rheme every time. The links are not strong and the thematic sequences is 
not clearly defined. 
As already mentioned, information is passed from both Theme and Rheme to the Rheme of the 
following T-unit in two cases: from T-unit 11 to R12 and from T-unit 18 to R19. TIle essay ends with two 
T-units that are not involved in any progression. 
Thematic linking is weakened throughout by the organisation of the information both in the 
organisation of the Theme and Rheme ofT-units and in the ordering ofT-units. 
A·10.s.3 Cohesion 
T bl T ISTSd k a e 
-
h . Ii tur . T ISTS ey co eSlve ea estn 
-
Item Number Location 
NI-Tb 4 8,10,12,15 
.!.i!:.~.~". 22 123·4S·6789·10·11·12·13141S·1617·1S·19·202122· ........................ • ... 1 ••• 1 •••••• 1 ••• \ ••••• 1 •• ;.1 ... 1 ••• 1._.1 ........ .\ ....... .\ ••..... .& ••••• J •••• ;A_~_ •• I •• _...J_ ..... I._' •••••• I ••••• I ........................ 
CA 4 8,12,17,18· 
"~ .. --'"". 0 -.................... _. ................ _ ..... __ ... _ .. _._--_._ ... __ ... __ ._-_ ....... - .... _ .. -.. ................................... -C 1 4 
AR 17 T3,R3,T4,R4,RS T7,T9·,T11,Rll,Rll Tt3 T16 R16,R16',TI7.T20,T22. 
Table T-ISTSd shows that all T-units introduce new information in the Rheme although exactly half the 
items ar judged unacceptable. There is no use of the empty Theme. 4 circumstantial adjuncts and one 
conjunctive are used. Anaphoric references are frequent but three arc judged unacceptable. 
Content mark- 2.25 
As Table T-ISTSd shows, new information occurs in the Rheme in all T-units and four times in the Theme. 
The new information in the Rheme, particularly, contributes to the substance ofthe essay. However. in some 
cases, e.g. T-units 3,8,16,20, the conceptual quality of the information is weak. 
The additional new information presented in the Theme in TS, T12 and Tl7 is effective through the usc 
of circumstantial adjuncts: time location (TS), perspective (T 12) and contingency (T17). 
Organisation mark- 1.75 
The inclusion of new information in the Rheme of all T-units suggests a sense of moving towards accepted 
emphasis at the end of the T-unit. But in 11 cases, it is unacceptable which indicates Takako's weaknesses at 
the discourse level. 
Three of the four circumstantial adjuncts are acceptable although T8.T12,T18 interfere with thematic 
progression. Only one conjunctive 'but' (4) signalling adversative ex.tension is used to introduce the nleme. 
Anaphoric references are used seventeen times, which is ,quite extensive. Possessive and demonstrative 
pronouns are used to indicate clear referents: e.g. 'This'(T3) refering to R2; 'their'(R4) refering to 'children'. 
In Rll, two references are made to 'a gene sequence' in the same Rheme effectively: 'it' and 'another'. The 
three appropriate semantic choices of substitution indicate a sense of connected discourse and are effective: 
'This study'(T7), 'This new gene' (T13) and 'process'(RI6). 
Language mark= 2.25 
The eleven cases of unacceptable items of new information in the Rheme is a problem of expression in 
language as well as in organisation. For example, in RS, 'gene controls to form our characteristic' is 
inaccurate due to the semantic links and the use of a transitive verb without object. R9. 'our future aspects of 
disease' is unclear in meaning due to semantic linking and lexical cohesion. This is also the case with the 
unacceptable circumstantial adjunct in TIS. 
Many anaphoric references are pronouns, three of which are judged unacceptable for grammatical 
3 ~10~ 
reasons. They are: 'This' (T9), a demonstrative pronoun in the singular that is followed by a plural noun; 'it' 
(R16), which is incorrect; 'They'(T22), which is a plural pronoun without a clear referent. 
A·I0.5.4 Lexico-grammatical features 
T bl T ISTSd k I . t' I fi . T ISTS a e 
-
ey eXlco-gramma Ica eatures In 
-
Item Number Location 
SNom 7 
.. B1J~.~~.II.!.~&.!.~.;.I~f.QIIf..!1.B~.! .... " .................... ........................ 
CNom 1 TI8 
.................... ............. -._ ..... .............................................................. ""-_ .. 
PV 4 R6,R7,RI2,R22 
Table T·ISTIe shows a hmlted use of passive verb forms but more uses of nominalisations, only one of 
which is judged unacceptable. 
Language mark ... 2.2S 
As Table T-ISTSe shows, all nominalisations apart from one are all judged acceptable. The number of. 
nominalisations is higher than in previous ISTs showing a better sense of writing in a more scientific genre 
than before. The acceptable six simple nominalisations are typical of the genre in expressing a process. The 
other is expressed unclearly and is ambiguous in meaning. Coding it as nominalisation has involved 
interpreting it as the act-type where it should begin 'the sutTering'. As it stands 'suffering' is structurally a 
participle rather than a gerund which is questionable since the implication that 'we' do suffer from 'the 
successive disease' is not true. The one complex nominalisation, the discovery of controlling gene' (TIS), is 
more original than the standard simple nominalisations used e.g. 'chemical reaction' (RI3) and 'genetic 
engineering'(TlS). Although the structure is not entirely accurate, this does not interfere with coherence. 
Passive verb forms are not frequent but are all acceptable. 
A·I0.S.S Takako's Approach to ISTS: Data from the Interviews and micro-task Dotes 
TableT-1ST Sf S : ummaryo a a 0 s ~pproac fT k k ' A h ISTS to 
Approach Type Details 
deep holistic (a) seeking to conceptualise task demands in relation 
to task instruction, thinking about topic and 
evaluating task components 
strategic skills orientation (a) using the dictionary for information and language 
use 
._ ..... __ .. -... ----_ .. _ ......... _ ......... ..--......................... ---.. ... 
"~·~;;-tr-;;i'j~d··ri;k:t;king'" .. · .. ·" .. · ",{~l·1J!·~~!·~s..~~!~~·~·~~"n2!~~ .. "M_.M" .. M".'" .... -" .... -----. {a selecting relevant infonnation to build an essay 
surface atomistic quick-fixing (c) incorporating select phrases from dictionary and 
.................. _ .... _ .......... _ ............... ... !~.?';~ .. !!}.!2 •. ~~ .. ~!y._ .. _ ............................................ __ ... --. ............. 
uncontrolled risk-taking relying on trial and error performance 
As Table T·ISTSfshows, Takako again used a range of approaches to address IST5. lIer comments suggest 
that she adopted a deep, holistic approach in keeping the task in focus. In the intelView she said about the 
documentary: 'I enjoyed but ano I didn't use' because, she said, she did not think it relevant to the task 
instruction. She explained that because the task instruction was: 'how the discovery of the gene has led to 
important developments in science,' that therefore maybe: 'it's not good for me to to describe what it is, 
gene is'. It appears that she had tried to work out what in the documentary was relevant to the instruction 
and could not find anything because it was mostly about the gene. She said that if the instruction had asked 
what the gene was she would have been able to use that information: 'If image gene what is gene or 
something, what is gene, the question is, I I write down.' However, her notes of the documentary cover four 
pages which suggests that she was hoping to use the documentary information in her essay. 
She had underlined parts of the text and said: 'I enjoyed this text' and was able to recount in the 
intelView some of the information about curing disease. This is confirmed by her account in her essay of 
using the genetic information about lymphocytes. In the intelView she was able to discuss some implications 
of using genetic engineering: 
It's very good to cure disease and prevent from sutTering. This is very good but it's /I a little bit 
we have scientists to be, be careful to the gene, to use it the gene. 
She added: 
if the gene, we can change the gene, everything, we can everything live, resist to the natural 
things, so this er general concept, which genetic eng genetic engineering have, is a little bit 
dangerous. 
4 A-tO.S 
These ideas are mentioned at the end of her essay. 
Takako's notes also show that she had found definitions for the key expressions on the task sheet. The 
definition for genetic engineering is the same as that in her essay. It seems that she had used the same skills 
as in T-IST4: consulting the dictionary and making extensive notes as preparation for writing her essay. 
Unfortunately there would appear to be a mismatch between her preparation for the essay and writing 
the essay itself. Her comments suggests that she had to adopt a surface approach because an earlier strategy 
she claimed to be using had not worked. Referring to her notes about the description of the gene, she said: 'I 
want to use because I have a lot of notes • and 'really I'm regret to use.' Then she said: 'So just one page so 
I wanted more more writing.' This remark could mean that she thought her essay, which WaS her shortest, 
was too short for the task. It is for this reason. possibly, that she needed to resort to a surface approach. 
Content mark= 2.25 
Takako's uncertainty about interpreting the instruction, particularly in relation to the documentary 
information about the gene possibly explains why coverage ofthe content is limited in her essay. She said :'1 
wanted to use because I had a lot of notes.' But: 'I couldn't.' It could also explain why she had written about 
lymphocytes in some detail. It seems that she had decided to write about genetic engineering and this topic 
was covered in the text. 
Her extensive notes of the documentary are mostly about genetic inheritance. This may have helped her 
acquire Ii basic understanding of the topic so that she could make some interesting general points in her 
essay. 
Organisation mark= 1.75 
Takako's notes show that she did not plan her essay in advance but wrote a draft. Again, the fact that she 
had made a lot of notes could mean that she thought she could produce a well-organised essay because she 
had acquired more than enough information. But it would appear that, because she had difficulty deciding 
what she could use, she could not link the points she had made in terms of hierarchical importance. 
Therefore. although the hyperthematic organisation of her essay is discernible, thematic progression is weak. 
Her essay contains many general statements and there are problems with cohesion throughout. 
Language mark= 2.25 
Takako's partly deep and partly strategic approach to the task probably helped her with using appropriate 
discourse features such as anaphoric references and key expressions about genetics. She was less able to dcal 
with clear thematic linking because she could not manipulate the language as much as she needed to. lIer use 
of quick-fixing and risk-taking are evidence of a surface approach to compensate for her inadequacies, as she 
perceived them. in deciding what content to use in her essay, possibly indicating that she was not fully in 
control of the task. It appears that her problems with English hindered her in organising the content of her 
essay. 
s A·IO.S 
A-IO.S.6 Text Analysis of T-ISTS 
Thematic progression and key cohesiye and lexico-&rammatical features. 
Paragraph 1 
1) ~ are all different. 
T1 
Rl=NI 
2) ~ have particular caracteristic individually. 
T2=T1 . 
R2=NI+Rl 
3) ~ makes us happy to communicate with people. 
T3= R2(AR) 
R3= NI*+AR(T2) 
4) But parents and their childrens are similar. Because children inherit their caracteristics through [genetic 
transmition). 
T4= C+R3 {AR} 
R4= NI{SNom}+R2{AR} R2: having individual characteristics 
Paragraph 2 
5) ~ - controls to form our characteristics. 
TS=R4 
RS= NI* {AR(R4)} 
6) Male and female iWle are combined together and define the children's caracteristics. 
T6=TS 
R6= NI {PV} + RS 
7) Thjs study is called genetics. 
T7= R6(AR) 
R7= NI{PV} 
8) Nowadays genetics is most exciting study in medical world. 
T8=CA(NI) 
R8= R7 + T7 + NI 
9) ~ changes our future aspects of disease. 
T9= R8(AR*) 
R9= NI* + TS 
10) Scientist can improve disease to control gene. 
TlO=NI 
RI0= NI* + R9 
11) ~ learned how to control gene cuting a gene sequence out of cells and placing it into another. 
T11= TIO(AR) 
Rll= Rl O+NI* {AR+AR} 
Paragraph 3 
12) For the patients who inherit the disease from parents. Scientists tried to put the gene which is called 
lymphocytes, to be able to fight infection. 
T12= CA(NI + R4) R4: inheriting characteristics 
R12= NI* + Til + Rll {PV} 
13) This new Bene will make the enzyme which protect and control [the chemical reaction]. 
T13= RI2{AR} 
R13= NI(SNom) 




IS) Genetjc encineerin~ takes the bone-marrow cells and produce the lymphocytes. 
TlS= NI(SNom) 
RlS= NI*+Tl4 
16) I:lm is a very important process to make it. 
Tl6= RI5(AR) 
R16= NI{AR+AR*} 
17) lfit is succrntul. lymphocytes take a good role in the future generations. 
Tl7= CA {Tl6(AR)} 
R17= RI5+NI* R15: lymphocytes 
Paragraph 4 
IS) Thanks to [the djscoveo' qlcQntrQlljn~ ~em:l. we can stop [suffering from the successive disease]. 
TlS= CA*{CNom{Rll}} RII: controlling the gene 
RlS= NI*+SNom·{AR(Tl2)} T12: inherited disease 
19) scientist changed our gene not to infect the disease in the future • 
. Tl9= Til Til: They (scientists) 
R19= NI*+TI8+RI8 
20) I:lm is [a very big discoveries] for us. 
T20= R19(AR) 
R20= NI{SNom} 
21) [Genetic En~neerim:l is the science of [changing the genetic structure of living organisms for a particular 
purpose]. 
TI5: genetic engineering T21- T15(SNom) 
R2l- NI{SNom{R19}} R19:changing the genetic structure for a purpose 
22) ~ have to treat very carefully Because the gene is made naturally. 
T22= TI9(AR *) TI9: scientist 
R22= NI* {PV} 
7 A·IO.S 
A-ll.l.l 
TABLE SHOWING THE PROXIMITY OF TilE AVERAGE OF TilE MARKS FOR CONTENT, 
ORGANISATION AND LANGUAGE TO OVERALL IMPRESSION 
In the table below, the marks for all four assessment criteria arc given for each student in each essay. In the 
following row the average mark for Cpntent (C), Organisation (0) and Language (L» combined is given (Av. 
COL). In the following row the deviation from Overall Impression (01) is,given (Dev. From 01). 
KEIKO MASAKI TAKAKO NATORI SATOMI JUNSEI 
1ST! OJ 3.50 2.50 1.25 3.50 1.75 2.50 
................................. ............ _ .... _ .. _ ............. _ .. - .......... _ ....... _ ..... _- ..... _---- ... _ .... 1111 ... 
C 3.50 2.75 1.50 2.75 1.50 2.75 
............... _ ............... ........... _ ........... ......................... ........... _-- .... _ ...... _-...... .. ......... ----
-2·.00 .... · .. · .. · .. 
.. 2 ......... _ ......... _ ... 3.50 _7.:1.~. __ ._._._ ..!:.Q~L ___ 3.00 1.75 .. _ ........ _._- .. ... _._--... ................ ....-.. .... _ ................. 
L 4.00 2.25 1.25 3.75 1.75 3.00 
Av. COL 3.67 2.58 1.25 . 3.17 1.67 2.58 
Dev. fromO! +0.17 +0.08 +0.00 -0.33 -0.08 +0.08 
IST2 OJ 3.25 3.25 2.00 3.50 1.75 3.00 ....... _-_ ... _ .. .............. _-- ..... H. __ •• _ ... ........ _M........- .. _ .... -.....---. 
---
.. ...... . 
C 3.25 3.50 2.00 3.50 J..'.~9-_ 3.00 ....... _--_ ... _ ... - .. _ ..... _-- .......... __ .. _- ........ __ .. _.- . ........... 3.00--
... g--..... ~- 3.00 }.:.~§.-.-.. - .. ~~QQ_-- 1:.7.5 1.75 ..... _-- .............. ............... ... .. .. _ .. . .... 
L 3.00 3.25 2.25 3.50 2.25 3.25 
Av. COL 3.08 3.33 2.08 3.42 1.83 3.08 
Dev. from 01 -0.17 +0.8 +0.8 -0.08 +0.08 +0.08 
IST3 01 3.00 3.25 1.75 2.25 2.00 2.00 
_._---- ........ _- ............. _-_ .. ....... -....... ....- ..... _ .................. _ ..................... 
---
. 
C 2.50 3.25 1.50 2.00 2.00 1.25 
--_ .... _- .... _ .._- .. _ ... _-_ .. . _ ............ . . ._----- - ................. 
0 3.00 3.25 1.50 2.50 2.00 2.50 
.... _------
..... _ ..__ ... 
.. -...... _-- ..... _ .... - ..... _--- _._ ... _---- .. -...... ............-
L 3.50 3.25 2.25 3.50 2.00 3.50 
Av. COL 3.00 3.25 1.75 2.67 2.00 2.42 
Dev. fromO! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.+42 0.00 +0.42 
IST4 01 4.00 3.75 1.75 3.25 2.00 3.25 ._ .... -............... _ ..... -_._._ ... ..... _ .................. .. __ .............. - _ ........ -........ ........................ .. _ ................. 
C 3.50 3.50 1.50 3.25 1.50 3.25 
.......... - ...... _ ......... _ ........ _-_ .. ....... _-_ ........ ._ ... __ ........... ........... --..... _ .................. .... _ ................ 
0 3.75 4.00 1.75 2.75 2.00 3.25 ........... __ .. _ ......... .......... __ ... .................... - _ ..... _-- .. _ ........ --..... .. _ ................... ........................ 
L 4.25 3.50 2.25 3.75 2.25 3.25 
Av. COL 3.83 3.67 1.83 3.25 1.92 3.25 
Dev. from O! -0.17 -0.08 +0.08 0.00 -0.08 0.00 
IST5 01 4.00 3.50 2.00 4.00 2.50 3.25 
_ .............................. .... _ ..... _ ..... _. ............... _ ...... ..... _ ................. ........... -.---. ......................... .... _"-...... ...... 
C 4.00 3.25 2.25 4.00 2.25 3.25 
_._._ .................... ..... _-.. _- ......................... .. _." .... -...- ...... _ .............. ......................... .. - ............... 
0 4.00 3.50 1.75 4.00 2.50 3.50 
_._._ ....... _ ..... ......................... ........ _ ......... -... ...................... - ...... _----..... .. -............... - .... _-.............. 
L 4.00 3.75 2.25 4.00 2.75 3.25 
Av. COL 4.00 3.50 2.08 4.00 2.50 3.33 
Dev. from 01 0.00 0.00 +0.08 0.00 0.00 +0.08 
The table shows that, for the total of 30 essays, the average mark for the combined marks for C, 0 and L 
deviates from the mark for 01 by: 
0.42 in two cases, 
0.33 in 1 case, 
0.17 in 3 cases, 
0.08 in 13 cases. 
with no deviation in 11 cases. 





V.ariable print quality 
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in ·the \¥ind 
Britain is a prettY windy 
place. In the past, 
windmills were used to 
capture energy from the 
wind; today, wind turbines 
are an increasingly 
important source of 
power. 
. . '. 
W INDMILLS 'f~r irtnd1ri& coni : Into Dour began to appear In . En&land towards the end or 
the 12th century, mainly in places'~' 
.·hleb were UDSU1table for watmn.11ls. '. 
As recently as 1919, there were more . 
than 300 workln, w1ndmIDs in Britain. 
Today there an: fewer than 210."" • 
Earlier this century, wInd,powered 
water pumps were used on many 
farms, They an mucb 
today, but some 
Usui& wind lW;PUJ~S.~c!JelIl."r .. re!.:: ... 
electricity 'is riot new 
middle years or this century, mach1nes 
such as the Lucas -Freel1ut" were used 
to provide electric 11&hUDc in remote 
places before mains electr1clty became 
avallable, But It was ~ on crises or 
the earl)' 19705 whieb led to tbe 
development o{ bluer and more 
etr\clent wind turbines. Tbe number or 
these turbines Is araduall7. increastna 
and they can now be seen In many 
pans or Britain. . ". ~ 
. . '
The present generation 
MOST modern wlnd . turb~es have ~ 
wbich routes around a borizontal axis. 
rotor normally bas ~ree bl~. 
Machines 'A.1th .• SIn to 15m d1am~ 
belna used successrully by • (ew small 
businesses such as farms; they can produce 2S 
to US kW or electrical ener'lY, or enouch ror 2S 
to 120 homes. The farms are also connected to 
the national po.'er grid which supplies mains 
eltctrlcl~', 
On windy dayS the farm sells any surplus 
elccD'lclty to the electricity board by CeedIn& It 
Into the erld. When less wlndj. any extra 
electricity the fann needs Is taken (rom the.1J!i4. 
Machines with rotors 20m to 3SDil1t 
d1:uneter. which are capable 0( produclnl 200 to 
500kW of electrJclty, have also been operated 
successfully lor a . number of years.' The 
electricity these turbines produce is red 
directly Into the &rid and lold to customers. 
Althouch there are only four or nve 0( these In 
Britain, there are many more In other parts 0( 
the world - Cor example. in Denmark and 
C3lilorn!a, 
:-':ow t \'en larger .... ind turblnes. with rotors 
(jOm i:1 ciarneter. are beln& developed and 
tested. The)' are capable of producing 3000kW 
'3~1'.\· ) r;~ ~It'('trlchy. One of these turb!."les Is In 
()lX'r:l ::?~ in Orkney, 
'THE decision : to develop wind 
turbines OIl a Jarp scale to provide 
us with· eneray not ooly depends on !D¥i cost, but also on the effect they ~ve on the e~nmCDII W fle the wlDtselC I,' free. 
capturinc Its enel'lY Is not. Wind 
turbines. which have bHn IWly 
deyeloped and then manufactured 
in 1ar&e.nmnbers. cost abouto-EUI!X' 
,rar'~·i.!l,IQ(~.
~ cost'or ma1nte1.anc.Al~ ;lib 
lielilen ifit6 ac:oou.nt. to&etMr 1itth 
the fact that tb. turbines will 
ewntuaUy wear out and haw 10 be 
. ioep1aced. 
OYer a 20 to 2S year llfattmt. the 
electricity produced by • wind 
tmb1ne costs between 2p and 6P per 
unit (kW,bour), dependlna on .. 
windy the site Is. This fiaure Is 
(bout the same as tbat for 
. • electricity lenerated uslna roull M7IOIIIWIt_....., ... fuels, and about half the latest 
, estimate of the cost or electricity 
Windpower 2000 from DUdear power stations. WInd turbines do 
. : . , n'ot~llute tbe enY'tOD~eD~1tb1:rul 
SO FAR. the 'cootrlblrtton ~by Wind 'turtllneS ,ihe t'J!1~ but they do n~ _o_be lL' _ 
to Br1wn~' electricity suPplY.baa.been vert ' . sites to ve rltaln, the 
small hideed. Tb1s wm.stm be the case'even tfthe sites are on western coasts an4 on blah 
number of small busin~ tnsiamn, wtn~ CI"OUD4in the DOI1h. 
turbines continues to crow, _ . . About 20 per cent or Britain's electrlc:lty could 
Until recently, It seemed l1kely that the 1990s be produc:ed from the wind - more than this 
would lee the construction of ,D)any wind · w.szuld Maaa 1d00e ecpal5"" ~ck up for when It 
turbines to produce electrldty far sale. Plans fix' is not windy. Forty thousand wind turbines. eacli 
three wind rarms. each with 2S 'wind turbines,. Wltn a 30iii rotor. would be requJnd to cenente 
were announced by the Central Electricity .' this amount or electricity. To make the most 0( 
Generatlnll . Board in March ' 1988, The the best sites. the turbines would ~
privatisatlon of the electricity industry,. whleb together In wind farms or parks. 
allows private Companies to produce and sell Wblle many people find modern wind 
electricity, and a covemment guarantee of a turbines reasonably pleasln& to look at, they 
higher price ror electricity not generated from may not want to see them everywhere. Sl.UnI. 
(ossU ~ - cOal and gas - were expected to ~ turbines out at S4:!i Is one way to solve this 
encourap many private wind energy projects. problem. but then theclecD'icity could cost up 
At present, however. the situation Is very to twice as much. In Denmark, machines are 
uncertain. The special price ror elec1rlctty from belnc sited, on offshore breakwaters or n 
renewable energy sources - such as wind and l\hallow water at sea. 
waves - and nudear power stations .1s to apply \ The rotors on laree wind turblnes,rotate 
only (or the period between 1990 and 1998. quite slowly - less than once per second - and 
This may not be lonE enoueh to ' persuade do not appear to be a danger to birds. Most o( 
people to fisk theli money on wind turblnes the land around wind turbines can still be ~. 
.which, Wcugh thcy 3Ie cbe~ run: are (or example ror agriculture, 3S animals do not 
e.'I.'J)Cosi\·c 0 ~lln>.JJl.thc fU'St p eople wlt1l seem to be disturbed by them. 1C wind turbines 
monel' to Invest may prcf"r to buy ex_lsting _ are carelWIy sited. the noise is unlikely to ~e<:t 
power st.1tlons. espcciallr !f they are offered at a people living nearby • . nor should they Interfere 





















The winds of change 
,'. 
.... 
I, AuCUSt 23 1990: Th. VAWT aso~ one. of. the· 
1arJest v.1nd turbines In EurOpe: Was '0Perii4-
~n Bay. In south Wales. It Is 30m bJih·· '. 
with 42m diameter rotors and can lenlrate 
electricity ror SOO homes. Industrialists an4 





Association and the Wind EneraY Group 
I\'CIC'Onled the n.", turbine. but crltlctsed the 
Government for "rhe slo~' p~ belnc made, 
to harness wind enUiY re.sources In th!IUK".!. . 
A lurvey found . that of people, UvlliJ.,~ , • 
pro-oosed sites, for .wind turbint:!' · lIr~~'dJ. 
north Otvon aDQ south Wales, 76 per cent fOWii!? ~ 
them conspicuous. but only 19 per cent found . 
them unattr3CtJve. 
September U 1990: Britain'. most po_rfUl 
prlvatAlly OY,lIed "ind turbine bepn eeoeratinr 
el.ctrlclty at an animal sbelter in 
Godmanchester, tambrld&esbire.. The owners " 
i. 0( the shelter had bou&ht the turbine {or thelr 
" own use. but decided to sell surplus eDerIY to 
r Eastern ElectricltY. 
( September 29 1990: Supponors of renewable 
I enel1l' criticised the rules be1n& Imposed by the 
Government on power ceneratlon In the n.uH1p (I to prlvatlsadon or the elecaiclty industry, They 
said that the nrst Non,FossU Fuel ObliptlOD 
I 110111 ruultln Britain squa.nderlna Europe's best 
., source or potent1a.1 ",1nd power, . 
The !l:on,FossU Fuel ObUptlon Is set b)' the 
Department or Eneru. and is the amount of 
enern' that the new electricity dlstrlbutlon 
companies In England and Wales must take 
(rom renewable Sources, The first NFFO 
, Included Just six new ";lnd projecu. Which 
would contribute less than 30MW to the 
National Grid In Eneland and Wales. The 
British Wind Energy Association described 1t 
as -embarrassln&l)' small" compared with 
countries such a.s Denmark. where there are 
now more than 3.000 turbines, the Netherlands 
IDd Spain. The campal&nlAC orcanlsatlon 
friends or the Earth said that "this pathetlcally 
low and unambitious tar&'et S\:Im. UP . the 
Government's attitude to the future or 
reneWlbles .• 
October 8 1990: A plan for a v.1nd tann In Powys 
In Wale$, which could supply electrlc:lty to 6.soo 
homes. 1oIo'U opposed by countrySide &rOUps. The 
(arm would co\'er nearlr three hectareS d land. 
t:ach wind turbine would be :!Sm high and 32m In 
diameter. and would produce 7.2 MW of 
electricity. The Countrys!de Commission and 
thC Counc!! for thl! ProtKtion of Rural Wales 
said tMt the, 2~ proposc.c wind turbines would 
spoil views aCMSS Snowc!0:li3 National Park. 
j'f 
! . 
., ' ,:} : .. ~ ... 
WIND PUMPS (below) .:~~ 
. Many wInd-dtMIn waW pumps Iik8 thb;one In 
atI In boCh~Ihe'" . 'wOItd .~~~~:~ . '- ' .. ~ " ., :~~~''V1.~ , '. 
VERTICAL AXIS TURBINES (below) 
A 500 kW vertical axis turbine was lnatalled at 
Carmarthen Bay on Augusa 23. One advantage 01 
vertical axis machines Is that they do not heve to 
be poInt8d ., the wind. . 
" "~. '. : .. 
Main picture (on OPPOStIC 
page): the MS-3 wind 
turbine al C rma01hon Bay 
In Wales is 25m high with 
33m diameter rotors. " is 
capable 01 generating 
3OOkW, 
Lelt: A. vision 01 the lulur.? 
The Altamont Pass wind 















MARLEC RUTU.NO WINDCHARGER (above) 
These sma" SO wan generators are us d to 
charge baneries for cat.v.ns. bOats and elecloC 
lence!:. Several thousand have been s.;:>;>Iiod to 
Mongolia, to power television sets in rCt"lOh! 
vi.ages. 
lo/ll~Q~· n.kD: '{. '"U' .I 
~Follnn v· nIP n!lll ~ 'J''YDCW U 0, ~~r- - ~ 100rel'! P....J I 
(': What did III lhi'lk llf ,he .I'" Illst "l'IIL'!'; II) ' pcaklllg ',) 
,1: .I l1sl ~e!ll'r;l" '>I) ' , Ii\lll~, I !lll)!l!.', II il \"as ,I "(llll "I' cOlllpkl '1\ had 
( ': IHI '\ lly I, IS 1!lI' 
ill: BI.'L'<IuSL'1 :1,\ l' I1 1l lill I' 
( ': In tiwre II" > parts (lr , It' I h\ {\l'P: you havl' 10 !IIUVe Oil tl nt ll y ou COllI(' to ., 'IL'P .::;, , (l 
it W,\ . he \ Til 1" IlS ~ 1I1d, 1:1<It (l I had prllhkms. 
tVI: crl " L'S 
( ': Ihal y()lIlK'~alllo rl~ali.'t' l Ull ''' rc 'hurt III \IHlC .. 
\VI: Yes 
(': I 'ce Well. Ity \ ere y lHl S lOrt ~ )r lillll"! 
I' Oil, I . ) ~n (illl' lilllL' to rl' 0\ Ihi ('millis' II Inti l ltL't1 I IIlllch 1II IIl' em I !) n's/ Irt I Ill' L'm / 
( '. ' 0 you \V ,.;IC 11In Illg a Oll 11,1101 I look YOII , I long lillie 10 til' 'I dc IUW 10 nrganlll' .lIlt l~ --"1 
dl.'t:idl' wit" poinl s yuu \\ ;lIllcd (0 inl'llldL' IW~~ 
M: Yes ",~J 
C: So 011 d ldn 'I have enough lillie III \< ·rite. 
M: Nu 
C: That's a pit . I I ' s a pit if you now wha yo II 've gol to write and you hav '11'1 gOI limc 
to" rite . Tha was the positlun was it ') 
M: Huh(laughs) Yes 
C: h dear. nid you Ii ' C he topiL'? I A D. ,-.-
M: Yes, er I was a bil inten'''''1 U (' 'Ill'roy. W'«..,.. , ~ 
C: So you <JUIlC 11KC( Ill' tOpl<.' )Id ' (lll lind thl' vid '0 cas 10 lllHlcrstand') ~
M: Yeh, I fOlllld , I part of that S ~~.1 
C: Yet;, I now you <':oll ldr 'tullticrstalli everythillg 1' 111 ';\lfe. But 011 the whole II was 
alrioht was 't'? 
M: Yes. 
C ': What was your I lCthod or approachino thc las"-'" 
M: approaching lll 
c: ~ ,t'· 'lart at he bcgilln ing. f'irst or ,I I you have to read th' "heel very carefully, then 
think ab tit the tasl really. What did you do then'? 
M: III 
C: Was tha eas 10 do? 
M: Ye' and made ';\If(' fhe meaning of the words. 
\1:': So you 
I~: Yes 
C: Id you understand the task? 
M: Yes, I think '0. 
t: D id you makc somc notes whilc you werc watehin o th ') 
M: Yes 
Alat? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~rt~~~~~n~l: thc dctails to adel to that f,e1~t""io"n"""" M: C: 
good III 'Illory'? 
en the te\t t ) read.Di I you "pend a long time reading thc lex!''> 
Ye', ,'0100 long p'rhaps 
Yeh. To lon~. 
Was it ea"y to unuer'land'? ~cIV Q...~ ~ 





M: Yes, but er I 'm, I am tryin!lto pick up 'cnse, important sense and lind tothink about ~1 
thnt. IL"::CtJ ~ So ~ II wanled 10 read il all through and then pick lip Ihe most imporl811t pOints"li~v:;j 
M: Yes. . ~- 7 ~ 
C: Did you lise an of the senlell ·cs in the text? 
IV!: Yc:s/(h<i1ir'i'(;ls " " 
C: IJld you write them down'? 
M: Y s/- . 
(': Trl~il 's cheating Oll know! (laughs) A lld Ihell you said you had dif'ficull y with the 
\ (J pl<ll1l1111 0 ,1l1d Oil didn ' I have time 10 wrilc il all out )ro lC r! 
1\;1: es 
c: ~10W can YOII i mprcwe? 
\"~ M: Em, I cm IlrIVe trouble with wriling English and readill" ('m V('I"V (lilicki 












G' 0 More quickly? 
Y cs, more quickly and em I'm tr 
You're II ying 10 de) I hnl arc y<='(~)l"''''1 ."'" -~-­
erll T hat way .... 
T hai ' s whal YOII sholiid. 
Yes 
Yes, thnl's right. Do YOli Ihink YOll wOlild be able to do thai if you tried hard '. 
(nods) 
So, you think YOll kn w how to. 
I Yell, I'm thinkin,2. . Yeh 
Yes, you 4re wondering aboul how ou're goillg 10 do Ihal. 
Yeh (laughs) 
Now, writing the essa nl the end. So .. whal did YOli do'? .J-
M: em jllsi overlookcd thc I in d 'tail the Ictllils and the suo·cel. ~ 
C: I se·c. list put (own the genera pOInts, so I 1al YOll 1a c global ess'ly T hat 's quile ~--
intcre tillg thing 10 do. wh:lt ~ ~ 
M: Yes 
' ,I C: How much time would y u have liked to finish it properly? 
M: Oh, I think anothcr 30 minutes 
C: Another 0 minutes 
M: Ye ', I Ihink I could I I 
C: So you think YOll could do a good .. ~~~L: 
M: Yes (laughs) 
'\i C: So all the i nr ormation was there. ou kn 
" . ~ nol having enoug,h time for the writing. 
oJ" L....:.... (..JL 
wall 111' information for the task. It wasjust fLA-
' , ~ J M: Yes 
l c: OK. Now I'm going to ask Y u a litll bit about the cOlltellt. Which sources of encrgy were mentioned in the video? M: em I thc video, ah yeh I em I ern source? C: Yes 
M: em I I think I ill ailio generate thermal ellcrgy at powcr station and nuclear, nuclear an< 
wave ancl wind 






( : 0 
M: f"-r- I I I think solor energy 
C: W hy's that? 
M: Becausc em I eml em I the oils , coals something like running oul 
(tllrn ovcr tapc) 
( : Right. now tell me v. ha t VO li kn()v. aoolll lite wind tllrhine 
M: ;r l e!" 
e ': ( 'till you dcscII be It? 
!VI: vVind turbine tltIl I can generate erdt'clricity by IlSillg cr tllrning [liming I1r;Hle tllrnlng 
brade n l so wind lurhine em needs lhe wind (laughs) 
C: Alltl whal happens? 
IVI: Its em cost, er its cheap iu ,'lln 
(': I.el' · concentrate Oil the Willd lurblne , I I 's gul ;1 hlnde hasn I it'? 
IVI: Ych 
(': What docs II luok l ike') 
M: ' I !lsi -:1" ils l(lol, Il kcd I pnlpc l 
( ': Prnlw11 UI" 
M: Prnncllor. l~ r , all'., . 
(': All :Icroplalll: propclllll". yes" d()cs, A nd IN hat 1l,lI)pells> 
M: 1111 by [lIrTllllg lhe hlade I'r I..: r / lin, ' .:r / can t l'r / the! think dw er the ('entre 01 brnk.: ~'r 
the lIlagnet or somet hi ng Ii ke t hat I'm t I fill ng I he bradl' er the magnl't ic field has dUIIl get! so II 
ClIll generate l'r elL'ctricity . ThaI ' s l'I" 
(': ()k. I think. tlwl's ·111. orl no IlIsl 0111.' 1110(,(: thing. I :lnt [0 ask. you ;dmut Ihl' ,Hh anlages 
and dlsClth' lIltagl's {It"the \ lilt! iurh IIlI' . Clll Yll111l'1I1llL' a hit abollt Ih;lt'? 
M: Yes, the advantage er th at its er cheap tn rtln ;:lnt! em / em / I and wlild turhi ne has cr CI 
C,1Il generate electricity er as well as uther devices . Er / 
C: Y es. Yes. Yes. Any disadvantages? 
M: Disadvantages. Er, er It's expensive of construction of the wind lurbine er is very 
expensive yeh and I the area or the construction depends on the I cr III I cr I em I er I ern I well 
the area of const rIIction of cOllstruct ion (trying I () pronounce' construction ' prop 'rry) or the 
winJ turbine er wIlld 
C: Yes'? There has to be a placl' where Ihe wi nd er can be captured . 
M: Yes 
C: OK. Pighl. 
" 
Yhmn I j; J,sT 1 
IF()Jn,~YY 'lnlP lunJil'nulcy,y 2 (~'(.., P~s.-:. t-O>.t~- i()\f .N u..w ~ 
( ': Do yuu reillember what happl:l1L'd? 
M: Yes, cr the task is comparing lhe .. he wel'lllhe wind tu rnllle and olherd 'vic··s. 
C: Y ('s, thai's r~ght. . lit do you rel1lelllber whal you did'? 
M: Y\.:s, L'r (Iuok: 111llS L'S,';\ ), o llll L' ;'ill ,1I ' Ia~l" .l 
( ': Y..:s, lha l ~ 1"1 !!,hl. 
M: Er, erTlle fir'l t hi ll~, Cl I \ 'fllL" I \\ r 'I" Ih · ,, (Iva ll a~e and disadvant gl.! ur the WInd 
(urblilC and. 
C: ' lIht t"S'nght.. 
!VI: and that's I thought it W~I t ttl I e cOIllParing olher, with 01 H.:r devices so I started ff\)!ll 
lit' disadv:lI [;,oe an d fld v:1 l:l<les. 
~ : es Ihal s nghl.lJj .:0,0 yuu, actually, you had IWD lists didn't you? YOII bad the 
advantages o n one side ',l nd YOl! had ( ill' disad 'a ntages nil (he other alld [hell YOll wrote 
something undcrne:lth . 
M: YI.!. 
C: Em, Werc you short of time'? 
M: er, Ithinl , copering ..... 
C: Yes that's right. You told me last Ii me when we spol e lhat you were sh )11 of time and 
that you had to find a way of getting the information d wn, and YOll had actually used the note 
form at the begin1ling and tl ell you wrote your es 'ay and then you 1I 'cd number to refer to the 
notes instead of writ ing everything. 
M: Yeh, yeh(laughs) \. 
C: That was quite an intcre ' ling technique. But it's not allowed of course really, ... /I 
Anyway, Ict 's havc a look at the cOlltent. YOll had the advantages and distldvantge very clearly 
described in Iwo column' so Ihat was very clear. You didn 't say anything about the other 
means or supplying energy did you'? 
M: (laughs) o. 
C: ot rca II y, just one scntence 
M: Yeh. 
e Ye', why not? 
M: II er I hadn't er I ,Hi I , (' I ' I " throuoh the details. Yes, that's the oint. 
C: 0 you remem ered thai you had to (0 It. 
M: [ remembered I had to do it. 
C: T he other tfi'mg IS thal there wasll't very much detai \., no example 
lime'? 
M: Yeh, 
C: You had one diagram . 
M Just one? (checks) 
C: ¥e I think '0. Yes. That' righl. it was quite good. It 's good to have label, as many 
lables as possible to show. You could have done with a little bit more, really . More diagrams 
would have been good. But what you wrote was very relevant. It all fitted the task very nicely . 
It was just YO li that you hadn 't done enough. Now then, organisation? Can you tell me? 
M: I I wasn' quite I was 110t quite surc what is organisation. How I can I, How I could do 
about the oroanisatioo. 
" .- here was no conclusion, for example and you lIsed note form. That's why really . You 
lIsed numbers and lhe numbers were referring to the notes thal you made about the advanl~s 
and di advantages of using the wind turbine. So that was the reason. OK? Now, you've gd'l to 
improve yOlll' organisation r lime because you didn't have enough lime at the end. So how can 
YOll do that? 
M: ererlll 
C: Well , let me ask you another question then. Why did you lake so IOI1!2.? 
M: Yeh. II was thinl ing aboul thc task . How can wrtle down e lIain ' U 'ecl rouohl 




{'. That's nght yes. Y nil told lllC lhat Defurc, t!lat yuu "pent loo 11\11(.:h time rcadll)g Ihe tex.t. 
That's yery t.cmpting. You'ye got all that Information there. ] 
M: At the moment i lIeeu a lut d time ~l! lInu~rst~lnd er.er the task, and how I could dY,sllch a N. 
thing HIllI.1, and also I 1I,lYC trouble to wntlllg English qlllckly yeb, and so I lost a lot 01 lime on 
' uch a Ihll1g. ~"i..:1 
c: You losta lot oftirne that way. It's diffic\llt for YUllt() write flucntly. YOII'VC got think ,I 
abOll1 your language have you'? 
M: Yeh, [ think. 
{': row it was quite fluent Hild what you wrofe was easy tll under')land. Sn tilat was go()d 
So, wh,licvcr lime vOli Il)O;, \II ,..; \,t't! spL'nt l1;lt \'\las y 'ry gUild, ,lnd you h,ld SOllle gouu 
lin"-ing phrases, <IS w..:11 ..;() flat was very good. There were some problems or granli llar bllt 
they didn't intcrL.'rc too Illuch With what yllll wrotc. I mC,lIl thcy didn't interfere with the 
meanillg. { cOllld 1I1H.lersland whal you wen: saying. Em so there were a lot of things lllal werc 
very good. But perhaps you hdd SpCllt too mlich lime getting that lang uagc right. . it's very 
good to spend that time. but perhaps you call speed it up beca\lse that'" the important thing . You 
[old mc Ilwt you would h" c liked more lime OK? 
M Yeh 
(': OK fine. 
TASK 1 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. M A-S It 6(, '$ ~ ,c.Q.oTA' ~ 
tJo1"~ (-oR.. I s"f' I 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. 
The main one is a wrinen essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it 
and are described below under 'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own· 
words. The time is limited and therefore you should allow yourself enough time for 
thinking. planning. reading and writing. Copying is not penni ned. i 
You may use English·English dictionaries. 
INSTRUcnON: Use the video documentary 'Energy transfer devices' and the 
text The answer is blowing in the wind' to discuss the 
advanta~es and disa~vam~g~s. of using t.he wind turbine as a 
means 0 supplying energy. COmpare it withOther m~~ni of 
Usu~.~g .. e.~~!gy. . . se one or more dIagrams to illustrate your answer. 
You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
PROCEDURE: 
1. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
you have to do. 
2. Now, think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes on the piece of paper provided. 
(You must hand these in at the end 0/ the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a vidJ documentary called 
'Energy Transfer Devices'. Watch it carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. rr>' to remember it. 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. (You must hand these in at the end 0/ the session.) 
I 
5. You are now going to have a text to read with the title 
The answer is blowing in the wi~d" 
Find the information you need to elp you with the task. Take notes. 







6. Use your notes and plan your essay. Ihr30mins 
7. Write the f1l'st draft of your essay. (You must hand in elther the plan or the draft at the end o/the session.) 
8. Write the final essay. (You must hand this in at the end o/the session.) 
C) 
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II ne answer IS 
in the v#ind 
DIOWII1 9 
. _ 'f ~ I ... vy .... - "l (lo'J-· fe..-
Britain is a pretty windy 
place . In the past, 
windmills were used to 
capture energy from the 
wind; today, wind turbines 
are an increasingly 
important source of 
power. 
W L'1DMILLS for grtnding com · Into flour bepn to appear In , England towards the end of 
the 12th century, mainly in places ; 
which were unsuitable for waterm1lls .. 
As recently as 1919, there were more 
than 300 working windmilb In Britain. 
Today there are fewer than 20:' , 
Earlier this century, wind·powered 
water pumps were used on many 
farms. They are much less common 
today, ~ut some can-pm W:sean:.. . 
Using wlnd tw;l)1!l..e&j~.t,eni,rate-.• 
electricity is not Ii new idea: 'In the~. 
middle years of this century, machines 
such as the Lucas "Freelite" were used 
to pro\' lde electric llgbtlng in remote 
places before mains electr1cIty became 
avaUable. But it was the oU crises of 
the early 1970$ which led to the 
development of bigger and more 
emclen! wind turbines. The number of 
these rurblnes is gradually increasing 
and they can now be seen in many 
pans of Britain. 
. . ',.~ 
The present generation 
"lOST modern wind turbines have a rotor 
which rotates around a horizontal axis. The 
rotor normally has two or three blades. 
Machines with·a SID to 15m diameter rotor are 
being used successfully by a few small 
businesses such as farms; they can produce 25 
to l2S kW of electt1.cal energy. or enough for 25 
to 120 homes. The ranns are also connected to 
the national d which sup lies mains 
~~'. 
On wlfldy dayS the farm sells any surplus 
I elcctricity to the electricity board by feeding It 
Into the grid. When less wind:,. any extra 
elt:ctrlcity the f3nn needs Is taken ft-om the grld. 
Machines with rotors 20m to 35m In 
diameter. which are capable of prodUCing 200 to 
500kW of eleCtricity, have also been operated 
I successfull y for a number of years . . The 
electr ici ty these turbines produce Is fed 
directly Into the grid and sold to customers. 
Although there are only four or five of these In 
Britain. there are many more in other parts of 
the wo~ld - for example, In Denmark and 
Caiifor:1 !a. 
~ow e\'en larger 'wind turbines, with rotors 
GOm i:'1 cia meter. are being , developed and 
tested , The," are capable of producing 3000kW 
13:'-t'.\') c: electriclt\·. One of these turbines Is in 
opera: :,?': In Orkney: 
Win~'power 2000 
so FAR, the 'contributlon made, by Wind 'turbines 
to Britain's"electrlclty supply. has .been verY 
small tDdeed. ThIs w11l ,st1ll be the ~. even if th~ 
number of small businesses installing wine;! 
turbines continues to grow. _ 
Until recently, it seemed likely that the 1990s 
would see the construction of .~y wind · 
turbines to produce electricIty Cor sale. Plans for 
three wind fanns, each with 25 'wind turbines, 
were announced by the Central Electricity 
Generating ' Board In March ' 1988. The 
prlvatisatlon of the electricity industry .. which 
allows private companies to produce and seU 
electricity. and a government guarantee of a 
higher price f~ electrlcl ty not generated from 
!ossU fuels - coal and gas - were expected to 
encourage many private wind energy projects. 
At present, however. the situation is very 
uncertain. The special price for electrlc1ty from 
renewable energy sources - such as wind and 
waves - and nuclear power stations ,is to apply 
only for the period between 1990 and 1998.. 
This may not be long enough to 'persuade 
people to ilsk their money 'on 'wind turbines 
,which, though they are ,che!1LllLrun, ' are 
e.,1>eIlSt:l!- to.J;e!.YP In t.fiCTii'SfPlace. People with 
money to Invest may pref'C'FtObuy existing 
power stations, especially If they are offered at a 
low enough price. " 
Do we want them? 
THE decision :to develop wlll (1 
turbines on a large scale to previti 
us with energy not only depends un 
their cost, but also on the errect Ihuy 
will have on the enviro men . 
While the wind ItSelf Is f'rClt, 
capturing Its energy is not. \Viral 
turbines, whJch have been /\lily 
deyeloped and then manufacturvd 
in large .numbers, cost about·U~ 
:fof~~~" ~)V, \>(eleCtrtc1ty -produced. 
Th~ cost ' Or malntel..ance 1l;I~ .al,o 
be taken into account, together Wi th 
the fact that ,the tur nes will 
eventually wear out and have to be 
replaced. 
Over a 20 to 25 year Ufet:1me, th-
'electrlcity produced -by- a wind 
turblnecOstS between 2d"ana Hlr 
unit (kW·hour), depena ng on n ow 
windy the sHe is. This flgur II 
about the same as that lor 
electricity generated using fo ss II 
fuels, and about half the laws t 
, estimate of the cost of electricity 
from nuclear power stations. Wind turbines do 
not P91lute the environment With harmru I 
CHemIeats, but they db need to be placed on 
'windy Sites to give gOOd results: ln Britain. th 
best sites are on western coasts an4 on hlllh 
ground in the north. 
- About 20 ~r cent of Britain's electricity 'SlWd. 
be prOduced rom tbe wind more than thl 
would mean more expensive back·up for when It 
is not windy. Forty thousand W~lnes. r ach 
with a 30m rotor, would _be -re<l o_gCI)eJ'at 
. . this amount of electricity. To make the most or 
the best sites, the turbines would be group <1 
together In wind farms or parks. 
While many people find modern w\n(\ 
turbines reasonably pleasing to look at, t ley 
may not want to see tllem everywhere. SlrI"g 
wind turbines out at sea Is one way to solve thl 
problem, but then the electricity could cost lIr) 
to twice as much. In Denmark. machines art 
being sited on offshore breakwaters or In 
~hallow water at sea. 
. 'The rotors on larce wind turblnessotut 
quite slowly - less than once per second - IUHI 
do not appear to be a danger to birds. Mos t or 
the land around wind turbines can still be U!, d, 
for example for agriculture, as animals do not 
seem to be disrurbed by them. If wind turblJ\ 
arc carefully sited. the noise is unlikely to 1lI~ t 
people living nearby, nor should they Interfut 
with television reception . 
The winds of change 
Aucust 23 1990: The VAWT 850. one, of the 
laraest wind turbines In Europe; wSs oPeriedt8i: 
Cmnarthen Bay. in south Wales. It is 30m h1ih'. 
with 42m diameter rotors and can generate 
electricity lor 500 homes. Industrialists and 
Icl.ntlsts from the British Wind Energy ' 
Auoclarlon and the Wind Energy Group 
II'II/t"omtd rh~ ne,,' turbIne. bUl crlrtcised the 
Oovlrnmem for -the slo\\' pr0I:I 'css being made 
to harness wind energy resources In the UK".!. 
it. lurvey found that of people lI';liik-.ll~ · . 
proooled sltes. for . wind turbines' ln;OrlO1~1, 
nonh 1>evon ana south Wales, 76 Per cent 'founlr . 
th.m conspicuous, but onIr 19 per cent found 
/hlm unattrJctlve. 
tpttmber 28 1990: Brltain's most powerful 
privatal)' O\\lled wind rurblrie began generating 
• lectrlClty at an animal shelter In 
Oodmanchester, Cambridgeshire. The owners 
of thl Ihelter had bought the turbine for their 
own use. but decided to sell surplus energy to 
.. I.m Electrlclt\·. 
eptomber 29 Ul90: Supporters of renewable 
.n.l'Il· criticised the rules being Imposed by the 
Government on power generation in the run-up 
to prlvatlsatlon of the electricity Industry. They 
•• Id that the first Non·Fossll Fuel Obllgatlon 
will result In Britain squandering Europe's best 
IIOUrce of potential wind power. 
The Xon·Fossll Fuel Obligation Is set by the 
_partment of Energy. and Is the amount of 
tn.tlr that the new electricity distribution 
ompanles In England and Waies must take 
f"rom renewable sources. The first NFFO 
Ineludod just six new wind projects. which 
would contribute less than 30MW to the 
JIII/ional Grid In England and Wales. The 
IIrltll" Wind Energy Association described It 
.. ".mbarrasslngly small- compared with 
ountrles such as Denmark, where there are 
now mo" than 3.000 turbines. the Netherlands 
.nd Spain. The campalgnlRg organisation 
iIInds of the Earth said that "this pathetlcally 
I(lw Ind unambitious targ'et sums up the 
Vtrnm.nt's attitUde to the future of 
I ren wables." ( r 8 1990: A pian for a wind fann in Powys 
/I Wt1ot. which could supply electticlty to 6,500 
t wu opposed by countryside groups. The 
,., woUid cover nearly thrt>e hectares of land. 
II ""IM turbine would ~ 25m high and 32m In 
II..-n.tllr, and would ~roduce 7.2 MW of 
If It )', The Countrysfde Commission and 
••• (Iundl (or the Pl'Ot~tion of Rural Wales 
I 11\ t tho 24 proposed wind turbines would 
I \'1 .... , across Snowdonia National Park. 
WINO PUMPS (below) 
, . ." ~ '. 
" 
, Many wind-driven water pumps like this 000 In 
' K.~,nY~ ~stll.I.lI,l ,uS«! both In ttwid6Yoloolno'world , :;~ otlt~MU$Jra!la. ~€\U.~,t;··~· .:' , 
VERTICAL AXtS TURBtNES (below) 
A 500 kW vertical axis turbine was installed at 
Carmarthen Bay on August 23. One advantage of 
vertical axis machines Is that they do not have to 
be pointed Into the wind. ' 
~" . : 
. 'WINDMILLS 
Main picture (on opposite 
page): the MS·3 wind 
turbine at Carmarthen Bay 
In Wales is 25m high With 
33m diame\er rotors_ It is 
capable 01 generating 
300 kW. 
Loft: A vision of the futu re? 
The Altamont Pass wind 




1 Mogawatt can provide 
enough electricity to switch 
on 10,000 100watt light 
bulbs. 
, Windmills are.tmdltlonal horizontal axis turbines. 
Most people find them'attractive and would like to 
&ee the lew remaIning ones preserved. Many ot 









I rg r the 
rotors. the more 
electricity is 
produced. 
,,,,,.~,,, 't'rT J ' "', .-
MARLEC RUTLAND WINDCHARGER (above) 
These small 50 watt generators are used to 
charge batteries for caravans, boats and electric 
lences. Several thousand have been supplied to 






J T~Q' ,'nllm: [S11' a lFoHow.ualP H1!1lh~o' o/nil!w a (i e... . ~ d-,~~ I I-"-e,..!"'~ I) 
What did yo u think or the ta<;k 011 Ttl 'sday? 
On Tuesday 
Yes 
EI' (\ Illtl' ,,', i !:!.ill Iv t iniL'1l 11 I'm Ille. 




........... '. · .. 1 ~ Japanese ) mm 
I t . rather 'p ci ric .. 
T: 
T: 
Ye . A lillie bil. II1l1ln\.. 
Did y II find it ea y to lIlId .. stalld? 
Y s. Y . A lltli e Sit nunm yes 
The vide and the lext? 
l r T: 
'\,\) : 
orry , video I (speak Japanese) not s difficult 
What a~e task itself, the ill~irucuon '! 
T: yes 
thc instruction at the beginlling? 
T: er Ycs it a v ryan it's very ana very ( Japanesc -) and very <lno good intr elu 'lion ano 
tobcginthetask.anoYe lit's rano dcscribcthi timcandl 
Ye . But 1 'm really tall ing about the ta Ie instru 'li n it elf. 
T: Oh, sorry. 
What did you thin about that'? ls that asy or difficult or ,,? 
T: Ana I ana the beginning ana I / W1" n 'vn '" I W~t~~~w~e~'r~(':~n~n~~~~~!!i!~~~~~ 











Oll I n 
Ah yes. 
So you couldn't really write down anything at the beginning. 
At the beginning, ye mmm 
No idea? 
No irle~f And at It become clearer later? 
Yes. ano 1 
Good. W 
(thinks) 
beginning as youjust aid? 
Yes, the becrinnincr I and er Icr I l have no no time to I H 
b r »,Wng so.. ' - '.) 
How much Tonoer would you have Iii cd? 
Two hour. 
Two more h lIr ? 
No. Thirty 
f" 
J II ~., 
C: Another thirty minut . Did yOIl find it dirti lilt then to rganise YOllr time betw en tep ' 
5 and 8? 
T: Yes, yes ! \ 
C: How long did ~ou ~elld reading the text? 
CIISMf i - 1 •• 1tfA .- ~ f p:a ["1M 
" T: mmm ab ut tnlrty mtnut s or tony rorty minute 
\ ('. j.,ee. I ow did y~)ll f.:el al !hL' -.!!lll".) N :.n.: ynu generally' appy that yllil :l,ld llI<lnaged to 
pi It SOIlH:!liling down! 
T: j c1' yes ano cr W len 1 finished the writing an I il" a lillie bit confident .. not 
\l,COllfidenl, it's a lillie bit "IlU / an\) I kel h" p . 
C: (iapp" (iool!. 
1': Ftlli s/tI',J . 
(': hnlshed. Oil , ,diC\'l'1 ! 
If I: Btl! 1 did ,Iw .1': l.Jd ,'; "'''': 
') I lt CaV il llUi ~ ';ll ~I \ ~ ntliu''Ii 1 ,I!, 
! 1111 h,,"; li:ird Wllr., "ll rill! ==::::!:!===-
r ' lUI hilt'll work. J dUll! Ilk .. hili / , lilt) I I'" (wi (' vc rYlby 
!lui m 1 ani 1101 'in bard. Ii '; , j II ' j'\' '.!.u()d 11l1l\.!. 
(': So YUIi actually enjuy 1<1,, ~tf.\e I~J() you? 
T: Y es. enjoy be(,;}p'ie ' 1 liltk hi .. 
,~ . (~I\" l;I1JUY IS (1 very 'irung \vnnlhtll ynu 'aid the word GnLh~J~la .. ~tic before. 
T: Yes, yes. 
f: So you are cllthll .· iast ll' "ho"lllll. · ind of L<lsk. 
f· Yes IIltlll11 a littl!' hil " .,.,l ·",, 1 I li !th.' hil clifficllII. yesl 
C: l ce. So yot 1I1{ the ilil'" II (' , '11'111 n~e .. 
,1': Yes 
C: ~Now did you learn anything about your 'elf when you were doing this La ' \ on 
T ue day? 
Jf: r ana cr Wbat II arnt? 
C~ About your method ){' WllL' llIg Your'l rOl g oin s and your weak loinls, 
/,i T: Yes/lThc/t clill(/lhelillkisvervditTi~lll tolliH~ .. eCCluscforfh'encrOv 'll,nJlj 
1,,) nuclear ( 'r ' hOI j Wi,,,, f (" n I wnte ahol l 11 ,' wav and wll1d blll how can I IInlC Ih/ ' V ' p + 
I,) l )fce ano v s'! t I'll txc mngualYc which,,' ditTicul1 or the idea or lin ing? 
T: [dca, idea 
C: l.ne mean-:ng not the lang lagc. But don't you thinl the link was oiven to you in lhe 
instruoti n'? 
I],.,'} T: Ah ye' ut / cr yes compare <lnd er y..:.' I hut er the paragraph I don 'I ,)ie lip ho I Y , 
I mem . [ don 't kllOI,\! r ('("'" .(.( (I is Dara2.ral)h and er - till' 1\ x.l er wl1,ch une IS .... 
. Are you able 10 think in ElIgli wnen you' arc C1 tI1g mat Kina O[ w rK! W lien you 
were trying to organi e your ' deas'. 
T: fn English? 
C: In English or in Japane 'c'? 
T: IIII 
C: You don t lmow? 
T: But, I th inK, Japane c. 
C: Yes sometimes YO ll th in! aloud in Japanese I T: Yes, 0 Q:O d I ' 
- ___ ::ce ·· _ ..J'Jlin IIlg 'in ~nglish would ma c thc task easi r for y U. Now I wanlto ask YOll f ~~~ 
~~~ . about the content, y ? T: Content? 
C: Y s, the content. First of all which 'Ollrccs of energy were in the vide ') 
T: II Ah, ano, the engine , the coa l and beginning the beginning 
C: Yes 
T: and oil and coal and ano nature 0[' lhe 
C: natural 
T: nalural and 
C: Go on. 
T: And next, Edinburgh univcr ' ity , Edinbur!!h univer ity .. 
C: Is Ed inburgh lIniv r ity a sOULC I en rgy! 
T: Y an ano wave , way . um 
OK 
~1k.. 
~ Q, ~ 
Y 
r. W' V-: '/lcrgy try lu r~'se; II 'l'h alld .1l~ W i t::!' ;lIld U l' \ dH: :HlW 1.\1:1\'" ll1()VG '>0 . and 
11G'<.1 C() 1l1pilr~d wav\.: ,1l1d ,ti l wl.l n It II , 11 ": 1 ~'rgy a lit ' it; hlllIU .... I IlLi so cO ll1pClr 'd w" v~' 
encrgy f10lll dul and very ecollollli ' Ihil k and so compared to w i nd energy . 
C: y cs, so y ou ''I e (cl1lebered qllile ,1 lot or the vicico. Bil difficu lt La spcnk but you've 
n:mel ll hcrcu quite a lot. W hich kind & l'fle rgy will be the llIost usefu l en 'rgy i11 l he flliure'? 
r · A h ( laughs) W illd c l 1l'r~ y 
C: P eatly , (jo you LIlII I '" S O) 
1" 8 11t Cin<lll y ;U)(), they ano lhey filii ·1I,:s i l ''i a ve ry !lew , !I1mt i l\ lport;lill will 111' 
(' Y.:s. Do YI lil hink d', ll ' r: ' .) 
i illllll} \'c·~ '~t!: ..! •• !!! I I l ~ ' .: )i>tH 1\" ,) I IIl;dl!.!. \\,\; 1/ 1 t'Y c\pl! n~I\' ;H!L!! II 
1)llill Ii W: I,) lluii, i,,-; ":1 :..: i1 I":, !~) , \',i", q)CI Lilli ti ldi i~: Jld u " . 
(" V! h:ll In' !h..: diSildV:lIl I,I !.!,I'S or 1.'ln~ ,- \Iint '!lerg ) 
T: Lr U I'i<ld V, 1I1iage'! a )i'i' ld v:l lllagc :s'Ull ly IS '1'IIIIil w{lldy I,.'()ltlry dod is \:,{p~lhi l!( ' I'll I 
hllild ;lJld WllHi is t: 1 ye'i ,lfld il . 11::;l'l'o ll(1 look "I ''':1' 
C: ('all you desc ri be a wind tllrbillt; '! 
T: F Il , ann the ll1achine'? Iwri /,Ol1lal alld cr ve verticil? Ah :\Ild .... The wind comes ,~ 
through lhe corne Iu l he and If!' prcssUr\': ,.(\lllnrIlPled tcchnic,,1 probkrll) W ind Cl1!11es 10 I ' 
the lo L1l e machine, comes I u the n achi Ile alld er the I ki a II he I ki a I kono (Interrupted 
lech ni ca l problcni) turns. ('here is a 101 of k illd or ano w ind turb in , a big o ne and a small I 
one. I II the A m crica i ' in fron ! of made OI1~ hundred metres'? 
C: Yes 1 T: So, 0 and the big one i' very greater, greate r bcnefi t for l i S. 
eYes, that ' ri ghl. l thillk lil (l l 's ,iii. orry abo llt Lit intc rrupti on. 
(': Whal do YO II Itlcal! yo u ( '()Iildfl I do very we ll ? 
T: Just 1111ll1ll 
(', Do () U illea n the "ill:1I "S ';1\ ) 
T: Yes 
('. I 'II! ~,l\'!\ 1')ilL Ihl'l,Il,II, '0"" II': :lolll"1l1 i'l I; ,'f,; ~'1. 1111,1 I ,ll 1.\ \"lil: oIl.Il11l lllll g 
and I! IN,I.' qUIlL' ', l lll '!cll ll l:t!. '( \11, I :11, I I' I( 1) 1 IIIi'urtll:tIHIIl 1'h,lI ~ :t ' guud . YUII 1\;ld ,t! 'U put it 
/ogethcl ill \ o Ill' llINn W,ly l' h:1I \ ' 10.; ~,\()d '\('111 :1c(II:dl) llllly '';Olllp:lr ,tt W:I e tllli wltld 
e ller~y. Yu u didll ! Clllllpan! II ~ illl "I Y (h OCI', 
r· [\10, a li lllc bit diffi(,lIll , j ll ' ( IN!! d ma;lIly , 
c: YL:S YO ll rea li sed lh:ll. 
T: Yes 
(': And thell organi 'ali ufI 1101 'U gU(ld . Bill yOIII' I'irst pargraph W'lS nice. Bill ;lftcr Ill' firs! 
paragraph here , what you 'cell i 10 h:lvl; ISJusl ' 'pa ra' 'cnlellces, ' 0 arc thesc 'eparatc 
paragrpalls? One' 'nlenee, )IIC paragr<lph?They're 1101 linl ed l gelh r. Need lo improve ther 
Y Ul' ideas were well organised . It di t make sense read ing through from the beginning and 
going through step by tep . Y Oll began with faets about wind turbine then lhe imporlance f 
Icclricily lh n win 1 nergy a' a 'ource r r the futur . And then y II made the compari n 
betwc n wind and wave energy , I w then Language - it is mu 'h im r ved from what ('v ' 
'cen before but lhere arc still improvemenl . I h made. 
T: How, h w can we ', 
c: 'u "MIL' • " ,'~ " o,,.lllllwr bul loo little t llTlC. Therefore you ' lOullto try and thinl 
how ean make your' If clear (0 me , 
t •• T: And' my weak point i' gran mar, and way of lise and verb? 
T: 
Whal you lI slIa l! y do i c; put down gr lip' f w I'd and don', ti n I th 'm PI' p 'rly, 
Linl '? The wor t? 
Linl '?T cOllflecl. Pr ' po:il ions arc u' d fo r connectillg Hlld relative proll llll ' ar' '.!" 'd 




And ' pelling . Ami here'? 'We usc lhe power of nalill' tran {orm energy : lId l '" the ' un. ' 
We 1I 'e the lower ot' Ilalure wh ich tra n form ' lhe enL:rgy .' 
We lise the power of nalur' in order l transf I'm the energy. 
T: [ iicl nature was tran [ filled by 
C: But i~' not transformed, That' , the wrong idca. It' nergy which; ' lran formed by 
T: r cann I. liS ' We u • the 1 wer of nature' . lhis mean ' naturc which i tran fonned s 
energy.' • ' 
: Much bctter. l c,ouldn t ulldcrsLcmd bef rc, \ , I 
T: Ah, Y u cou l In t under land b '[ore. lee, [ 1 mustt~ans{orrned . 
C: It' grammatically 'orrccl bUllhc mean ing iso'l '··Offect. 
T: How I can put it. 
C: We lise the p wer or naL'L~rl~ 'm order 10 produce energy by tran f rming energy , And we 
make electricity as a ource of energy . 
T: We pro tuce electr' city a, as lIrce of energy. 
C: Yes 
T: S I coulcln'llise properly the w r Is. 10l grammar? 
h 's more the vocab ulary YO II 'VC II sed, T hat 's abs lutely ri ght. Here ' It would not b> 
impo'sible'doub neoative . 
T: Why? 
C: [l should be 'fl would nol be possible ' I'd like to mpare wave energy wilh wind 
energy. ut n rea 'on . 
T: It" nOl useful. How can I 'ay 
C: You ne d l r fer to the lask. 





C. 1( 0,1 IH::'I:<I lu dl,lilgt: {hi" Jillu III L: 'tamp! I.: lIi lL ;1" ; l l 1la m !JO I/l t. { (l\I ' I":': d::;i;l~~ IL is, W;lVi.' 
energy, as ail 1;;I(,lIliP c ::;u t ildl ~ Wll :l! ynlJ ve gUt to do thelT. 
f : So if. 1\ 1 like \0 .. lOW C; l ll 1 ""Y, comparing wave energy with wi nd energy', that "" 
OK'> 
c: V CS, as I I is b ill iI's 1101 a fu ll 'cnlencc . .. r hi': video sai d thai .. ' A gain if's !lot good to 
'';<lY 'This video sa id ilwt' 
T'This vlueo 'i :t y tilat'>' (" w,~ : m~ lInl i nlen.:slcd j l' j l l' \j idc() <;.1 \ I Ii '! t Iwl. \NI~ lire nnl y i i llerl'sl ed i,1 Ille i ll l'or1 11 i1 t i( 111. 
(" 1I1IhI11l' 'IH'I '(~V inin .111(' !H' l 1(ln' l 
r 1"ll' ' il. rgy (.', It " ()Ill"',' iJil(' 1,'(,1',( " 1,,11 1' 'I )-
(' r hl~ " ill"rgy frUli1 ti ll.' \'.111" , ':\ 1\ h,: ,'( lIll/l,'IICI,1 . 
T In[\) ,lIllllher I'urn, ell (,d\~ l l~Y , 
( ': in to allother 1'01'111 ,I i "Ill~r(~y rn ,ll -; i' ii~1I1. ,' ;llt!le passive I'lli'l ll or l it e ve rb ... Th.'rdon: 
we gel COllfl jScd,' r hat 's iHlt \I ('ry tlS I'! ti l l' 11I c t. W e dOll ' ( W:1111 l0 kow wh at y \l ll I idn ' j 
ulldcf<;t;l1Id ... 'On tile olher halld ' IlIlVV ! don' t know what you lucan by 'Olli he olher hanel' 
T hnt li nk is a vcry ~ tr'II1i!.\' lillk for Illl' . . <l lId I'v (' s;Iid :~() lIldhing ,d1\)\11 sy llt<lK here. T ha I 
mc:u s grammar 
l': J yn{a:~ 




it wi ll be.. 1 
Yew, not ' become ', il wi ll be ten lime as powerful.' . ,. Wclll hope thal was IIsefLlI for ,1 
you. 
T: Yes. it" a matter of using thc word. 
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in the wind 
3ritain is a pretty windy 
)Iace. In the past, 
'1indmills were used to 
;apture energy from the 
'lind; today, wind turbines 
ire an increasingly 
mportant source of 
)Ower. 
W.J:':.~MlLLS.Iax:Jtrind1n corn · lIlloJl~r-au:,:;.:..:r:::.~ ~~~~~~~~ilin;e~en~~:;o~r~ h~ ... u ....... ct 
;hich were unsuitable for watermllls. 
IS recently as 1919. there were more 
han 300 working windmills In Britain. 
'oday there are fewer than 20: 
~eUh1s.J:e~ wtn~ 
,'ater pump eN!-U~ 
arms. They are much less common 
oday, bUI some can. ~1 ~.SeOiL . 
Using wind tur?1g~~~,enj,1"ate_ 
'lectriclty is not a new idea. In the., 
nlddle years of this century. machines 
u h as the Lucas "Freellte" were used 
o pro\'lde elect:rlc llght1ng in remote 
,laces before mains electricity became 
vailable. But It was the oU crises of 
he early 1970s which led to the 
'e'lelopment of bigger and more 
ficiem wind turbines. The number of 
hese rurbines is gradually increasing 
,nd Ihe y can now be seen in many 
I::' UIUVVII.~ 
i<t£-l KeJ 
Do we want them? 
THE decision ' to develop wind 
turbines on a large scale to provide 
us with energy not only depends on 
ilieir cost, but also on the effect they 
will have on the environment. 
the w itself Is free. 
the lact that the tur6Tnes will 
eventUany wear out and have to lie 
replace<!. 
.artS of Britain. 
-uver a 20 to 25 year lifetime, the 
'electriclty prod~ced by a wind 
turbine costs between 2p and 5p per 
unit (kW-hour), depending on how 
windy the site is. 'This figure Is 
about the same s tha or 
e ectr c ty----generated~Jo i 
,..orOGlWltwt.lO(H(AGYGAOLP fuels, and about hal!\the la test 
en e 0 e cOsfOl'1.iectr cjty 
rhe present generation 
,lO ST modern w ind turbines have a rotor 
~hlCh rOI tes around a horizontal axis, The 
'otor normally has two or three blades. 
.lachines with ·a Sm to 15m diameter rotor are 
leing used successfully by a few small 
)usinesses such as farms; iliey can produce 25 
o 125 kW of electrical energy, or enough for 25 
o 120 homes. ThE\fann5 are also connected to 
he nallonal powcr'\grid which supplies mains 
~lectriClCY . \ 
On WIndy day.sJhe.faon..sells any surplus 
~ 1~~C\(y to ~ electriclty board by feeding it 
nto ~heg!Jd. ~hen_ le s wind:, JULeXt.rA 
!lectr"!£ll)' ilie ~ n~ls_~~.m the grid. 
Machines with rotors 20m to 35m in 
li:uneter, which are capable of producing 200 to 
,OOkW of electricity, have also been operated 
,uccessfully for a number of years . ' The 
~ leclrl cilY these turbInes produce is fed 
IIrectl y Into the grid and sold to CUSlomers. 
\lthough there are only four or five of these in 
3ritain, there are many more In oilier parts of 
he wo:-ld - for example, In Denmark and 
: aliforn!2 . 
:-':0\\ even larger .... ind turbines, with rotors 
iOm 1:1 clameter, are being developed and 
cSled , They are capable of producing 3000kW 
J~l'.\· ~ C': electricity. One of these turbines is in 
)pcra'::>:: In Orkney. 
Win~power 2000 
SO FAR. ilie 'contribution made by wind turbines 
to Britain's electricity supply bas ,been very 
small lI1deed. This will still be the case' even If the 
number of small businesses installing wind 
turbines continues to grow. _ 
Until recently, it seemed likely that the 19905 
would see the construction of.many wind , 
rurbines to produce electricity for sale. Plans for 
three wind farms, each with 2S wind turbines, 
were announced by the Central Electricity 
Generating Board In March ' 1988. The 
privatlsatlon of the electricity Industry, which 
allows private companies to produce and sell 
electricity, and a government guarantee of a 
higher price for electricity not generated from 
fossil fuels - coal and gas - were expected to 
encourage many private wind energy projects. 
At present. however, the situation is very 
uncertain. The special prIce for electricity from 
renewable energy sources - such as wind and 
waves - and nuclear power stations is to apply 
only for ilie period between Igro and 1998. 
This may not be long enough to persuade 
people to risk their money on wind turbines 
,which, thou h the are chea to u 
expensi\'e to sct up in the first place. People with 
money to Invest may prefer -to uy existing 
power st::lt ions. especially if they are offered at a 
low enough price. 
from nuel [lons:- Wlnd tutbines do 
'[i()tpOUute the environment with harrn.[ul 
c em s, ut I ey do need to be placed on 
y s es 0 gIve g res IS. In Britain, the 
best sites are on western coasts and on high 
ground In ilie norili. 
About 20 per cent of Britain·s electrici could 
be pr uc rom e wm - morUhan this_ 
woUld mean more expensiVeliaCk-Up for wh,.en it 
rs not Windy. FortY thousand wind turbines. each 
with a 30m rotor, would be required to generate 
this amount of electricity. To make the most of 
the best sites, Ihe turbines would be grouped 
together In wind farms or parks. 
While many peopLe find modern wind 
turbInes reasonably pleasing to look at, they 
may not want to see them everywhere. Siting 
wind turbines out at sea is one way to solve this 
problem. but then the electricity could cost up 
to twice as much. In Denmark, machines are 
being sited. on offshore breakwaters or in 
shallow water at sea. 
. \ The rotors on large wInd turb lnes,rotate 
Quite slowly, less than once per second - and 
do not appear to be a danger to birds. Most of 
the land around wind turbines can still be used L 
for example for agncultw as ani~nal~do-:-not 
seem to be disturbed bl: them. if Wind turbmes 
are careCUlly si:ed, the noise is unlikely to aifecl 
people Hving nearby, nor should they Interfere 
with televiSIon reception. 
The winds of change 
August 23 1990: The VAWT BSO. one, of the 
largest \\'ind turbines In Europe: was opened'nt 
Cannarthen Bay, In south Wales. It is 30m high . 
with 42m diameter rotors and can g nerate 
ulectriclty for 500 homes. Industrialists and 
scientists from the British Wind Energy 
Association and the Wind Energy Group 
W(,/Cl)nlcO rhe ne'" turbine. bill criticised tho 
Governnlcm ror -Ihe S/Ol\ PI'ogl ess being made 
to harness wind energy resources In the UK~:, ' 
A surv y found that of people IIv\nk.lleal)· , 
l;Irooosed sites for wind turbines In.urJOlI!f.~ 
n.;,rth 1>evon anu south Wales. 76 per cent 'founCr . 
them conspicuous, but only 19 per cent found 
them un3nr.lclive. 
Scptember 28 1990: Brltain's mosl powerful 
Prlvalely OI\l1ed wind rurbine began generating 
'lectrlc!IY at an animal shelter in 
Godmanchester. Cambridgeshire. The owners 
of the sheller had bought the turbine for their 
own use. but decided to sell surplus energy to 
Eastem Elcclrlchv. 
September 29 1990: SupporlCrs of rencwable 
energy crillclsed the rules being imposed by tho 
Government on power generation in the run·up 
to priv3tisalion of Ihe electricity industry, They 
s, Id Ihat the first Non·Fossil Fuel Obligation 
will resull in Britain squandering Europe's best 
SOurce of potential wind power. 
The ~on ·FossU Fuel Obligation Is sel by the 
Department of Energy. and Is the amount of 
energy that Ihe new electricity dIstrIbution 
::ompanies 10 England and Wales must take 
from renewable sources. The first NFFO 
included just six new wind projects. which 
Would conlribule less than 30MW to the 
!>1atlonal Grid In Eng land and Wales. The 
British Wind Energy Associalion described It 
'1s -embarrassing ly sma\\" compared wIth 
Countnes such as Denmark, where Ihere are 
now more than 3.000 rurbines. the Netherlands 
and Spain . The campaigniAg organisation 
Friends of the Earth said that "this pathetically 
lew and unambitious targ'et sums up the 
Government 's attitude to the future of 
rcnewables.· 
~ctober 8 1990: A plan for a \v1nd rrum in Powys 
U\ Wales. \\'hich could supply electJiclty to 6.500 
homes, was oppose<1 by countryside groups. The 
farm would cover nearly three hectares of land. 
I::ach wlI1d rurbme would be 25m high and 1 in 
dlameler. and wou ld produce 7,2 IV of 
clectr!cll\' The Countrvslde Commlssio 
Ihe Counc:1 fortheProlectlon of Rural IV 
5aIO tha: .he: 2~ proposed wind turbines would 
--m ".', '> a£!nss Snowdonia National ParkL 
WIND PUMPS (below) 
Many wind-drivon wator pumps liko this on In 
)<onya BW. stilI.I~ uso both In tho dovol$'lng world 
:.an~ o~t~jrl ~ustralla. ~ttt~ - ' .: ' 
VERTICAL AXIS TURBINES (b low) 
A 500 kW v nica/ axis turbino was installed at 
Carmarlhen Bay on Augus t 23. Ono advantago of 
venica/ axis machinos is tha t they do not have to 
be pointod inlo tho wind. 
Main p'clUre (on opp 
pago): tho MS·3 wine 
turbine at Carmanh I 
In Wales is 25m high 
33m diameter rotors 
capable of genoralong 
300 kW. 
Left: A vision of the fur 
The Altamont Pass Wlr 




1 Magawa" can provide 
~nough oloctricity to SWitch 










I rgar the 
rotors. th more 
01 ctriclty Is 
produc d. 
'I' 
MARLEC RUTLAND W1NDCHARGER (above) 
Those small SO watt gonera tors are used 10 
chargo batteries lor caravans. boats and e/ectllc 
fencos. Severa/ thousand have boon supplied to 
Mongoloa. to power lelevision sels in romore 
Villages. 
J 
C· What I'd like to do first orall IS to : sk Villi ahout the task 'Inc! your Illdhod or 
Worklll!~ (lild what yo u lhOl'l~ ht )1' Ii ;IIld thlllg" Ilk (~ tlla t ,!lId j ht'l! 'AI .' 11 lalk .\ lILlie hit 'Ihollt 
liH~ ( ',)nll~ ! 
[.... (looks llthe task -; iH'c ( ) 
l' rl a[ ' <; I'lght I nok '1l l hat " Ih~ l~ t FI(,,, tor· tll , \; hat \.Jid you lhlllk o r lhe task ',) 
very fjcncfill quest IOn 
I, lIlll .. I thought it was casler than the last olle When I SI" r !"'! writing on the tn<lin 
(, pOint nn the eSS<lY I was dOll1g he wrong (hll1)2, 
. Really" 
, I\. But It was too late so well tI was 111 'way finlshlllg I II Ihe wa 
C. I scc What do yOll 1l1(!an y HI ven: dOll1g the wlOng thing'> 
Ir K. It 'avs discLlss thc advantal'.cs and disadval\ta(~cs . 
C: y~ 
\l\ l( and thcn compare it with other mcan' or supplying energy ., 
C' y(!:, 
K and! write, I wroll: the Illll solution or somcthing like that for lhe conclusion 
C !\ solution to what? What was the problel\1 f'or you? d 0 
\ ' !) K . um . r think 1 made the wrong start In the IIItrod~lction . ~ ~ a 
c. Ah,Ycs ~ ~ 
~ ;1 . and then I wrotc, then advantages alld disadvantagcs and then com parison IOf threc ]hl 
malll n;u'\ ",ranhs .J.. 
c· yes ,~ 
I \ K. and then [ concluded a,' 'ldv'" t·\!.!cs and disadvantaucs for' II kinds orcllcn!v as well. "'~ e, 
~ C Oh, I 'ce. < Ig 1. So did you find It a bit c.lIl1lcult to unpack thc task at the bcglllnmg tu.... 1\ /.; 
just to decide what you had 10 do? 
1(' yes .yes 
C: OK What about comprehension. Did you understand the video and the tex.t? 
K. Yes, [ did. r think I did understand. 
e: And that's why you found it easier than the last one, because of the comprehension. 
K: Yes 
C: Right. Did you like the topic? 
K: Topic? Yes. 
C: Good. Now how did you work at it? What meth.od did YO Ll use? 
K: Um .. just like the last one. 
e: Yes .. so you started off looking at the instruction did you? 
K: Yes and r had lots onime l'or procedure I so I wrote down things down. 





I see. But then you found at the end that you had misunderstood 
Yes (laughs) 













Wi1tk: vou Vl~ r~ wa lchlllg') 
Y~s 
O['jllst afil;(> 
WbJl~ I was w<ltching 
You did , Did you tilkl~ 101. ' :)rn ~k ' " 
11m \\~lll did :I,' mllch a'. i I..: ~\ll hl.l 
I '~;\li\")" Y ' HI I w an vou \ \l;n ; II. li tH g ll'lil' '\ .0[" 
I' IH l1le; It \ as IOLS 
lOW \vlla! dOl;S that 111~all ) 
W~II , IrYOIIl't)ll l pa r~ II wlih Yllkl() '\fId laloll ' 'll)lIe prona)1 less 
W~II, l:v~ rybody ' s dirt\;n.:nl In along I1Ol~s \r~ vou good ill taklllt\ l1ol~s ') 
I dOIl ' t think S(l I Iry 10 wnk "OWnl;\~f\. word 'l\1d th~ L' "'ll lll n" and 
() f1 . to you ') 
I can 't lT1ak~ It hrid' 
, I / 
" 
:l ... , 
'no th~ 'lll11~ With se Iknc~s You V)l1 Itke to Wrt t~ Ih~ whok s~l\kncc prohahl , 
do you? 
K Yes. 
l' U 1, wel l you llced to dev.;lop a techllll]lIe ornote-lakll1g, to take more note 
K (noos) 
C J\nd 'llh;rwards, did you r 'IlH;mhl'l an ' thi ng alld Vllt' thlflgs down" 
K Y~s 
(' So it was helprul to ha e a hit more 11m.;? 
K Ye ' 
l' nd then you Wl.:llt 0 11 to t h~ Ie t 
f/ Yes 
ttl"!'. C And what dId you thmk: ahollt that" ll '~ (, Well It was uood to Writ\.! lhl' h<.;i( I took lots oi'lIlrOrnW t1ill' fn m thiS 
~ C Aha, you took a lot. It was quitc USCIU . f1-~l( , Yes 
..P- f{ C Did you find It easy to understand') 
~r [(: Well , yes. 
C. Oh, now then you had to orgalllse your essa and then wnte It. Did you have \.!Ilough 
tllnc for all that? 
K Um , when [ started wnllnl.! I lhol!uht it's enOl! Jh but when ( realised I <.IId thc wrollg 
thing I neede more tIIne , 
C' {-low much t1Jne was lett when Oll realised you \; ere dOlllg the wrong things? 
l ' ('I.:n minutt.:s 
C Oh, dear so there was nothing you could rcally do was there? 
~ No 
C What made you realise that you were writing the wrong thing? 
l( r bellan to think (llh 'rwi 'e , and I tned to wrtte aholJt thl<; fln(i when I fimshed my 
main p"tragra hs I thought what shall I write lor th..: concillc.:ioll " i If, not 
C ee 
I I wa III a panic alld thL:n I Wrttc what I thlll"- It ' s hctt('r to do thIS cnerg 
C wei, we can diSCUSS nc. t WCl!1\ Wllel cr t hat was a good Idea or not \)1(1 
) 
abou t yoursel fahouhe wa thai V\)U work: In a Slt l U ion l ike th iS') 
K Yes, I tm:d to be ca lm d',wn and do what the !\mcn can do for that tlillC. 
e Are YOl good at calm ing dmvn? 
1<. : Yes I lhmk so 
C You obVIOusly Ic,.;1 it · Illporl al1t to bc calm 
Yes, becausc when I'm II 1;1'11 (' 1 (" " , '1 thll1k III I· !.!ltsh 
(' ('an YO lt \.'LlIIV th i nk ck:arlv 111 l:t,);U1CSI' ",hl'll VOl! ·c Ifl . \ paIlH:') 
I ',' cr II's CIcLm' l' 'han II1P,I, ., nl'n"",' 
~A 
,. 'an yD I tmn i. cleuriy III ; :ngllsh whcn VOll '-C ;-elil '(cd') 
K Yes , 11''i ddTicul!!\l tf'll1s!a!e fl lapmwsI; \.\11 'I I I n "peakmg mon' \\ lth som~()n\~ in 
":ngl l'ih I ((;a lly can I lind cxact words hetw(:~11 apa IICS\~ and I ':ngl i:h and my }':nghsh 
teacher In JUnt( r high 'ichonl taught me to think In l'ngll sh, so I try to do that since SI'\ 
J ~ 
s,)ic. t~ ~ 
years ago l'>M ~i:L-t'-'-' \,;(.. .c:.,) 
C So you'rl.; good ;l llhmkll1g in Lngl lsh, wlm;/l is vl.;ry I ll1 porl anl for a l ask I l k~ !hiJ Do (.) t<l.~-.. (A->Ar 
you thi nk you hav~ any wl.;ak l1l.;ssGs" ~ ~cL.w 
K Wca nesses. li m. i ll vocabuh ries 
C r )1(./ you manage to picl up <my new words whIle you wl.;re working that Illornlng'? 
I Yes, yes. From lext and v ideo 
C Like turbine? 
K Oh , Do you pronounce It turhlne? 
C Yl,;$ 
'v v K Oh, we 'av turb ll1 
C So w hich new vocabulary did you come across '? 
vI.< K Um / I can 't say om: I real i 'e I t when I ' m lak in!.! notes because I don 't know the 
spell in;. 
C I\part from vOl,;abulary IS thl.; rl.; any other an.:a that you fee l vou ' n.: a bIt weak in? 
K mm / mm well , My expencnce or In llL;ncral nowlcoec IS um . It s nor had with nils 
task For the last one tlln J ldn t know m llch a OUI It.. 4 
r. Now I'm going to ask you a li tt le bit about the content Um, I' m gOll1g to ask you 
first or all which sources o f energy were in the v ideo? 
K: In the video? lim , coal , urning coal and / sun, it mentions lots of given energy by SlI1,: I 
and wind was included with the ' un and little bit um or~r nuclear power but um didn ' t say 
much about it. 
C: Which type of en~rgy is going to be most lIseful in the ruture? 
K . Solarcneqj'Y 
C: Why ' s that? 
K . um bccau e some place is very cloudy the, the most orthe world has lots of unlight 
during the day and night, um sometimcs night, and 1110 t or developed country trying to 
improve their solar pancls, things Iii e that and then cars using the solar energy . It will be 
used more than now. 
C. What ' s the problem at the moment? 
K : Well , it cost too much to rnal e the panel s and that, and . 
e rhere ' s not enough energy is there 
K Yes 
C Now, tell me what you know about the wind turbine. 
K Wind turbine'? 
c y~s, alkr readll1g that tc:l and watC:llng till: Vldl:O') 
1(. I I It turns horizontal and vcrtH;al th~rc 's Iwo lypes and er they turn <;omctll11l:S two 
and :;ometlme'; d1fl~c but more than once 'lntl big on\~s 1:.15 SI)( or more urn At first they lIsed 
modern wmdmil ls and lIses water pump and then Impressed to generate e!t:ctncty 
C Now what aboul the advantages and dlsadvantagl!s of iP 
1< I'he wtnd IS fh~c "0 once you have the turhll1c It doesn t cost for "Olln..:c, cr It do cost 
I'm mallltallllllg and lO budd th\~I11, Wind urh1l1c !las huge and t()r It You ,;an "ttll usc jllc 
land lin 'lgricliI(urcqr CDr Ii, 11Ig Ilwn' 
(' Would Y\lllll:,\; \0 ,>ce th\; Wind l irbll11.: used as thc malll nean" nrprodllclIlg energy 
III the illtufe') 
K mmlll this lc\(l says that [wenty ,}l:n;cntls not "0 nnpn;ssed, Even the WInd duesn't 
blow, It can 'f work and cost mOfl: (0 hack up I don'l thmk It'S bettcr to havl: It as mam, 
e' Ok, I thmk that's all 
( . i \'as verv p ic:l sed \Yuh VO ll , vorl- Oil [h,; 1:()l i :~n l , CIlI. (11 .!1 "llllf!'es \l1d means bt. l III t 
ll ll IVP\;S )j" ,; lh;rgv '(Ol.r tll;\l~r .. 11 ' . ""\ ' r~' r ' IS011,1111,- quI V"\I 'i \Hlld hal/ ,; lIsl;d Innn; papL: f ,tI d 
bIgger V,; ry ekar ~'v\ t 1 :I ITO 'vI.) b ll t VOl I 'ihoul d h, v\.: l s\;d ,lmn; dctalkd labeis, ' \'(I S, blade tip de 
You m al ag\;J to ',ddn;ss all parts I)f the las!" ,;t)ll1pun; WIth nthL: r !<mns ,)1' ene rgy but ',: Ildmg W I" 
IvL:ak ll nflilished '\ fllt\ ()rgalll sall) 11 "\~ ry good hI t com:I' iS lOll 'M1S weak , loose crctllhll lt\ 
.' econd pangraph Oil the 'ldvantages wasn 't iP 
l,- Yes 
t.,J It ~ ; not the adv antage, I he , dvalltages starts from the ihm! paragraph ~ ~ ;':~~tcd to Introduce about that wind turbine cno,"c ..v~. t: 
c. And that' s what yoU should have donL: Uh! You dimk you did ~'"';l:1 
I ' ~ ~~~~ 
( So the whok second paragraph was meant to be about the historical de clopment ~.J- ( 
K , y~ ~~ ~ 
C, ~d then you talk about thL: hOllmnta a, is I III 11 Hxliately , You don ' t talk about turbines, .:-~ V {) 6 
You don ' t introduce the turbines Youlust tall about details That's why I oted it. There was a 
VL:ry big gap, as If you had prepared It but forgotten to write it In Is that what happened? 
I : ye ' 
C because you were a bit "hor! or time '0 you were not thmking qllltc so dearly hen .. 
K , Well , thin l so yes III I think when I finished wntinu here I think I drew these things and 'h 
then f()[Qot to wri te lip ~ 
C: So that's anomer reason tor haVing these on a separate sheet and then you eed to refer to~
them and talle aboll,t them -a,s ~hown ,Ill diagram I' ctc ~ : .. part of making yourself clear and it's ,all ~.x 
about communicating your Il1lorl11atlOn to the reader. I hen the language, I was very pleased With 
it on the whole, it was ntcely fluent and clear to understand, not particularly tech nical but th~~ t:a..~ 
doesn't matter It was OK, Anythmg else? , ' oon' or ' the not too dIstant futu re' (o...~ /.uJ.-. / 
K: distant? too distant? ~ c.~ 
C: Here' new source of energy ', a new source of energy ~ 
K: yes ' ~" ~ 
, n • • . " .. AL~ '"""'" C: Do you mean a soaurce ot energy V- ~ -J 
K ' yes l~~ 
C: OK because you want to talk about wind, It would have been quite IlIce to have a sentenc~ 
in there about turbines are being researched as a means of collecti ng wind in order to 'upply 
energy, but there arc advantages and disadvantages 
«' yes 
you talk about advantages and disadvantages of wind turbille not about other forms of 
energy , oh ye you do and that's a n icc diagram 
K: yc,' 
c: language isn't bad at all. You talk about the waste product, It would have been better to talk 
about nuclear waste in general. It's not a product because ... not intended. In your notes 
everything was nice and clear. YOli didn't have too much time. I think you worked 
systematically. I think YOli just need to improve your speed 
K: Yes 
C: Anything you want to comment on? 
K: No. 
i' 
-'IT' ASK n. 
l / " /,.<, '( • ,,'Z-, , , l 
You have ten minutes to read through this page. k.~!g MICQII·1',,",K tN61~ Fa A.. lS: 1" , 
You are expected to hand in several pieces of work at the end of this three hour session. 
The main one is a written essay. The other pieces of work are all items of preparation for it 
and are described below under 'Procedure'. The essay must be entirely in your own 
w~>rci~. The tim7 is limit~d and ther~~ore you s~ou;d allow yo~rself enough tim~ for 1 
min1ung, planmng, readmg and wnnng. Copymg IS not penrutted. \ ~ ~ L \' 
t ..tl' Ifl~ I~' ~. <. ( 
You may use English-English dictionaries. /" ~~ \) ~ ,,} r J I I \(,r" \ ~r,(;.) ~(}l4.' 
lINSTRUcnON: Use the video documentary 'Energy transfer devices' and the (j> ti?-{ \ 
text The answer is blowing in the wind' to di_~_~4~S the . h~~ , lldY~l~!;sO"fY1d qisad.xan.J3ge.C' S 9,£ \lsi~s. J~~ ih~d tIJ..~~IQ£ as a
f 
,/ \t --
means of sup~lymg energy. ~!p_l)are It Wl_ 9~h!:!r..m~_ ,/ 
fJi!Jrn~~I~£6fe=i1iagrams to illustrate your answer. ~/ 
You may also use your own knowledge and experience. 
lPROCEDURE: TIME 
1. First read through this sheet very carefully and think about what 
you have to do. 10 mins 
2. Now, think about the task. Try to answer it by writing down some 
notes Oil the piece of paper provided. 
10 mins (You must hand these in althe end of the session.) 
3. You are now going to watch a 'Yiddo documentary called 
'Energy Transfer Devices" Watch h carefully and find the information 
which will help you with the task. /Try to remember it. 20mins 
4. Write down what you can remember from the documentary. (You must hand these in at the end of the session.) 10mins 
S. You are now going to have a text to read with the title 
'The answer is blowing in the Wi~d" 
Find the information you need to elp you with the task. Take notes. 
(You must hand in the text with your notes at the end of the session.) 30mins 
6. Use your notes and plan your essay. Ihr30 mins 
7. Write the fast draft of your essay. 
(You must hand in either the plan o,r the dr-aft at the end of the session.) 
8. Write the fInal essay. 
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